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AMSTRAD PORTABLE PC'S FROM £149 (PPC1512SD).
£179
(PPC1512DD).
£179
(PPC1640SD).
£209
(PPC1640DD). MODEMS £30 EXTRA.NO MANUALS OR

VGA PAPER WHITE MONO monitors new and cased 240v

etc. E18.00 ref 18P200

AC. £59.00 ref 59134R
25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIERc STK043 With the addition of

MODEMS FOR THREE POUNDS!!

a handful of components you can build a 25 watt amplifier. £4.00 ref
4P69R (Circuit die included).

PSU.

BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE 200MAH 1.2V PACK OF 10
£4.00 REF 4P92R, PACK OF 100 £30.00 REF 30P16R

HIGH POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Stereo pair output 100w each.
4ohm impedance and consisting of 6 1/2" woofer 2" mid range and

FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 x 52mm £1.00 ref BD827R.
ALARM TRANSMITTERS. No data avaliable but nicely made

I " tweeter. Ideal to work with the amplifier described above. Pnce per
pair £30.00 Order ref 30P7R.

2KV 500 WATT TRANSFORMERS Suitable for high voltage

complex radio transmitters 9v operation. £4.00 each ref 4P81 R.
12V 19A TRANSFORMER. Ex equipment but otherwise ok. Our
pnce £20.00

experiments or as a spare for a microwave oven etc. 250v AC input.

GX4000 COMPUTERS. Customer returned games machines

Now only £4.00 ref 4P157

complete with plug in game, joysticks and power supply. Retail pnc-e
is almost 2100 Ours is £12.00 ref B1 2P1

MICROWAVE CONTROL PANEL Mains operated, with touch
switches. Complete with 4 digit display, digital clock, and 2 relay
outputs one for power and one for pulsed power (programmable)
Ideal for all sorts of precision timer applications etc Now only £4.00
ref 4P151.
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE.Stranded optical fibres sheathed in black
PVC. Five metre length £7.00 ref 7P29R
12V SOLAR CELL 200mA output ideal for trickle
charging etc 300 mm square. Our price £15.00 ref

span

ULTRASONIC ALARM SYSTEM. Once again in stock these
units consist of a detector that plugs into a 13A socket in the area to
protect. The receiver plugs into a 13A socket anywhere else on the

same supply. Ideal for protecting garages, sheds etc. Complete
system £25.00 ref B25P1 additional detectors £11.00 ref B11P1

IBM XT KEYBOARDS. Brand new 86 key keyboards £5.00 ret
5P612

IBM AT KEVBOARDSBrand new 86 key keyboards £15.00 ref
15P612

PASSIVE INFRA -RED MOTION SENSOR.

,.-:r.

386 MOTHER BOARDS. Customer returned units without a cpu

Complete with daylight sensor, adjustable lights

fitted £22 00 ref A22P1

on timer (8 secs -15 mins) 50' range with a 90

deg coverage. Manual overide facility. Com- C:\i -.'"

d/77'

plate with wall brackets, bulb holders etc. Brand

new and guaranteed. Now only £19.00 ref

BRAND NEW

Pack of two PAR38 bulbs for above unit £12.00 ref 12P43R

£49.00 REF F49P1

standard TV set within a 100' range! (tune TV to a spare channel).
12v DC op. E15.00 ref 15P39R Suitable mains adaptor £5.00 ref

286 MOTHER BOARDS. Brand new but customer returns so may
need attention. Complete with technical manual £20.00 ref A20P2

286 MOTHER BOARDS. Brand new and tested complete with
technical manual. £49.00 ref A49P1
UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER.Takes AA's, C's, D's and

MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A pair of
walkie talkies with a range of up to 2 kilometres. Units ki,
measure 22x52x155mm Complete with cases. £30.00

II

ref 30P12R

FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE.Small nand held unit with a 500'
range! 2 transmit power levels rags PP3 battery. Tuneableto any FM
receiver. Our price £15 ref 15P42AR

12 BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.0 short ine(3
bands, FM. AM and LW DX/local switch, tuning 'eye' mains
or battery Complete with shoulder strap and mains lead

PP3 nicads. Holds up to 5 batteries at once New and cased, mains
operated £6 00 ref 6P36R.

IN CAR POWER SUPPLY. Plugs into cigar socket and gives
3,4,5,6,7.5,9, and 12v outputs at 800mA. Complete with universal
sp der plug. £5.00 ref 5P167R.
RESISTOR PACK.10 x 50 values (500 resistors) all 1/4 watt 2%
metal film £5 00 ref 5P170R.

A nArt-r"r1 ma rie

NOW ONLY £19.001! REF 19P14R.
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIOLow cost stereo system giving
5 watts per channel. Signal to noise ratio better than
45db,

,/,

MIRACOM WS4000 MODEMS

LOW COST WA LIKIE TALKIES.Pair of battery op-

"'

20-21KHZ 4-8R 12-14v DC negative earth. Cased. £25 ref 25P14R.
4P44R. 2 x C's E4.00 ref 4P73R, 4 x D's £9.00 ref 9P12R, 1 x PP3
£6.00 ref 6P 35R

STRIP BOARD CUTTING TOOL£2.00 ref 2P352R
50 METRES OF MAINS CABLE £3.00 2 core black precut in
convenient 2 m lengths. Ideal for repairs and projects. ref 3P91R

4 CORE SCREENED AUDIO CABLE 24 METRES £2.00
Precut into convenient 1.2 in lengths. Ref 2P365R
TWEETERS 2 1/4" DIA 8 ohm mounted on a smart metal plate for
easy fixing £2.00 ref 2P366R

COMPUTER MICE Onginally made for Future PC's but can be
adapted for other machines. Swiss made £8.00 ref 8P57R. Atari ST
conversion ktt £2.00 ref 2P362R.

6 1/2- 20 WATT SPEAKER Built in tweeter 4 ohm £5.00 ref

inner tube. Wheels are black, spoked one piece poly carbonate. 13"
wheel £6.00 ref 6P20R, 16" wheel £6.00 ref 6P21 R.

WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO! FM/AM radio takes re-

5P205R

chargeable battenes complete with hand charger and solar panel
14P2OOR

pulse width modulation. £17.00 ref 17P3R.

SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER.Charges 4

VIDEO TAPES. Three hour superior quality tapes made under
licence from the famous JVC company. Pack of 5 tapes New low

PC STYLE POWER SUPPLY Made by AZTEC 110v or 240v
input. +5 @ 15A,+12@ 5A,-12 @ .5A,-5 0 3A. Fully cased with fan,
on/off switch, IEC inlet and standard PC fly leads. 615.00 ref Fl 5P4

ALARM PIR SENSORS Standard 12v alarm type sensor will
interface to most alarm panels. £16.00 ref 16P200
ALARM PANELS2 zone cased keypad entry, entry exit time delay

price £8.00 ref 8P161

PHILIPS LASER. 2MW HELIUM NEON LASER TUBE.
BRAND NEW FULL SPEC £40.00 REF 40P1OR. MAINS
POWER SUPPLY KIT £20.00 REF 20P33R READY BUILT
AND TESTED LASER IN ONE CASE £75.00 REF 75P4R.
12 TO 220V INVERTER KITAs supplied it will handle up to about
15 w at 220v but with a larger transformer it will handle 80 watts. Basic

kit £12.00 ref 12P17R Larger transformer £12.00 ref 12P41R

VERO EASI WIRE PROTOTYPING SYSTEMIdeal for designing projects on etc. Complete with tools, wire and reusable board.
New low bargain price only £2.00 ref B2P1

HIGH RESOLUTION 12" AMBER MONITOR12v 1.5A Hercules compatible (TTL input) new and cased £22.00 ref 22P2R

SPEAKER WIRE
Brown twin core insulated cable 100 feet for £2.00 REF 2P79R

MAINS FANS
Brand new 5" x 3' complete with mounting plate quite powerful! and
quite Our price £1.00 ref CD41R

HEX KEYBOARDS
Brand new units approx 5" x 3" only £100 each ref CD42R

PROJECT BOX
51/2" x 31/2" x 1" black ABS with screw on lid. £1.00 ref CD43R

SCART TO SCART LEADS
Bargain once leads at 2 for £3.00 ref 3P147R

SCART TO D TYPE LEADS
Standard Scart on one end, Hi density D type on the other. Pack of
ten leads only £7 00 ref 7P2R

OZONE FRIENDLY LATEX
250mlbottle of liquid rubber sets in 2 hours. Ideal for mounting PCB's

hang wires etc. £2.00 each ref 2P379R

QUICK SHOTS
Standard Atari compatible hand controller (same as joysticks) our
price is 2 for £2.00 ref 2P380R

VIEWDATA SYSTEMS
Brand new units made by TANDATA complete with 1200/75 built in
modem infra red remote controlled qwerty keyboard BT appproved
Prestel compatible, Centronics printer port ROB colour and compos-

ite output (works with ordinary television) complete with power
supply and fully cased. Our pnce is only E20.00 ref 20P1 R

COMPUTER JOYSTICK BARGAIN
Pack of 2 pystidxs only £2.00 ref 2P382R
Small hand held cassette recorders that only operate when there is
sound then turn off 6 seconds after so you could leave it in a morn all
day and lust record any thing that was said. Pnce is£20.00 ref 20P3R

-
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IVIA14i0PIDER TERMS: CASH PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDEF1 PLUS £3.00 POST PLUS VAT.
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11/21.

Contains 8 solar cells, motor, tools, fan etc plus educational booklet.
Ideal for the budding enthusiast Pnce is £12.00 ref 12P2R

286 AT PC
286 MOTHER BOARD WITH 640K RAM FULL SIZE METAL
CASE, TECHNICAL MANUAL, KEYBOARD AND POWER SUPPLY f139 REF 139P1 (no iio cards or drives included) Some

trletal work req'd phone for details.
35MM CAMERAS Customer returned units with built in flash and
28mm lens 2 for £8.00 ref 8P200
STEAM ENGINE Standard Mamod 1332
engine complete with boiler piston etc £30

Elip

ref 30P200

TALKING CLOCK
LCD display. alarm, battery operated.
Clock will announce the time at the
push of a button and when the
alarm is due. The alarm is swtchable
from voice to a cock crow ng!£14.00 ref 14P200.R

HANDHELD TONE DIALLERS
Small units that are designed to hold over the mouth piece of a

+

AA nicads in 8 hours. Brand new and cased E6 00 ref

£15.00 ref 15P43R

Superbly made fully cased (metal) giving 12v at 2A plus a 6V supply.
Fused and short circuit protected. For sale at less than the cost of the
case! Our pnce is £4.00 ref 4P103R

NEW SOLAR ENERGY KIT
£5 00 ref 5P186R
COPPER CLAD STRIP BOARD17" x 4" of .1" pitch "vero" board.
£4.00 a sheet ref 4P62R or 2 sheets for £7.00 ref 7P22R.

SINCLAIR C5 WHEELS13' or 16" da including treaded tyre and

ACORN DATA RECORDER ALF503 Made for BBC computer
but suitable for others. Includes mains adapter, leads and book.

BENCH POWER SUPPU ES

Complete with 13A plug our once is only E3.00 for TWO! ref 3P148R

IBM PRINTER LEAD. (D25 to centronics plug) 2 metre parallel.

boat, car, caravan etc. £5.00 ref 5P206.

Ok for use with the above interface, our price £4.00 ref 4P102R

IEC MAINS LEADS

£29

GOT A CARAVAN OR BOAT?
NEW 80 PAGE FULL COLOUR LEISURE CATALOGUE

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FANG 1/2" square brand new ideal for

ATARI JOYSTICKS

BUGGING TAPE RECORDER

CABLE TIES. 142mm x 3 2mm white nylon pack of 100 £3.00 ref
3P104R. Bumper pack of 1,000 ties £14.00 ref 14P6R

6P3R.

Plugs into 48K Spectrum to provide a standard Atan type joystick
port. Our price £4 00 ref 4P101R

connector on one end, spade connectors
on the other ideal for joysticks etc (6 core) E1.00 each ref CD44R

TONE AND PULSE DIALLING

20P32R

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL Killer c5 motor. PCB and all
components to build a speed controller (0-95% of speed). Uses

SPECTRUM JOYSTICK INTERFACE

Extends f rom 8" to 6 feet

GUIDE. The ultimate equivalents book. Latest edition £20.00 ref

toothed nylon belt drive cog £40.00 ref 40P8R

or general purpose audio use Pnce is £4.00 ref 4P100R

CURLY CABLE

FULL SOFTWARE CONTROL

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR

COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS.These convert composite video into
separate H sync, V sync and video. 12v DC. £8.00 ref 8P39R.
SINCLAIR C5 MOTORS 12v 29A (full load) 3300 rpm 6"x4" 1/4"
0/P shaft. New £20.00 ref 20P22R.
As above but with fitted 4 to 1 inline reduction box (800rpm) and

Customer returned mains battery units built in mic ideal for Computer

co,-npiete with software and instructions £8.00 ref 8P58R/2

AUTODIAL/AUTOANSWER

NICAD BATTERIES. Brand new top quality 4 x AA's t4.00 ref

OR SEND £1.00

DATA RECORDERS

SPECTRUM +2 LIGHT GUN PACK

AT COMAND SET

7 CHANNEL GRAPHIC EQUALIZEarlus a 60 watt power amp!

GEIGER COUNTER KIT.Complete with tube, PCB and all components to build a battery operated geiger counter. £39.00 ref 39P1 R
FM BUG KIT.New design with PCB embedded coil. Transmits to
any FM radio 9v battery req'd £5 00 ref 5P158R
FM BUG Built and -tested superior 9v operation £14.00 ref 14P3R

Computer keyboards. Loads of switches and components excellent
value at £1 00 ref CD4OR

Cased units that convert 240v to 11% 3" x 2" with mains input lead
and 2 pit American output socket (suitable for resistive loads only)
our pnce £2.00 ref 2P381R

V21/23

2,500 NEW LINES FREE WITH ORDER ON REQUEST

BARGAIN STRIPPERS

AC STEPDOWN CONVERTOR

wow and flutter less than .35%. Neg earth. £19.00
ref 19P30
erated units with a range of about 200'. Our price £8.00
a pair ref 8P 50R

)

REMOTE CONTROL

VIDEO SENDER UNIT Transmit both audio and video signals
from either a video camera, video recorder or computer to any

adapter (bug is mains driven). £26.00 ref 26P2R

Bargain pack of 10 brand new handsets with mic and speaker only
£3.00 ref 3P 146R

Customer returned units mixed capacities (up to 1.44M) We have not
sorted these so you just get the next one on the shelf. Price is only
£7.00 ref 7P1R (worth it even as a stripper)

BSB SATELLITE SYSTEMS

19P29

FM TRANSMITTER housed in a standard working 13A

TELEPHONE HANDSETS

DISC DRIVES

J'

le.'.1.:te

5P191R

Fully cased UK modems designed for dial up system (PSTN) no data'
or info but only £3.00 ref 3P145R

NEXT DAY DELIVERY £8.00

OM

FAX 0273 23077

_____.

telephone to send MF dialing tones Ideal for the remote control of
answer machines. £5.00 ref 5P209R

COMMODORE 64 MICRODRIVE SYSTEM
Complete cased brand new drives with cartridge and software 10
times faster than tape machines works with any Commodore 64
setup. The orginal pnce for these was £49.00 but we can offer them
to you at only E25.001 Ref 25P1R

ATARI 2600 GAMES COMPUTER Brand new with joystick and
32 game cartridge (plugs into TV) £29.00 ref F29P1 also some with
1 game at £19.00 ref Fl 9P2
BEER PUMPS Mains operated with fluid detector and electronic
timer standard connections. Ex equipment £18 00 ref Fl 8P1

90 WATT MAINS MOTORS Ex equipment but ok (as fitted to
above pump) Good general pupose unit £9.00 ref F9P1

HI Fl SPEAKER BARGAIN Originally made for TV sets they
consist of a 4" 10 watt4R speaker and a 2" 140R tweeter. If you want
two of each plus 2 of our crossovers you can have the lot for E5.00
ref F5P2.

VIDEO TAPES E180 FIFTY TAPES FOR C70.00 REF F70P1
360K 5 1/4" Brand new drives white front. £20.00 Ref F20P1
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MAIL ORDER BARGAIN PACKS

2 x 220 watt MOSFET AMPLIFIER
A top -of -the -range

performer

that

Qty. per pack

satisfy the
demanding,
audio enthusiast. If

No.

looking

M021

1

amplifier
power your
subwoofer, the

M022

2

will

most

M020

1

you're
for
to

90mm sq.

an

SPARKOMATIC

30W dome tweeter by Eagle/Japan Made
size 90mm x 66mm
£1
60W Hifi tweeter made for Jamo UK size
£1

30 watt 8 ohm Hifi chassis speakers.

Qty. per pack
LCD
Digital
1

M072

1

M073

1

all

M023

2

M074

2

M075

1

M076

1

M078

1

fpitlatesdtic with 15 watt 10cm Goodman unit

£4.95 + £2.50 p&p
watt Car Speakers made for
Roadstar of Switzerland. Fitted with dual

polypropylene cone and foam rubber
surround. Big 70mm magent for good

maximum and 220 watt mono at 0.5% TH D.

£168.50 plus £3.50 p&p
M024

2

100 watt x 4 CLASS A AMPLIFIER
FOR CARS
Delivers 4 x 100 watt into 4 woofers or with the
aid of its built in active cross over delivers 200
watt of Bass via sub -woofer output and 2 x 100
watt, full range into 2 speakers; thus giving you
all the power you require to make even traffic
jams a positive pleasure. SPECIFICATION 4 x
100W (40), 2 x 200W Bridged, THD .08%, S/N
RATIO: 7 90db, RESPONSE 10Hz-50kHz, LOW
PASS FILTER SWITCHED 75Hz 150Hz, INPUT 4
x PHONO 100-3 Volts, INPUT x 4 HIGH LEVEL
20k52, SIZE 240mm x 50mm x 400mm.

£118.50 postage £4.50

80 watt CAR POWER AMPLIFIER
The AMP 7000 produces high power at low distortion. The amplifier accommodates low level,
high level and high power radio speaker inputs.
The response is linear and extends beyond the
capability of all music sources. This compact unit
mounts easily and its quick connect terminals accept RCA or straight wire input terminals. Power
rating 2 x 40 watt per channel. MMP 2 x 20 watt
at 10%. THD response 20Hz-20kHz. Size 160mm
x 130mm x 45mm.

£32.95 plus £3.50 p&p

M025

2

M025A 1

base response. Supplied with grills fixing
screws and cable. Size 30cm, weight
1.5Kg
£11.70 pair + £3.65 p&p or
TWO pairs for £25.00 UK post paid
Audax JBL 40-100watt dome tweeters.
High performance lOmm Ferrofluid
cooled horn loaded unit for load distortion
and high output. Supplied with 1st order
crossover, spec. 40 watts at 3kHz, 100

watt at 8kHz; size 51mm x 51mm x
16.5mm. Ideal for car use
£7.50 +£1 p&p
33000pF 10V d.c. can type computer
grade quality electrolytic UK made
£1
47pF 385V d.c. can type electrolytic. Size
350mm x 250mm. UK made by Phillips £1.75
680pF 100V d.c. can type electrolytic size
45mm x 25mm
f1
2200pF 25V d.c. can type electrolytic size
45mm x 25mm
£1
15000pF 40V d.c. can type 23A
electrolytic size 113mm x 50mm
£1

M026

2

M027

3

M028

1

M029

1

M030

size 113mm x 50mm
20 Assorted Variable trimmers

M031

4

M032

2

10k + 10k

wirewound

EQUALIZER FOR CARS

M039
M040
M041

4

M042
M043
M044
M045
M046
M047

20 5 Pin Din 180'chassis mount sockets
6
Double phono sockets
5
6.35mm (%") Stereo Jack sockets
4
6.35 (%") Mono Jack Plugs
12 Coax Sockets chassis mount
2
Case handles plated U -shape, size 97mm

M048
M049

30 Mixed control knobs

M033
M034
M035
M036
M037
M038

1

put of your car stereo and your power amplifiers

sound reflections from glass, also it has a sub woofer output to drive a separate amplifier for that
extra deep bass sound. FEATURES: 2 channel
inputs 4 channel outputs via phono sockets, CD
input via 3.5mm jack 11 band graphic. SPECIFICATION RANGE 20Hz-60kHz THD 0.05%, S/N
RATIO 85dB. EQ FREQUENCIES 60Hz, 120Hz,

1

M051

2

M052
M053

3
1

M054

3

8kHz, 16kHz (boost cut of ± 12dB) SIZE 178mm

M055

1

x 25mm x 140mm.

M055A 1

250Hz, 380Hz, 500Hz, 750Hz, 1 kHz, 2kHz, 4kHz,

£32.70 postage £1.80

EMINENCE 40 PROFESSIONAL
USA MADE IN CAR CHASSIS
SPEAKERS
All units are fitted with big magents "Nomex

Voice coils NOT ALUMINIUM, "Nomex" is very
light and can stand extremely high temperatures,

this mixture makes for high efficiency and long
lasting quality of sound.
V6 6W' 200W Max
V6 8" 300W Max
V10 10" 400W Max
V12 12" 400W Max
BOSS 15" 800W Max
KING 18" 1200W Max

Range 50Hz-3kHz £34.40
Range 45Hz-3kHz £39.35
Range 33Hz-4kHz £44.45
Range 35Hz-3kHz £45.95
Range 35Hz-4kHz £79.90
Range 20Hz-1kHz P.O.A.

Postage £3.85per.
speaker.

Build your own Bazooka sub woofer tube to suit
Eminence car speakers. 10mm thick fibre supplied

with grille and clamp terminals finished in black
vinyl.
Eminence U10, Size 270mm x 700mm

£25.95 £3.50 p&p
Eminence U12 Size 320mm x 710mm

£29.95 £3.50 p&p

M056

2

£1

M080

2

light output of 60W lamp. Size 24mm x
8mm x 17cm, weight 1.6kg
£22.95 + £2.65 p&p
Solar Powered Wooden Kits. Easy
to build aeroplane, with revolving
propeller, and an old time gramophone

with music chip. Supplied with glue,
solar cells, electronics and pre-cut
panels.
One of each for
£12.00 + £1.50 p&p

M081

M082

1

1

Bump and Go Space Ship

Kit with
motor, wheels, p.c.b. wire and diagram.
An ideal introduction for youngsters into
the world of electronics and mechanics;
goes all the way to the moon on two AA
batteries
£8.95 + £1 p&p

Filofax

Personal

Organiser

Radio/Calculator. This neat little unit
simply fits inside your filofax so you can
listen to AM Radio with earphone or use
it as a solar powered 8 -digit calculator.
Punched with six holes to fit all personal
organisers. UK Made under % price

M083

£8.95 + £1 p&p

1

£1
£1
£1

Video Sender. With this handy unit you
can transmit output of your home video,
wideo camcorder or satelite equipment

over the air to a receiving television
within a range of 100ft. Simply connect

el

the video and audio output of your

Cl

equipment into this unit, and a 10-13.8V
d.c. power supply - extra £3.75

£1

£11.75 + C2 p&p

M084

1

with knobs, stereo record/replay erase
heads, heavy fly -wheel £5.50 + £2.65 p&p

M085

2

Multiband radio. Listen to air traffic control, aircraft, radar, public utilities VHF

54-176MHz + CB 1-80 with built in

Cassette tape transport mechanism, belt drive, top loading, six piano key operation

Tuner record player with diagram. Made
by Mu/lard
Cl
AM/FM tuner head modules'. Made by
Mu/lard
El
AM I.F. modules'. Made by Mallard
£1
FM stereo decoder module with diagram.
Made by Mu/lard
£1
UHF Varicap tuned tuner heads unboxed, untested but complete. Made by
Mallard
£1
25V d.c. 150mA Mains adaptor in neat
£1

80mm Cooling Fan. Five bladed A.C.
impedance corrected motor on a cast
aluminium chassis. Size 80mm x 40mm.
Voltage 115V a.c. working, 130mA.
Japanese made.
£5.95 + £1.40 p&p,
TWO for £11.20 UK post paid
6V -0V -6V 4VA p.c.b. mount mains trans-

£17.95 + £2 p&p
AM, FM. LW Ross Pushbutton Radio.
squelch control

With this neat unit you can easily tune in

Hifi stereo pre -amp. module. Input for CD

former 240V input, size 42mm x 33mm x
35mm. UK Made
£1
M057 25 4 Volt miniature wire -ended bulbs
£1
M057A 1
SRBP Copper Clad Printed Circuit Board.
Size 410mm x 360mm x2mm £3.65 + 75 p&p
M058 2 Mono cassette tape heads. Japan
Made
£1
M059 2 Sonotone stereo cartridge with 78 and LP
Styl. Japan Made
£1
M060 8
Bridge rectifiers 1 amp 24 Volt
£1
M061
10 0C44 transistors. -Remove paint from
top and it becomes a photo electric cell
(ORP12)
El
M062 30 Low signal transistors npn and pnp type
£1
M063 6 14 watt output transistors. Three complimentary pairs in TO66 case (replacement for AD161 +162)
£1
M064 5 5 watt AudiO i.c. No. TBA800
£1
M065 5 Motor Speed Control i.c.
£1
M066 1
Digital DVM Meter i.c. Made by Plessey,
with diagram
el
M067 4 7 -Segment 0.3in I.e.d. display (red)
£1
M068
Tape Deck i.c., with record replay switching. No. LM1818, with diagram
M069 2
Ferrite Rod. High grade with LW, SW &
MW culls, size 140mm x lOmm
C1
M070 1
Moving coil dynamic, handheld, ball
microphone. Ross Electronics customers
returns (no warrantee)
Cl
1

£6.50 + £1.50 p&p
Rechargeable fluorescent lantern, twin
9W switchable tubes, flashing beacon
and search lamp. Built-in lead acid battery and mains charger. Gives equivalent

£1
£1

plastic box, size 80mm x 55mm x 47mm

£4.20 + £2 p&p
TV Aerial Amplifier housed in a neat
signal of your aerial

1

Fuseholders, in -line type for 20mm size
fuses

This neat unit connects between the line outM050

M079

1

x 50mm

so that you are able to adjust the sound as in
a studio compensating for soft furnishing and

el

potentiometer
£1
8
Rotary potentiometers
£1
5
100k multiturn Varicap type tuning potentiometer with knob size 45mm x 5mm
£1
200 Carbon resistors
£1
2
Large VU meters. Japan Made
£1
Large Tuning meter 125pA-0-125pA size
55mm x 47mm
£1.75
1
Dual VU meter 280pA f.s.d., size 80mm x
42mm x 15mm
£1.50
5
Coaxial Aerial Plugs, all metal type
£1
6
Fuseholders, chassis mounting for 20mm

100 yard 3 -core 3 amp cable, coded

plastic box, coax input and output sockets. Mains operated. Double the output

£1

precision

Tone dialling keypad, use services that
require DTMF tone signals for a rotary
dial pulse phone, size 90mm x 55mm
12mm
C11.00 + 70p p&p
100 yard roll of single screened quick
splice cable, good quality British
Made
£4.50 + £2 p&p
brown, blue and green/yellow

Cl

Tuning capacitors 2 -gang dielectric type

Stereo Headphones on ear.
Lightweight design, vari-fitting ear -cups
with contour cushions, 36in. cord.
3.5mm + 6.35mm Jack plug adaptor
Koss

£3.50 + £1 p&p

33000pF 16V 27A can type electrolytic

size fuses

11 BAND COMPONENT GRAPHIC

£3.50 + £1.20 p&p

£9.00 + £2.00 p&p
Pod Car Speakers. Moulded in black

M023A 1pr 40

watt at 0.1% THD, Bridged 440 watt mono

Ross

customers

NOSTALGIA, low impedance

125mm sq. with large 70mm magnet
is

Multimeter.

returns (no
£3.90 + 90p p&p
WW II EX WD headphone, A BIT OF
Electronics
warrantee)

Made for Hitachi UK midi systems, size

you'll need! Highly
sophisticated MOS- FET technology dramatically
extends frequency response, separate input
sensitivity controls, built-in protection circuitry for
overheat and short circuit with I.e.d. indication,
output power: 2 x 220 watt maximum and 2 x 110

330

No.
M071

to five pre-set stations of your choice

without fiddling or fuss, runs off six

C -cell batteries or 240V mains. Output
400mW, volume and tone control. Size
230mm x 150mm x 65mm

M086
M087

1

1

£23.00 + £3.65 p&p
(As above)
£15.00 + £2.80 p&p
Amplifier Kit 30 + 30 Watt. An easy to
build amplifier with a good specification. All components mount on single
p.c.b. punched and back -printed for
ease, case ready drilled finished in black

vynil with matching scale and knobs.

Inputs for: CD/AUX tape 1; tape II; tuner
and MC phono
Controls: bass; treble; volume; balance;
mode and power switch. Featured
project in Everyday Electronics, April
1989 issue; reprint with kit

£40.00 + £3.65 p&p
All items prefixed with MO number MAIL ORDER only or
can only be collected by prior appointment from address
below. Where p&p not stated please add £3.65 per order
for postage and carton charge.

* VHF RADIO TRANSMITTERS
100mW mini bug. Built on a neat little fibre glass
pcb with condenser mic. Fully tunable over the
FM band. 9V d.c.

£5.75 + £0.90 pp

2 Watt transmitter kit, supplied with fibre glass
pcb, all components, diagrams, ready for you to
build. 12-24V d.c.

£8.50 + £0.70 pp

* Transmitters listed on this page are not licensable in the UK
If used in UK are liable to heavy fines.

RADIO AND TV COMPONENTS ACTON LTD
376 EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2 1EB
MAIL ORDER TERMS, POSTAL ORDERS and or CHEQUES

with orders. Access & Visa accepted.
Nett monthly accounts to Schools, Colleges and P L C only.
Overseas readers write for quote on delivery.
Please make all cheques payable to RTVC Ltd.

Phone 071 723 3462 Fax 071 723 3467
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HOSEPIPE CONTROLLER
Automatic garden care. This mains -pressure
hosepipe controller is designed to keep your
garden watered automatically and is
particularly useful while you are away from
home. This it does by operating a sprinkler
fora preset time each day. A control on the
front panel adjusts the operating time
between limits of less than one second and
four minutes approximately - however, these
timings can be easily altered if required.

ELECTRONIC CRICKET
Over the years there have been a great
number of electronic games concocted for
the hobbyist, including one or two cricket
games, but the author has felt that these
latter efforts have not in some way brought
out the real flavour of the game.
This unit is played on a "field" measuring
300mm x 230mm and accomodates a range
of bowling speeds, provides various hit
scores and the usual ways of getting
someone out. You can also play whatever
the weather!

CLASS "A" HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
Although simple this circuit is capable of giving far higher fidelity than the majority of standard
power amps on the market and substantially better than would be obtained from the headphone
socket of a standard power amp. Used with a CD player and/or tuner and tape deck a very high
quality system can be assembled at low cost

EVERYDAY

ELECTRONICS
JULY ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY 5TH JUNE 1992
Everyday Electronics, June 1992
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SURVEILLANCE
PRAWESSNATAL 01JALITY KITS

'No- I for Kits'
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12 years
and you can be sure that all of our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions, circuit
diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all transmitters
are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.
UTX Ultra -miniature Room Transmitter
Smallest room transmitter kit in the word! Incredible 10mm x 20mm including mic
3-12V operation. 500m range
£16.45
MTX Micro -miniature Room Transmitter
Best-selling micro -miniature Room Transmitter
Just 17mm x 17mm including mic. 3-12V operation. 1000m range

£13.45

STX High-performance Room Transmitter
Hi performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and range.
Measures 22mm x 22mm including mic. 6-12V operation, 1500m range
£15.45
YT500 High -power Room Transmitter

Powerful 250mW output providing excellent range and performance. Size 20mm x
40mm. 9-12V operation. 3000m range

£16.45

YU Voice Activated Transmitter
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity
and delay with LED indicator. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £19.45
1111X400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter

Connects directly to 240V AC supply for long-term monitoring. Size 30mm x 35mm.
500m range

£19.45

SCRX Subcarder Scrambled Roam Transmitter

Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder
connected to the receiver. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range
£22.95
SCU( Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter

Connects to telephone line anywhere, requires no batteries. Output scrambled so
requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm x 37mm. 1000m range

£23.95

San Surinamler Decoder Unit for SCRX

Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to
headphones. Size 32mm x 70mm. 9-12V operation

£22.95

UTLX Ultra -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Smallest telephone transmitter kit available. Incredible size of 10mm x 20mm!
Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
£15.95
All conversation transmitted. Powered from line. 500m range
TU(700 Micro -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Best-selling telephone transmitter. Being 20mm x 20mm it is easier to assemble than

UTLX. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. All
conversations transmitted. Powered from line. 1000m range

£13.45

STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter
High performance transmitter with buffered output stage providing excellent stability
and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. Size 22mm x 22mm.
1500m range
£16.45
TKX900 SigneWog/Tracking Transmitter
Transmits a continous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for
signalling or tracking purposes. High power output giving range up to 3000m. Size
25mm x 63mm. 9V operation
£22.95
CD400 Pocket Bug Detector/Locator
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly, rate of pulse and pitch of tome increase as you
approach signal. Gain control allows pinpointing of source. Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V
operation
£30.95
CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator
Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity
used to detect and locate hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as
pagers, cellular, taxis etc. Size 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation
£50.95
QTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter

Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180 MHz and

ATR2 Micro Size Telephone Recording Interface
Connects between telephone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape

requires the use of a scanner receiver or our QRX180 kit (see catlogue). Size 20mm x
67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range
£40.95

automatically as phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm.

QLX18U Crystal Colntrolled Telephone Transmitter
As per OTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations.
20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range
£40.95

Powered from line

£13.45

*** Specials ***

QRX180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver

OLTWOLRX Radii Courtrai Switch

Remote control anything around your home or garden, outside lights, alarms, paging
system etc. System consists of a small VHF transmitter with digital encoder and receiver
unit with decoder and relay output, momentary or alternate, 8 -way dil switches on both
boards set your own unique security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35mm x
90mm. Both 9V operation. Range up to 200m.
Complete System (2 kits)
£50.95
Individual Transmitter DLTX
£19.95
Individual Receiver DLRX

QSX180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter
As per QLX180 but draws power requirements from line. No batteries required. Size
32mm x 37mm. Range 500m
£35.95

£37.95

inkt 111 -Fl Micro Broadcaster

For monitoring any of the '0' range transmitters. High sensitivity unit. All RF section
supplied as a pre -built and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty
setting up. Outpt to headphones. 60mm x 75mm. 9V operation
£60.95

A build-up service is available on all our kits if required.
UK customers please send cheques, POs or registered cash. Please add
£1.50 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque
clearance. Overseas customers send sterling bank draft and add £5.00 per
order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 0827 714476.

Not technically a surveillance device but a great idea! Connects to the headphone output

of your Hi-Fi, tape or CD and transmits Hi-Fi quality to a nearby radio. Listen to your
favourite music anywhere around the house, garden, in the bath or in the garage and
you don't have to put up with the DJ's choice and boring waffle. Size 27mm x 60mm.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE NEW
SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO FIRST

9V operation. 250m range

CLASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS.

SUMA
DESIGNS

£20.95

DEPT. EE
THE WORKSHOPS, 95 MAIN ROAD,
BAXTERLEY. NEAR ATHERSTONE,

WARWICKSHIRE CV9 2 LE

0827 714476

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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This page contains less than 1% of our stock, For details of the otherN
99%, you'll need our Catalogue and Bargain Lists. For just £4 We'll send
you our 132 page Main Catalogue of regular stock, our 48 page Main
Bargain List, our 32 page Spring Supplement, our 4 page 'Special' and
keep you updated by sending the next 6 lists with a first class reply paid
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BOOM MICROPHONE

'

-H8 Excellent

envelope !! How can you resist such an amazing offer?

'

quality Adastra

stereo headphones with boom
microphone. Freq. response 20
20.000Hz. 32R impedance.
-

Microphone 600R, 2m leads
fitted with 3.5mm plug for mic,
and 3.5mm plug & adaptor for
headphones. Padded earpieces
and leatherette headband. £9.95

HORN SPEAKER
25306 Adastra 8 ohm 10 watt
white

135mm dia.
boxed
horn speaker. Adjustable bracket.

Z8956 These were the units screwed to various buildings throughout the UK
which you stood next to whilst making a phone call with your incredibly
useful handset! Too bad if you weren't in range (99.9% of the UK wasn't!) but
it was a nice toy while it lasted. There was a lot of clever technology involved,
and we're selling these at probably about 1% or 2% of their real cost! So
what do you get for your money? Well, a lot of case for a start - in the
outer steel case (a) 480 x 300 x 150mm with fibre glass aerial case on top
250 x 160 x 75mm, there's another steel case (c) 325 x 245 x 130mm
and inside there's a plastic box (d) 200 x 15 x 75mm. (a) contains a metal
surfave mounting 13A socket and a BT line socket. (b) has 2 whip aerials
200mm long terminated in PL259 plugs. (c) contains 8V 3.8Ah sealed lead
acid battery, mains transformer (10V 2A Sec), mains filter and a plethora of
plugs and sockets mounted on top - 3 BNC and 2 x 9 pin 'D" type, also 2 fuse
holders, a lead with 13A plug and another lead with BT plug, and a power
on/ off toggle. Screwed to the inside of the lid is a PCB 250 x 160 with lots
of nice bits - 64180 CPU, 27C256 EPROM, 5256 - 15 256K RAM x 3.
LM2940, LM317T. BD680 x 2. 3.6V AA size lithium cell in holder, about 30
various linear/logic chips. 3 xtals etc, etc. (you're getting great value for
money here !) (d) contains Tx/Rx panel 170 x 135mm. Lovely bit of kit, this,
all surface mount - about 20 chips. inputs and outputs are taken to 2 min
PCB sockets. There's another panel the same size in this box, with lots of
hi - tech devices - 2 x TMS77C82, programmable 8 bit microcontroller
77C01, TMS320MC1OFNL, 16/32 bit signal processor, LM2984 triple 5V
output regulator and another 10 chips, 4 'D' plugs/sockets and lots of other
hits. And that's about it!

yours
The
whole complete as no it Gs1E29_
SS
for just

Z5328D Graphic dot matrix LCD

118, display area 230 x 76mm. V-525 Include CRT Readout & Cursor Measurement
Resolution 640 x 200 dots. DP V-523 Include Single Time Base Delayed Sweep
around £300. Our special

low price ,complete with 12

IP

pages of data is £49.95

CAPACITORS

Incredible value - these two
electrolytics are offered
Inc
at a fraction of their normal

price!! Screw top cans made by
Seimens, type B41455

SPECIAL OFFER
Limited pperic-Id c)rzly

,
'

x

,--I

l',

Cash. credlt card, allow clearance :any tor cheques)

ALSO V209 DC-20MHz dual

battery operated portable
model

Panel meter by Hobut, 72 x 72mm.

PC KEYBOARDS

1

,:

.5

i

18980 High quality ALPS PC
-Keyboard with curly lead and
DIN plug new and boxed. (84

Dinecipirseir

n

10AIVIP METER

.

s.

51mm dia. £3.00; Box of 35

E70.00; 100+ 1.50; 1k+ 1.20

Our Price £20.00.
Z8918 YUASA sealed lead acid
battery 150 x 95 x 65mm. List

"

Er.!c3e4.423i0OdOur price £4
a

.,-

I

e

-

Scaled 0 - 10A AC. Moving iron.

l_iSt piric

12.51

upsaec

intended

s

In zone hones(b)

comprising 4 x 1/2 A size cells
each rated 1.2V 0.45Ah, sized
16.1mm dia x 28mm. Solder tag
connections. DP £9.92.

Our price £2.00 100+ 1.00 1k+
0.70

22450 Tadiran AA size lithium

battery 3.6V PC mounting. Date
code 6/89. DP on these is 5.17.
Our price £2.0 0 25+ 1.50
100+ 1.20
Z2451 Tadiran 0.5AA size lithium
battery, 3.6V PC mounting. Date
code 8/86. DP 4.58.

price

Our

£1.75

100 + 1.05

25+ 1.35

CABLE TV UNIT
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£875.00 Z8939 Two
£852.00 tains PCB

Normally £875
N/5
2
5
£669
\./ 5 2 £629 Our Price £669

£60.00; 100+ 2.00; 1k+ 1.70'
105

Irmo mem.

Prices include VAT any next U deilvery UK ma.nlanC1 0

Z5146 10,000pF 100V 105 x
64mm dia £4.00; Box of 20
100V

Z8977 12V 12A sealed lead acid
battery. These are brand newand
have a distributor price of £45.90

DC to 50MHz, 2 -Channel, DC tAfset function, Alternate Magnifier function

is

POWER SUPPLY

A

,---__

HITACHI SCOPE OFFER
50 MHz SCOPES[
GIANT LCD

£3.95

15147 470014F

:

ZONEPHONE TERMINAL

HEADPHONES WITH

i

.

.

_.;

,

--._

tone brown case con -

192 x 195mm with

easily removed UHF modulator
made by Labgear (Sound and Vision); video pre -amp; stabilised
power Supply and all the decod
in g circuitry (9 transistors and
TBA673 chip). On the front of the
case is a cable/off air switch and 5
-

push buttons (5 channels and
on/off mains switch). There are 4

cables coming from the rear. The
case can easily be utilised for
other purposes - the dark brown
inserts on the front are both easily
Please
removable. if required.
note the low price we are asking
in no way reflects their true worth
they're taking upo a lot of space.
so we need to shift them quickly!!
Supplied with circuit diagram.
3.50
100+
Pnce...,£6.95

Our price £4.00 FARNELL

MODEM MADNESS

keys; older unenhanced version)
Superb quality, with data ONLY
£14.95
Z8954 AT/XT switchable. French Z8973 A compact V21/v23 300 or 1200/75 baud modem. new. boxed and
character set.
£20.00
with power supply but without manual, but. data supplied. Plugs
Z8955 AT/XT switchable. complete
German character set.
£20.00 into standard BT socket and RS232 port on any computer. Tone/auto dialing
last number re -dial. 205mm x 195mm x 30mm. Front panel has reset button,
AGENTS WANTED!! and 5 status LED's Excellent value for money - £49.95
Become a Greenweld Agent! Do Z8974D Transam M1 mobile/mains intelligent modem. New and boxed with
you work in a place where mains plug in power supply (9.5V 800mA). Auto dial and answer, 75 - 9600
there are lots of like-minded baud, password access, Black steel case 230 x 150 x 50 mm. rear panel has
people? are you involved in club lead with BT plug, 15 way D skt for radio interface, S5/8 serial data socket
activities? Do you want to
rn
(use our 24284 S5/8 - RS232 converter, price £6.00 if required). and 12V
some extra money? In return
minimum amount of paperwork input socket. On the front there's an exit/bat/off switch; auto manual answer
and selling a reasonable amount switch; 300/1200 switch; normal/intelligent switch. Comprehensive 36 page
of stock to your friends, club or user manual. (photocopied for £1.50). Our Price £50.00
workmates every year, we'll give

1k+ 2.50

N055P
PSU'S
Model 326. cased.

Z5304

Outputs: +5V 3A; + 12V 0.1A,
12V 0.1A. Price £12.95

Z5334 Model 314, Outputs: + 5V
3.5A, + 12V 3A: -12V 1A. Price
£14.95

fora25313E

you:
FREE literature
FREE updates
FREE next day delivery
FREE first class reply
envelopes

VIM

GREENWEL.ap
paid

10% commision on everything
For
further
you
buy!!
information, contact Kevin
Jarvis.

, oft

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

All 1 off prices include VAT, quantity prices do not. P&P It2.54) per
Official orders from Education welcome,
order. Min Credit Card £12
min invoice charge E 15.00.
Payment is accepted by cheque. postal order, cash (including foreign
currency bank notes) book tokens. Access, Visa, Connect
Our stores have enormous stocks of components and our
VISA
trade counter is open from 9- 5.30 Mon -Sat Come and se us

111111 Tel: (0703)236363 Fax: 107031236307

27D PARK ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, SO1 3TB
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ALSO THE FOLLOWING EX

-

EQUIP:

25319E Model 413, cased.
Outputs: + 5V 6A; + 12V 3A 12 V
1A, 12V 1A. Price £11.95
Model 210. Outputs +5V 2.54; + 12V 1A. Price £5.95

REMEMBER MAX OUTPUT 55
WATTS

OREENWELD
NEWSLINE

0891 505121
Ca6s charged at 360 '66 ,.6eop .16 49p ^,,,,lhe, wrres

For a weekly update on our
latest surplus bargains - Call
now!!

/
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GENT
ELECTRONICS
VERSATILE BBC INTERFACE

Supplying Electronics
for Education,
Robotics, Music,
Computing and much,
much more

A comprehensive interface which
allows the BBC Model B computer to
be connected safely to a wide range of
input and output devices. Two leads
connect the interface to the User port
and Printer port. Up to 16 outputs (all
via single pole change -over relay
contacts) and 8 inputs. All inputs are
fully protected. LED indication is
provided on all lines. Requires an
independent 12V supply
Full Kit Ref: 844
£51.95

CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE PRICE
£1.00 INC. P&P

STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER/INTERFACE

EE Jan '92

All prices include VAT at 17.5%
Shop open 9-5 Mon. -Fri.
9-2 Saturday
Official orders welcome

A single board, stand alone, stepping
motor driver with built-in oscillator for
variable low speed, high speed, and
acceleration control. Suitable for all
Magenta's four -phase unipolar motors and
most others - up to 35V and 1.5A per phase.
Half step, Full step and Wave -drive modes switch selectable. LED mimic display and
connector for computer port.
Kit includes MD35 motor
Kit Ref: 843
£29.95
Or Built
£44.95

Add £2
p&p to

all orders

HAMEG HM 203-7 OSCILLOSCOPE
High quality reliable instrument made in W.
Germany. Outstanding performance. Full two
year parts and labour warranty. 20MHz-2
channels 1 mV sensitivity. Easy to operate and
high performance
(Cheques must be cleared) £338 + £59.15 VAT
Next day Delivery £10.00

ALL KITS HERE HAVE BEEN FEATURED IN EE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH MAGAZINE ARTICLE REPRINTS.
SEPARATE REPRINTS ALSO AVAILABLE PRICE 80p EACH INCLUSIVE P&P KITS INCLUDE CASES, PCB's
HARDWARE AND ALL COMPONENTS (UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE) CASES ARE NOT DRILLED OR LABELS
844
843

842
841

840
839
838

VERSATILE BBC INTERFACE Mar 92

STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER/INTERFACE
Jan 92
or built
PORTABLE ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER,
Aug '91
DIGITAL LCD THERMOSTAT May 91
with punched and printed case
DIGITAL COMBINATION LOCK Mar 91
with drilled case
ANALOGIC TEST PROBE Jan 91
MICROCONTROLLER LIGHT SEQUENCER
Dec 90. With drilled and labelled case

Price
£51.95
£29.95
£44.95

£22.56
£29.95
£19.86
£13.23

Ref
700
584

ACTIVE I/R BURGLAR ALARM Mar 87
SPECTRUM SPEECH SYNTH (no case)

581

VIDEO GUARD Feb 87
CAR ALARM Dec 86

Feb 87

569
561

560
559
556
544
542

£57.17

528

835

SU PERHET BROADCAST RECEIVER Mar 90
With drilled panels and dial

£17.16

834
833
815
814

QUICK CAP TESTER Feb 90

f10.39

523
513

812

800
796

790
769

EE 4 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER Jan 90
£32.13
EE TREASURE HUNTER Aug 89
Full Kit £45.95
BAT DETECTOR June 89
£21.44
ULTRASONIC PET SCARER May 89
£14.81

SPECTRUM EPROM PROGRAMMER Dec 88
SEASHELL SYNTHESISER Nov 88
EPROM ERASER Oct 88
VARIABLE 25V -2A BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Feb 88

744

VIDEO CONTROLLER Oct 87

740

ACOUSTIC PROBE Nov 87
ACCENTED BEAT METRONOME Nov 87

739
734
730
728
724
722

719
718
715
707

334

AUTOMATIC PORCH LIGHT Oct 87
BURST -FIRE MAINS CONTROLLER Sep 87
PERSONAL STEREO AMP Sep 87
SUPER SOUND ADAPTOR Aug 87
FERMOSTAT July 87
BUCCANEER I.B. METAL DETECTOR July 87
3 -BAND 1.6-30MHz RADIO Aug 87
MINI DISCO LIGHTS June 87
EQUALIZER (IONISER) May 87

512

497

493
481

464

£30.60
£28.55
£28.51

£56.82
£33.29
f20.01
£23.94
£19.62
£15.50
£16.34
£43.86
£13.88
£30.22
£30.30
£14.39
£17.75

LIGHT RIDER LAPEL BADGE Oct 86
LIGHT RIDER DISCO VERSION Oct 86
LIGHT RIDER 16 LED VERSION Oct 86
INFRA -RED BEAM ALARM Sep 86
TILT ALARM July 86

£22.41

STEREO REVERB Apr 86

£30.21

BBC MIDI INTERFACE Mar86
MAINS TESTER & FUSE FINDER Mar86
MUSICAL DOOR BELL Jan 86
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Dec 85
SOLDERING IRON CONTROLLER Oct 85
STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE FOR THE BBC
COMPUTER less case Aug 85

£31.93
£10.07

CONTINUITY TESTER July 85

455
444

ELECTRONIC DOORBELL June 85

392

BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE
INTERFACE Nov 84

INSULATION TESTER Apr 85

387

MAINS CABLE DETECTOR Oct 84

386

DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Oct 84
VARICAP AM RADIO May 84
BIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER Jan 84
BUZZ OFF Mar 83

362

£23.90
£9.59
£14.24
£11.65

PERSONAL RADIO June 86
PA AMPLIFIER May 86

461

337
263
242

Price
£40.74

£15.58
£32.39
£8.94
£13.17
£30.60

1 D35 STEPPER MOTOR EXTRA
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS

INTERCOM no case July 82
EGG TIMER June 82

240
108
106

WIERD SOUND EFFECTS GEN Mar 78

101

ELECTRONIC DICE Mar 77

IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER June 78

EE

135 Hunter

1.11.111_1

Burton-on-Tn
Staffs, DE14 2
Tel: 0283 651
Fax: 0283 461

D.C. MOTOR GEARBOXES

Ideal for Robots and Buggies. A
miniature plastic reduction gearbox
coupled with a 1.5-4.5 Volt mini motor.
Variable gearbox reduction ratios are
obtained by fitting from 1 to 6
gearwheels (supplied). Two types
available:
Small Unit Type MGS
£4.08
Speed range 3-2200 rpm. Size: 37 x 43 x 25mm

Large Unit Type MGL

£4.65

Speed range 2-1150 rpm. Size: 57 x 43 x 29mm

STEPPING MOTORS
A range of top quality stepping motors
suitable for driving a wide range of
mechanisms under computer control
using simple interfacing techniques.
ID36 Permanent Magnet Motor £16.86
48 steps per rev

MD200 Hybrid Motor

£17.10

200 steps per rev

MD35Y4 Permament Magnet Motor
48 steps per rev.

£12.98

MD38 Permanent Magnet Motor £9.15
48 steps per rev.

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS
& BOOK PROJECTS

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS KIT PROJECTS
SUPPLIED UNLESS STATED.
Ref

in MAIL ORDER AND S

£21.41

£49.95
£6,25
£9.60
£9.15
£5.86
£7.08
£8.63
£22.37
£40.82
£6.31
£9.91

£15.02
£27.59
£6.49
£6.50
£7.85
£10.76
£8.94

£7.15

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS
The classic Easy to Follow book suitable for all
ages. ideal for beginners. No soldering, uses an
S -DEC breadboard. Gives clear instructions with
lots of pictures. 16 projects - including three
radios, siren, metronome,'organ, intercom,
timer, etc. Helps you learn about electronic
components and how circuits work. Component
pack includes an S -DEC breadboard and all the
components for the series.
Adventures with Electronics
£6.25
Component Pack (less book)
£22.83

FUN WITH ELECTRONICS
From the USBORNE Pocket Scientist series - an
enjoyable introduction to electronics. Full of very
clear full colour pictures accompanied by easy
to follow text. Ideal for all beginners - children
and adults. Only basic tools are needed. 64 full
colour pages cover all aspects - soldering - fault
finding - components (identification and how
they work). Also full details of how to build 6
projects - burglar alarm, radio, games, etc.
Requires soldering -4 pages clearly show you
how. The components supplied in our pack
allows all the projects to be built and kept. The
book is available separately.
Fun with Electronics Book
£2.95
Component pack (less book)
£17.93

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS
A book of projects by R. A. Penfold covering a wide range
of interests. All projects are built on a Verobloc
breadboard. Full layout drawings and component
identification diagrams enable the projects to be built by
beginners. Each circuit can be dismantled and rebuilt
several times using the same components. The
component pack allows all projects in the book to be built
one at a time. Projects covered include amplifiers, light
actuated switches, timers, metronome, touch switch,
sound activated switch, moisture detector, MW Radio,
Fuzz unit, etc.
30 Solderless Breadboard Projects (Book 1)
£2.95
Component Pack
£27.74

Everyday Electronics, June 1992
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DIGITAL LCD
THERMOSTAT

,-

-

INSULATION

PET
SCARER

TESTER

EE MAY '91

EE MAY 89

EE APRIL 85

A reliable electronic tester which checks
insulation resistance of wiring appliances etc., at
500 volts. The unit is battery powered simple and
safe to operate. Leakage resistance of up to 100
Megohmscan be readeasily. One of ou r own
designs and extremely popular.

Produces high power ultrasound pulses. L.E.D.
flashes to indicate power output and level.
Battery powered (9V-12V or via Mains Adaptor).
KIT REF 812
Mains Adaptor 12 02

£14.81

A versatile thermostat with LCD read out. MIN/MAX
temperature recording, clock and individually settable
upper and lower switching points. Covers -10 to 110
degrees Celsius, accurate to within 0.1 degrees.
Submersible probe on 3 meter lead. Kit includes
punched and printed case. Save on energy bills by
improved control of your hot water system. Also ideal for
greenhouse soil temperature and aquarium control.
Complete kit includes thermostat and probe, mains
power supply and relay output, PCB's and punched and
printed case.
KIT REF 841

£29.95

KIT REF 444

if/Olia%

WI NV MI
'cm! 11/

IV

NM VI

11111/II

II VI

VI

Iff

3 BAND
SHORT WAVE RADIO

DIGITAL COMBINATION
LOCK
EE MAR '91
Digital combination lock with a 12 key keypad. 4 digit

EE AUG 87

Covers 1.6-30 MHz in 3 bands using modern
miniature coils. Audio output is via a built-in
loudspeaker. Advanced design gives excellent
stability, sensitivity and selectivity. Simple to
build.

code operates 250V -16A SPCO relay. A special
anti -tamper circuit allows the relay to be mounted
remotely from the keypad without any loss of security.
Can be operated in many modes (latching/unlatching,

EE FEB 88

manual/automatic setting, continuous/momentary
output, etc.). Article describes operation as Vehicle
Immobilising security system. Low current drain
Kit includes drilled case

£19.86

KIT REF 840

MOSFET
VARIABLE
BENCH 25V 2.5A:
POWER SUPPLY

KIT REF 718

A superb design giving 0.25V and 0-2.5A. Twin
panel meters indicate Voltage and Current.
Voltage is variable from zero to 25V. A Toroidal
transformer MOSFET power output device, and
Quad op -amp IC design give excellent
performance.

£56.82

KIT REF 769

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC
PEsT SCARER
EE AUG '91

A powerful 23kHz Ultrasonic generator in
a compact hand-held case. A MOSFET
output drives a weatherproof transducer
at up to 300V peak to peak via a special
tuned transformer. Sweeping frequency
output requires no setting up or
alignment. Kit includes all components,
PCB, transducer and case.
KIT REF 842

EE

'

ACOUSTIC
PROBE

4 CHANNEL
LIGHT
CHASER

EE NOV '87

A very popular project
which picks up vibrations by
means of a contact probe

ii

a

EE Jan '90

and passes them on to a pair
of headphones or an

amplifier. Sounds from engines, watches and
speech travelling through walls can be amplified
and heard clearly. Useful for mechanics,
instrument engineers and nosey porkers!
KIT REF 740

£22.56

£20.01

A 1000W per channel chaser with zero volt
switching, hard drive, inductive load capability,
mic sound sensor and sophisticated 'beat'
detector. Chase steps to music or auto when
quiet. Variable speed and mic. sens. LED mimic
on front panel. Switchable for 3 or 4 channels.
P552 output. Ideal for rope lights, pin spots, disco
and display lighting.

T32.13

KIT REF 833

MICROCONTROLLER
LIGHT SEQUENCER

"40. ERASE,

EE DEC '90

.

use. Easy to build on a simple PCB.

A superb kit with pre -drilled painted and silk screen
printed case for a really professional finish. This kit
uses a microcontroller I.C. to generate 8 -channel
light sequences.. Sequences are selected by keypad
from over 100 stored in memory. Space for 10 user
programmed sequences up to 16 steps long also
available. 1000 watts per channel, zero volt
switching, inductive load capability. Opto-isolated
for total safety. Many other features.
Complete kit includes case, PCBs,
all components and hardware.

KIT REF 707

KIT REF 838

EQUALISER
EE MAY '87
A mains powered Ioniser with an output of
negative ions that give a refreshing feeling to the
surrounding atmosphere. Negligible current
consumption and all -insulated construction
ensure that the unit is safe and economical in

EPROM
ERASER
EE OCT '88

Safe low-cost unit capable of erasing up to four
EPROM's simultaneously in less than twenty
minutes. Operates from a 12V supply. Safety
interlock. Convenient and simple to build and
use.

KIT REF 790

:AL

EE TREASURE
HUNTER

LIGHT RIDERS

SUPERHET BROADCAST

EE AUG '89

KIT REF 559 CHASER LIGHT

£15.58

A sensitive pulse induction
Metal Detector. Picks up
#'5'
coins and rings etc., up to
_..20cms deep. Low "ground :ft14.
effect". Can be used with
1
search -head underwater.
Easy to use and build, kit
includes search -head, handle, case, PCB and all
parts as shown.

KIT REF 560 DISCO LIGHTS

£22.41

KIT REF 815

EE OCT '86

Three projects under one title -all simulations of
the Knight Rider lights from the TV series. The
three are a lapel badge using six LEDs, a larger
LED unit with 16 LEDs and a mains version
capable of driving six main lamps totalling ov500 watts.

KIT REF 561 LAPEL BADGE

£11.65

Everyday Electronics, June 1992

Including headphones

RECEIVER
EE MAR '90
At last, an easy to build SUPER H ET A.M. radio
kit Covers Long and medium Wave bands. built
in loudspeaker with 1 watt output. Excellent
sensitivity and selectivity provided by ceramic I.F.
filter. Simple alignment and tuning without
special equipment. Kit available less case, or with
pre-cut and drilled transparent plastic panels and
dial for a striking see-through effect.
.

£17.16

£45.95

KIT REF 835

335

ESR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Station Road, Cullercoats,

Tyne & Wear NE30 4PQ
Fax. 091 252 2296
Tel. 091 251 4363

175 x 67mm 840TP £5.34'203 x
75mm 840TP £6.88
inc plate & 4mm posts

KITS
Complete with screen printed & solder
mask board, components and full
instructions.
CAR ALARM voltage drop
£12.99
200W CAR BOOSTER 12/24V
CD/line/speaker input.
inc housing
£91.88
ELECTRONIC DICE (dual)
£9.15
SOUND GENERATOR 10 tunes,
£19.11
line & speaker output
2.5W UNIVERSAL AMPLIFIER £6.86
AF SIGNAL INJECTOR/TRACER
£8.39
adjustable o/p & i/p
DIGITAL CODE LOCK 4 digit
£19.11
code flip/flop or latch o/p
AC MOTOR/DRILL CONTROLLER
carbon brush 24-240Vac 5A £15.28

D CONNECTORS
Plug

9 pin
£0.29
15 Pin
£0.39
15 Pin H.D.
£0.81
23 Pin
£0.40
25 Pin
£0.48
9 Way plastic cover
15 Way plastic cover
23 Way plastic cover
25 Way plastic cover

Socket

PCB Nylon Stand-offs clip into board,
screw from base

No 6 x 6 4mm £0.14/10 £0.88/100
No 6x 9 5mm £0.12/10 £0.78/100
No 6 x 13mm £0.13/10 £0.85/100
No 6 x 19mm £0.16/10 £1.04/100
£0.76
T2 Box 75 x 56 x 25mm
£0.72
T3 Box 75 x 51 x 25mm
T4 Box 111 x 57 x 22mm
£0.92
£1.36
MB1 Box 79 x 61 x 40mm
MB2 Box 100 x 76 x 41mm
£1 .48
£1.72
MB3 Box 118 x 98 x 45mm
£2.36
MB5 Box 150 x 100 x 60mm
PHONO PLUG inc strain relief,
Red or Black
PHONO PLUG right angle,
Red or Black
PHONO Chassis Socket
6 35mm Plastic Mono Plug
with strain relief
As above but Stereo
6.35mm Chassis Socket, switched

Ceramic Disc 100V 10pF to
100nF
£0.07
Ceramic Plate 100 & 63V
1 OpF to 12nF
1pF-1nF £0.06, 1 n2 -2n7
Polystyrene 1 60V 5% 47pF to
10nF

47p -2n2 £0.09, 2n7 -10n
£0.12

SOLDERING IRONS
Antex Soldering irons
M 12 Watt
C 15Watt
G 18Watt

£7.11
£7.11

CS 1 7Watt

XS 25W3tt
ST4 STAND
New PORTASOL HOBBY
35Watt gas iron
DESOLDER PUMP
ANTISTATIC PUMP
22SWG 0 5Kg Solder
18SWG 0 5Kg Solder
1mm 3 yds Solder

£0.14
74LSO1
£0.17
74LS02 £0.18
74LS03 £0.17
74LSO4
£0.14
74LS05 £0.17
74LS08 £0.17
74LS09 £0.17
74LS10 £0.17
74LS11
£0.17
74LS12 £0.16
74LS20 £0.16
74LS21
£0.16
74LS26 10.16
74LS30 £0.17
74LS32
£0.17
74LS37 £0.16
74LS42 £0.25
74LS51
£0.19
74LS86 £0.20
74LS92 £0.35
74LS93
0.25
74LS107 £0.30
74LS109 £0.21
74LS123 £0.40
74LS125 £0.21
74LS133 £0.22
74LS138 £0.24
74LS153 £0.25
74LS154 £0.90
74LS157 £0.25
74LS164 £0.26
74LS165 £0.53
74LS175 £0.24
74LS191 £0.24
74LS193 £0.24
74LS367 £0.21
74LS374 £0.32
74LS00

£0.09, 3n3 -4n7 f 0.12,
10n & 12n £0.06

£7.30
£7.21
£7.30
£2.75

f11.17
13.00
£4.30
£7.40
£6.60
£0.50

RESISTORS
£0.60/100
£0.95/100
£1.72/100
POTS Log or Lin 470R -IMO 25mm
dia 0.25in shaft
£0.40

0.25W 5% CF E12 Series
0.5W 5% CF E12 Series
0.25W 1% MF E24 Series

PRESETS Enclosed Horz
or Vert 100R - 1 MO 0.15W
PRESETS Skeleton Horz

£0.15

or Vert 100R IMO 0 1W

£0.11

ELECTROLYTIC RADIAL CAPACITORS
16V

25V

047
1.0

22
47
10
22
47

too
220
470
1000
2200
4700

£0.05
£0.05
£0.06
£0.06
£0.09
£0.15
£0.22
£0.37

£0.05
£0.05
£0.06
£0.09
£0.12
£0.19
£0.29
£0.57
£1.11

63V

100V

0.05
£0.05
£0.05
£0.05
£0.06
£0.09

£0.07
£0.06
£0.06
£0.08
£0.08

£0.11
£0.11
£0.31

£0.57

£0.23
£0.16

£015
£0.45
Mono

LINEAR ICs
TL062
TL064
TL071 CP

TL072CP
TL074CN
TL081

TL082CP
TL084CN
TBA1205
LM301A
CA311E
CA324
LM348N
LF351 N

LM358N
LM377
LM38ON
LM381
LM386
LM387
LM392N
LM393N
LM394
ZN414Z
NE531

CA555
NE556N
NE567N
UA733
CA741 CE

CA747CE

LM748CN
TBA810S
TBA820M
LM1458
ULN2004
TDA2030
CA3046
CA3080
CA3130
CA3130E
CA3140
CA3240
L M3900
LM3914
LM3915
MC4558
NE5532
NE5534
ICL7621

uF

£0.17

£0.36, switched Stereo £0.49
3.5mm Mono Plug
£0.17
£0.29
3.5mm Stereo Plug
3.5mm Mono line skt
£0.24
£0.29
3.5mm Stereo line skt
PLASTIC DIN PLUGS
2 pin £0.15, 5/360 £0.27, 3 pin £0.24,
6 pin £0.30, 4 pin £0.29. 7 pin £0.33,
5 /180 £0.26, 8 pin £0.45, 5 /240 £0.30
£1.65
XLR Chassis Socket
XLR Chassis Plug
£1.32
£1 45
XLR Line Socket
£1.36
XLR Line Plug
TL061

ICM7555
ICM7556

£0,35
£0.42
£0.46
£0.32
£0.34
£0.48
£0.29
£0.34
£0.46
£0.77
£0.25
£0.28
£0.23
£0.31
£0.36
£0.27
£2.57
£1.12
£2.70
£0.48
£1.60
£0.79
£0.28
£3.98
£1.04
£1.56
£0.22
£0.36
10.36
£0.64
£0.18
£0.39
£0.31
£0.68
£0.39
£0.26
£0.48
£1.35
£0.37

£032

£0.98
£0.98
£0.56
£1.22
£0.72
£2.70
£2.70
£0.36
£0.80
£0.66
£1.70
£0.43
£0.96

AUDIBLE
WARNING
400Hz 75dB 9-20V
450Hz 80dB 9-12V
4KHz 90dB 3-15V
2 8KHz 100dB pulsed
3 5KHz 75dB 240Vac
4KHz 80dB 30V pk pk

HC2020S ANALOGUE METER
20 Ranges (inc 10Adc), fuse & diode protection,
transistor & diode tester, polarity reverse switch,
high impact shock resistant case. Supplied with
battery, leads, stand & instructions.
£18.45
Dim. 150 x 102 x 45mm
HYTO7 LOGIC PROBE
TTL & CMOS, displayed in light & sound, pulse
enlargement, pulse detection down to 25nsec,
max freq. 20MHz. Supplied with full
£732
instructions.

£0.72
£1.14
£0.92
£1.60
C1.22
£0.58

19 ranges, 3.5 digit 12mm LCD, signal injector,
diode test, fuse protection, auto polarity & zero,
supplied with battery, leads & instruction manual.
Dim. 126 x 70 x 24mm
£14.73

M23156 DIGITAL METER
17 Ranges (inc 10Adc), 3.5 digit 12mm LCD,
diode test, buzzer, auto polarity & zero,
over -range & low bat indication, supplied with
battery, leads & instructions.
£23.40
Dim. 130 x 72 x 33mm

TL34 DIGITAL METER
33 Ranges (inc 20A ac/dc) PTC & fuse

HC213 ANALOGUE METER
12 ranges, diode protection, mirrored scale, 2mm
leads. Pocket sized, supplied with battery &
instructions.
£5.96
Dim. 90 x 60 x 30mm

RF CONNECTORS

Miniature Toggle Switches
3amp 250v 6 4mm 0
mounting
£0.58
SPST Toggle
SPDT Toggle
£0.54
£0.62
SPDT CO Tog
DPDT Toggle
£0.68
DPDT CO Toggle 10.74
DPDT CO Toggle
£1.20
(biased)
DPDT CO Toggle
(biased 1 way)
£1.20
DPDT mini slide
£0.15
Rotary Wafer 1 P -12W,
2P -6W, 3P -4W,
4P -3W
£0.78

£2.70
£0.25
£0.24
£0.58
PCB Tact 6 x 6mm 10.25
Key Switch SPST
Push to make
Push to break
Latching Push Sqr

CONNECTORS
CROC CLIPS 33mm
Red or Black
10.12
CROC CLIPS 45mm
Red or Black
£0.21
PP3 Battery
Snap
£0.10
PP9 Battery
£0.14
Snap

4mm BANANA
PLUG
Red or Black

£0.09

4mm BUNCH PIN
PLUG

Red or Black
£0.30
4mm BINDING POST
Red or Black
£0.54
SCART PLUG
£0.60
SCART PCB Skt
£0.78
SCART LINE Skt
£1.35
IEC LINE SOCKET £0.78
IEC CHASSIS
PLUG
£0.72
IEC CHASSIS Skt £0.56
CAR AERIAL
PLUG
£0.19
CIGAR LIGHTER
PLUG
£0.30

DIL SOCKETS
8 Pin
14 Pin
16 Pin
18 Pin
20 Pin
24 Pin
28 Pin
40 Pin

£0.07
£0,11
£0.15
£0.15
£0.16
£0.19
£0.22
£0.25

VELLEMAN KITS
Stockists of the full range of Velleman kits. Catalogue
available upon request.

4002
4006
4007
4008
4010

BNC Solder Plug
BNC Crimp Plug
BNC Solder Skt
BNC Chassis Skt
PL259 5 2mm
PL259 11mm
RND UHF socket
SQR UHF socket
F Plug RG58
F Plug RG6
N Plug RG8

£0.23
£0.16
£0.17
£0.30
£0.31
£0.18
£0.25

4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4020
4022
4024
4025
4026
4027
4029
4030
4033
4035
4040
4043
4042
4046
4047
4049

0.27
£0.31

£0.32
£0.21
£0.15
£0.40
£0.18
£0.27
£0.17
£0.56
£0.31

£0.29

£028

4052
4053
4055
4060
4063
4066
4069
4070
4071

4072
4075
4076
4077
4081

£0.85
£0.68
£1.08
£0.78
£0.58
£0.58
£0.63
£0.40
£0.27
£0.27
£1 .64

DIODES
Zener Diodes 2V7 -33V
BZY88 400mW
£0.08
BZX85 1.3W
£0.14
1N4001 -1N4005 £0.07
1 N4006 - 1 N4007 £0.08

1N5400 -1N5402 £0.09
1 N 5404 - 1 N 5406 £0.11
1N5407 -1N5408 £0.15
1 N4148 Signal
£0.05
0A47 Signal
£0.28
0A90 Signal
£0.07
£0.10
0A91 Signal

4082
4089
4093
4094
4095
4098
4510
4511

4514
451 5

4516
4518
4520
4521

4534
4538
4541

4543
4572
4584
4585
40106
40174

0 PTO DEVICES
5mm Red LED
£0.09
5mm Green LED
£0.10
5mm Yellow LED
£0.10
5mm Orange LED
£0.10
3mm Red LED
£0.08
3mm Green LED
£0.12
3mm Yellow LED
£0.13
3mm Orange LED
£0.13
5mm Flashing Red
£0.50
5mm Flashing Green
£0.54
5mm Bi Colour
10.36
5mm Tri Colour
£0.48
5mm Plastic Bezel
£0.04
3mm Plastic Bezel
£0.05
0.3" 7 Segment Display Red
common anode
£1.14
common cathode
£1.14

RELAYS
6V SPDT 6A
12V SPDT 6A
6V DTDP 6A

£0.31

4051

protection, 5 capacitance ranges, transistor test,
3.5 digit large 24mm display. Heavy duty case
with tilt stand. Supplied with battery, leads &
instructions.
£27.59
Dim. 191 x 88 x 36mm

SWITCHES

4001

4011

MX190 DIGITAL METER

AUDIO CONNECTORS

74LS Series

CAPACITORS

19 ranges (inc 10Adc), fuse & diode protection,
battery test, shock resistant tilted case, mirrored
scale, supplied with battery, leads & instructions.
£11.47
Dim 154 x 77 x 43mm

SELF TAPPING SCREWS Pan head

£0.20
£0.17
£0.19
£0.32
£0.20

4000

HM103S ANALOGUE METER

5mm spacing £0.24/10 £1.68/100
10mm spacing £0.26/10 £1.82/100
13mm spacing £0.30/10 E2.10/100

£0.30
£0.39
BRIDGE
£0.90
RECTIFIERS
£0.42
£0.50
W005 1 5A 50V £0.19
£0.30 VV02 1 5A 200V £0.20
£0.33 8R32 3A 200V
£0.36
£0.36 BR62 6A 200V
£0.64
£0.36 1004 1 OA 400V
£1.39

4000 Series

TEST & MEASUREMENT

HARDWARE

PCB EQUIPMENT
UV EXPOSURE UNIT - 229 x 159mm
working area, built in timer, 2 x 8w
tubes
£62.57
PHOTO RESIST BOARD -single sided
pre -sensitised FR4 glass fibre board
3 x 4 in. £0.86 4 x 6 in. £1.62
6 x 6 in. £2.41
PLASTIC DEVELOPING TRAY £1.35
FERRIC CHLORIDE (0 5Kg)
£2.45
TIN PLATING POWDER (90g) £8.33
STRIPBOARD 0.1 pitch 64 x 127mm
£1.30 64 x 431mm £4.03 95 x
127mm £1.52 95 x 95mm £1 .33
95 x 431mm £5.27
BREADBOARD 81 x 60mm 390TP
£2.98 175 x 42mm 640TP £3.40

£0.70
£0.70
£1.96

£0.22
£0.31
£0.25
£0.20
£0.25
f 0.25
£0.24
£0.30
£0.31
£0.29
£0.18
£0.20
£0.17
£0.21
£0.17
£0.17
£0.30
£0.15
£0.14
£0.17
£0.55
£0.15
£0.31
£0.56
£0.31
£0.26
£0.29
£0.73
£0.78
£0.31
£0.27
£0.26
£0.84
£2.48
£0.37
£0.31
£0.46
£0.25
10.24
£0.48
£0.24
£0.34

TRANSISTORS
BC107
BC108A
BC109C
BC177
BC178
BC179

BC182LB
BC183LB
BC184L
BC212L
BC212LB
BC213LC
BC214
BC307
BC308
BC327
BC328
BC337
BC338
BC527
BC528
BC537
BC538
BC547C
BC548C
BC549C
BC557C
BC558C
BC559C
BC637
BC638
BC639
BD135

BD138
BDX33C
BDX34C
BEY50
B FY51

BEY52
TIP29C
TIP30C
TIP31C

TIP32C
TIP33C
TIP41A
TIP42C
2N2222

2N2905A
2N3704
2N3705
2N3706
2N3771

2N3772
2N3773
2N3819
2N3904
2N3905
2N3906

£0.14
£0.12
£0.15
£0.16
£0.16
£0.16
£0.09
£0.09
£0.11

10.09
£0.09
£0.09
£0.11
£0.11

0.10
£0.12
£0.10
£0.12
£0.08
10.24
£0 24
£0.24
£0.24
£0.09
£0.08
£0.10
£0.09
£0.09
£0.09
£0.21
£0.21
£0.21

£0 29
£0.29
£0.46
£0.54
£0.24
10.24
£0.28
10.33
£0.33
£0.33
£0.34
£1.02
£0.36
£0.28
£0.16
£0.28
10.09
£0.09
£0.09
£1.35
£1.42
£1.88
£0.40
£0.10
10.10
£0.09

REGULATORS
78L05, 78L12, 78L15
79L05, 79L12, 79L15
7805, 7812, 7815
7905, 7912, 7915
LM317T 1.5A 1.2-37V
LM723 1 50mA 2-37V

£0.24
£0.28
£0.28
£0.38
£0.44
£0.29

THYRISTORS & TRIACS
P0102AA 0.8A 100V
SCR

TIC106D 5A 400V SCR
TIC206D 4A 400V Triac
BTA08-400BW 8A iso

£0.22
£0.40
£0.65
£1.74

ADAPTORS
BNC Plug - PHONO Skt
BNC Plug - BNC Plug
BNC Skt- BNC Skt
BNC Plug - UHF Skt
BNC Plug -2 x BNC Skt
BNC Skt -2 x BNC Skt
UHF Plug - BNC Skt
F Socket - F Socket
3.5mm Plug -2 x Skt
3.5mm Plug - .25in Skt

0.25in Plug -3.5mm

£0.78
£1.96
£1.00
£1 38
£1.89
£1.89
£1.59
£0.33
£1.20
£0.57
£0.57

ORDERING INFORMATION
All prices exclude VAT.
Please add 85p carriage to all orders and VAT (17.5%).
No minimum order charge.
Please send payment with your order
PO/Cheques made payable to

ESR Electronic Components
Access & Visa cards accepted
Offical orders from schools & colleges welcome.

CALL IN - OPEN: MON-FRI 8.30-5.00 SAT 10.00-5.00
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Editorial Offices:
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EDITORIAL,
6 CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE,
DORSET BH21 1JH

Fire

Phone: Wimborne (0202) 881749
Fax: (0202) 841692. DX: Wimborne 45314.

See notes on Readers' Enquiries below - we regret
that lengthy technical enquiries cannot be answered over
the telephone.

INCORPORATING ELECTRONICS MONTHLY

Advertisement Offices:

JUNE '92

VOL. 21 No. 6

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS ADVERTISEMENTS,
HOLLAND WOOD HOUSE, CHURCH LANE,
GREAT HOLLAND, ESSEX C013 OJS.

Phone/Fax. (0255) 850596

TWICE AS GOOD
It's not our style to be brash or big headed about EE but sometimes it is hard to
resist giving ourselves a little pat on the back! 1991 was a particularly difficult year for
most UK businesses and the magazine industry found it tough. Many UK magazines
suffered a drop in circulation.

The independent Audit Bureau of Circulation figures for the year December to
January 1991 have recently been published and they show that EE now outsells all of
its rivals by more than two to one in the UK. Last year EE sold an average of 19,655
copies in the UK each month, none of the competing independent monthly titles even
sold half that number in the UK. They all have UK circulation figures which are less
than 9,800 copies per month.
The two to one figures are very satisfying, however when you realise that one competitor has experienced a 30 per cent drop in UK circulation while EE's figure has
barely moved (a fall of 0.7 per cent) during that difficult period, we, needless to say,
are very pleased indeed.

EE is also sold to just about every other country around the world so, with the
assistance of all our overseas readers, the magazine is read by a very substantial
number of people interested in our hobby. Thanks goes to all our readers for your
support. some of you since our first issue way back in November 1971. Thank you.

SPECIAL OFFER
In case any readers missed it last month can I point out the exceptional value of our
subscription offer which is now on. If you are a regular reader we are presently offering 13 issues for our normal subscription price, plus a free gift, but both of these offers
have strict time limits on them.
This is the first subscription offer we have carried in the last six years and it will not
be repeated during this year - don't miss it! You will find the offer page with a special
coupon on it elsewhere in this issue.

VIDEO
While pushing our sales can I also introduce a new range of videos that we are pleased

to make available. We have for some time wanted to be able to supply instructional
videos for our hobby, unfortunately this is not easy to achieve at a sensible price.

Editor: MIKE KENWARD

Secretary: PAMELA BROWN
Deputy Editor: DAVID BARRINGTON
Business Manager: DAVID J. LEAVER
Editorial: WIMBORNE (0202) 881749

Advertisement Manager:
PETER J. MEW, Frinton (0255) 850596

Classified Advertisements:
Wimborne (0202) 881749

READERS' ENQUIRIES

We are unable to offer any advice on

the use, purchase, repair or modification
of commercial equipment or the incorporation or modification of designs published in the magazine. We regret that we
cannot provide data or answer queries
on articles or projects that are more than
five years old. Letters requiring a personal reply must be accompanied by a

stamped seffddressed envelope or a
self addressed envelope and international reply coupons.

All reasonable precautions are taken to
ensure that the advice and data given to
readers is reliable. We cannot however
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal
responsibility for it.

COMPONENT SUPPLIES

We do not supply electronic com-

ponents or kits for building the projects

One of the major industrial distributors sells some electronics theory videos for
£75 to £99 each! Our videos are retailing at £29.95 including VAT, which is considerably less and we feel realistic value for money. They are produced in the USA
and provide excellent back up theory for any

featured, these can be supplied by adver-

general electronics course - you will find a page
advertising these near our Direct Book Service

We regret that we cannot provide data
or answer queries on projects that are
more than five years old.

pages. We are sure they will prove valuable
to schools, colleges, training departments and

address in

the UK:

£18.50.

Overseas:

£23

(40.50 airmail). Cheques or bank drafts (in f
sterling only) payable to Everyday Electronics
and sent to EE Subscriptions Dept., 6 Church
Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH. Tel: 0202

881749. Subscriptions start with the next

available issue. We accept Access (MasterCard) or Visa payments, minimum credit card
order £5.

BACK ISSUES
Certain back

issues of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS are available price £1.80 (£2.30
overseas surface mail) inclusive of postage and
packing per copy - f sterling only please, Visa
and Access (MasterCard) accepted, minimum
credit card order £5. Enquiries with remittance,
made payable to Everyday Electronics, should be
sent to Post Sales Department, Everyday
Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset

BH21 1JH Tel: 0202 881749. In the event of
non -availability one article can be photostatted
for the same price. Normally sent within seven
days but please allow 28 days for delivery. We
EXP61166WT
I

6

PIING

SPECIAL..

SUPPLEMENT

have sold out of Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, June,
Oct, & Dec. 88, Mar & May 89 & Mar 90.

BINDERS
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are
available from the above address for £5.95
(£6.95 to European countries and £8.00 to

MAKING
YOUR
OW

P.C.Bsi

a..' WI

POEAV ACT,.
to MEAT
ENi

other countries, surface mail) inclusive of post
and packing. Normally sent within seven days
but please allow 28 days for delivery.

Payment in £ sterling only please. Visa and
Access (MasterCard) accepted, minimum
credit card order £5. Tel: 0202 881749
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We advise readers to check that all parts
are still available before commencing any
project in a back -dated issue.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although the proprietors

electronics clubs as well as hobbyists.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Annual subscriptions for delivery direct to any

tisers.

and

staff

take
of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
reasonable precautions to protect the

interests of readers by ensuring as far as
practicable that advertisements are bona
fide, the magazine and its Publishers cannot
give any undertakings in respect of

statements or claims made by advertisers,
whether these advertisements are printed as
part of the magazine, or are in the form of
inserts.
The Publishers

regret that under no
circumstances will the magazine accept
liability for non -receipt of goods ordered, or

for late delivery, or for faults in manufac-

ture. Legal remedies are available in respect
of some of these circumstances, and readers

who have complaints should first address
them to the advertiser.

TRANSMITTERS/BUGS/TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
We would like to advise readers that cer-

tain items of radio transmitting and tele-

phone equipment which may be advertised
in our pages cannot be legally used in the
U.K. Readers should check the law before
using any transmitting or telephone equipment as a fine, confiscation of equipment
and/or imprisonment can result from illegal
use. The laws vary from country to country;
overseas readers should check local laws.
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Constructional Project

CCD
REVERE UNIT
ROBERT PENFOLD
Only the bucket -brigade can bring
that rich "big hall" sound to your
instruments or recordings.
REVERBERATION iS the

sort of multiple
echo that occurs when music is performed in a large hall. In addition to
hearing the sounds direct from the instru-

ments, you also hear them via

reflec-

tions from the walls, ceiling, etc. These
reflections take more round -about routes

than the direct sounds, and are there-

fore delayed slightly relative to the direct
sounds.

This effect occurs in practically any
room, but it is more noticeable in concert

halls or other large rooms, where the

indirect sounds have to travel much further

than the direct sounds, and are therefore
delayed by a much greater amount. This
gives a jumble of echoes that will sometimes persist for as much as a few seconds
after the original sound has ceased.
A problem with making recordings direct
from electronic instruments is that they are
totally free from any natural reverberation.

A small amount of reverberation will occur in the room where the recordings are
played -back, but this will usually be so
slight as to be unnoticeable. If you listen to
the recordings via headphones, they will be
totally reverberation -free.
Most people find that some added
artificial reverberation gives a more pleasant
sound than "raw" recordings from
electronic instruments. Some instruments do
now have built-in reverberation effects, but
this is a far from universal feature.

TECHNIQUES

There are several methods of adding a

reverberation effect to recordings, but these
basically boil down to three methods. The
best one is a digitally produced effect using

a digital delay line having at least 16 -bit
resolution. Unfortunately, this remains a
complex and expensive method which is
beyond the scope of a reasonably simple
do-it-yourself project. Even systems which
use lower resolution tend to be quite complex and costly.
There are various mechanical methods,
such as spring -line based units. These probably offer the best low cost results, but they
are large, heavy, and suffer from problems
with acoustic and magnetic feedback. Also,
the spring -line units are becoming difficult
to obtain these days.
The third approach, and the one utilized

for this project, is to used a tapped c.c.d.
(charge coupled device) delay line. These
are analogue circuits which provide the
delay using a series of f.e.t.s (field
effect transistors) operating as electronic
switches, plus capacitors to hold the
sampled voltages.

BUCKET
BRIGADES
The basic way in which these c.c.d. lines

operate is to have the first capacitor connected to the input so that it samples the

/
input voltage. This first capacitor is then
connected to the second one in the chain
via a buffer stage so that it passes on the
sampled voltage. Next the first capacitor is
connected back to the input so that a fresh

sample voltage is taken. Meanwhile, the
second capacitor passes its charge on to the
third capacitor. Then the first capacitor is
coupled to the second orie again, and so on.
This process is repeated indefinitely, with
a stream of input samples being taken and

passed along the chain of capacitors. Of
course, eventually the samples reach the
last capacitor in the chain, where they
provide the output signal before being
discarded.

Delay lines which use this method are
popularly known as "bucket brigade"
devices. This term is derived from the fact
that the way in which these circuits operate
is roughly analogous to buckets of water
being passed along a human chain (as in

old method of fire fighting). The
capacitors are the "buckets", and the
electricity stored in them is the "water".
the

OEI-AY

A c.c.d. delay line provides a delay because it takes a certain amount of time for
each input sample to be passed along the
chain of capacitors and to finally emerge at
the output. The delay time is governed by
two factors, which are the number of stages
in the circuit, and the speed at which the
samples are passed from one stage to the
next.

In practice the rate at which samples are
passed along the device is controlled by a
clock oscillator. On the face of it, the delay
time in seconds is equal to the number of
stages divided by the clock frequency in
Hertz. In reality it is only half this figure.
This is due to the fact that the capacitors
cannot simultaneously pass on their charge

to the next stage and receive the charge
from the previous stage.

Each capacitor first receives a sample,
and then passes it on. This means that there
are only half as many samples in the circuit
as there are delaying stages.

SYSTEM

OPERATION
Most c.c.d. delay lines are not suitable
for use in reverberation circuits. The

majority of c.c.d.s have around 500 stages,

which is just about enough to give some
sort of reverberation effect. It is not quite
enough to give the rich "big hall" form of
reverberation effect that we require in this
case though. Also, for this effect we do not
require a single delay time.
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Reverberation is produced by sounds ar-

riving at the listener's ear having taken
several routes of different lengths. In order
to produce a reverberation effect we must
mix the direct signal with several delayed

TAPPED
DELAY LINE

OUT

LOWF-A,

P EP

M

R1 1_7E,

FR

versions of itself. In order to give a good
effect a fairly wide range of delay times are

required, and apparently it is important
that the longer times are not exact mul-

CL.c!:M
AND R1AS

tiples of the shortest time.

This reverberation unit is based on a
c.c.d. delay line that has been designed
specifically for operation in reverberation
circuits. It has tappings at stages 396/397,

Fig. 1. Block diagram for the CCD Reverberation Unit.
is sufficient to give a good effect. A wider
the delay time produce quite strong
bandwidth could be achieved at the expense
frequency modulation. This can give
of a shorter delay time, but this would not
decidedly unmusical results if the unit is fed
give such a good reverberation effect.
with a polyphonic signal. In fact it tends to
The two-phase clock signal for the delay
generate some very discordant results.
line is provided by a matching clock generIt is possible to obtain extended reverator chip. This also generates a bias signal
beration times by feeding some of the
required by the delay line chip. With an
delayed signal back to the input of the unit.
operating frequency of about 20kHz, the
In practice this seems to give a rather poor
clock circuit gives a delay time from the first
effect though, and this feature has not been

662/663, 1194/1195, 1726/1727, 2790/2791,

and 3328/3329. Note that the output sig-

nals are taken from two stages rather
than one, so that one stage can maintain the output while the other collects a
new sample from the previous stage. This
gives stepped output waveforms instead of
pulsed signals. With suitable lowpass filtering either type of signal can be smoothed to
produce a proper audio output. However,

tapping of about 10mS. This is the minimum
that will give a reverberation effect.

much simpler filtering is adequate if the
output signal is a stepped type.

included in the final unit.

CIRCUIT
OPERATION

The delay time from the final stage is
around 85mS. This is adequate to give a

BLOCK DIAGRAM

good reverberation effect, but the unit cannot provide very long reverberation times of
the type associated with spring -line reverberation units.

The block diagram for the reverberation
unit is shown in Fig. 1. A buffer amplifier at

the input provides a fairly high input impedance of about 47k, and ensures that the

The full circuit diagram for the CCD

Reverberation Unit is shown in Fig. 2. IC1

acts as the input buffer stage, and it

source impedance. This second stage is a
lowpass filter. It is important that high frequencies are not allowed to enter the delay

ing mode circuit. Preset VRI permits the
bias voltage on IC1 to be varied. In fact
the entire circuit is either directly or indirectly biased from this potential divider.

A mixer stage combines the six output
signals from the delay line into a single
signal. This stage also provides a small
amount of filtering. However, another
three stage active lowpass filter provides
the main filtering, and gives a step -free
output signal. A second mixer stage
combines the non -delayed signal with the
reverberation signal. A level control per-

line as they would generate a severe form of
distortion known as "aliasing" distortion.
In this case high frequencies means any-

thing above approximately half the clock
frequency. The latter is at approximately
20kHz, which means that the filter must
severely attenuate frequencies above about

VR I is adjusted to optimise the large signal

handling capability of the circuit. This is
limited by the delay line chip, but signal
levels of up to at least one volt r.m.s. can be
accommodated.

IC2 is used as the buffer stage in the

mits the strength of the reverberation

10kHz.

The filter is a third order (18dB per octave)

type having a cut-off frequency of about
6kHz. This means that the reverberation sig-

nal has something less than the full audio
bandwidth, but a bandwidth of about 6kHz

is

a simple operational amplifier non -invert-

MIXER

subsequent stage is fed from a suitably low

active lowpass filter ahead of the delay line.

signal to be controlled.

IC3 is the delay line chip, and this is a

Although many delay line effects make
use of clock modulation to vary the delay
time, this does not give good results in a
reverberation unit. Significant variations in

PMOS device. R7 to R12 are source load
resistors for buffer stages in IC3. It seems
to be the convention for c.c.d. delay line
chips to have separate clock generators,

Fig. 2 Complete circuit diagram for the CCD Reverberation Unit.
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and in this case IC7 provides both the two phase clock
signal and a bias voltage for IC3.
A two-phase clock signal is merely an anti -phase type
(i.e. as one signal goes low the other goes high, and vice
versa). CCD delay lines tend to be fussy about the clock
signal timing, but using the matching clock chip should
avoid any problems.
IC4 operates as a conventional summing mode mixer
which combines the six output signals of IC3. Capacitor
C8 provides the first stage of lowpass filtering. With real

reverberation the sounds that take the longest to arrive
are the weakest. The input resistor values in the mixer
circuit (R13 -R18) have therefore been chosen to simulate
this effect by giving progressively larger attenuation from

J-1

1C7

511 R10 R7 R8

-t rt

II1
Si

.I. 1

IC4 °
R22

iii
R21

JK2

EE3650G I

F0

;Far 1L-3:47.
Fc7q
cr
1.11

NimacH-L-acWil

c-°,

L°

EE795

ricrzai=c-in

Fig. 3. Printed circuit board component layout, interwiring and full size copper foil master

pattern for the Reverb.
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tapping one through to tapping six on IC3.

IC6 is the buffer amplifier in the main
output filter, and this is identical to the filter
used at the input of the delay line. The output mixer is based on IC5, which is another

summing mode circuit. The unit provides
unity voltage gain on the straight -through
signal. VR2 enables the reverberation level

to be varied from zero, up to a maximum
level which is comparable to that of the
straight -through signal.
Power is provided by a 9 volt battery. The
current consumption is about 10 milliamps,
and a "high power" PP3 size battery is adequate. However, if the unit is likely to receive

a great deal of use a higher capacity type
(such as six HP7 size cells in a plastic holder)
would probably be a more economic means
of powering the unit.

CONSTRUCT/ON

Details of the printed circuit board are
provided in Fig.3, this board is available
from the EE PCB Service, code EE795.

COMPONENTS
Resistors
2k2
3k9

R1

R2

47k (2 off)
R3, R26
R4, R5, R6, R23,
R24, R25
22k (6 off)

Layout inside case of
completed Reverb.

R7 to R12, R27 56k (7 off)

The board is a single -sided design, but a

R13, R19, R20,
R21, R22
100k (5 off)
R14
110k
120k
R15
130k
R16
R17
150k
160k
R18
All 0.25W 5% carbon film

See
SHOP

TALK
Page

Potentiometers
VR1

4k7 sub -min hor. preset

VR2

47k rotary carbon, log
100µ radial elect. 10V

C2

2201.1 radial elect. 10V

C3

470n polyester layer

C4, C14 3n3 polyester (2 off)
C5, C13 4n7 polyester (2 off)
C6, C12 330p ceramic plate (2 off)
4117 elect. 63V

C8, C15 220p ceramic plate (2 off)
C9
C10
C11

10µ radial elect. 25V
220n polyester
lg radial elect. 63V

Aemiconductors
1 N4002 1 A 100V rec. diode
IC1,1C2,
IC5
gA741C op.amp. (3 off)
IC3
MN3011 bucket brigade
delay line
D1

IC4, IC6 CA3140E MOSFET op.amp.
(2 off)
MN3101 clock/bias gen
IC7

Miscellaneous
J K1, J K2 3.5mm jack socket (2 off)
9V (high power PP3)
81
battery
s.p.s.t. sub -min toggle
S1
switch
Printed circuit board available from the

EE PCB Service, order code EE795;
battery connector; case about 170mm x
145mm x 55mm; control knob; 18 -pin
d.i.l. i.c. socket; 8 pin d.i.l. socket (6 off);
wire; solder, etc.

Approx cost
guidance only

£40
excl. case
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project, try to avoid layouts that result in

not to overlook any of these (there are six

lots of long and crossed -over wiring.

of them).

the base panel of the case using either

Note that IC3, 1C4, IC6, and 1C7 are all
MOS devices, and that they therefore require the normal anti -static handling precautions to be observed. Even if you do not

normally bother too much about this type
of thing, it is strongly urged that great care
be taken when dealing with IC3. This is a
complex device which would be expensive
to replace.

Capacitors

C7

few short link wires are required. Be careful

phono sockets or standard jacks, if these will
fit in better with other equipment. The exact
layout is not too important, but as with any

The printed circuit board is mounted on
plastic stand-offs or 6BA bolts plus nuts and
spacers. The board is mounted towards the
rear of the case, leaving sufficient space for
the battery in front of or to one side of the it

The battery can be held in place using a
double -sided adhesive pad or a home-made
aluminium fixing bracket. To complete the

unit the small amount of point-to-point

Holders should be used for all the MOS
devices and it is a good idea to use i.c.
holders for the other three integrated circuits as well. Leave the i.c.s in their antistatic packing until the unit is finished in

wiring is added, using multi -strand connect-

plugged into their holders, handling them
no more than is really necessary, and

This unit is intended for operation with
high level input signals of around one volt

electricity.

signal to noise ratio of 70dB to 80dB

all other respects. They should then be
avoiding any obvious sources of static

There is a minor problem with 1C3,

ing wire or pieces of ribbon cable. This
wiring is included in Fig.3.

ADJUSTMENT
AND USE

r.m.s. With signals of about this level a
should be obtained. Low level signals will
give a lower (and almost certainly inade-

which is its unusual I2 -pin d.i.l. encapsulation. It is effectively just an ordinary 18 -pin
d.i.l. encapsulation, but with the middle six
pins absent. This component can be fitted
into an ordinary I8 -pin d.i.l. holder, but it

quate) signal to noise ratio. The unit can
only be used successfully with low level
inputs, such as microphones and low output guitar pick-ups if it is preceded by a

must have the middle six pins trimmed

suitable preamplifier.

away before it will plug into the board.

Initially set VR1 at a roughly mid -setting. With an input signal connected to the

stage only fit pins to the board at the points

amplifier/speaker or headphones, the effect

In other respects construction of the
board is quite straightforward. At this
where the connections to the off -board
components will eventually be made.

CASE

A case having outside dimensions of

about 160 by 140 by 50 millimetres or more

is adequate to accommodate everything.

The prototype was housed in

a plastic

instrument case having aluminium front and
rear panels, but there are plenty of cases of

about this size to choose from. The two
controls and two sockets are mounted on
the front panel. 3.5 millimetre jack sockets
have been used for JKI and JK2, but you

can obviously use an alternative such as

unit and the output monitored using an
will probably be very apparent with VR2
well advanced. It is most noticeable on
any intermittent signal. If the effect is not
present, or the unit is clearly malfunctioning in some way, switch off at once and
recheck all the wiring.

If suitable test equipment is available,
VR1 is adjusted for symmetrical clipping
using the standard techniques. In the absence of suitable test gear, simply give VR1

a setting that provides low distortion at
high signal evels. There will probably be a
small range of settings that give satisfactory results. Set VR I at roughly the middle
of the range.
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Constructional Project

VEHICLE
WATCHDOG
CHRIS WALKER
An ingenious easy -fit intruder
deterrent. Will also complement

vehicle should become stationary, the
timer is allowed to run and, after one

the need to modify existing wiring.

the mercury rolls onto the switch contacts.
So, even if the car is parked at an

existing security systems without
a conversation about car

Since the unit will be placed in a con-

theft and security devices, a
colleague recently expressed the

spicuous position, the flashing light could
be an annoying and dangerous distraction
to the driver whilst the vehicle is in mo-

DURING

opinion that a simple flashing light, such
as a light emitting diode, placed inside the

car would be sufficient to deter many
opportunist thieves. Mounted in a
conspicuous position and in a convincing
enclosure, a would-be thief may not wish

tion. Therefore, the I.e.d. must not flash
when the car is being driven.

In order to meet these criteria,

the

to risk a break-in for fear of attracting
attention from an alarm system, even

Vehicle Watchdog performs as follows:
providing the vehicle has been stationary
for at least one minute, a 15mA current
pulse will brightly light an I.e.d. for 0.02

though no such system may exist.

seconds once every two seconds.

BLUFF

undergoes appreciable movement such as

One may wonder why it is necessary to

such a "bluff ' unit when a proper
working alarm could be constructed for
little extra outlay. There are, however,
fit

The flashing stops as soon as the car

occurs during driving. Average current
consumption is about 170)1A which ensures a battery life in excess of twelve

minute, it switches on the flasher circuit to
operate the I.e.d.

The monostable is an edge -triggered
device which resets the timer every time

angle where the mercury switch is continuously closed, the timer will be allowed

to operate providing the vehicle remains
stationary.

MONOSTABI-E
AND TIMER
The circuit diagram of the

Vehicle

Watchdog is shown in Fig. 2. In the
interest of low power consumption the
device is designed around a CMOS
integrated circuit type 4093 which is a
versatile package containing four two input NAND gates with Schmitt triggers

on their inputs. Gates IC I c and ICId
make up the monostable along with

visual indication that they are in opera-

months if alkaline cells are used.
After over two years of use, the
prototype Vehicle Watchdog has successfully fooled every passenger into believing
that it is a passive infra -red detector

tion and an additional flashing light could
draw attention to this fact. Ordinary window stickers warning of the presence of an

timing capacitor CI and resistor R2.
The output from'the monostable (pin 10)
is normally "high" (battery positive voltage, 4.5V), but as the vehicle encounters
movement and mercury switch SI closes
pin 13 is pulled down to OV causing the
output from ICId pin I 1 to go high.
The voltage at pins 8 and 9 must instan-

convincing fibber!

taneously follow pin 11 and go high as

two good reasons for fitting a visual deterrent:

Many budget -priced car alarms have no

alarm are easily bought nowadays, and

they are not very convincing. Secondly, a
simple flasher could be made entirely in-

dependent of the car's electrical system
thus being extremely quick and easy to
install and requiring no modification of
the existing vehicle's wiring.

mounted on the dashboard. It has also
trained the designer to become a rather

HOW IT WORKS

The block diagram of the unit is shown
in Fig. I. The vibration sensor is used to

detect movement of the vehicle. This

sensor consists of an ordinary mercury tilt

well, but this voltage falls exponentially as
capacitor CI charges up. The result is that
pin 10 goes low for a fixed period deter-

mined by the values of Cl and R2; approximately 0.1 seconds with the values
given.

Capacitor C2 charges via resistor R4

It must be stressed that the Vehicle
Watchdog is not a burglar alarm. It is
merely intended as a very easy -to -fit deterrent which a car owner may use in place of

an alarm or, as in the author's car, the

IVIBRATION
SWITCH

ONE

MONOSTABLE

Trigger

Reset

MINUTE
TIMER

FLASHER
OSCILLATOR

unit can complement an existing security

system which previously had no visual
deterrent.

SPECIFICATIONS
Building a flashing I.e.d. circuit is one of

those designs that sounds trivially easy

until you stop to consider the design
requirements for its application. It was
decided that, in order to make the unit a
worthwhile compromise to fitting a complete theft alarm, it must be independent
and require no connection to the vehicle.
Battery operation is, therefore, a logical
requirement. However, current consumption must be kept sufficiently low to
provide an acceptably long battery life.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Vehicle Watchdog deterrent.

switch mounted at an angle so that the
small mercury bead encapsulated in the
switch easily rolls on and off the contacts
as the switch encounters movement. This

"make and break" action causes
monostable to generate

a

the

brief pulse

which resets the one minute timer.

Therefore, as long as the vehicle is in
motion, the mercury switch repeatedly
triggers the monostable which prevents
the timer running for one minute. If the

such that the voltage at pin 5 of gate ICIb
gradually rises from OV, taking about 60

seconds to reach a level recognised as
a logic
by the CMOS NAND gate
ICIb. Every time the monostable output pulses low, transistor TR I switches
on and capacitor C2 loses a substantial
amount of its charge via resistor R3 and
1

down to OV through the emitter of TR I
Thus the monostable essentially resets the
one -minute timer back to zero.

.
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FLASHER CIRCUIT
When the voltage at pin 5 reaches a

logic I level, gate ICI b acts as a relaxation
oscillator. Fig. 3 shows the basic circuit of

such an oscillator. Suppose the output
of the Schmitt trigger inverter is initially
high. Current will flow via resistor R to
charge up capacitor C and the voltage Vc
rises exponentially as shown. When Vc
reaches the logic I input threshold (V + )
the output of the inverter will go low and

C will start to discharge. Therefore Vc
falls until it reaches the lower logic 0
threshold (V - ), upon which the output

Fig. 3. Basic circuit and waveform of a relaxation oscillator

once more goes high and the cycle repeats.

In order to create a mark -to -space ratio

The time period of one complete cycle
of this oscillator is given by the formula:
T = 2RC x loge(V + /V - )

greater than unity (i.e. output high/low

where V+ and V- are the high and low
switching thresholds of the Schmitt trig-

ment shown in Fig. 4 is used. The
capacitor now charges via R but when the
output is low the forward -biased diode D

ger input.

Rd

times unequal) the resistor/diode arrange-

V Out
R6

39k

D1

1N4148
k

(EE365

J

TR2
BC 54e

Fig. 4. Resistor/diode arrangement to
create a mark -to -space ratio where the
output high/low times are equal

ICtb
4093

IC1ci
4093

02
Red
i.e.d.

C1

BC 212

TILT
SWITCH

tion by narrowing down their angle -of -

CONSTRUCTION

TIMER

MONOSTABL E

'VIBRATION
SWITCH

ware; these devices achieve high illuminaview, so the overall result may be to make
the I.e.d. less conspicuous.

22n
MERCURY

an "ultra bright" type of I.e.d, but be-

FLASHER OSCILLATOR

(uustu I

The prototype Watchdog is constructed in a plastic case measuring
112mm x 62mm x 31mm which houses the

circuit board and three AA -size batteries.

Only one hole
Fig. 2 Complete circuit diagram for the Vehicle Watchdog.
allows a discharge current to pass through

COMPONENTS
Resistors
R1, R2

10M (2 off)

R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

4k7

6M8
3M9
39k
120

See
SHOP

TALK
Page

All 0.6W metal film or 0.25W carbon

Capacitors
C1

C2
C3

22n polyester layer
10p tantalum 16V
2p2 tantalum 35V

Rd as well as R. The discharge time
(output low) is, therefore, much shorter.
Referring back to the main circuit
diagram, Fig. 2, resistor R5 can be seen to
be the charge resistor for capacitor
C3, whilst a rapid discharge occurs
predominantly through R6. The oscillator
output is inverted by gate ICI a and then

buffered by transistor TR2, to illuminate
light emitting diode D2. Resistor R7
limits the current through D2 to 15mA.
The visibility of the flashing I.e.d. obviously depends on the level of ambient
light in the car; it is most eye-catching at
night. Constructors may, if they wish, use

needs

drilling, 6.5mm

diameter to accept a panel mounting clip
for I.e.d. D2.
Before inserting the I.e.d. clip, clean the

front panel with meths and take some
time to create an impressive design using
rub -down lettering and symbols. Remember that the success behind this unit relies
on a convincing external appearance.
After the design is finished the transfers must be protected by a couple of thin
coats of clear spray -on lacquer otherwise
they will scratch off. Be sure to use a lacquer which will not lift the transfers off the

panel. After an hour's careful work, the
designer found (to his dismay) that one
brand of lacquer caused all the lettering to
lift off and float merrily across the case!

Semiconductors
D1

D2
IC1

TR1

TR2

1N4148 signal diode
5mm red I.e.d. with panel
clip
4093 quad 2 -input NAND
Schmitt trigger

BC212 pnpsilicon
BC548 pnpsilicon

Miscellaneous

Min. mercury tilt switch
1 5V AA size battery (3 off)
Stripboard 0.1in. matrix, size 16 strips
X 22 holes; plastic case, size 112mm x
62mm x 31mm; 14 -pin d.i.l. socket; battery holder for 3 x AA cells; clip for battery holder; transfers for case; solid core
wire for links; length of "dummy" wire.
S1
B1

Lettering of

Approx cost
guidance only

£6
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front panel, as seen
from driver's seat, and "dummy"
connecting lead from rear of the unit.
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FLAT ON CASE
A
(D2

TR2
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00000 0000 00000000000
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CIRCUIT BOARD
Excluding the batteries, all components

are mounted on a piece of Olin. matrix
stripboard measuring 16 strips by 22 holes

as shown in Fig. 5. Cut the board to size
with a hacksaw and cut out two corners
8mm square to accommodate the corner pillars in the case. Next, using a cutting tool or

a twist drill bit, make the ten breaks in the
copper tracks according to the diagram.

Referring to the component layout diagram, Fig. 5, solder in a I4 -pin d.i.l. socket

Fig. 5 Stripboaro' component layout and details
of breaks required in the
underside copper strips.
The completed board
mounted in its case
can be seen in
photograph above.

position the switch body about lOmm
above the board to allow it to be angled to
adjust its sensitivity.
Before inserting I.e.d. D2 identify the
cathode lead, it is the lead adjacent to the
small

flat edge on the

I.e.d.

the I.e.d. leads through a right angle and
solder it in place so that it will protrude
through the panel mounting clip when the
circuit board is placed in the case. Blu-tak
can be used to hold the I.e.d. steady whilst
soldering.

circuit just yet) and then solder eleven wire
links onto the board, using tinned copper
wire for this job.
The remainder of the components may
now be soldered into place in any
convenient order. Take care that the
tantalum capacitors C2/C3, transistors

BATTERIES

TR1/TR2 and the diode DI are inserted
the correct way around as shown in the

red is positive, black is negative.

The

semiconductor

devices are all fairly sensitive to excess
heat, so don't fry them during soldering!
When mounting the mercury switch SI,

body (the

cathode is marked k on the diagram). Bend

for ICI (but do not insert the integrated

component layout.

the

The three AA -size batteries are held in
a flat 3 -cell battery box. Connections to
these boxes are usually made via a PP3
style clip -on connector and the wires to
this clip are soldered to the circuit board,

Due to the high resistance and small

current involved in this circuit, and to
preserve battery life, it is now beneficial to
clean the copper side of the circuit board

with a rag soaked in meths to remove

Layout of components inside the case showing position of the battery pack.

finger grease which may otherwise cause
leakage currents to flow.

The final stage of circuit board construction is to insert the integrated circuit

ICI with the identification notch next to
the mercury switch. This is a CMOS technology device and, to some extent, prone

to damage from static electricity which
can build up on the human body. Discharge yourself by touching an earthed
object before handling the i.c. and then
try not to touch the pins.

TESTING AND
INSTALLATION
Insert three fresh batteries and allow the

circuit board to remain stationary for at
least one minute. After this time D2 should
start to flash once every two seconds. Give
the board a good jolt and the I.e.d. should
stop flashing for another minute.

If the unit fails to operate, check your
construction. Pay particular attention to
your soldering and make sure there are
no solder blobs between adjacent tracks.
Also ensure chat all the components are
correctly located.

Place the circuit board and batteries
inside the case and clip the I.e.d. into
its holder. It is quite important that the
board does not move about as this will
upset the sensitivity of the vibration detector. Secure the board if necessary.
Mount the case in a conspicuous position inside the vehicle. Double -sided ad-

hesive pads are very useful for this purpose and are easily removed at a later
date.

ADJUSTMENT

When the unit is in place, adjust the
angle of the mercury switch SI so that
the gentle vibration experienced as the car

is being driven causes the I.e.d. to stop

flashing. Start with the switch at about
45 degrees to the horizontal and adjust as
necessary.

When you are happy with the sensitivity
of the unit, you can improve its authentic
appearance by arranging for a short length
of "bluff- wire to emerge from the case and
disappear under the dashboard at a convenient location.

You can now forget about the Vehicle
Watchdog as it will automatically switch
itself on and off and the extensive
battery life will ensure long and reliable
service.
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efectromZe electronic kits

Cirkit

NEW/ MOTOR SPEED CONTROL (FOR RADIO
CONTROLLED MODELS)
tri Standard radio control input - no servo required.
Fr Smooth forward and reverse P.W.M. speed control.
Fr Runs any motor up to 10 amp. continuous current.
* 35 amp. short term stall rating.
* Low loss Power MOSFET switching.
* Neutral and span adjustment.
* Optional voltage regulator for single battery operation. (Type 43VR)
Type 43X (2 to 24 v motors)
parts kit £17.75 Assembled £25.95
Type 43VR (7 to 24 v motors)
parts kit £19.45 Assembled £27.95

TESTING
Emi

MICRO -PRESSURE CAR ALARM
This new type of alarm is triggered by a unique pressure sensing system. As any
vehicle door is opened air is drawn out, causing a minute drop in air pressure. A
sensor detects this sudden pressure change and sets off the alarm. A

TM SERIES MULTIMETERS

D -MM Good Value!

sophisticated arrangement of electronic filters and timers provide features to

The TM series of low cost meters,
with 31/2 digit LCDs, full overload
protection, strong ABS case and
packed with features. Supplied with
test leads, battery and manual.

match more expensive ultra -sonic systems.

str Operates on all doors and tailgate - no switches needed.
Automatically armed 40 seconds after leaving vehicle.
Fr 10 second entry delay with audible warning. (0.5 second available)
* Sounds horn or siren intermittently for 30 seconds - then re -arms.
* Easy fitting - only 3 wires to connect - no holes to drill.
* Controlled by ignition switch, hidden switch or coded remote
control below.
parts kit £15.95 Assembled £22.35
MICRO -PRESSURE ALARM

A/so available :parts kit £14.90 Assembled
VOLT DROP CAR ALARM
parts kit £13.95 Assembled
I.R. CODED TRANSMITTER
parts kit £21.35 Assembled
I.R. CODE RECEIVER
120dB PIEZO SIREN (optional for the above alarms) Assembled
parts kit £10.95 Assembled
MICRO -PRESSURE TRIGGER
EXTENDED COI IGNITION
parts kit £22.75 Assembled

£20.95
£17.95
£26.55
£11.95
£14.95
£28.45
All the above include cable, connectors and clear easy to follow instructions.
All kits include case, PCB. everything down to the last washer, even solder.
All prices are mail order discount and include post. packing and VAT on U.K.
orders. Same prices apply to all European countries. For delivery outside Europe
please add £3.
Telephone orders accepted with VISA or ACCESS payment.

Order direct (please quote ref. EE6) or send for more details from :-

ELECTRON/2E DESIGN

Tel. 021 308 5877

2 Hillside Road, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield, B74 400

Complete your
tools with Antex
Soldering Irons
The art of accurate soldering is
to maintain the bit temperature
at the optimum level.

TM 5315
TM 5365
TM 5375
TM 115
TM 135
TM 175

DC current (10A) continuity and diode test
Capacitance and frequency (200kHz) ranges
Frequency range (20MHz) and HFE test
AC & DC current (10A), HFE and continuity test
Capacitance and temp. ranges (inc. probe)
Frequency (15MHz), capacitance ranges with

56.05315
56-05365
56-05375
56-00115
56-00135

£19.99
£36.50
£36.95
£32.50
£45.95

HFE. diode, continuity and LED test.
33/4 digit display. frequency (4MHz). capacitance

56-00175

£53.60

TM8020

(40µF). AC+ DC current to 20A
33/4 digit display, frequency (4MHz), temperature

56-08020

£54.76

TM8030
7705

(inc. probe). AC+ DC current to 20A
Capacitance meter, 1pF to 20,000uF

56-18030
56-07705

£59.96
£39.82

BLACK STAR
Top quality. UK made.
frequency counters and
generators.

Jupiter 2010

1-. etioo.c000l

2MHz function generator plus 2 MHz
freq. counter

Orion

PAL 'TV pattern generator

1410

Video Monitor Tester

Meteor 100
Meteor 600
Meteor 1000
Apollo 100
Nova 2400
Jupiter 500
Jupiter 2000

100MHz counter
600MHz counter
1000MHz counter
100MHz counter/timer
2.4GHz counter
500kHz function generator
2MHz function generator

NEW CAT

out
7th MAY

56-12010
56-01600
56-01410
56-00100
56-00600
56-01000
56-10100
56-02000
56-00500
56.02001

£233.00
£269.00
£521.00
£128.08
£158.63
£209.15
£381.88
£351.33
£129.25
£115.05

HAMEG
'SCOPES

Antex fixed setting, thermally
balanced, high efficiency irons
maintain constant tip
temperature and offer a wide
range of soldering bits to suit
your particular application.

All Hameg scopes
are supplied with

two x 10 probes,
mains lead,
manual and
2 year
warranty.

For the more sophisticated
applications, control at lower
temperatures is essential.
In these cases an adjustable
temperature soldering iron is
required. Also available are
soldering stations with the
option of digital
temperature read out.

HM203-7
HM205-3
HM604
HM1005

Antex products are
designed for precision
soldering to meet the
demands of precision
electronics.

Full details of all the above are included in our comprehensive
catalogue, £1.70 (plus 30p P&P)All the above are currently in stock and avaliable for immediate
delivery. Standard P&P £1.20, next day delivery £4.60.

Dual channel, 20MHz
Digital storage, 20MHz sampling
Dual channel. 60MHz
Triple channel, 100MHz

Ask for Antex by
Electronics distributors.
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£391.15
£716.75
£716.75
£930.60

All prices include VAT (at 17.5%)

name at leading

ANTEX
\I
\I

56.52037
56-52053
56-56040
56-01005

Antex Electronics

2 Westbridge Ind. Est,
Tavistock, Devon P119 8DE

Telephone: (0822) 613565
Fax: (0822) 617598

Cirkit

rAccess

/11k

Cirk tDistribution Ltd.

Park Lane, Broxboume, Harts EN10 7NQ.
Telephone (0992) 444111.
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Regular Clinic

CIRCUIT
SURGERY
MIKE TOOLEY
Welcome again to Circuit Surgery, our regular clinic for readers' problems. In
this month's Surgery we shall be describing a simple method of measuring
unknown capacitors. We also have details of a low -battery indicator circuit
which will provide warning of impending battery failure in portable equipment.
We begin, however, with some points arising from an earlier Surgery:

Go/no-go transistor tester
revisited

The simple go/no-go transistor tester
described in April's EE seems to have

been popular with quite a few of our
readers and several of you have written with specific queries concerning the

ward current (in the range 10 to 18mA)
and hence a voltage of about 6.8V (92.2V) will appear across R6. The cur-

part of the phase shifting network

rent flowing in R6 can thus be determined from Ohm's Law. This current

ing the frequency of oscillation.

is also the collector current for TR2.

(rather than d.c. conditions). The mean
value of collector voltage will be somewhere between 2V and 3.5V depending
upon the current gain of the individual

Hence, when switched "on", TR2

circuit used. Two of these are worthy
of a wider audience and thus I make
no apology for including them in this

will operate with a collector current of

month's Surgery!

150. Thus any base current in excess of
14mA/150 (93µA) will drive the transistor into saturation.

Firstly, Martin Coleman from High
Wycombe has taken me to task for not
including a power on/off switch in the

circuit of Fig. 4 (April '92). Martin

6.6V/470Q = 14mA. The BC108 is

rated with a minimum current gain of

The value of R5 is actually not par-

within the Twin -T feedback network
and are thus instrumental in determin-

Secondly, TR1 operates under a.c.

transistor used. The values of R1 and
R2 must, therefore, represent something of a compromise between that
required for correct d.c. bias and that
required for a sensible frequency of

ticularly critical; it just has to provide a
minimum of 93µA to the base of TR2.
The a.c. signal present at the collector
of TR1 is typically in the range 2 to 4V

oscillation!

from the 9V battery.
In my defence, I should have pointed

exceed 9V pk-pk by virtue of the 9V d.c.

out that, provided the transistor under
test (TR1) is removed from the tester,
there will be virtually no current drain
from the supply. The reason for this is

rent and resistance. Only a few are
versatile enough to permit measure-

appears at the junction of C5 and R5
will be typically between 1V and 2V

thinks that this was probably an over-

sight on my part and suggests that

a simple s.p.s.t. toggle switch should
be incorporated in the positive supply

pk-pk (under no circumstances can it
supply). Consequently, the d.c. voltage
(after rectification by D1 and D2) which

simply that there is no d.c. path to

(remember that we are using half -wave
rectification).

d.c. amplifier stage (TR2) will consume
only a minimal value of collector leakage
current whilst the device is in the "off"

TR2) we will need a voltage of 0.6V in
order to forward bias the base -emitter
junction and turn TR2 "on". Hence the

ground in the oscillator stage and the

state. There is thus no need for an
on/off switch - just remember to unplug TR1!

Secondly, Joe Kendal has written
from Otley, West Yorkshire, to ask if I
can clarify some of the thinking behind
the design of this circuit. In particular,
Joe has asked if I can justify the values
selected for the base resistors.

Taking the second (d.c. amplifier)
stage first, TR2 is operated under

saturated switching conditions. When
TR2 is conducting its collector voltage

will be approximately zero and the

l.e.d., D3, will become illuminated as a
consequence.
Now the voltage drop across a typical red l.e.d. will be about 2.2V when it
is supplied with a normal value of for346

At the other end of R5 (the base of

voltage drop across R5 will be in the
range 0.4V to 1.4V.

Taking the smallest of these values
we could find the value of R5 that will
produce a current of 93µA to the base of

TR2. However, to be on the safe side,
we will find the value of resistor that

Capacitance adapter

Most multimeters have ranges which
are designed for measuring voltage, curment of capacitance. Following the two

multimeter add-ons described in the
last two instalments of Circuit Surgery,

several readers have suggested that a
simple device for directly measuring
capacitance would be extremely useful.
With this in mind, I set about designing

a circuit which could be used with

an existing meter (preferably a digital
type).

The capacitance adapter can be

highly recommended to anyone who
needs a quick and effective means of
measuring polyester, polystyrene and

Again, Ohm's Law comes to the
rescue and we obtain a value of
0.4V/186µA or 2.15k. The nearest

ceramic capacitors.
The complete circuit of the
capacitance range extender is shown in
Fig. 1. The circuit uses a single 555
timer connected as an astable oscillator
which produces a square wave output at

preferred value is 2.2k and hence this

approximately 200Hz. The output of

was the value specified.

the oscillator is passed to the unknown

will yield at least twice this value.

A somewhat similar argument can be

applied to the oscillator stage, TR1,
except for two important additional

considerations. Firstly, the base bias for
TR1 is applied via R1 and R2 in series.
However, these two resistors also form

capacitor and an integrating charge pump detector arrangement is used to
provide a direct current to operate the
external multimeter (switched to the
2mA d.c. current range).

Assuming that

a

31/2

digit digital
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ION/OFF)

COMPONENTS

S1

Resistors

R1
1k

RI

UNKNOWN
CAPACITOR

'CALIBRATE

IC1
555

VR1

100k

R2

OA 9 1

w

It

B1

9V 1

47p
6

1
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DI

C1

C2

100n

22n

4-

Ci
ONDMM

2mA
-RANGE

T

C2
C3
C4

100n polyester
22n polyester
47µ elect. 16V
47µ elect. 16V

Semiconductors
Fig. 1. Circuit of the capacitance adapter

multimeter is available, the instrument

DI
ZENER
DIODE
(SEE TEXTI

RED LE D

'BATTERY 0.K'

BC 108

RI
680

now ready for use.
It must be said that this tech-

nique for measuring capacitance is not
particularly new. However this particular design is novel in one respect;
the secret in keeping the instrument linear lies with placing the
calibrating resistor within the frequency determining circuitry rather

than in series with the meter. This is

disadvantage of some
other published designs. Hence, instead
real

of introducing an additional variable

with the meter

(and consequently suffering impaired
linearity), our capacitance range adapter
is calibrated by adjusting the frequency
of the square wave source!

-VEICOMMON I
I 6E361 6

I

dicator

last for between 60 and 90 minutes of
continuous operation. Unfortunately, I
get little warning when they become exhausted - the set simply dies (often in the
middle of a transmission)."

Fortunately, the answer to Neal's

problem is really quite simple. All that
is required is an l.e.d., an n.p.n.

transistor and an appropriately rated
Zener diode connected as shown in Fig.
2. The Zener voltage should be chosen
so that it is approximately 1V less than
the nominal on -load battery voltage. As
an example, assuming that Neal's
transceiver uses an 8.4V d.c. supply, a

Zener rated at 7.5V would be quite
satisfactory. The l.e.d. will become

usually remains reasonably constant

falls below about 8.1V. Neal will thus be

when the equipment in question is
powered by nickel cadmium (NiCd)
batteries.

With this in mind, Neal Taylor has

written to me from South Devon with a
request for a simple battery indicator.
Neal writes:
"I have a portable transceiver which
operates from a stack of nickel cadmium
batteries. Depending on use, these will
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Approx cost
guidance only

£5

Finally, if the required Zener voltfall within the range
of preferred values available, readers
should remember that two (or more)
Zener diodes can be connected in series

to produce any desired voltage rating.

realised by simply connecting a 2.7V

Fig. 2 Simple battery condition in-

Low battery indicator

during its normal discharge period but
then falls dramatically at the end of its
working life. Hence, some method of
indicating the state of a battery can be
extremely useful in any item of portable
equipment. This is particularly true

VR1)

As an example, a 6V Zener can be

illuminated when the battery condition
is "good" and will become extinguished
when the terminal voltage of the battery

The terminal voltage of a battery

PP9 battery connector; s.p.s.t.
miniature toggle switch; knob (to fit

age does not

The multimeter should be switched

to the 2mA d.c. range and the 1µF

then be removed and the instrument is

555 timer

D2

TR1

ment each time it is used and this process
will require a reasonably close -tolerance
non -electrolytic capacitor of 1µF.

unknown capacitor terminals. VR1
should then be adjusted for a reading of
exactly 1.000. The 1 µF capacitor should

ICI

snap -fit
R3

660

fore, essential to calibrate the instru-

calibrating capacitor connected to the

0A91 diode
0A91 diode

Small ABS case; Terminals (2 required); 8 -pin low -profile d.i.l. socket;
matrix board (aprox. 60mm x 40mm);

+VE SUPPLY 113T015V

1nF to 1.999µF. This is perfectly
adequate for the majority of non -

electrolytic capacitors including polystyrene, polyester and ceramic types.
To keep the instrument as simple as
possible, no voltage regulator has been
incorporated to keep the d.c. supply to
IC1 at a constant level. It is, there-

01
D2

Miscellaneous

will provide readings over the range

resistance in series

SHOP
TALK
Page

Capacitors

lir

0A91a -

(EE361134

very

100k linear

See

C3 r-1

47k

a

Potentiometer
VR1

iR2

1k

47k
'4W 5% carbon film

470MM
02

alerted to the impending failure of his
battery.

Zener in series with one rated at 3.3V!

Next month: In next month's Surgery we shall be describing a simple
pulse repetition frequency comparator
which can be used for synchronising the
speed of two engines. We also provide
details of a simple AM tuner which can
be added to an audio system which only

has 'an FM reception capability. For
good measure, we have some information on the design of analogue to digital
converters (ADC) and selecting basic

logic gates to perform the standard
AND, OR, NOT, NAND and NOR
functions.

In the meantime, if you have any

comments or suggestions for inclusion

in Circuit Surgery, please drop me a

line at: Faculty of Technology, Brook -

lands College, Heath Road, Weybridge,

Surrey, KTI3 8TT. Please note that I
cannot undertake to reply to individual
queries from readers however I will do
my best to answer all questions from

readers through the medium of this
column.

Typefit
The typesetting program for all your
typesetting needs

Tel 0202 882299
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by Barry Fox
London Show

The demonstrations were important

The annual absurdity of the spring
"Brown Goods" trade show continues.

too because they included sets with
28in. screens. So far 36in. has been the

black). Whereas all other countries stage

only 16:9 size. Nokia had three 16:9
wide screen TV sets running side by
side, under domestic viewing conditions; a 36in. 16x9 at £2150, 32in. at

annual, or biennial, exhibitions of new

£1400 and 28in. at £1100. Each could

consumer electronics technology, either

be switched to demonstrate 4x3 pictures
zoomed to wide screen format.
This, of course, reduces the number

(The name dates back to the days when
all home electronics was a horrid brown

colour - now it

is

an almost nasty

for the trade and press, or public, or
both, Britain still clings to the crazy
hotel system.

Rival manufacturers book suites

in

London hotels and galleries, and display

their wares to the trade. This year over

40 exhibitors spread themselves between a score of hotels and venues,
apparently selected on the basis of
being as far apart as possible.
Philips had a marquee in

Batter-

sea Park. Nokia was at the Imagination Gallery off Tottenham Court Road.
Toshiba was at the Institute of Directors in Pall Mall. Several firms had
booked hotel suites in the Park Lane and
Marble Arch areas and Sony had leased
three floors in Landmark House in Eus-

of scanning lines available for the displayed picture. On the 36in. and 32in.
screens the zoomed format made the
pictures look very coarse. But on the
28in., the picture looked clean and crisp.

This suggests that the 28in. screen
point
between acceptable and unacceptable
viewing when the picture is zoomed.
Also, whereas 36in. and 32in. sets are
still too large for most living -rooms, the
28in. is of manageable size, and weight.
The visual impact of wide screen viewing still carries through on a 28in.
screen, although it is unlikely that the
size

may

well

be

the

break

benefit of wide screen would come

ton Road. Sharp even split its exhibit
between two venues, the company's
showrooms in Vere Street near Oxford

through on smaller screens.

Circus and a hotel near Marble Arch.

For me, by far the most exciting
innovation at this year's show was a
new VCR from Aiwa, a subsidiary of

"It's all a bit evolutionary" said one
jaded visitor. What he meant was that
you had to cover a lot of ground to find

Dual Standards
Sony. To be strictly accurate there are

anything newsworthy.

two new VCRs, each costing under

Widescreen Demo

£400. Both play a very clever trick which
will answer the prayers of video users all

Perhaps the most significant event of

the London trade shows was the last
minute decision by satellite broadcaster

BSkyB, to transmit excerpts from feature films in 16:9 wide screen D2 -MAC.
Agreement was reached only a couple
of days before the show, after negotiations between BSkyB, Astra, Philips, the
Eureka project handling HDTV and UK
satellite receiver manufacturer Pace.
Although the parties are guarded

about details of the deal, it seems that
Astra

loaned

Channel

29

for

the

occasion, BSkyB provided the movie
material, the EC chipped in some money
and

Philips did deals with Pace to

produce wide screen decoders. This was

necessary because BSkyB scrambled
the material using Videoguard, a new
scrambling system which appears to
be halfway between VideoCrypt and
EuroCrypt.
Both Philips

and
Nokia were
demonstrating wide screen pictures live
from the satellite source. The event is a
watershed, because it shows a degree of

commitment to wide screen TV from
BSkyB never previously seen.
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round the world. There will also be
a "stand-alone" box, costing around
£250, which connects to existing VCRs.
The trick is this. The VCR can play a

tape of one standard, either NTSC or
PAL, display it on any PAL or NSTC TV

set, and make a copy onto any other
VCR in either PAL or NTSC. The only
other VCR on the market which can do
this is made by Panasonic and costs
£1800. Most people who want to watch
tapes from abroad must pay a video or
photographic shop at least 25 pounds to
transfer just half an hour's viewing.
The NTSC TV system used in the US
and Japan builds its pictures from 525
lines, transmitted as half pictures or
fields, each with 262.5 lines. The fields
interlace on screen to create the illusion
of full pictures.
The European PAL system works in
the same way, but with 625 lines, 312.5

per field. NTSC displays 60 fields

a

second. PAL uses 50. This is why VCR

and TV sets of one standard will not
normally play tapes of another standard.
Several manufacturers,
including
Pioneer, Panasonic and Mitsubishi, now

sell video disc players and VCRs which
can play NTSC tapes through some PAL

sets. They do this by modifying the
NTSC colour signal to mimic PAL, and
relying on the fact that many modern
PAL TV sets can by good fortune cope
with 525 lines and a 60Hz field rate.
But these systems are rogues because

they do not convert the NTSC signal into PAL, so

it

is not possible to

make a PAL copy of an NTSC original.

Also some TV sets are confused by
the fudged signal and display pictures
which are either too small or unstable.

By Memory
The Aiwa VCR contains a solid state
memory which stores each TV field as it
is read off tape. It then reads the field
from the memory and out to a TV set or
other VCR. While reading an NTSC signal out to a PAL TV or VCR, the memory
reads 50 of the stored lines twice over to

build the 2625 line scanning structure
up to 321.5 lines.

The memory also skips every sixth
field that is stored, thereby converting a
60Hz sequence into a 50Hz sequence.
The VCR also converts the colour

coding system from NTSC to PAL, by
changing the frequency at which the
colour information is carried piggy -back
on the black and white information. So
the VCR delivers a true PAL Signal.
To convert PAL to NTSC, the memory
reads out every sixth field twice, to increase the field rate from 50Hz to 60Hz.
At the same time it converts the colour
coding frequencies from PAL to NTSC

and combines 50 lines of each field to
reduce the scanning pattern from 312.5
lines to 2625 lines.
The picture delivered to a PAL screen
from an NTSC tape are not as good as
the original, but they will be quite

good enough for most viewers wanting to watch family tapes from abroad.
They will also let people buy tapes on
holiday and either watch or copy them
back home. This is likely to distress

the movie industry which has relied
on the NTSC/PAL standards barrier to
police its copyright deals with different
countries.

Professional converters, as used by
broadcasters to screen US tapes in
Europe, give better quality. They store
up to eight fields at a time, and use
computer intelligence to average and
interpolate the picture information that
added or subtracted. But these
systems cost tens of thousands of
is

pounds - in the early days of TV
broadcasting, they cost hundreds of
thousands!
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'f W'HART AUDIO KITS -YOUR VALUE FOR
MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-FI
HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT
CASSETTE HEADS

LINSLEY HOOD 'SHUNT FEEDBACK' R.I.A.A.
MOVING COIL 8 MOVING MAGNET PICKUP
PREAMPLIFIER

HART AUDIO KITS give you the opportunity to build the
very best engineered hifi equipment there is. designed by
the leaders in their field, using the best components that
are available.

Every HART KIT is not just a new equipment acquisition
but a valuable investment in knowledge. giving you guided
hands-on experience of modern electronic techniques.
In short HART is your 'friend in the trade' giving you, as a
knowledgeable constructor, access to better equipment at
lower prices than the man in the street.
You can buy the reprints and construction manual for any

kit to see how easy it is to build your own equipment the
HART way. The FULL cost can be 'credited against your
subsequent kit purchase.

Our list will give you fuller details of all our Audio Kits,
components and special offers.
AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER.

Do you tapes lack treble". A worn head could be the
problem. For top performance cassette recorder heads
should be replaced every 1,500 hours. Fitting one of our
high quality replacement heads could restore performance
to better than new!. Standard inductances and mountings
make fitting easy on nearly all machines (Sony are special,
see below) and our TC1 Test Cassette helps you set the
azimuth spot on. As we are the actual importers you get
prime parts at lower prices, compare our prices with other
suppliers and see!. All our heads are suitable for use with
any Dolby system and are normally available ex stock. We
also stock a wide range of special heads for home
construction and industrial users.

Modern. ultimate sound systems are evolving towards a
built-in RIAA preamplifier within the turntable unit, keeping noise pickup to a minimum. This new circuit by John
Linsley Hood uses latest generation integrated circuits in
the sonically preferred shunt feedback configuration to give
an accurate and musical sound, with the ability to use both
moving magnet and moving coil cartridges. Power comes

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is the
flagship of our range, and the ideal powerhouse for your
ultimate hilt system. This kit is your way to get CI< pertormance for a few tenths of the cost!. Featured on the front
cover of 'Electronics Today International' this complete
stereo power amplifier offers World Class performance
allied to the famous HART quality and ease of construction. John Linsley Hood's comments on seeing a complete

from two 9v PP3 size batteries or a mains power supply.
This HART kit is exceptionally easy to build with detailed
instructions and all the specially selected components fitting directly on to the roller tinned fibreglass printed circuit
board. Even the gold plated phono sockets mount directly

HM120 Standard Mono R/P Head
£3.51
£2.49
HC15 Standard Quality Stereo R/P Head
HC66 High Quality Stereo R/P Head. Permalloy
£7.98
1-1S16 Sendust Alloy Stereo Head
£16.85
HC80 NEW RANGE High Beta Permalloy Stereo head.

on the board

This Kit now comes with latest generation low -noise front
end IC and onboard power stabilisers for any DC input voltage between 9v and 30v
C67.99
K1500 Special Discount Price for complete Kit.

Modern space saver design for easy fitting and lower
cost. Suitable for chrome metal and ferric tapes,
truly a universal replacement head for everything
from hi-fi decks to car players and at an incredible
£8.30
price tool

ALPS PRECISION LOW -NOISE STEREO POTS.

HQ551 4 -Track RECORD 8 Play Permalloy Head for

unit were enthusiastic:- The external view is that of a
thoroughly professional piece of audio gear, neat elegant
and functional. This impression is greatly reinforced by

auto -reverse car players or quadraphonic recording £14.90
C1.90
H524 Standard Erase Head
H561 Hi Field Erase Head for METAL Tapes
£3.49
HRP373 Downstream Monitor Stereo
C47 90
Combination Head

the internal appearance, which is redolent of quality, both

in components and in layout. Options include a stereo
LED power meter and a versatile passive front end giving
switched inputs using ALPS precision, low -noise volume
and balance controls. A new relay switched front end option also gives a tape input and output facility so that for use
with tuners. tape and CD players, or indeed any other 'flat'
inputs the power amplifier may be used on its own, without
the need for any external signal handling stages. 'Slave'
and 'monobloc' versions without the passive input stage
and power meter are also available. All versions fit within
our standard 420 x 260 x 75mm case to match our 400
Series Tuner range. ALL six power supply rails are fully
stabilised, and the complete power supply, using a toroidal
transformer, is contained within a heavy gauge aluminium
chassis/heatsink fitted with IEC mains input and output
sockets. All the circuitry is on professional grade printed

Many other SPECIAL cassette Heads in

To fulfil the need for higher quality controls we are now
stock, see our LIST.
importing an exciting new range of precision audio pots in
values to cover most quality amplifier applications. All
in 2 -gang stereo format, with 20mm long 6mm dia. steel
REEL TO REEL HEADS
shafts. Now you can throw out those noisy ill -matched
carbon pots and replace with the real hi-fi components 999R 2/4 Record/Play 110mH. Suits Stuart Tape
only used selectively in the very top flight of World class Circuits

amplifiers. The improvement in track accuracy and match- 998E 2/4 Erase Head 1mH. Universal Mount.
ing really is incredible giving better tonal balance between Suits Stuart
channels and rock solid image stability. Motorised versions
TAPE RECORDER CARE PRODUCTS
have 5v DC Drive motor.

circuit boards with roller tinned finish and green solder 2 -Gang 100K Lin
resist on the component ident side. the power amplifiers 2 -Gang 10K, 50K & 100K Log
feature an advanced double sided layout for maximum 2 -Gang 10K Special Balance
performance. All wiring in this kit is pre- terminated, ready
for instant use!.

RLH11 Reprints of latest articles...._£1.80
...54.50

K1100CM HART Construction Manual

2 -Gang 20K Log MOTORISED
2 -Gang 10K Special Balance, MOTORISED. zero

crosstalk and < 10% centre loss with near
Log/Antilog Tracks)

purpose test cassette. Sets tape azimuth, VU
level and tape speed
DEM1 Mains Powered Tape Head Demagnetizer.
prevents noise on playback due to residual
head magnetisation
DEM115 Electronic, Cassette Type, demagnetizer

£19.98

MS-DOS 5 Latest Release. Full version. 3.5" or 5.25"
DR DOS 6

Microsoft Windows 3.3.5" or 5.25" Disks

fully formatted and ready to use.

cheap enough to use as the
fastest wordprocessor in the
west! Only a few years ago
the AT -286 machine was the
fastest standard office comEntry level 386 machine for demanding applications

at

moderate cost. Spec as our AT286/16WP with 1MB Dram
memory, Mini Tower case, 45MB 25ms hard disk drive, VGA

Switchable with dual slope feet(Standard Keyboard supplied
£31
with systems)
£36
K108 Similar to above, single slope feet, Alps switches.
£44
KB6153A As above but with heavy metal base

Colour Graphics Card with 256K RAM
ONLY £634.30 (Ex Vat)
40MB AT-386/16SX EL is
HART 52MB AT-386/20SX UG

I/O and GRAPHIC CARDS
AoTrtSsuper I/O Card 2 x FDD, WOE, 2 Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Game

11.0

pandable to 4MB), 102
key UK keyboard, compact desktop case, 1.2MB 5Y." High

Density Disk Drive and interface card for extra drive,
Graphics/Printer Card, built in Hard Disk Interlace
HART AT -286/ 16WP

£59
£77
£65

MONITORS
SM1421 AM TU Hercules Mono with FST Tube and Stand,
£83
Amber
£86
SM1421 PIN TU As Above but Paper White Screen
SM1416A VGA Mono Monitor c/w tilt and swivel stand.
£86.70
Amber
£89
SM1416W As Above. Paper white
SM1485-00 Super VGA Multisync Colour Monitor, .28" dot
pitch, 50MHz Bandwidth, up to 1024 x 768, c/w stand
£235
KEYBOARDS
K261 102 Key Enhanced UK Layout, Tactile Click, AT/XT

HART MODEL AT-286116WP COMPUTER

Fully fledged AT286 machine,

'zero wait state'
Advanced features are:
Full 1MB of memory (Ex-

C4.48
£8.91

SOFTWARE

tively priced, High Quality, computer systems. Due to our long
experience of importing we have the necessary contacts in the
Far East to buy at very advantageous prices and can pass the
savings on to you. All hard disc machines ordered with DOS are

the superfast 16MHz version
(earlier ones were only 10 or
12MHz) at such an incredibly
low price that it can be used
in any office or home. Not
only that but ours comes with
ultrafast memory so that
the machine can run in

£5.36

requirements, at NO extra cost!. Simply select the options you
require If replacing any item in the standard specification for
that model then deduct the cost of the part not needed.

The following are a selection of our new range of VERY competi-

puter known. Now we can offer

£11.98

HART TC1 TEST CASSETTE Our famous triple

£8.86
£9.60
£10.71
£19.20

HART 4011BAT4811/18SX EL

COMPUTER CORNER

£13.64

ONLY £277.25

14" FST Hercules monitor, Amber
14- Paper White Hercules Monitor. (Both have T/S

£83

£86
Base)
Trust Writer W/P Software uses Wordstar commands.f 19.50
40MB AT-288/18UG Hard Disk Computer

Specification as above but with 45MB 25ms hard disk, VGA
Colour Graphics Card with 512K RAM, parallel printer port, 2
£523.50
serial ports. 1 game port.
14" VGA Mono Monitor, Amber £86.70 Paper White £89

Luxury version of the above wits higher processor speed and

amazing 9 millisecond access time hard disk. 2MB SIMM

RAM, Compact Tower Case, VGA 1024 x 768 card with 512K
RAM, upgradeable to 1MB of Video memory.
40MB AT-386/20SX UG.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS

ONLY £853.10

HART Computers can be 'custom made' to fit your personal

Hercules Mono Graphic & Printer card

f£2111..2700

16 -Bit VGA Card, 256K
Trident 8900 VGA Card, 512K

£46.50
£67.30

£86.90
Trident 8900 VGA Card with 1Mb
DISK DRIVES
£49
5.25" 1.2Mb Floppy Disk Drive
C45
3.5- 1 44Mb Floppy Disk Drive
Adapter to fit 3.5" drive in a 25" slot, c/w power adapter
£9
£165
45MB 25ms Hard Disk Drive
52MB Quantum Hard Disk. Lightning Fast 9ms Access
£261
time
CASES
WE 611P Desktop Case. Flip Top, 200W PSU
£56.40
WE727P Mini Tower Case. 200W PSU
£84.70
108MP Mini Tower Case. Compact Style
£89
£108
CT107 Midi Tower Case
MOTHERBOARDS

Send or 'phone for your copy of our List (50p) of these and many other Kits & Components. Enquiries from Overseas

AT -286/16 OK .RAM

customers are equally welcome, but PLEASE send 2 IRCs it you want a list sent surface post, or 5 for Airmail.
Ordering is easy. Just write, telephone or fax your requirements to sample the friendly and efficient HART
service. Payment by cheque. cash or credit card. A telephoned or faxed order with your credit card number will
get your order on its way to you THAT DAY
Please add part cost of carriage and insurance as follows. -INLAND Orders up to E20 - £1.50
Orders over £20 .. £3.50 Express Courier, next working day. f10 (For safety all computer parts
are only sent by courier) OVERSEAS - Please see the ordering Information with our lists.

AT-386-16SX OK.RAM
AT-386-20SX OK. RAM

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY
AUDIO KITS AND COMPUTERS
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PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ITEMS IN THIS
SECTION ARE PRICED EX VAT.

24 hr. SALES LINE 'AUDIO
PNR CL UE

(0691) 652894

£89
£195
£245

KIT PRICES are VAT
I
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INTER
Robert Penfold
puters where the keyboard is monitored
by input ports, and direct reading of each

some 16 bit computers as they have quite
complex keyboard electronics, and rather
indirect means of reading the keys. With

train controller. The "firebutton" could be
used for direction control, with the "stick"
being used to control the speed. Alternatively, the "stick" could be used for both
functions, with the spring -loaded central
position being used as the "off" setting.
This would leave the "firebutton" free to

both the Atari ST and the PCs there is

operate as a brake.

Remember that the values read from
the games port can be mathematically

substituted in the appropriate program

a micro -controller to read the keyboard,
with a serial link to the main processor.
This removes a lot of work from the main
processor which no longer has to bother
with keyboard scanning, buffering, etc.

lines. Also, some modification to the program will be needed if one address is used

On the other hand, it can be difficult
to reliably monitor keys on an "up" or

for both speed and direction control, as
discussed in a previous Interface article.

"down" basis.

Details of how to use the program will
not be given here, as it is very easy to

detect the order of key presses rather than
the duration of each key press. It seems to

use, and provides on -screen prompts.

be more practical to opt for control on
some form of "toggling" basis, which is
the method of control used in this pro-

promised last month, this article includes the train controller listing (see
also April issue). This is written in QBASIC
As

(as supplied with MSDOS 5), but it will
also run as a Quick BASIC program. It
should be possible to convert it to other
BASICs without too much difficulty.
It is written on the assumption that the
digital to analogue converter is at address

&H300, and that the direction is con-

trolled by bit 0 at address &H308. If
different addresses are used, these must be

Keyboard Control
The basic method of keyboard control
used in the original program was to have
the train accelerate while the appropriate

key was held down, and brake while
another key was operated. This type of
control works well with most 8 -bit corn-

key (or something close to it) is possible.

It does not seem to work well with

The keyboard circuits are designed to

manipulated before being sent to the controller circuit. This feature can be used to
provide simulated inertia and momentum.
Some BASICs provide easy access to the
games port (usually in the form of STICK
and STR1G functions), and with a suitable
language this method of control should be
well worth investigating.

Languages
In last month's Interface article I should

have mentioned that the FST Modula
program is available from PDSL,
Winscombe House, Beacon Road, Crow -

gram.

2

Joystick

borough, Sussex, TN6 1UL (Tel. 0892

If you have a joystick and a games
port for your PC it might be interesting to try this as the input device for a

663298, Fax 0892 667473). This program

is on three disks which have catalogue
numbers 2033A/B/C. It is a popular

Train Controller Programme
DEFINT A -Z
'Declare state variable and constants

PRINT "Spacebar - Cruise"
LOCATE 18, 5
PRINT "F - Forward, R - Reverse (Sta-

DIM SHARED State

tionary only)"

CONST Still = 0, Accel = 1, Brake =

LOCATE 22, 5
PRINT "Esc - Quit program."

2, EBrake = 3, Cruise = 5

State = Still
'Declare global variable for speed factor
DIM SHARED CurrentSpeed
CurrentSpeed = 0

'Main program loop
WHILE 1
Choice$ = UCASE$(INKEY$)
SELECT CASE Choice$
CASE "A"

State = Accel
'Set up screen
SCREEN 0, 1
CLS

LOCATE 4, 32

PRINT "Train Controller"
LOCATE 6, 35
PRINT "Speed: "
LOCATE 6, 42
PRINT CurrentSpeed / 3
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "A - Accelerate"
LOCATE 12, 5
PRINT "B - Brake"
LOCATE 14, 5
PRINT "E - Emergency Brake"
LOCATE 16, 5

350

CASE Brake

CurrentSpeed = CurrentSpeed - 3
IF CurrentSpeed < 0 THEN
CurrentSpeed = 0
State = Still

CurrentSpeed = CurrentSpeed - 12
IF CurrentSpeed < 0 THEN
CurrentSpeed = 0
State = Still

IF State = Still THEN OUT
&H308, 1
CASE "R"

IF State = Still THEN OUT
&H308, 0

State = Cruise

CurrentSpeed = .CurrentSpeed + 3
IF CurrentSpeed > 255 THEN
CurrentSpeed = 255
State = Cruise
END IF

END IF
CASE EBrake

CASE "B"
State = Brake
CASE "E"
State = EBrake
CASE "F"

CASE CHR$(32)
IF State < >

SELECT CASE State
CASE Accel

Still THEN

END IF
END SELECT

LOCATE 6, 42
PRINT CurrentSpeed \ 3
OUT &H300, CurrentSpeed
SLEEP 1

WEND

CASE CHR$(27)
END
END SELECT
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program which should be available from
other PC shareware companies, but not
under these catalogue numbers.
It is worth mentioning that with PDSL
disks you are guaranteed the latest avail-

able version of any program. You need
to be wary of PC shareware companies
that offer very cheap disks, as these often contain versions of programs that are
literally years out of date. Not so long
ago I obtained some cheap PD/shareware
disks where some of the programs were of
1986 and 1987 vintage! None of the disks
contained up-to-date programs.
There are quite a range of PC shareware
languages available these days. Some of
these are quite interesting to try out, but

in many cases the cost of registering is
not very competitive with commercial
software. Competition amongst producers

of commercial PC software has made it
difficult for shareware authors to significantly undercut them and still charge a
worthwhile amount for their products.
The A86/D86 assembler and debugger
is a popular program, and is now available
in

an updated form on disk No.1930.

There

are

a

couple of interesting C

compilers on disks 1199 ("Small C Compiler") and 1489 ("Personal C Compiler").
There is an interesting public domain
version of Prolog 2 on disk 2547. I think

that I am correct in saying that the two
original high level computer languages
were Cobol and Prolog, which were for
developing business and general/scientific
applications respectively. This version of
Prolog is public domain, so there are

no registration fees. However, there

is

little on -disk documentation, and you will
probably need a book on Prolog in order
to use the program.

Reliability
Anyone involved with PCs can hardly
have failed to notice the dramatic price
reductions in PCs over the last year. New
8088 based computers have virtually disappeared from the scene, and now 80286
based PCs seem to be going the same way.

They simply have no significant cost advantage over 80386SX computers. Even
33MHz 80486 based computers are becoming affordable. So what is the catch?

TALK
with David Barrington
Switch -Mode Power Supply

The

There are a number of factors to be considered if you wish to get the best from the
Switch -Mode Power Supply.

Transistor TR2 needs to have an hte of at
least 500 or greater and a BC109C was chosen
here. The BC109C was selected as it claims to

Darlington

many of the bargain PCs currently on
offer is that they are not very reliable. To

be strictly accurate about

it,

they are

mostly very reliable once they are up and
running properly.

The problem is that many of the
PCs currently on offer have not been
thoroughly tested prior to despatch, and
come complete with one or more faults.
These vary from things like ports that do

not work because the sockets do not
connect to their expansion card, to
obscure faults such as motherboards

which only work when the weather is
hot. Some are simply not set up correctly.

Now would seem to be a good time to
buy PCs, but there could well be a certain
amount of hassle before your new wonder
computer is up and running properly.

Next month we will return to general
computer hardware matters, with a look
at some simple pieces of hardware to read
bar codes.
SLM (Model) Engineers Ltd, ( 06 0242
525488).
The small printed circuit board is obtainable
from the EE PCB Service, code EE791.

CCD Reverb
The only sources we have been able to
locate for the MN3011 bucket brigade
delay line i.c. and the companion clock

transistor

and

thyristor

should be widely available and not cause
concern. They are certainly listed in the Free
Crickiewood components catalogue. The two

heatsinks for the Darlington transistor and
diode D1 should also be readly available. If
you do experience problems they are stocked

have a spread from 380 to 800 at 2mA and is
more likely to be within the spec we require.
The standard BC109 quotes a range of 180 to
800 and you are less likely to find you have a
suitable device. The device with the suffix "B"
only quotes 180 to 480 and does not attain the

by Maplin, codes FG51 F and JW27E.

level we want.

stocked by most of our components adver-

Only good quality capacitors should be

My recent PC buying experiences, and
those of several PC owning friends,
would suggest that the problem with

Now for the inductors. The Feroxcube core
and former were purchased from Electromail,
code 228-270 and the DT2534 bobbins from
Maplin HX1OL.
Suitable 80VA mains transformers should be

tisers. Transformer specialists, such as Jaytee

generator/driver i.c. MN3101 are from Maplin
(11P

0702 554161), Farnell Electronic

Components (' 0532 636311)

and

Electromail (1116 0536 204555). The Maplin
order codes are: UM65V (MN3011) and
UM66W (MN3103). The delay line i.c. is an
expensive device and should only be removed

from it's packing when all construction has
been completed and checked.

The rest of the components for the Reverb
are standard lines and should not cause any
problems. Remember to use a "High Power"
battery in the model.

The printed circuit board is available from
the EE PCB Service, code EE795 (see page
395).

used in this project. The filter electrolytics C3
and C5 must have a low ESR ("effective series
resistance) for the reasons mentioned in the
article. These should be available from most
good component suppliers and are certainly
listed in the Maplin catalogue.
The large main smoothing electrolytic C1
must be rated at about 5A ripple current. The
one used in the model is listed as 4.9A ripple
and is a five terminal, long life, p.c.b. mounting

Electronic Services ( 06 0227 375254),
may even be able to supply one with 22V

device purchased from Electromail (' 0536

from the EE PCB Service, code EE796 (see

204555), code 104-382. This capacitor seems
fairly expensive and other types can be used,
but they must be able to sit on the p.c.b. and
have almost identical ratings.

page 395).

the metal cased type not the glass envelope
type. Warning: Mercury is very toxic and the
switch must not be cut open in any cir-

Digital Servo Interface

cumstances.
The BC212L transistor used must be the one

The "flyback diode" D1 must be a

fast

recovery type and be capable of carrying the
peak inductor current. The BYW29/100 type is

listed by Cricklewood Electronics and the

secondaries as mentioned in the article. The
transformer used by the author was purchased

from Trent Coil Winding Co., Dept EE, 26
Derby Road, Long Eaton, Notts. You could try

winding your own from one of the kits available. A torriod transformer, such as the Maplin
YK18U, could also be used.
Finally, the printed circuit board is available

Several items called for in the Digital Servo
Interface are "specials" and will not be available locally.
The pre-programmed controller IC1 is only

BYW80/150 device by Maplin, code UK63T.
The bridge rectifier should be one rated at

available from one source. The programmed
PIC 16C54 Opt/Servo can be purchased

6A and may be difficult to find in a d.i.l. configuration. As the bridge is not mounted on the

Ltd, Dept EE, West End Gardens, Fair -

board but the metal chassis plate, the standard
"square" type can be used. The square bridge

is the most common type stocked and the 6A
version is usually rated from about 200V p.i.v.
to 600V p.i.v.

The low ohm, high wattage resistors used
are wirewound types and should be available
generally. However the 6W type seems scarce,

so its a case of using 3W (doubling up where
indicated) or a 7W type.
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(E12.50 inclusive) from Nikam Electronics

ford, Glos. GL7 4JB.
Suitable RC servo motors should be available from model shops. Maplin stock a suitable
motor listed as type 626T, code FS35Q. Note

that there does not appear to be a standard
configuration for servo motor connections and
on some older motors the supply connections
may have to be reversed.

The block connector and servo mechanics
for the prototype model were obtained from:

Vehicle Watchdog
We do not expect any component buying
problem to be encountered by constructors
of the Vehicle Watchdog. The mercury tilt
switch should be available generally, however,
if problems do arise, the one in the model was
purchased from Electromail, code 337-289.

These switches are sometimes listed

as

vibration type. The switch finally used must be

with the letter L suffix, other types have different pinout arrangements.

Tie Pulser
The miniature microphone insert used in the
Tie Pulse! project is the EM -4 omnidirectional
electret condenser type and should be avaiable
from numerous sources. A suitable type is cer-

tainly carried by Omni, Greenweld, Maplin,
Marco, Crickiewood and Electrovalue.

The I.e.d.s used for the tie display are the
low current 2mA type, with maximum current
of 20mA. As twenty are required it might pay
to ask your supplier for a "bulk discount".
The small printed circuit board is available
from the EE PCB Service, code EE794 (see
page 395).
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EVERYDAY
TALKING MOBILE
Keep your eyes on your driving,
keep your hands on the wheel
FOR the man or woman in the fast lane, keeping
in touch while you're on the move is safer and
simpler than ever before with the new British Telecom's Azure cellpone. In fact, it's as easy as 1,2,3, or any other convenient number code you choose to
programme into the carphone's memory.
Because the BT Azure is Britain's first totally voice -activated
cellphone. It's not just a 'hands -free' mobile, but an 'eyes -free'
one too.
When you want to make a call, you just speak your code to wake

up the phone, say 'Dial', tell it the number you want, say 'Send'
and you're through in seconds. All without liftto key -word commands, such as "home", "ofing a finger or taking your eyes off the traffic for
fice", "secretary" and "friend", for the calls you

one moment.

make several times a day.

voice Commands

Another holds 24 numbers tagged with the
names of your business contacts. Just say the
name and your invisible assistant will call their

They synthesised female voice that responds
to your commands and verifies that is has heard
them correctly is amiable enough, though clearly

not to be trifled with. She can, for example,
remember a total of 130 numbers for fast, accurate dialling.
One seven -number memory bank is dedicated

timer, to help you keep tabs on individual calls

and your total calling time. For those who
need the ability to carry the phone with them
wherever they go, it is also available with an
optional transmobile kit that turns it into a

off the wheel to take an incoming call.

transportable cellphone.
Apart from the safety aspects, most people will
go for the Azure because the voicedial command
system makes this unique phone both easy and
fun to use. The price, £295 plus VAT, is pretty

The BT Azure has a security lock, a hand signal strength indicator and a dual -function

bonus of speech -recognition technology.

office.

She will also, it is claimed, answer the phone
automatically, so you don't need to move a hand

sharp for a good all-round carphone with the

MCTRUP1 MAI:1M

PicoTectmology

ADAPI'OR

Plee,
V-0,0

11

The TSA250 adapts a low cost oscilloscope into a
cost effective 260MHz spectrum analyser. It will be
particularly attractive to users who are involved with

EMC investigation and education, as well as

in

traditional spectrum analyser applications, such as
response and harmonic checks on r.f. amplifiers,
User Manual

PC 'SCOPE/VOLTMETER
The neat and easy to use plug-in module shown will transform your PC
into a 'scope and a voltmeter. The ADC -10 comes from Pico Technology together with a 24 -page user manual and software on disc. The
electronics have been very neatly incorporated inside a connector hood
with a BNC socket for input lead connection. The unit plugs into the
parallel printer port of a PC and takes its supply from the computer.
ADC -I0 is an 8 -bit A to D converter with an input voltage range of 0
to 5V. The software supplied allows various options such as Oscilloscope, Digital Voltmeter: Multimeter: ADC Readings etc.. and also allows the parameters within each option to be changed e.g. triggering and
timebase settings for the 'scope.
Additionally the ADC -10 can perform many functions that are only
currently available on expensive digital storage oscilloscope such as
saving waveforms to disk, or sending them to a printer. It is particularly

tuners and transmitters.
The centre frequency can be adjusted over a range of
400KHz to 250MHz, with direct frequency readout on a large
0.5in. liquid crystal display. Both scan width and scan rate can
be adjusted over the full frequency range. The amplitude range
is - 70 to OdBm.
The TSA250 Spectrum Analyser adaptor costs £405.38,
inclusive VAT, and is available from: B.K. Electronics,
Dept. EE, Units 1 and 5 Comet Way, Southend -On -Sea,
Essex SS2 6TR. Tel: 0702-527572. Fax: 0702-420243.

suitable for displaying very low frequency trends (such as a battery
discharge) which cannot be displayed on an oscilloscope due to the
limitations of a CRT.

Typical examples of its use are in data acquistion (monitoring temperature, pressure and strain gauges) and digital audio sampling. It is
claimed to be particularly useful for field engineers since it's small size
makes it ideal for use with portable computers.
Principles of operation are described so that users can develop their
own driver software if they wish. The complete package cost £49 plus
VAT and is available from Pico Technology Ltd., Dept EE, Broadway House, 149-151 St. Neots Road, Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 72J.
Tel. 0954 211716. Fax: 0954 211880.
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CONTROL PORT for PCs

AAACTHE NAME IN INNOVATIVE

This I/O Port follows the general approach of the 'INTERFACING to PCs'
series in this mag, BUT allows user's prototype control circuitry to be set
up and run OUTSIDE the PC.
The double sided pcb fits into an I/O slot, and a ribbon cable terminating
in a D-25 plug allows the control of projects with little risk to the PC. On
board facilities include: 8 -bit A -D, 8 -bit D -A, 8 inputs, 8 latched outputs,

COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS

STOP NUISANCE CALLS
PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST
UNWANTED TELEPHONE CALLS

3 strobes and 1 I RQ.
Available as:
(a) Etched double sided board with full instructions for drilling/

DL20

£12.50
assembly/testing using BASIC
Complete I/O card with ribbon cable and BASIC test programs.
£29.00
(Built and tested)
Also available: Test pod with D-25 socket to provide analogue and digital
test signals/outputs for the I/O card, with BASIC
£17.00
test programs on disc

TELEPHONE CALL
FILTER-MONITOR-ANSAPHONE

(b)

* Call -Screen: Displays the number of incoming calls before the
INC
telephone is answered.
* Call -filter: No more unwanted calls.
* Call -Counter: Check number of calls on
return.
* Call -Register: Stores 40 incoming call
numbers and the time of the call.
* Call -Monitor: Listen to any noise in
your home/office by a secret code
when calling.

All above prices include P&P. Mail Order only from:

R. BARTLETT,
17, LIME TREE AVENUE, TILE HILL,
COVENTRY CV4 9EY

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE LIMITED

280A CPU. CTC, PIO
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sided and MuRilayer boards.

One software package for
Schematics and PCB's.
*Standard output includes
Dot Matrix / Laser / Inkjet
printers, Pen Plotters,

Photo -plotters and NC Drill.
Award Winning EASY -PC is

in use in over 12,000

installations in 70 Countries

World -Wide.

Runs on PC/XT/AT/286/386
with Herc, CGA, EGA, VGA.
Optional libraries S.M. Cornponents etc. From £38.00
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At last! A full featured Digital

Circuit Simulator for less
than £1000!
Pulsar allows you to test your
logic designs without the
need for expensive test
equipment.

Catch glitches down to a

pico-second per week!
Includes 4000 Series CMOS
and 74LS Libraries.
Runs on PC/XT/AT/286/386/
486 with EGA or VGA.
Hard disk recommended.
74HC / HCT Libraries
optional at £48.00 each.

For full info' Phone, Fax or
Write to:

E0.40/10-, E3.001100

00.40/10; E3.00/100
£8.00 each
E5.00 each

.£1.03 each
E3.00 each

Keyboards, full Owerty, number pad and LCD ..£8.00 each

E30.00 each
Desktop computer case with 200W mains PSU (used)
Prices Include postage. Add 50p (plus VAT) to orders below £5.00. All items new unless stated.
Add 17 5% VAT to all prices send an SAE for our latest list or for more info

Dept EE, 374 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1SU
rei: 0223424602, 0831 430496 or 0831 430552 mall order only)

Please note that certain equipment may need approval before connection or use.

£195

E0.40/10 £3.00/100

CPU card (8088,280 & EPROMsl.

SCANNERS - TELEPHONE RECORDERS - COMPUTER AIDED
SURVEILLANCE SOFTWARE

PULSAR

E1.20 each or E5.00/5
£0.40 each
£1.40 each
E6.00 each

27128 EPROMS (Ex equpmenti
256K DRAM (Ex Equipment
1MBit.10 DRAM (Ex Equipment)
256K Byte DRAM Modules, removed from equipment
16, 18 & 20 pin dil low profile IC sockets 0.3- wide
22 & 24 pin dil low profile IC sockets 0 4- wide......
24, 28. 32, 40 & 48 pin dil low profile IC sockets 0.6" wide.._.
Circuit tester, finds faults in TTL & CMOS logic circuits. inc leads
Metal project boxes drilled & painted but unused 28 x 32.5 x Scm.
Used computer cards many useful components (large ones socketed)
Floppy disk card (NEC FDC chip) E1.00, Win) controller (WD HDC chip)

Also suppliers of -

£98

Single 2.00 Dual E4.00 each
Single 2.00 Dual E4.00 each
E2.00 each
.20eaCh; DMA E2.00; E4.50 all 4

Disk Drive Data lead BBC Micro to Disk Drivels)
Disk Drive Power lead BBC Micro to Disk Drivels)._ ..
8086 CPU chips

24 HOUR ORDER HOTLINE

DIGITAL SIMULATION

£16.00 each
E10.00 each
E4.80 each
E6.40 each

6A PSU
10A PSU

5V
5V

NORTHERN MARKETING
CONCEPTS
Tel: (09442) 8887

£3.00/box

5.25" Disks, DSDD, 48tpi, boxes of 10 (free disk cleaner with 5 boxes,
Digital multimeter, 14 ranges. inc leads & manual
Apricot Disk drive PSU 5V 2 5A. 12V 0 2A

£118.29

EASY -PC

£25.00 each
E9.00 each

5.25" Disk Drives, 80 Tk, DSDD Used, No Wty............
IThe E15 00 drives are sold on a strictly -as is" basis)

* Can connect both tone or pulse
telephone systems.
* 20 phone number memories can be
MI prices are exclusive ofl At. LA p& p
stored and recalled.
* OGM: To record a personalised outgoing message.

PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD

20 char by 2 £6.00, 40 char by 1 £8.00

16 char by 1 E4.00,

LCD modules

* Normal time display.
* Memory back-up during power cut.

SMITH CHART CAD

ANALOGUE SIMULATION
ANALYSER III

£195
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Z -MATCH II takes the
drudgery out of RF matching
problems and includes many
Handles R's,L's,C's, Bipolar
more features than the
Transistors, FET's, Op -Amp's,
standard Smith Chart.
Tapped and Untapped
Provides quick accurate
Transformers, and Microstrip
solutions to many matching
and Co -axial Transmission
problems using transmission
Lines
line transformers, stubs,
*Plots Input and Output
discrete components etc.etc..
Impedances, Gain, Phase and
Supplied with comprehensive
Group Delay.
user instructions including
Covers 0.001 Hz to >10GHz
many worked examples.
Runs on
Runs on PC/XT/AT/386/486,
PC/XT/AT/286/386/486 with
CGA,EGA,VGA.
NEW powerful ANALYSER III
has full graphical output.

EGA or VGA displays.

Very fast computation.

Number One Systems Ltd. I

The Electronics CAD Specialists

Ideal for both education and
industry.
Technical support free for life!
Programs not copy protected.
Special prices for Education.

REF: EVD, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PE17 4WR, ENGLAND.

Telephone: 0480 61778 (7 lines) Fax: 0480 494042 International: +44-480-61778 Fax: +44-480-494042
ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Welcome.
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Subscription

Special Offer

AND
FREE
GIFT

Take out a years subscription to EE and you will be rewarded
with the following:

Your issue on your doormat every month before it appears on the
newsagents shelves (Post Office willing!)
A saving against the cover price and no price increase for a year

Every issue guaranteed - no need to worry if the newsagent has
run out of copies
13 issues for the price of 12, if you use the coupon below before
July 31,1992

Respond before May 31st and we will send you a free copy of
Electronics Projects Book 1, worth .&2 45 (see Direct Book Service
list for details) . That's over £4's worth of magazine and book
absolutely free, if you hurry!

OFFER ENDS JULY 31ST 1992
Offer only applicable to cheque, bank draft or PO with order or Access (Mastercard) /Visa orders - all payments must
be in L's sterling and orders must be on the coupon below, or a copy of it.
PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS If you already have a subscription to EE and want to get the special offer just extend your
present sub for another year and we will give you an extra copy free and send you Electronics Projects Book 1 free (if
you respond before May 31st) . Just fill in the coupon and mark RENEWAL in the bottom right hand box.
NOTE: No substitutions are allowed ONLY ELECTRONICS PROJECTS BOOK 1 can be supplied as part of this offer.

Post the coupon with your payment to: Everyday Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH
Telephone 0202 881749 Fax: 0202 841692

EE SUBSCRIPTION SPECIAL OFFER
Offer ends July 31st, 1992

Please send me 13 issues of EE for the price of 12.

Name

I have responded before 31st May so please also
send Electronics Projects Book 1 worth £2.45.

Address

I enclose payment of £
(.&18.50 UK; £23
export surface mail; £40.50 export air mail)

If you are
extending a
present sub print
"Renewal" here

El Please charge my Access (Mastercard) /Visa card
Card No

Ex. date

Post Code

Please supply name and address of card -holder if different from the subscription address shown above. Subscriptions can only start with the next available Wane. For back numbers ee the Editorial page.
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Constructional Project

SWITCH -MODE
POWER SIIPPLIs

1

STEVE KNIGHT
A DIY design that will give a 5V to
151/ supply, with a maximum

output current of 5A
ACOUPLE of years ago

I

had a

short series published in Everdav
Electronics covering the design of
regulated power units. In the theory which
accompanied this series it was shown that

the function of regulated systems was to
convert a "rough" d.c. input voltage into a
stable d.c. output voltage which would be

maintained over a wide range of load

current requirements as well as input
voltage variations.

The general block diagrams of such
systems are shown in Fig.
and Fig.
2. Designs based on these principles are
1

known as linear voltage regulators to dis-

tinguish them from the kind of regulator
we are going to investigate in this article.

LINEAR SYSTEM

The circuit system in which a "control
element" is placed in series with the posi-

series with the supply, see Fig. 2. In a sense,
the shunt element behaves in its stabilising

work rather as a Zener diode behaves, but
the analogy must not be pressed too far.
The current flowing through the shunt is
again controlled by an error detecting system in much the same way as it did in the
series case, though the sense of the control
has the opposite sign. This means that as
the load current /I, increases, say, the current through the shunt is reduced, to adjust
the voltage drop across a series resistor R,
and maintain the output constant.
Again at high currents, there is waste-

ful power dissipation in R, and additionally in the control element itself, so
that the shunt regulator on the whole is
not so efficient, under like circumstances,
as the series model. It has, however,
some advantages under certain operating
conditions.

An alternative approach which has a
number of advantages over linear control
systems, is the switching regulator, or as it
is more usually known, the "switch -mode
power supply". This is the method used in
the project to he described in this article.

SWITCH -MODE
PRINCIPLES

As long as patience and care are applied,
making up a switch -mode power unit is no

more difficult than any other sort. Integrated circuits are available in which
everything except the switching control
transistor, smoothing capacitors and the
necessary inductances are built in, and a
supply can be fabricated by a dozen or so
connections to the chip.
The design we are going to talk about is a
DIY design in that, apart from a 555 timer
and 4001 NOR gate chip, discretes are used

to carry out the various circuit operations
and the system is capable of being modified
for those who like a starting point and then

like to experiment. It gives scope for the
hobby -electronics enthusiast to try out his

own ideas, and for those who don't. the

tive rail of the supply is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Current flowing from the rectified input

CONTROL ELEMENT

supply to the load terminals passes through

this control element, which is usually a
power transistor acting as a variable resistance, Rs.
This resistance is controlled in effective
value by an error amplifier which takes a
signal from an error detector and compares

VOLTS ADJUST
AND ERROR
SENSING

it with a stable reference voltage, often
derived from a Zener diode or a band gap device. The error detector is, in turn,
controlled by a voltage adjustment control
which sets the desired output voltage V0.

Once this level is set, any change in the
output voltage, rise or fall, due to a varia-

tion in the load current, for instance, is
sensed by the error detector which then

cE36566

causes the error amplifier input to deviate
from the reference level, and the resulting
output adjusts the series control element
resistance in such a direction as to compensate for the initial change. Hence the
output voltage, within the design limits,
remains constant over a wide range of current and input voltage variations.
Series regulators are simple and inexpensive design features but under high current,

1

Fig.l. Linear type series controlled voltage regulator
Fig.2 Linear type shunt controlled voltage regulator.

low voltage output conditions there is a
considerable voltage drop across the
control element resulting in wasteful power
dissipation and a consequent loss in

ERROR

SENSING

efficiency.

Some linear systems have the control ele-

ment connected in shunt rather than in
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lated d.c. now passes through an electronic

load resistance RL, though it does this job
in an unconventional way.
The advantage of using a switch which is
either completely off or completely onover
any form of variable resistance as in linear
supplies, is that no power is dissipated in
this sort of control element, whatever the
load requirements are or whatever the volt-

switch S which turns on and off at

age developed across the switch happens to

design as it stands provides a useful power
supply unit.
The principle of a switch -mode regulator
is shown in Fig. 3. A source of d.c. voltage

obtained from a bridge rectifier and
initially smoothed by a capacitor Cl in
the conventional manner. This unreguis

a

relatively high frequency; this might well lie
within the range 15kHz to 100kHz, sometimes more.

The voltage at the output of this switch
alternates as a rectangular wave between
the source level and zero, and this in turn is

fed into an LC filter network consisting
of inductor LI and capacitor C2, plus a
"flyback" diode DI. The basic purpose of
this filter is to smooth out the chopped
waveform appearing from the switch and
so provide a steady output voltage across a

be. When the switch is open, the current
through it is zero, hence the power product
V/ is zero. When the switch is closed, the
full available current flows through it to the
load but again no power is dissipated in the
switch since the voltage across it is zero.
We are, of course, assuming that we are
using an ideal switch which doesn't exist in
real life, but the point being made is that a
switching system will be a lot more efficient
than any resistive control element where
dissipation is invariably relatively large.

ROUGH D.C.

OUTPUT FILTER

HIGH FRED. SWITCH

s

0000 `-

0

-Od 015-6075-'
L2

C1

c= C2

01

VT

VO

TON

ION+TOFF

circuit in rather more detail if we look at
Fig. 4.
When the transistor switch S "closes" the

full d.c. input voltage is applied across the
filter and current flows through the inductor to charge capacitor C2 and provide the

needs of the load (RL). The diode Dl is
reverse biased during this period and plays
no part in the action.
Although the switching action is abrupt,

the current in LI and the voltage across
C2 cannot, however, follow the steep rise

of the switch output but builds up relatively slowly. That is, the effect of the inductance, as always, is to oppose an increase in current. Under the impressed con-

stant voltage, the inductor current raises
linearly to a peak magnitude IL (if saturation is avoided) which is dependent upon
the value of LI and the time TON during
which the switch remains closed.

At the instant the switch opens, the
current through the inductor is at its peak
value; this current cannot fall to zero
instantaneously any more than it could
rise instantaneously, and a back e.m.f. is
developed across the inductor to oppose
the fall. The diode Dl now comes into the
action by being suddenly forward biased,
so providing a path for the current from
the inductor to flow around the loop into
the filter capacitor and the load. Hence

INPUT RECTIFIER
AND FILTER

current continues to flow into the load even
when the switch is open. Fig. 4 illustrates
the effect of current discharge from inductor to capacitor and load.

20-100 KHz

If the output voltage is to remain conrEE36seG I

stant, the effectual net charge delivered to
the filter capacitor must be zero; this means

PULSE WIDTH MODULATOR

Fig3. Block diagram of a switch -mode type regulator system.

FILTER CIRCUIT

At first sight, the filter circuit may ap-

SWITCHISI

pear conventional but the presence of the
diode DI is unconventional and it seems

as though it is going to be switched off
all the time anyway, the anode (a) always
being at zero potential. We can study the

CURRENT

CURRENT
DISCHARGE
FROM L1

i

that the charge provided by the inductor
must be dissipated in the load. For a
constant value of TON, the time required
by the load requirement; control of TON
therefore determines the output capability
of the supply.

The waveforms of Fig. 5 illustrate this
action in more detail. The voltage across
the diode, VD, follows that from the output
of the switch, that is, very closely equal to
V1 assuming an ideal switch, during the
period TON; when the switch opens, the

Fig.6. Principle of the 555 timer used as a pulse width modulator (PWM)
and the associated waveforms. Pin 3 waveforms are inverted before being
applied to the switching transistor (TR1)1).

RISE IN L1
SWITCH

CLOSFD

(OTP0EFNF1--.

(TON I

IFE36s90

Fig.4.

Operating cycle of the filter circuit

showing the inductor current waveform.
OUTPUT PULSES
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INPUT CLOCK PULSES

0

PIN 2
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PIN 7
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0

VARIATIONS
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Fig.5 Idealised waveforms found at the
various points in the filter network.
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back e.m.f. inversion across the inductor
allows current /D to pass through the
diode, this current being in the same direction inductor -wise as before but now
decreasing.

Current which is over and above that
required by the load is represented on the
waveform for IL by the cross -hatched area.
This excess flows into the capacitor where
it is stored until the load requirement
demands it, the un-hatched current passing
into the load.

When the inductor current is less than

rent. Suitable capacitors are available and
should be used in this position.
The diode used must be capable of carry-

ing the peak inductor current; in addition,
it must be able to recover from its conducting state to its blocking state in a very short
space of time. If this does not happen,
current from the switch could be passed

to "earth" for part of the cycle, result-

ing in possibly a damaging loading on the
switching device and overheating with loss
of efficiency. A fast recovery diode must
therefore by used.

that needed by the load, the capacitor
sheds some of its stored energy and

There remains now only the problem of
providing a suitable Pulse Width Modulat-

provides the required additional current.
The waveform for capacitor current k
shows this provision as the cross -hatched
area. If everything is properly proportioned, therefore, a steady supply of

ing (PWM) signal to control the on -off
periods of the switching device to begin
getting our power unit into shape. This is
achieved by the use of a simple 555 timer

current is available for the loading.

MODULATING
SIGNAL

F71 -TER

COMPONENTS

circuit.

The a.c. ripple frequency fed into the filter
is obviously high. This gives an advantage
over conventional 100Hz ripple -smoothing

If the electronic switch (S) depicted in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 was on all the time, the
input and output voltages would be identical. If the switch was off all the time, the

filters used in linear power systems in that

output would be zero.

The actual output when the switch is

the values of both L and C can be relatively small but still provide a high a.c.

alternately on and off is therefore clearly

ripple reduction. The attenuation is, in fact,

an average value somewhere between these

proportional to the reciprocal of 2rif2LC
assuming that this is large compared to 1,

hence the higher the switching rate the
smaller the filter components may be.
The requirements of both the filter

capacitor and the "flyback" diode are

fairly critical in this kind of application.
The value of the capacitor must be selected
in conjunction with the value of the

inductor so that the output ripple requirement is met; as an electrolytic will almost
certainly be used, the Effective Series

Resistance (ESR) and the self inductance
are the important parameters.
For effective filtering, the ripple fre-

quency must be very much lower than
the frequency at which the series induc-

tance becomes troublesome, and ideally the

ESR must be less than the ratio of the
specified ripple voltage to the ripple cur-

two extremes; or, in an ideal world, the
output is a function of the ratio of TON to
TOFF. That is, a function of the duty cycle
of the switching waveform, or:
V0 =V

TON

ION + TOFF

Ignoring any voltage drop across the filter, the average output voltage will be the

same as that applied to the filter input.
From this, it is clear that the output voltage
can be varied by altering the duty cycle.

So, in theory at least, a 100 per cent
variation in duty cycle will change the

output voltage from zero to its maximum
of VI. This is not all; for if any unwanted change in the output occurs and
this change can be fed back to modify the

duty cycle ratio in the proper sense, the
output can be stabilized at some desired

Early prototype version of the circuit board showing the filter coil mounting clamp
and the two finned heatsinks.

value, any deviation from that value being
automatically corrected.
There are a number of methods of varying
the duty cycle ratio of a rectangular pulse
train. Some of these are highly sophisticated
and provide almost complete control of the
duty cycle over a 100 per cent variation. Our

purpose is less exacting and a simple application using the familiar 555 timer gives

us an effective PWM with a minimum of
components and a duty cycle variation from
about 20 per cent to 70 per cent.
The basic method is shown in Fig. 6. Here

the 555 timer i.c. is used in conventional
monostable mode but with a control voltage
applied to pin 5.
In the monostable mode the output at pin

3 is "low" until a clock pulse is applied to
pin 2. At that time the output goes "high"
for a period determined (with control pin 5
disconnected) by the value of capacitor C
and resistor R. Capacitor C charges through
resistor R until it reaches two-thirds of the
supply voltage, the timer then resets and C is
discharged through pin 7.

If, however, pin 5 is returned to a positive voltage level, determined by the setting
of the potentiometer VR, the point at which
the timer resets is altered. This means that
the output at pin 3 is a positive -going pulse
whose duration for a given C and R depends
upon the potential at pin 5.

Notice that the .frequency of the output
wave is unaffected, this remaining the same
as the frequency of the input clock pulses.
What changes is simply the mark -space ratio
or the duty cycle. It is possible to use variable
frequency regulation in which the on time is
fixed and regulation is achieved by increasing or decreasing the switching frequency,
but such systems lead to difficult filtering
problems.

If the variable duty cycle waveform is
applied to act as the control parameter of
the switching regulator of Fig. 4, then the
voltage will be controllable over a wide
range and provide an adjustable and stabilised output.

PRACTICAL
CIRCUIT

The design aim at the beginning of this
project was to have a power supply adjus-

table over a range of about 5V to

I 5V

which regulated well with a maximum cur-

rent output of about 5A. This was a tall
order for a system based on discretes and a
simplified circuitry which would be easy for
home construction (and to set up) without
critical adjustments.

The problem was compounded by the
requirement of a voltage output range
which led to a compromise over the values
of certain components, particularly those
in the filter section. With the circuit values

chosen, the system is optimized at about
5V where good regulation up to the design
current of 5A is obtained.
There is a slight deterioration as the voltage rises and the current limit (with tight
regulation) is about 3A at the 15V end of
the scale. This was accepted as a small price
to pay for having the wide range of voltage

output, and unless a load situation arises
which takes a rapidly fluctuating current
from some low value up to beyond 3A at
the 15V point, the performance of the unit
is quite satisfactory.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

The complete circuit diagram for the

Switch -Mode Power Supply is shown in
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The inductors LI and L3, nominal 15µH
coils, are additional suppressors preventing
interference getting out of the circuit along
the connecting wires.

The M12501 is a pnp power Darlington

Fig. 7. Dealing first with the control side of

things, the clock pulses are generated by

which simplified things a little from the

ICI, a simple CMOS astable using a 4001 B

assembly point of view although there is a
small sacrifice in switching and saturation
losses. An npn Darlington MJ3001 was
tried originally, fed directly from pin 3 of
the 555 but the performance was inferior to

quad NOR gate i.c. Three of the gates are
used, the first pair, ICI a, IC1b, generating
a series of positive pulses at a frequency of

about 20kHz, with the third gate, ICIc,
acting simply as an inverter to provide

PROTECTION
Some sort of protection is needed against

the present arrangement because of the

negative -going triggers to pin 2 of IC2, the
555 monostable.

excessive load currents or short-circuited

Now, for any particular setting of preset

output conditions. The fuse at the input
to the switching circuit, rated at 10A,

VRI, should the output voltage decrease

provides some protection, but fuses even of

difficulty of getting sufficient drive.

The arrival of a pulse sends the output
at IC2 pin 3 high and the timing capacitor
C9 begins to charge through resistor RIO.
When the voltage across C9 reaches a level
determined by the potential on pin 5, pin 3
goes low and C9 discharges through pin 7.
The cycle repeats on the arrival of the fol-

for any reason, the voltage on the slider of

the fast -blow sort sometimes prove too

VRI decreases proportionally and backs
off transistor TR2. The control voltage at

slow to prevent damage to semiconductor
devices. Here the fuse is used as a back up

pin 5 consequently increases, the ON time

to the protection afforded by thyristor
CSR I aided and abetted by transistor TR3.

this way, the period between the

of TRI increases, and the output voltage
rises, compensating for the original fall.
The same correcting action takes place
when the output voltage tends to rise, the

pulses is the same as that of the clock while
the actual pulse width is fixed by the charge

ON time of TR1 decreasing.
What in effect happens is that the system

the output current exceeds 8A. When
the thyristor triggers into conduction it

rate of capacitor C9 and the voltage on

stabilizes in such a way that the slider of

control pin 5. With C9 and R10 constant,
the charge rate is constant and the pulse
width at pin 3 increases as the potential on
pin 5 increases. This, then, is our pulse
width modulator.
The actual control of the level at pin 5
is accomplished by transistor TR2 whose
base (b) is fed from the potential divider
chain of resistor R20 preset VRI and resistor R21 connected directly across the output terminals. As the base potential rises,

potentiometer VR1 is maintained at a constant level. When the slider potential moves

presents a virtual short-circuit across Zener
diode D4 (which has held the base voltage
of the pnp transistor TR3 at a cutoff level

lowing trigger pulse.
In

Resistor R22 is a current sensor which
develops the triggering voltage (nominally
0.8V) for the thyristor, CSR1, when

of 3.3V) and so pulls

towards resistor R20 the output voltage

the base down
sufficiently to switch TR3 on. This action
brings pin 3 of IC2 down to near zero and
shuts off the drive to the switching
transistor TRI.
The circuit can be reset by momentarily
switching the unit off. Those who wish to
do so might incorporate a reset switch (of
suitable rating) in the positive lead between
RI and L I or in place of the 10A fuse. This
is momentarily opened to reset the circuit

falls to keep the slider at its original level.

When the slider potential moves towards
R21 the output voltage rises to maintain
the same state of equilibrium.
Transistor TR2 needs to have a very high
hie,

which is why a BC109C is specified.

This should have a hie of at least 500,
higher if a selection can be made.

the voltage at the collector and on IC2

INTERFERENCE

pin 5 falls, and conversely. Hence the duty
cycle at IC2 pin 3 is varied and the output

voltage which is controlled by the duty

The operation of the switching system
and the filter network has already been

cycle value becomes adjustable by the use

explained. Because of the high frequency of

of preset VR1.
Regulation is also controlled by this

operation, there can be considerable r.f.
radiation from this part of the circuit and

method. The controlling pulses from IC2
pin 3 are fed, via resistors RI4 and R15, to

for that reason those components involved,

after shut -down.

CONSTRUCT/ON

the base of transistor TR4 where, after

diagram, are screened under a diecast

Construction of this project is relatively
easy as all the parts, excepting the mains
transformer and bridge rectifier, are assembled on a single printed circuit board.
This board is available from the EE PCB

inversion, they are passed to the base of the
Darlington switching transistor TRI.

aluminium box which eliminates most of

Service, code EE796.

shown in the broken lines on the circuit

There are a few preliminaries to be seen

the RFI (radio frequency interference).

Fig. 7. Complete circuit diagram for the Switch -Mode Power Supply. The area within the dotted lines generates considerable rf.
radiation and is screened from the rest of the circuit under a diecast aluminium box, see photographs.
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STUDDING GOES
HERE

THE TOP CLAMP SHOULD FIT
COMFORTABLY OVER THESE
FLANGES.

BRASS OR ALUMINIUM
18 S.W.G, CLAMPING PIECE

POLE PIECES ENCLOSING
THE WOUND BOBBIN

0.008iN GAP SPACING ON

THE POLE FACES

_CLEAN OFF ENAMEL

ON THIS LENGTH
BRASS OR ALUMINIUM 18 S.W.G.

BASE SUPPORT PIECE

(EE3663

Fig.8 (above). The wound bobbin for the filter inductor L2 showing the coil ends positioned for connecting to the p.c.b. foil pads.

Fig.9 (right). Exploded view showing the mounting
method for inductor coil L2 There has to be a gap of
0.008in. between the two E-coes and this is achieved

by using two layers of drafting tape, paper or layers of

Sellotape. Note the -all" or brass clamping bar and
base plate,

to before the construction can begin; these

care must be exercised with these core

are the winding of inductors L I, L2, L3
and the mounting details of the switching
transistor TRI and the flyback diode DI

pieces as the material is as brittle as glass
and easily broken by careless handling and

on small heatsinks which attach directly to
the board. Large heatsinks are not required
as the dissipations in the Darlington switch
and the diode are very small.

COIL WINDING
Inductors L I and L3 are simple RFI sup-

assembly.

Wind the bobbin with 24 -turns of
18s.w.g. enamelled wire, keeping it neatly
1/2
layers
in layers (there are about
1

involved) and bring out the wire ends
down through the bobbin slots in the
positions shown in Fig. 8. These coil ends,
suitably cleaned of enamel, are later

uniformly distributed over the cross-section of the outer limbs and another at the
bottom, though this can be a simple flat
strip of brass or aluminium. The exploded
view of Fig. 9 shows the method.
Tighten the upper nuts firmly but do not

pressor coils and are not critical in wind-

pushed through the "D" holes on he

ing. They are nominally of 15µH indutance
and are wound with 28 -turns of 20s.w.g.
enamelled wire on DT2534 bobbins.

board and soldered to the foil. Make sure
that the winding is tight and when

completed, tape it to prevent any pos-

Wind the wire on neatly in layers and

sibility of the coil vibrating or "singing"

bring the ends out between the pins on each

where indicated.

as the current varies.
There has to be a gap of about 0.008in.
in the magnetic circuit and this is best introduced by sticking a double thickness of
ordinary drafting tape to the pole faces of
one of the E -cores. You can use paper of
similar thickness but unless you stick it in
some way to the faces it is difficult to keep

Coil L2 has an inductance of about
170µH and is wound on a Ferroxcube
FX3720 bobbin which is supplied with

it in position when assembling the cores
into the bobbin and bolting it down to the
board. Trim the paper to the shape of the

two E -cores in grade 3C8 material. Great

faces with a sharp craft knife.

side of the bobbin. These pins are used to
hold the coils on the board; snip off the odd

pin on that side of the bobbin which has
three pins. The wire ends, suitably cleaned
of enamel, then go through the board along

with the pins and are soldered into place

When the two E -cores are assembled in

the bobbin, the inductor is mounted on
the board by M2 or 6BA brass studding
(or any non-magnetic screws of suitable
length) by way of the holes "C -C". A
clamping bar of aluminium or brass i
needed across the top of the assembly
to ensure that the clamping force is

overtighten - the ferrite material, as mentioned above, breaks easily. If you break a
piece, replace it; do not try to use the broken

pieces or glue them together, the magnetic
circuit properties will be affected.

COMPLETING
THE BOARD

The printed board component layout

and full size copper foil master pattern is
shown in Fig. 10. The assembly of this,
used in conjunction with the circuit diagram, should give no problems.

The remaining "big" parts, aside from
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the three inductors already covered, are the

where shown and are soldered to the foil.

but you will have to adjust the mount-

switching transistor TRI and the flyback
diode DI. These are mounted on small

Diode DI is also mounted on a small
heatsink so that its two pins go through

to the appropriate foil points and the

ing ,position accordingly. Any alternative must be rated at least 40V working and
have minimum ripple current rating of 5A.

'sink itself, which has solderable pins, is
mounted vertically and fitted to the holes

Capacitors greater than 10,000µF) are
OK and may be used in this position.

All the small components can now be

ESR types, but C8 is an "ordinary"

fitted in the positions indicated, taking the
usual care where tracks are close together
to avoid solder bridges. Capacitor Cl will
mily fit to the board layout if it is the

electrolytic. Resistor RI is shown as two
0.47ohms 3W types "wired" in parallel,

heatsinks in the positions shown in Fig. 10.
Transistor TR1 together with the

twisted vane heatsink, which is already
drilled to accept the TO3 pin configura-

tion, are bolted to the board at holes
"B -B" with 6BA screws. Use fibre or
brass washers between the sink and the
board to keep the sink about 2mm clear of
the board surface.

The right-hand "B" hole is also the
collector connection and contact with the
underside board copper foil must be ensured, use washers on the foil side under
the nut. The base and emitter pins of the

transistor go through the board holes

type specified in the parts list. The five
tag holes should be drilled out 2mm and
the three unused positions should be left
floating as the diagram indicates.
You can, of course, use an alternative

type electrolytic capacitor if you wish

Capacitors C3 and C5 must be low

but a single 0.22ohms resistor of 6W
rating may be used instead. Resistors RI
and R22 should be mounted 3mm clear of
the board.

As TRI and DI are not isolated from
their heatsinks, these 'sinks must NOT
touch the diecast screening box when it is
finally fitted over them. Check that this is

so', though if the hole positions are correctly made, there is no danger of this.

The screening box contacts, by way of
its two lower fixing screws at points "A".
the common negative line of the supply
which effectually Earths it. Don't fit the

COMPONENTS
Resistors
R1

R2, R19
R3
R4

0022 6W (or two off 01247 3W in parallel)
1k 0.5W (2 off)
560

1k (6 off)

R7
R8

68k
330

R10

5k1

R11

68
2k2
22k
15k
680
510
390
05213W

R21

R22

You don't have to, but it is convenient
to put solder pins at the input and out-

120

R5, R6, R9, R14,
R15, R20

R12
R13
R16
R17
R18

box until the unit has been finally tested.

put terminations; it makes disconnection
easier if this becomes necessary when fitting the unit into a case.

See

ROWER SURRL Y

SKOP
TALK

The input to the board from the bridge
rectifier, Rec. 1. needs to be 28V to 30V d.c.

if the output range of 5V to 15V is to be

Page

achieved. This means that the a.c. input to
the rectifier bridge should be in the range

of 20V to 22V r.m.s. Unless you have a
transformer made or wind one yourself, it
is unlikely that you will find a 22V secon-

All 0.25W 5% carbon, except where indicated.

dary, but a 20V type is quite satisfactory.
The average rectifier current is given by

Potentiometer
VR1

1k 25 -turn ceramic 3/8in. square preset, 0.5W.

10,000n. radial elect., 40V. Min. 5A ripple
0µ47 polyester layer, 100V 5% (2 off)

Volo/V1 and this works out , taking the
highest voltage output as 15V at 3A. at
15 x 3/30= 23 I -5A. Hence we could just
get away with a 50VA transformer. How-

1001.1. radial elect., 35V Low ESR

ever, assuming a 70 per cent efficiency we

Capacitors
C1

C2, C4
C3
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

C10

1000µ. radial elect., 25V Low ESR

can take this as 3A, and this calls for a

11.i. polyester layer, 100V 5%
1 n polycarbonate, 100V 5%

80VA transformer and a 6A rectifier to be
on the side of "belt and braces".

100µ. axial elect., 25V
8n2 polycarbonate, 100V 5%
4n7 polycarbonate, 100V 5%

Transformers are readily available with
20V secondaries and of 80VA rating, both
standard and toroidal. Two separate
secondaries are commonly provided and
these can be parallelled to supply the total

Semiconductor
D1

D2, D3
D4
D5
TR1

TR2

TR3
TR4
IC1

IC2
REC.1
CSR1

BYW29/100 or BYW80/150 8A fast recovery
rectifier diode, 150V
1N4148 signal diode (2 off)
3V3 400mW Zener diode
5V6 1W3 Zener diode
MJ2501 pnp Darlington power transistor
BC109C (hfc> 500) npn silicon transistor
BC212L pnp silicon transistor

3A current required, which is only 1.5A
per winding. On the prototype a 100VA
transformer, which was unnecessarily big,
but because it happened to be standing on
the shelf, was used. If you happen to have
anything like this, by all means use it.
A bridge doesn't have to be used; if you
have a centre -tapped secondary, 20V -0V 20V, for instance rated at 3A (or more) use
a biphase circuit instead of a bridge. The
circuit is shown in Fig. 11. The diodes can
be 6A individual types.

2N3704 npn silicon transistor
40016 quad 2 -input NOR gate
NE555 timer
100V 6A bridge rectifier
2N5062 1 00V 225mA thyristor

Miscellaneous
T1

L1, L3
L2

80VA mains transformer, with 20V secondary winding
(see text).
15µH suppression coil; 28 -turns 20 s.w.g. enamelled wire
on DT2534 bobbin (2 off) - see text.
17001 filter coil; 24 -turns 18 s.w.g. enamelled wire on 50W
Ferroxcube FX 3720 bobbin, with two, grade 3C8 material,
E -cores - see text.

Diecast screening box, size 114mm x 64mm x 55mm; 8 -pin d.i.l. socket; 14 -pin d.i.l.
socket; twisted -vane heatsink, with TO3 drilled outline; vertical mounting solderable

heatsink, drilled for TO220 outline; 1oz. 18 s.w.g. enamelled wire; 1oz. 20 s.w.g.
enamelled wire; 6in. length brass M2 (or 6BA) studding; connecting wire; solder pins;
solder etc.
Printed circuit board available from the EE PCB Service, code EE796.

TESTING
A unit can be tested by hooking the
transformer and bridge rectifier temporarily on to the input terminals; neither
the board nor these components need be
mounted on any sort of chassis. Switch on
and check that you have 28V to 30V at the
rectifier output. about 9V across capacitor
C8 and something at the output terminals.
If there is no output of any sort, the pulse
generator ICI probably isn't working and
TRI is shut down.

If all seems well up to this point, put

Approx cost
guidance only
360

£40

some sort of load which draws, say. IA on
average across the output terminals i.e. a
"watty" resistor of perhaps 10 to 15 ohms.
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Fig. 10. Complete p.c.b. layout and wiring details for the Switch -Mode Power Supply
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relevant board points up to a conventional

Now adjust preset VR I either way to check
that you get a range of 5V to I5V: you may
find you can actually go a bit beyond these
limits but this is not of importance.

I k rotary potentiometer mounted on a

in

front panel, along with any metering. Only
light gauge wire is needed.
Alternatively, you might like to have distinct switched positions giving outputs of,
say, 5V, 9V, 10V, I2V and I 5V. An exter-

place, but do this with extreme care. If you

nal 2 -pole 5 -way switch will then be needed

experience a short "buzz" at some par-

and the circuit shown in Fig. 13 built up on
a small board. This board can be mounted

The inductor L2 should not "sing", if it
does you may need a fraction more tight-

ness on the studding nuts holding it

ticular point along the adjustment of VR1,
ignore it; it is probably a local resonance

on the rear of the front panel next to the

effect.

Check that nothing is getting hot. The
Darlington transistor TR I will get slightly
warm, particularly at higher load currents,

as will RI and R22, but otherwise there

Fig. 11. Alternative rectifier circuit diagram to suit centre -tapped transformers.

copper pad on the main p.c.b. which is
earmarked for VR I . The two outer pads
take leads from the two pole contacts

should be contentment. These two resistors
should stand 3mm clear of the board.

If you have a frequency meter of any
sort, check at pin 10 of ICI to see that the

frequency is between 20kHz to 25kHz;
this might seem a big variation but the
design works over this range. The frequency can be increased by reducing the
value of resistor R7 or decreased by increasing it.
Although the design target was 2001iHz to
22kHz, tolerance around ICI give a spread

but this is not critical in any way; three

Vo

the range.

(tags) of the range switch. The five presets,

15V

:."1-:400mV

zo

ant

mounted on the small "range" board, can
now be adjusted in turn to give the five
voltage ranges desired.

9V

200 mV
ZO

5V

prototype models gave figures of 21-7k Hz,
23.5kHz and (the last one) 22.5kHz respectively. There is no point in calling for tight
tolerance components here.

Regulation curves for three typical output voltage levels are shown in Fig. 12;
these were taken from the final prototype.
The output impedance is about 0.02 ohm at
the 5V end and 0.1ohm at the 15V end of

"range" switch or even possibly directly on
the rear of the switch.
The wiper contacts of the presets should
be "commoned" together and a lead taken
from this point and soldered to the centre

°n04

100 mV
ZO

01102

r0 (AI

0
0

3

2

4

5

EE3661GI

Fig.12 Resolution curve for three typical output voltages versus load current.

CASE

A front panel has been talked about but
nothing practical has been mentioned. This
is because the casing of the unit has been
left to individual choice.
As can be seen from the photographs, the

board is spaced off a sheet of aluminium
forming a base "chassis" using 6mm
spacers, and the mains transformer and
rectifier are mounted on the sheet at the
input end. A case can be fabricated around
this chassis without too much difficulty (or
one might be bought).

On the front panel of the selected case
can be mounted the main On -Off switch, a

MODIFICATIONS

neon indicator lamp, the "volts out" control (or switch system) and the output terminals. Also, the fuse and a voltmeter (0-

precisely designed for a particular output

15V) and an ammeter (0-5A), or a switched
combination of these last two items, can be
included to produce a neat and versatile instrument.

Strictly, a switch -mode p.s.u. can be

voltage at some stated current; if that
design voltage is altered by some means,
the performance deteriorates. This is why
commercial units generally have fixed outputs. This project has been called a DIY

R20
C10
VR

design as it is open to certain modifications
to suit particular whims.

Some constructors might not like the
idea of the control potentiometer VR1
being mounted on the board and so, when
the unit is boxed up, inaccessible to adjustment. The control was actually mounted
where it is in anticipation that the unit
might be used at a fixed voltage output for
a particular purpose.
If, however, continuous variation is required, this preset can be omitted from the

board and three wires taken from the

All
1k

R21

IEE3661161

Fig. 13. Method of switching a number of fixed output voltages using a
two -pole rotary switch and five preset
potentiometers.

CONCLUSION
One final observation: It is possible, although I couldn't reproduce the effect on
the three models made, that a switch -mode
power system may oscillate or be unstable
on open or very light loads.
This problem, if it arises, can usually be
cured by drawing a minimum current at all
times (or by elaborate internal loading circuitry which operates when the regulator
is off). Connecting a 47ohm 6W resistor
across the output terminals will clear the
trouble, although I think it is unlikely to
occur in this design.

Special Feature
t

MAKING
YOUR OWN
P.C.B.s

ozor..44airsowPr,

ALAN WINSTANLEY
It's easy if you have the right chemistry
Part Two: Ultra -Violet Processing Techniques
As WE mentioned last month, applying the "original" etch resist directly to the copper foil prior to etching is fine for
quicker one-off printed circuit boards (p.c.b.$), but there is

the drawback of actually having to destroy the etch -resist after
etching, in order to reveal the copper tracks underneath. With
more complex circuits, having to remove the transfers after taking
all that time to lay them down in the first place, is wasteful.

In many circumstances this might not be a problem, but if you
are at all keen on the subject and a little more experienced in circuit
design and assembly, you may well wish to make another board or

perhaps modify the circuit (and probably the p.c.b. layout) at a
later date. It then becomes rather a chore having to re -apply those
etch -resist transfers all over again.

Sensitive Approach
Fortunately it is possible to produce printed circuit boards using

a readily available light-sensitive process. This permits you to
design the copper track layout on paper at leisure, changing it
around at will before finally committing it to etching.
This more advanced system uses an etch -resist coating on the
copper foil of the p.c.b. which is sensitive to ultra -violet light (UV).
Basically, the p.c.b. artwork "positive" is translated onto clear film

which has the design of the copper track layout printed onto it,
with black areas representing the copper conductors - just like the
artwork shown in the published design.
The artwork film "master" is then placed against the UV sensitive coating of the blank board, and UV light is shone through the
positive master onto the etch resist coating. The board is exposed
to UV light for a period of up to 20 minutes or so.

Afterwards, the exposed board is processed with a readily available developer which will wash away all the etch -resist that
was exposed to UV light. Hence, those areas of resist which were

masked from the UV light by the artwork will remain on the
board.
The result is a perfect reproduction of your artwork in etch resistant ink on your p.c.b., which can then be etched as normal.
What's more, you can keep the artwork for re -use at a later date!
It should be noted that the etch -resist is sensitive to ultra -violet
light only, and processing indoors in a subdued light should not
cause any problems. It isn't normally necessary to operate in a
darkroom.
Normal sunlight, of course, contains a proportion of UV which
may be enough to turn the etch -resist. Indoors, though, ordinary

window glass generally filters out some of the UV content of
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sunlight, and the author has never experienced any difficulties of
daylight interfering with end results.
This system may require some initial experimentation to familiarise oneself with exposure times, chemical strengths etc., but it is

much more convenient in many respects, especially if you are
involved with designing/prototyping as well as routine project
building. Once you have got the hang of it, you will find it
much simpler, more accurate and more enjoyable to create p.c.b.
artwork on a film, changing it as required, rather than scratching
away on a piece of copper clad board! It's certainly the best way to
produce more complicated boards.
To illustrate a typical method of producing a single -sided printed
circuit board, the methods of creating artwork and utilising the UV
system will be now described, and later we will look at means of
designing your own artwork.

Producing A Masterpiece
The initial step involves the preparation of the master artwork.
If you are copying artwork from a magazine article, half of the
work (i.e. designing the track layout itself) is already done for you,
and all you need to do is reproduce the given copper track layout
onto a suitable medium.

Polyester drafting film is generally used, which is translucent
white and quite strong. Other films can be used such as acetate or
overhead -projector film but polyester is better able to withstand
the rigours of handling whereas other types may tear easily. It can
be bought in A4 sized sheets.

In order to copy existing artwork onto film, cut some drafting
film to size (allowing plenty of room as a border) and place it over
the artwork to be copied, perhaps Sellotaping it in place over the
page.

Next, mark the outline of the board onto the film and then lay
down the positions of the copper pads to act as a reference, just
as we did in the "direct etch" method last month. Again, rubdown dry transfers can be used - etch -resist transfers are adequate
(which are say 10 microns thick).

You may occasionally see precision artwork transfers available which are thicker (25 microns). These thicker transfers are
preferable because they are less likely to let UV light through, but
perfectly acceptable results have been obtained using standard
etch -resist transfers.

Continue to copy the artwork by filling in the routes of the copper conductors, using the same technique (tape or special ink pen)

described last month. Make sure that lines do not inadvertently
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Photo 1. Materials for preparing boards using the ultraviolet system: positive artwork, UV aerosol resist (2 types
shown), developer, Dalo 'Red" Pen (opaque to UV), copper clad board and pre -coated board.

Photo 3. Aligning the sensitive p.c. b. with the artwork, on an ultraviolet light unit. The EE UV Exposure Timer, to be described next
month, is adjacent.

111111111M.

Nip

Photo 2. Copying artwork from the project
details onto polyester film. Note the crepe
paper tape which can be used to lay down
lines of various widths.

Photo 4. Developing the exposed p.c. b. -

Caustic Soda solution can be used (see
text) or a proprietary developer may be
employed for more consistent results.

touch each other, or this will result in short-circuits on the finished
board.
Some boards may have areas of copper which form large "is-

lands" on the copper track layout. To copy these onto your
artwork, draw the outline of the area in tape or dry transfer lines,
and then fill in the middle with either wide dry transfer lines cut to
size or use two coats of matt black enamel paint applied with a fine
brush, and allow to dry.
Occasionally you may make an error on the artwork, and these
can be corrected by scraping off the transfer with a scalpel blade.

Larger areas of track can he lifted off by applying Sellotape,
pressing down firmly onto the offending artwork, and then lifting
off sharply. It is extremely important that ALL traces of incorrect

transfers etc. are removed, or these will be reproduced on the
finished board.

Crepe Tape
One alternative to rub -down transfers which is preferred by
many designers is the use of crepe -paper tapes. They are much
thicker (100 microns plus) than dry transfers and are completely
opaque. Adhesive circles and lines are available on a reel and these
are simply stuck down onto the film as required.
The lines particularly can be more convenient than transfers because you can simply follow the original artwork like following a
map, unwinding from the reel and sticking it down onto the film as
you go along - though it can be fiddly on dense or complicated
hoards. Cut the tape from the reel using a scalpel whilst attempting

not to cut through the film, lifting off any excess tape from the
drafting film. You will still require transfer film decals for dual -in line pads, edge connectors etc., but crepe tapes lend themselves
especially to designing your own artwork.

Having reproduced the artwork onto polyester film, the next
step is to label the artwork clearly, so that you know which side is
the copper foil layout. It is not difficult to expose the board back to
front! Use an adhesive label and mark clearly "This side copper
track view", plus the project title. The other side of the artwork
364

Photo 5. Alter developing and etch ing, the etch -resist can be removed
with acetone (nail varnish remover).
The board can now be drilled.

would represent an X -Ray of the copper layout, seen from the
component side of the board.

On Board
The next step is to prepare the UV sensitive board itself. There
are two choices available in this respect. Either buy "pre -sensitised" copper -clad board, or apply the light-sensitive coating
yourself.
Pre -sensitised board is available in standard sizes just like plain
copper -clad board, and the manufacturer treats the copper with a
UV sensitive etch -resist ink and generally protects this with a peel off paper sheet, see Fig. 1. It is more convenient to purchase pre sensitised hoards which are then cut to the required size, but DO
NOT remove the protective film until you are ready to expose the
board to ultra -violet light.

Alternatively you can try to apply the sensitive etch -resist ink
yourself, and special positive -working aerosols are available for
this purpose. In this case, cut the circuit board from standard plain
copper -clad board, file the edges and clean up the copper with an
abrasive block, ensuring that the board is then completely clean
and grease -free. Often, a domestic detergent is also used, in order
to ensure that no greasy marks remain on the board, which must
be "wettable" to accept the etch -resist lacquer.
The use of aerosol etch -resist undoubtedly requires some initial

trial and error. From experience, it can be difficult to apply a
protective paper (remove before exposing to U V I
U V. sensitive

resist

copper

toil

//////7/2/2/17i/i/l/

glass -fibre board

Fig. 1. A cross-section of a single -sided p.c.b. which has been
coated with an ultra -violet light resistant lacquer or "resist".
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coating of uniform thickness on the copper,
depending on the quality and uniformity of
the aerosol spray cone. Sometimes the wet ink

which is sprayed on to a horizontal board
can spread out sideways, which results in a
reasonably -uniform layer in the middle of the
board, but an excessively thick border of ink
around the edges of the board. In this case,
too much spray has probably been applied,
and this will require a longer UV exposure
period (see later).

Airborne dust particles are another hazard,
as any impurities that settle on the ink coating
during drying results in unwanted reproduction in the etch -resist.
After spraying on the etch -resist, it can be
left to dry in subdued light at room temperature which could take up to 24 hours but can
be accelerated by warming the board in a low
oven (not a fan -assisted type) at about 70 de-

grees maximum. Do not be tempted to use
a hair drier, for instance, as this will simply
blow dust onto the board and also create un-

plain coffer
boardcoated
with U.V. lacquer

THIS SIDE TO U.V.

black areas
block out U.V.

light

THIS SIDE COPPER TRACK VIEW

evenness in the lacquer.

tra
tti

Exposure Time

par
WO

p
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So having prepared a board with the UV
sensitive etch -resist lacquer, the next stage is
to expose the board to ultra -violet light

through the positive artwork, see Fig. 2. For

ra-Violet

i

source

this, a special UV light box is used which
contain two or more small fluorescent UV
tubes. More expensive versions include a
timer so that the light source switches off after
a preset period.

The artwork is placed down onto the UV
light box so that the "Copper Track View" of
the artwork is downwards, towards the light
source. Then remove the protective paper (if any) of the sensitised
board and place this, etch -resist side down, onto the artwork, carefully lining it up on the artwork. Double-check you have got every-

thing the right way round so that the artwork is not back to front,
then close up the UV light box and switch on.
The exposure time depends on the following factors: 1.

The thickness of the etch -resist coating: Pre -sensitised boards
will generally not have as thick a coating as etch -resist applied
by an aerosol.

2. Whether the drafting film is clear or translucent: Polyester
drafting film may reduce the UV light getting through to the
etch -resist, so longer exposure may be necessary.

3. The UV content and power output of the UV tubes (itself
related to how far away the tubes are from the board).
When exposing the board to ultra -violet light, we are attempting

to "turn" the etch -resist throughout the depth of the layer of the

ink. It takes time for UV to penetrate all the way through the
etch -resist, so a thicker coating of sprayed -on resist will require a
longer period of UV exposure. Using some scraps of board, it is
worth experimenting with exposure times to optimise the UV time
period.
Note that UV light can be harmful to the eyes and it is important
that the lid of the UV light box is kept firmly closed when the light
source is switched on. A UV Exposure Timer construction project,
which permits you to set and forget the UV light source so that you
can pay attention to other tasks, will be described next month.

Rule -Of -Thumb
As a rule of thumb, a pre -sensitised board can be exposed for
between 5 and 10 minutes using an ordinary UV light box. It has
been found that boards with a sprayed -on coating of etch -resist
lacquer may require up to 15 or 20 minutes. These times may vary
considerably depending on the sensitivity and thickness of the etch resist.

Can you damage a board by over -exposing it? In extreme cases,
if the dark areas of the artwork are not perfectly opaque (say you
used ink instead of dry transfers or crepe tape) the UV light could
pass through this and excessive exposure will affect the etch -resist
varnish under the artwork - and the result can be that the whole of
the etch -resist ink will be exposed, so that the foil pattern does not
develop.
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On the other hand, under -exposure causes problems which will
be apparent when you come to develop the exposed board, which
is the next stage of processing.

Developing A Solution
The exposure and developing of the etch -resist pattern in order
to remove the unwanted areas of etch -resist are probably the most
tricky aspects of making the board until you have some experience.

Normally, Sodium Hydroxide - Caustic Soda (NaOH) - solution
is used as a developing agent, and this can easily be made up at
home. Ready -mixed developers are also available (some require
diluting) which take out most of the guesswork of developing the
board.
Caustic Soda is sold by chemists and DIY stores in, say, 2kg. tins
for use at home in clearing blocked drains (!) and a solution can be
made up as follows:
Wearing gloves; fill a plastic bottle with one litre of warm water,
and using a plastic spoon, pour a dessertspoonful (two teaspoons)

of Caustic Soda crystals into the water. (The recommended formula is actually seven grammes per litre of water.) Replace the

bottle stopper and shake the solution thoroughly. Empty the
developer into a plastic tray.
Place the exposed board into the tray of developer using plastic
tweezers or tongs and agitate the board gently. The exposed areas
of resist will soften and then should wash off the board leaving, we
hope, the copper track artwork on the board, see Fig. 3.
It sometimes helps to very gently swab the board in the

developer tray with a cotton wool pad held between tongs or
plastic tweezers. It should take only two or three minutes to fully
develop the board in this manner, and the board is then rinsed with
water and dried carefully.
If all the etch -resist is completely stripped away in a short period
of time, then perhaps the whole board has been exposed at some

stage to too much UV light. Another reason may be that the
developer solution may be far too hot or concentrated. Either way,
you will have to start again!
If on the other hand the board does not fully and cleanly develop
after a couple of minutes, then the board has not been exposed to

UV light for long enough. Remember that only the resist which
was subjected to UV light will be stripped by the developer.

If the resist is not exposed for a long enough period, it will not
develop fully and so some traces will remain on the board. Another
365

Developer removes all U.V. sensitive lacquer

which was exposed to U.V., leaving bare
copper ready for etching as normal.

Tffionflq Runco_'ng4
Here is a fault-finding guide to help
locate any problems that might arise
when producing boards with the ultra-

<-7-

I /2. -

violet technique.
Develops O.K. but excessive exposure time required.

Artwork drafting film is too opaque - use ap-

COO

propriate clear/ translucent film.

Aerosol resist coating too thick: - increase exposure time or use spray more sparingly.
UV tubes need replacing.

Very long developing time, or resist does not develop
fully or at all.

Resist is underexposed to UV light: - increase
exposure period accordingly (only areas which
have been thoroughly exposed to UV light will be
developed).
Resist may also be too thick or artwork film too
opaque, and has not been thoroughly activated by
the UV light - see above.
Developer cold, weak or exhausted. Renew.
Image is developed but then disappears.
PCB has been over -exposed. Reduce exposure
time. (Applies especially to good quality sensitive
pre -coated boards.)
Artwork layout is not opaque to UV light, permitting UV to pass through transfers etc.
Board has been left in developer for too long.
All of the etch -resist disappears when developing.
Developer could be too hot or concentrated.
The whole board has previously been exposed to
UV light. (e.g. sunlight).

Unwanted copper is left on the p.c.b. when etching.
Unwanted etch -resist left on board, due to underexposure or under -development. Try removing ex-

cess resist with a cotton -bud dipped in acetone,
then re -immerse in etchant.
Excessive etching time.

Etchant may be exhausted: - dispose of safely
and renew.

Narrower tracks are etched away.

Over -exposure to UV may affect very narrow
etch -resist tracks which will be removed/ reduced
in width by etchant.
Developer or etchant may be too strong, undermining narrow sections.
Copper pads lift off when soldering.
Excessive heat applied during soldering.
Diameter of pads too small.
Diameter of the drilled hole too large!

If conductor is intact, repair by applying Super
Glue Gel to the affected area, to encapsulate the
lifted pad in resin.

Breaks in copper track.
Flaws in etch -resist coating or artwork.
Extremely thin conductors may be undermined by
excessive etching time, resulting in the tracks being
etched through.

Repair with silver -loaded paint or solder in a
jumper wire.

EE3671G

Etch - resist lacquer remains on
the board otter developing

3. After exposure to UV light, the coated board is
developed in a Caustic Soda solution or proprietary
developer. The sensitive lacquer which was subjected to
UV light is washed away, leaving the artwork positive

Fig.

reproduced in etch -resist on the board.

//

2

Fig. 4. The etched p.c.b. with resist removed (solvent or
abrasive cleaning block) and drilled. Compare with Fig. 3.
possible cause is that the polyester film is too opaque and blocked
the ultra -violet light: longer exposure is necessary with translucent
drafting films.

Start Again
The only option is to rinse the board in water, dry it carefully
and try to line it up again on the artwork, re -exposing it for a few
more minutes. It is very difficult to do this without producing a
"blurred -vision" effect in the resist - so you may well have to scrap
that attempt, recoat the board with resist and start all over again.
A comprehensive trouble -shooting guide is given opposite which
summarises most problems that arise. But don't be put off by any
early setbacks because some simple experimentation will soon
determine the best way of producing boards with this technique.

After use the developer solution can be thrown away. The
product is, of course, caustic and any spills or splashes must be
rinsed with plenty of water.
It is now only necessary to inspect the etch -resist artwork on the
p.c.b. prior to etching it as described previously. Look for any spots
of etch -resist which are unwanted: these can be removed by wiping
them off with a cotton bud dipped in acetone (nail varnish remover).
Keep the acetone away from the rest of the etch -resist layout!

Additionally, examine the continuity of the etch -resist, making
sure that there aren't any flaws in the resist pattern. Any problem
areas can be touched up manually with a Dalo Etch -Resist pen.

Etching
When you are happy that the etch resist pattern is as required,
the board can then be etched in Ferric Chloride in the usual manner in either an open tray of etchant or using the Seno GS sealed
system described last month.
When etching has been satisfactorily completed, the etch -resist
ink can he removed from the board with an abrasive Polyfix block,

or Isopropanol or acetone dabbed onto a cotton wool pad will
dissolve the ink effectively. The board is then ready for drilling and
tinning (if required) before soldering in the components. (Compare
Fig. 3 with Fig. 4).
In part three next month, we suggest ways of originating your
own artwork so that you can design your very own printed circuit
boards. Construction of a UV Eposure Timer will also be undertaken.
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Charges AA, AAA, C, D & PP3

£4.99

NI -CAD RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES
PRICE

1+
£1 50

AAA
AA
C

95p
11.95

PP3

£2.00
£3.90

EACH
10-,
£1.30
85p
£1.80
£1.85
13.75

125 pieces £3.99
55 pieces £3.99
100 pieces £8.50
80 pieces £4.75
80 pieces £8 50
120 pieces £7.75
120 pieces £7.75
.110 pieces £5.00

PORTABLE FLUORESCENT LAMP -12V

A very attractive twin tube lampholder with
two 12V BW fluorescent tubes. White plas-

Free-standing or hanging with 15ft cable
terminating in cigar lighter plug. For use in

tic case with clear plastic ribbed diffuser
and ON/OFF switch. Supplied with 90crns
boats. vans. etc.
Overall dimensions. 370 x 65 x elrnrn
ORDER CODE Opto TFL12
10+
1 0

Price

dc. 13 Watts. Dims 360 x 62 x 37inrn
ORDER CODE Opto SL

ORDER CODE

PRICE

C

35

BOX/MB1

£1.25

35

BOX/MB2

£1.35

115

95

37

BOX/MB3

C1.58

145

95

55

BOX/M85

£2.20

75

207 122

213 142

BOX.MB7

£3.20

77

BOX/MB4

£4.96

57

BOX/MB6

£3.78

80
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Crystal controlled FM
Less than -45413 below carrier level

Pre -emphasis

75pS

Max frequency deviation
Frequency response
Distortion
S/N ratio
Ambient termperature range
Operating voltage range

± 50kHz
70Hz-12000Hz
Less than 0.5%
Better than 87dB
0°C - 40*C
3.8V to 4.5V dc

ANTEX IRONS

fluorescent lamps. Philips, etc.
length approx 300mm line pins)

Tube

ORDER CODE Opto Tube

£1.50 ea, 10 for £12

All bits for irons £1.75, Elements £4.10, Stands £3.24

SOLDER 18 & 22 SWG -500grn REEL

x

60W/side
Maximum power
Frequency response
6020003Hz

FULL RANGE OF
EMINENCE CAR
SPEAKERS AND LOUD
...... ..... 412 SPEAKERS IN STOCK

Impedance....

BOX/MB7
BOX/MB8

£3.20
£2.15

PANEL DIMENSIONS
HEIGHT
WIDTH
INCHES

ORDER CODE

1

x CAMERA

1

£120

£185

FM TRANSMITTER

FM KIT

Made in U.K.

For those of you who
enloy building kits -

Very high quality 'Mini -Bug - ideal for
baby alarm. etc!! A very good range is
obtainable - we have obtained over Ye

we now offer the above

mile, but it does depend on conditions.
De obtained on any FM radio.
105-109MHz FM
Frequency

9.0

1.375

BOX/U109

£17.00

12.0

1.375

BOX/U112

6.0

3.125

BOX/U206

£18.90 Includes.
* Optima Alarm Control Panel ir
£18.50 * External Red Bell Box

16.75

9.0

3.125

BOX/U209

16.75

12.0

3.125

BOX/U212

19.0

1.75

16.75

19.0

1.75

16.75

19.0

3.50

16.75

19.0

3.50

19.0

3.50

* 2 x 1 Internal Passive I.R.

5.25

16.75

6.0

4.875

BOX/U306

£24.30

19.0

5.25

16.75

9.0

4.875

BOX/U309

£26.85
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NUM

CODE

£7.50

HOME ALARM PACKAGE

20.80 * 2 x Door Contacts
* Siren for bell box
23.00 * 100 mtrs. cable and clips

19.0

suitable housing.
SECIFMKIT

£15.30 PRICE: £9.99

16.75

transmitter in kit form.
Ideal for the beginner
- supplied complete
with full. easy to follow
instructions Box NOT
INCLUDED - See our
BOXES Section for

ORDER

ORDER CODE SEC/FMB1

BOX/U106

1.75

£7.75

Complete price

1.375

19.0

)( CAMERA BRACKET

NEW

PRICE and your ready to go Reception can

WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT
INCHES
6.0

£4.75 W

USED

CASES

CASE DIMENSIONS

10+
£4.70

£70 I X MONITOR

HEIGHT RACK
EPTH-1

£4.95
£4.99

Plus £10 carr

19 in
ANEL WIDTH

1+

Remember: Our .rices INCLUDE VAT!
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION SYSTEM

Speaker sizes.
6.5 woofer.
4 mid -range, 2.5 tweeter

PANEL

CAS

£8.37
18.48
£8.59
£11.98
11.87
£11.98

C -15W IRON
CS -17W IRON
XS -25W IRON
XS -KIT 25W
CS -KIT 17W
C -KIT 15W

Simply remove cover - insert battery -

B

58

165 119

173.8MHz, 174.1MHz. 174.5MHz. 174.8MHz or 175.0MHz
0.005%

woofers. two 4 -mid -range, two 2 25 tweeters and all leads, filters
and fixing screws. Finished in black with black mesh grills.

Single flourescent lamps. Fits most 12V

1 OFF

A

77

Transmitting frequencies
Frequency stability
Modulation system
Harmonic and spurious output power

HEIGHT

76

147

Transmitter

7
CASE

***

174 117

packed

Power
Dimensions

7 piece construction with 3mm aluminium front panel. Top and bottom covers
are removable for easy access. Suplied in kit form for easy drilling, etc.

Quantity
prices
available

71

0.40
£10.75
£15.25
£25.00

75pS

250mV to 6000
less than 0.5%
220/240V ac 50Hz or 12V dc via external adaptor (not supplied)
190x 54 x 200mm

Audio harmonic distortion

CASE WIDTH

ORDER
CODE

Adjustable from 10-04V to 40dBpV
At least -80dB

w'

Replacement tube for above Twin and

***

INTERNAL
DIMENSIONS
mm

750
0.7pV
Better than 90413

COMPONENT SPEAKER SYSTEM
PRICE £25.75 W, 122Sswg
(TC6500)
£6.50 £6.00 £5.25 B020
swg
3 way component speaker system comprising two 6.5
to-

1

SPARE TUBES

£5.50

BLACK PLASTIC
ABS BOXES

95

Etee
£8.75

individually

2

5O+

Identical to above unit but single tube 12V

10.7MHz

EVEN FLOATS IN WATER!

Overall dimensions 430 x 30mm

£5.25

Single super heterodyne conversion FM detector

car, boat. van or home emergency 12V dc.

of twin flex for connection to 12V battery
(Red stripe to positive) Ideal for caravans

SINGLE FLUORESCENT LAMP -12V

E5.10
E3.75

each
value

ADDITIONAL KITS
Disc ceramic 50V
Zener Diodes Sea
Electrolytics caps.
radial
Fuses 0 blow 20mm
Fuses T delay 20mm
Pre-set pots. Hor
Pre-set pots Vert
Polyester 100V

173.8MHz, 174.1MHz, 174.5MHz, 174.8MHz or 175.0MHz

De -emphasis
Audio output level

V.W pack 10 each value E12 - lOR to 1M 610 pieces
Y.W pack 5 each value Ell- 100 to 1M 305 pieces
1/4W pack Popular - 100 to 10M 1000 pieces .
ei pack 10 each value E 12- 2R2 to 2M2 730 pieces
vrW pack 5 each value El2 - 2R2 to 2M2365 pieces
VAN pack Popular - 202 to 10M 1000 pieces
1W pack 5 each value E12- 2R2 to 1M 365 pieces
2W pack 5 each value E12- 1OR to 2M2 317 pieces

TWIN FLUORESCENT LAMP -12V

Price £6.50 £6.00

and one pair of racking brackets for the receiver. All packed in a tough vinyl case.

RESISTOR KITS

a

Ni-Cads
240V AC

A complete wireless microphone system comprising a G201 receiver with matching
0202 microphone, windshield, 1.4m patch lead for connection of receiver to amp/mixer

Receiving frequencies.
Receiving system
Intermediate frequency
Antenna impedance
RF sensitivity
S/N ratio
Squelch threshold
Image and spurious rejection

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE
0
1

NI -CAD CHARGER

WMS202

Receiver:

£2.25

* Velleman Kit Catalogue
* Free pre -paid envelope
* Many new lines
* Pages of special offers
* Free gifts

PROFESSIONAL WIRELESS
MICROPHONE SYSTEM

G200

Visit our shop in

is

£15.27
LEAD ACID
CHARGER

* Full fitting instructions

ONLY £130

BACK-UP LEAD
ACID BATTERY
12V 1 9Ah

'Or

£19.99
367

is that the cost of most new resistors
and capacitors is now so low that it is
barely worthwhile going to the trouble of
removing and testing them.

ACTUALLY

Also, bear in mind that the components removed from circuit boards are

likely to have very short leadouts that
might prevent them from fitting into the
component layouts of your projects.
Surplus component boards etc. are most
useful if they contain expensive semiconductors, and are probably something that

are best left to those who have a few
years experience of electronics behind
them.

-by Robert Penfold
THINK it is fair to say that every hobby
I has its frustrations, and that there is no

pastime that is genuinely "roses all the
way". Electronic project construction is

probably less troubled by this type of
thing than many others, perhaps due to
the fact that it is an indoor pursuit which
is not dependent on the weather.
It is not a totally frustration -free hobby
though, and there are two main problem
areas. One is the occasional project that
refuses to work (although some consider

that this is where the fun really starts),
and the other is waiting for "out of stock"
components to arrive. It is this second
problem, plus some related topics, that
we will consider in this article.

GOLDEN OLDIES
One point that has to be made straight
away, is that it is not a good idea

to start buying the components for a
project published some time ago unless you are certain that all the com-

ponents are still available (even up-tothe-minute designs can suffer from sup-

ply problems with components - see
Everyday Readout in this issue). Ironically perhaps, supplies of some semicon-

ductors which were popular only a few
years ago seem to have completely dried

up, whereas most valves of around 50
years ago are still available.

While semiconductors are the main
offenders, there are other items which
might cause problems. These include
such things as transformers, r.f. coils,
crystals/resonators, photocells and other
sensor devices. If an old project uses any
component that is even slightly out of the
ordinary it would be advisable to check
that it is still available before starting to
buy the components.
It

is very difficult to come up with a

Probably the best advice is to be wary of

any project that is more than a couple of
years old, and to be extremely wary of any
that were published more than five years
ago. With projects that are more than ten
years old you should give a lot of thought
to the problems involved, and then decide
to build something from the current issue
of Everyday Electronics instead!

The same is probably also true of
"untested bargain packs". These can actually be a very good source of low cost
resistors, capacitors, diodes, etc., but only
if you know what you are doing, and you

have the necessary test equipment to
sort out the good components from the
"duds". Unless you are careful, your
"junk box" will live up to its name. The
likely consequence of this is that project
after project will fail to work because you

have used one or more faulty or otherwise unsuitable components.

STOCK TAKING

TRIED AND TESTED
Packs of tested components are

waiting for elusive components to arrive
is to build up a stock of components. At
one time quite a modest stock of components would enable you to build prac-

different matter, and these represent the
best way for beginners to obtain a useful
stock of components for a modest outlay.
These usually contain something along

tically anything that came along in the

the lines of ten

One way to reduce the problem of

electronics press, although the cost of the
components would have been very high
by today's standards.

These days there is no point in trying
to accumulate a cache of components
that will accommodate any project that
takes your fancy. A glance through any of
the larger component catalogues will
show that the number of different

components currently in use is so large
that even if you could afford to buy one
or two of everything, you would need a
warehouse to store it all. If you look

through the components lists of a few
recent projects you will no doubt find
some that only use common components, but most seem to use at least
one or two "specials".
It is still worthwhile building up a

stock of components though, and most
electronics hobbyists end up with quite a
large store of components after a few
years. A stock of "standard" components

will not help when an unusual item is
"out of stock", and with these you just

have to accept that you are at the mercy
of the suppliers.
On the other

a

of each value for a
particular type of component. For example, a resistor pack might contain ten
of each value in the E12 series from 10
ohms to 10M.
Sometimes the quantity of each value
is weighted according to the popularity
of that particular value. Thus there might
be 25 per pack of popular values such as
10k and 100k, but only five of less well
used values such as 82 ohms and 1 k2.

This seems to be a very good way of
doing things.
It is not really a good idea to buy a few
packs at random in the hope that these
will be the type of thing you need.
Initially at any .rate, it is best to choose

packs that contain the types of component which can be found in practically
every project.
The obvious first buy is a pack of small
resistors, such 0.25 watt 5 per cent types.

A pack of around 1000 resistors can be
had for well under £10, which is clearly
under 1 p per resistor. Even if a few of the
resistors are never used, this still represents a very cheap and easy way to buy
resistors. It is the way I obtain most of my
resistors incidentally.
Other types of component which

sensible definition of what constitutes an
`"old project". The Everyday Electronics
official policy is that anything published
more than five years ago is "old", which I
suppose is about right. No doubt there are
many projects much older than this that
use only standard "off the shelf" items,
and which are still quite buildable. On
the other hand, there are certainly some

components can avoid the frustration of
being held up on a project because
a mundane integrated circuit is temporarily unavailable, or because you have
managed to break one lead away from a
10n capacitor. You need to be sensible
about buying components for stock
though, or you will probably just waste a

projects which are less than five years old,

lot of money.

It might also be worthwhile buying

JUNK BOX

packs of
integrated circuit holders,
or bulk buying the smaller types. seem

hand,

a

stock

of

but where there are some components
which are likely to prove unobtainable.

is a matter of carefully considering
components used in each project, and
using a little common sense. The safest
way to proceed with a project that uses
any unusual components is to buy these
It

components first, and to only go on to buy
the remaining components once you actually have the "hard to find" items in your
possession.
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The old approach to the problem was
to raid discarded or inexpensive pieces of
surplus equipment for any components
that could be removed intact. These went
into what was known as the "junk box".
The "junk box" approach is a less practical proposition these days, although
there are plenty of surplus printed circuit
boards etc. available. The main problem

definitely merit the pack treatment are
electrolytic capacitors, ceramic
capacitors, polyester capacitors, and miniature horizontal preset resistors. These
radial

are all reasonably inexpensive in pack
form, and are used a great deal in

electronic projects.

I

to use these up at a surprisingly high
rate these days (particularly the 8 pin
type), but I suppose that practically every

project is based on d.i.l. integrated circuits these days.

SEMICONDUCTORS
With a few possible exceptions, it is
not worthwhile stocking up with other
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components in large numbers because it

rotary switches
Rotary on/off switch
PP3 battery connector
Some 0.1 inch pitch stripboard
Some 6BA nuts, bolts, and spacers

would either be too costly, or it would
take years to use them all up. Packs of
Zener diodes can be had at reasonable
prices, but as these components do not
feature in many projects these days, you

could well be buying a two hundred
year supply! At most I would only buy
one each of the values up to 15 volts.

the early days of Everyday
Electronics it was often suggested that it
In

was a good idea to double -up on the

and holders are sometimes available at
quite attractive prices, and it is probably
worthwhile investing in one of these if
you can find a suitable pack.
Modern circuits seem to be liberally
scattered with general purpose silicon
diodes such as 1 N914s and 1 N4148s.

not add much to the cost of the order,
and over a period of time the extra

cheaper components when buying a set
of components for a project. This does
components build up into a useful stock
of parts. Furthermore, you automatically

get more of the popular components,
and fewer of those that are infrequently
used.

generally buy these in packs of one
hundred or more, which usually results
in a massive discount on the one off

things, and must be the most pain -free

price. I soon seem to use them all up.

ponents. Its main drawback is that you

I

Most other components simply are
not offered in tested packs, or if they are,

the cost is likely to be too high for most

of us to be able to give them serious
consideration. However, there are some
commonly used components where it is
worthwhile having two or three of each
in stock, and this is my list of suggested
buys.
pA741 C op. amp.

This remains a good way of doing

way of building up a stock of com-

will be paying significantly more for
your components, as you will not be
getting the benefits of bulk buying.
Also, with bulk buying you save a lot of
time by not having to order each resistor
and capacitor individually.

STORAGE
If you are going to have a large stock

of components you must store them

LF351 N or similar bifet op. amp.
CMOS 4001 and CMOS 4011 gates
BC547, BC549, and BC559 (or similar) transistors
S.P.S.T. and d.p.d.t min. toggle
switches
0A91 germanium diodes
3 -way 4 -pole and 4 -way 3 -pole

sensibly. Simply putting them all into a
large box is a totally impractical approach. Rummaging through hundreds
or thousands of components for each
part you require will take a great deal of
time. Worse than this, it will tend to rub
the identification markings off the components, and could eventually result in

"LIGHTING CONTROLLER KITS

Some sort of multi -compartment box
or if you have a lot of
components to store it may be necessary
is required,

compartment can be used to hold a
particular type of component over a
limited range of values. For example,
with resistors have one compartment
I

for the resistors having a black multiplier
band, another for the resistors having a
red multiplier, another for those with an

orange multiplier code, and so on. By
having a very limited range of values in
each compartment you can quickly locate the components you require, with
minimal wear on the components.
Small plastic chests of draws are ideal
for component storage. You will probably find these locally in Woolworths
etc.,

as well as

in

any of the larger

electronic component catalogues. From

the same sources you can also obtain

compartment

boxes,

and

trays

made from transparent plastic, both of
which are ideal for component storage.
Some of these boxes have quite small
compartments, making them unsuitable
for resistors and some other components. They are perfect for the smaller
components though, such as most
capacitors, transistors, etc.

FINALLY
What is definitely not the right way to
build up a stock of components is to buy
sets of components for projects, and to
never quite get around to building them.
Making projects is far more fun than
component collecting!

MAGNUM LOUDSPEAKERS

For the serious Mobile Disco

Compact high output speakers for P.A. and
Disco use.

SWITCHABLE 3-4 CHANNEL CONTROLLER

with Beatchase and Speed Controls

£165 pair
12" - 100 Watt R.M.S. bass driver and
7" x 3" wide dispersion horn in black vynide
cabinets with bass port.; Side mounted carrying
handle.
Size 540mm x 380mm x 300mm
MAGNUM 100

PCB + Components Kit .121.00
Hardware Kit
£12.00
MULTICHASE 4 CHANNEL
CONTROLLER

with Beatchase, Speed and Chase Select Controls.

PCB + Components Kit
Hardware Kit

leads.

to have several of these boxes. Each

INSTALMENT PLAN

is worthwhile having a few 3 and
5 millimetre red I.e.d.s plus matching
panel holders in stock. Packs of I.e.d.s
It

more serious damage, such as detached

£235 pair
15" - 200 Watt R.M.S. bass driver and 7" x 3"
Horn. This larger cabinet and speaker
combination provides improved bass response.
Size 635mm x 460mm x 330mm
MAGNUM 200

£26.00
£13.00

COMPUTER CHASE 4 CHANNEL CONTROLLER

A Controller designed to achieve very good results from many types of
lighting display. Perfect for pinspots, super on screens, can even revitalize
spotlamp boxes. Fast tracking autolevel audio input and choice of sound
modes ensure accurate and varied interpretation of music.
PCB + Components Kit
£35.00
Hardware Kit
£15.00
Postage & Packing £1.50 per order

GREAT SOUND

GREAT VALUE

Carrier Delivery
£12.00 pair

DISCO CONSOLE KITS
A new Disco Console with CLI2 varispeed turntables and
magnetic cartridges. Incorporating sloping centre mounting
mixer with Tape and CD inputs, crossfade between
turntables, mic channel with tone controls and autofade,
headphone and I.e.d. monitors.
Black vynide case with pre cut motor boards is deep enough
to house most power amp modules if required. Separate
panel for input & output sockets mounted at side.

£279.00

MAGNUM CONSOLE KIT

(including mixer, lights, turntables,
cartridges and case)
MAGNUM CONSOLE BUILT

£349.00

TESTED

£99.00

MAGNUM MIXER KIT

(including front panel, PCB & components and
input/output panel)

Carrier
Delivery

£10.00
P&P

£4.00

TEST EQUIPMENT KITS
LED DISPLAY OSCILLOSCOPE

(Size 1020mm x 370mm x 180mm with lid)
VARISPEED CUB TURNTABLE

£42.00- P&P £2.00

MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

£7.001 p&p

12 VOLT CONSOLE LAMP

0,50 cf 50p each

FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

WAVEFORM GENERATOR

with sine, triangle and square
with 9x9 grid of high efficiency
wave output. Range, frequency
LEDs with trigger/freerun,
brightness, sensitivity, position and
and amplitude.
£9.95
timebase.
£19.95
Postage & Packing 50p
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98 School Street, Wolverhampton, West Midlands WV3 ONR.
Tel: (0902) 23275
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Constructional Project

TIE
PULSER
MAX HORSEY
Is this the comeback of the 70's
"disco" tie? Sound activated, it will
soon send out "good vibrations"
to the rest of the 0 -doyens.
DESIGNED for disco's and parties, not

to mention Red -Nose Day, the TiePulser consists of a set of 20 l.e.d.s
fastened to the front of a tie. An electronic
circuit, complete with microphone and battery are concealed within the tie, which for

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 2

OV

OUTPUT 3

causes the I.e.d. array to pulse, like the
I.e.d. VU display fitted to some tape re-

+V

OUTPUT 4

corders.

The block diagram for the Tie Pulser is
shown in Fig. I . The circuit is based around

the LM39 I 4N dot/bar driver i.c., with a
simple 741 op.amp microphone amplifier.
The microphone picks up the surrounding sounds and feeds them to the amplifier.
The audio signals (a.c.) are then passed, via
the gain control, to the display driver i.c.
The LM3914N is a device which
responds to inputs in a "linear" fashion. A
LM39 I 5N i.c. with a "log." response
normally associated with sound level

DIVIDER
ILOW END)

SIGNAL

OUTPUT 5

NPUT

OUTPUT 6

DIVIDER

OUTPUT 7

(NIGH END)

OUTPUT B

REFERENCE

OUTPUT 9

ADJUST
MODE

SELECT

OUTPUT 10

The i.c. also contains a regulator to
provide a reference voltage. This may be
used to set the voltage at pin 6, with pin 4
connected to OV. The mode select input
(pin 9) determines whether the display will
be in dot or bar mode. If pin 9 is left open
circuit, the display will be in dot mode, and
if pin 9 is connected to the positive rail a

directly, and are "active low". In other
words, with single 1.e.d.s, each I.e.d. anode

(a) must be connected to the positive supply rail, and each cathode (k) to a respective output as shown in Fig.3. The current
flowing through the I.e.d. is regulated by
the i.c. and can be set by means of a single
resistor, R8.

CIRCUIT

OESCRIPPTIOAI
ser is shown in Fig.4. The 741 op.amp ICI
is connected in its non -inverting mode. The
microphone is an electret insert type EM -4
or similar, and costs less than £1. This type
of microphone is very small and very sensitive, but requires a d.c. supply which in this
circuit is provided by resistor RI .

The small alternating signal from the
microphone passes via capacitor CI into
the non -inverting input (pin 3) of ICI. The
purpose of CI is to allow the flow of a.c.
(i.e. the audio signal), but block the flow of
d.c., which would upset the voltage at pin
3. This must be held at half the supply
voltage, and is. achieved by using two

PIN 5

satisfactory in this instance.

The i.c. contains a number of amplifiers
whose non -inverting ( + ) inputs are controlled from a resistor or potential divider
chain, see Fig.2. Each non -inverting input
voltage is held at a different level, the connection nearest pin 4 being the lowest volt-

will

The full circuit diagram for the Tie Pul-

REFERENCE
OUTPUT

applications is also available, but in tests

the LM39I4N was found to be more

I

become negative, followed by output 2 etc.

bar mode display is produced.
The outputs may be used to drive I.e.d.s

ease of use should be a clip -on type. Sound

HOW IT WORKS

the voltage at pin 5 rises, output

PIN 6

resistors R2 and R3 of equal value.

age, and the connection nearest pin 6 being
the highest.

The signal (pin 5)

is

fed via a buffer

amplifier to all the inverting ( - ) inputs. As

PIN 4

E636166

Fig. 2. Pinout information and part of

the internal circuit of the LM3914N
Fig. 1. Block diagram for the Tie Pulser.

370

linear bargraph display driver i c.

Fig. 3. The outputs of the LM3914N i c.

can drive le.ds directly. Only one out-

put is shown; the other nine outputs
are connected in the same way.
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think of DI and D2 acting as one way
water valves, with C5 as a piston. The
water is "sucked up" via DI, and pushed

The inverting input (pin 2) is connected
to output pin 6 via resistor R4. Since there
will be virtually no current flowing through
R4, there will be virtually no voltage drop

out through D2. This arrangement is often
referred to as a "diode pump" network.
In practice the voltage obtained will be
less than expected, since diodes (especially
silicon ones) cause a voltage drop. The use

across it and the voltage at pin 2 will be
equal to that at pin 6.

Remembering that pin 2 is an inverting
input, any rise in its voltage will cause a

03
104001

Rh

Out

14

OV

ov

Resistors
R1

10k

R2, R3

R5, R6

100k (2 off)
470k
1k (2 off)

R7
R8

22k
2k2

R4

VR1
1,4

4e

4,

4(

4(

Cl

IC 2
LM 39140

741
CS

470

C.1

"7

VR1

104148

47k

L.E. [Ls
04 TO 023

'..1.11"44,1111-.

D2

14

14

k

C7
R7

170h

R5
1k

01

104140 A

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

Op22 disc ceramic
1000p axial elect. 10V
10p axial elect. 16V or more
10p axial elect. 16V or more
4117 axial elect. 16V or more
1 000p axial elect. 10V
1p axial elect. 16V or more
Op1 disc ceramic

Semiconductors

19

109

47k sub -min enclosed
preset, horiz.

Capacitors
C1

9"1

TALK
Page

Potentiometer

141

le

0 422
10P

Seen

All 0.25W 5% carbon film

k14
10009

COMPONENTS

22k

130

2k2

14
k,,

14 9

000
(EE.3618Lj

DI, D2

1N4148 signal diode (2 off)

D3

1 N4001 1 A 50V rect. diode

D4 -D23 3mm red low current (2mA)
I.e.d. (20 off)
ICI
741 op.amp
LM39I 4N bargraph display
IC2
driver, linear

Fig. 4. Complete circuit diagram for the Tie Pulser
corresponding fall in voltage at pin 6, and
vice -versa. Thus the output voltage will be
held at a voltage equal to that at pin 3.

The d.c. link between output pin 6 and
inverting input pin 2 is known as "negative
feedback". An alternating audio signal is
required from pin 6, and a means must be
found of preventing this "feeding back" to
pin 2 and cancelling itself out.
This is achieved by capacitor C3, which
whilst blocking the flow of d.c., allows the
a.c. audio signal at the lower end of resistor
R4 to flow to OV. Resistor R5 reduces this
flow a little, so that a small percentage is
fed back to pin 2 to reduce the a.c. gain of
the op.amp.

The ratio of R4 to R5 sets the approximate gain of the amplifier. The gain required is rather high, and the circuit can
easily become unstable, especially when
close to the high currents flowing via IC2.
Any small voltage fluctuations on the supply rails will adversely affect the amplifier,
causing it to oscillate (i.e. give out a signal,

even when no sound is directed at the
microphone).
Resistor R6 is a simple means of preventing these voltage fluctuations reaching the
sensitive amplifier circuit. Used in conjunction with capacitor C2, the supply rails are
"decoupled" i.e. the voltage level is maintained at a constant level.

DIODE PUMP

The amplified output from pin 6 of ICI is
fed to gain control VRI via capacitor C4.
This again allows the a.c. signal to pass,
whilst preventing the flow of d.c. from pin
6. VRI is a preset potentiometer, used as
a level control, to adjust for loud or quiet
sounds.

The a.c. signal passes via capacitor C5,

with the right hand "plate" (as

in the

diagram) alternating between positive and
negative. Each time this plate is positive,
current flows via diode D2, and charges
capacitor C7.
When the right hand plate of C5 is negative, the OV rail appears to be positive by

comparison, and current flows from OV
via diode Dl. An imperfect analogy is to
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of germanium diodes would improve the
situation, but they are more expensive, and
the circuit sensitivity is more than adequate
anyway.

130T/BAR DRIVER
1-11/13914A1

Miscellaneous
Sub -min. omnidirectional
electret microphone
insert (EM -4)
Printed circuit board available from EE

MIC.1

PCB Service, code EE794; 8 -pin d.i.l.
socket;

18 -pin

The input signal is delivered to pin 5 of
the display driver, IC2. Capacitor C7 stores
the separate d.c. pulses received from diode

D2, so that a more steady d.c. voltage
level is presented to pin 5. Resistor R7
discharges C7 rapidly when the train of
pulses stops. This ensures that the display
falls rapidly when the sound stops.
Resistor R8 sets the output current from

IC2. The value of 2.2 kilohms allows an
output current of about 7mA. Pin 3 is the
i.c.'s positive supply, and pin 2 is connected

socket; PP3 9V

battery and connector clips; clip -on tie;
connecting wire, solder etc.

Approx cost
guidance only

£16
plus tie

to OV. It is important to also connect pins 4
and 8 to OV, to ensure correct operation.
The ten outputs are from pin I (lowest
sound level), followed by pins 18, 17, 16,
etc. to pin 10, (the highest sound level). A

rising voltage at the input pin (5) causes
pin one to go 'low' (towards OV), then pin

18, 17 etc. The outputs are used to directly

drive an I.e.d. display, with the I.e.d.s arranged in series pairs as shown.
R6

CONSTRUCT/ON
C2

PCB Service, code EE794.

fully, taking care to observe the correct
polarity. The pad which is already joined to

9V+

-I SUPPLY
L.E.D.
P ANODES1,

All the components, with the exception
of the 20 display I.e.d.s, are mounted on
a small single -sided printed circuit board
(p.c.b.). The component layout and full
size copper foil master pattern is shown in
Fig.5. This board is available from the EE
Solder in the i.c. holders and small components such as resistors. Take care to fit
the diodes and electrolytic capacitors the
correct way round. The electet microphone
insert can be purchased with a screened
cable already attached, otherwise connect
wires to the pads of the insert very care-

64...(E)

+-

C6

k

.-4 R7
a D2

L.E.D.

h-

OUTPUTS
CATHODE
k

Rsk1-

R3
CB

ELECT
MI C

INSERT

(1) SCREENED CABLE
CJ

OUTER SCREEN

the metal insert case is the negative side.

6036196 I

Screened wire should be used, but if the

wires are kept very short ordinary wires
can be employed. The mic insert case
should be insulated with tape to prevent
short-circuits, so that it may be left in any

213S1nd 311

convenient position inside the tie. Connect
all the wire leads required, and finally
insert the i.c.s into their sockets ensuring
that their notches are towards the top.

CHOICE OF LEON
A very wide range of I.e.d.s is now available, and after some experimentation the
1.e.d. chosen for the prototype was a red
3mm low -current type. The type obtained

can be operated on 2mA, with a maximum current of 20mA. At 6mA or 7mA
the I.e.d.s were far brighter than standard
types, and well worth the few extra pence
each.

BUILDING THE
CIISI2LA

A clip -on tie is ideal for accommodating
the display l.e.d.s, although talented sowers
may be able to modify ordinary ties. Begin

Fig. 6. Wiring to the display le.d.s and
pin identification diagram.

Fig. 5. Printed circuit board component layout and full size copper foil
master pattern for the Tie F'ulser

by cutting the stitches at the
rear of the tie so that it may be

"opened". Mark the positions
of the 20 l.e.d.s on the front of
the tie using a pen.

Next cut the tips of the I.e.d.

leads at an angle using side
cutters so that each lead ends in

a sharp point. Carefully check
that each l.e.d. is inserted with
its anode lead (longest) the side
shown in Fig.6. The I.e.d.s may

L.E.D.BACK OF TIE

now be pushed through the
front of the tie, the sharp leads
piercing the fabric like a needle.
They should now be secured by

carefully bending their leads,
using long -nosed pliers, at right
angles as shown.
Soldering must be carried out
with great care, noting that

LONGER

LEAD

most ties will melt instantly if
touched by a soldering iron
L.E.D.
ANODE SUPPLY

L.E.D.s
D4 TO D23

or molten solder. Constructors
with shaky hands are advised to

place thin card between each
pair of leads being soldered and
the fabric.
TO NUMBERED

PADS ON P.C.B.
a

k

/I

JOINS

When viewed from the rear
(Fig. 6.), all the left hand I.e.d.
(anode) leads are connected to

each other, using bare wire if
necessary. Each cathode (k)

lead of the left hand line of
l.e.d.s is connected to the anode
(a) lead of the right hand I.e.d.s.
I 6E3630 G
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Finally, all the cathode leads
of the right hand line are connected to the p.c.b., with the
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lowest I.e.d. to copper pad I the next to
pad 2 etc. Insulated wires should be used

for this purpose, and colour coding will
avoid confusion.

SETTING UP

Note that when power is first applied to

the circuit, there will he a slight delay bet ire
the amplifier begins to work. This is due to
the time taken to charge capacitor C3 via the
high value resistor R4.

Commence the setting up procedure by

adjusting preset VR1 to its highest gain
setting. When a sound is directed at the
microphone, some or all of the l.e.d.s
should flash. Check that the I.e.d.s connected to the lowest outputs flash first and
that the display rapidly "decays" when the
sound stops. If, after a minute, the circuit

fails to work, some simple tests should

for dry solder joints (i.e. joints not making
correct contact), or solder bridges across

Pins 2, 4, 8 = OV
Pins 3 and 9 = 8V approx.
Pins 6 and 7 = about I .2V

locate the fault.

FAULT FINDING

adjacent tracks, or hairline cracks in a
copper strip.

TESTING THE
OP.AMP

It is useful to first establish which part
of the circuit is failing. If an oscilloscope
is available, check that a signal is reaching pin 3 of ICI when a sound is directed
into the microphone. Check that a much

ON DISPLAY

A small PP3 battery should provide

Assuming the absence of a signal from

capacitor C4 (as revealed by the oscil-

enough power for several hours use. In the
prototype, the battery was housed by fold-

higher signal is reaching preset VR I , and
then capacitor C5.
Try linking the signal input (pin 5) of IC2
directly to positive. Take great care not to
connect any other pin by mistake. A safer
test position is the right hand side of R7.
When this is made positive, all the I.e.d.s
should light. Failure of this test would indicate a problem around IC2, or the I.e.d.s.
Voltmeter readings around IC2 should

locope test earlier, or the correct functioning of the circuit around IC2), check that
the d.c. voltages on the op.amp ICI pins

cluded, since it is very easy to unclip the

produce the following results, assuming
that the negative lead of the voltmeter is

are as follows:

WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE OF USED

TEKTRONIX 2445B Four Channel 150MHz
TEKTRONIX 485 Dual Trace 350MItz Delay Sweep
TEKTRONIX 475 Dual Trace 200MHz Delay SweeP
SCHLUMBERGER 5218 Dual Trace 200MHz Delay SweeD
TEKTRONIX 2225 Dual Trace 50MHz De:ay Sweep
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep
PHILIPS PM3217Duai Trace SOMHz Deiay Sweet)
GOULD 053600 DUAL trace 100MHz Delay Sweep with DMM
GOULD 053500 DUAL trace 60MHz Delay Sweep with DMM
TELEQEIPMENT D75 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep
TELEOUIPMENT V3 Differential Arno& er
HAMEG 605 Dual Trace 60MHz Delay Sweep
TRIO C51022 Dual Trace 20MHz.
FARNELL DT12-5 Dual Trace 12MHz

Note that a good quality (high resistance) meter is necessary to obtain the
correct reading on pin 3, and in particular,

enable easy servicing and adjustment of the
preset. When "dancing" with the tie on, it is
advisable to fasten the lower part to the shirt

pin 2.

with a tie clip or safety pin, otherwise the

amp

£580
£500

Fro Counter etc

LS°

"""'
61100

,,,
"EC""

E350

£400
0225
£125

MS IS JUST A SAMPLE -WXY OTHERS AVAIIAILI

174 Dalkeith Road. Edinburgh EH16 5DX 031 667 2611

0109 118
M2355- 32 ranges AC DC 10 amps DaleiTransistors Tester.

Only 632.50

EARNELL PSUH30i100 0-30V 0100 amps
EARNELL PSU H60/25 0-60Y 0-25 amps
TELEOUIPMENT CT71 Curve Tracer
MARCONI TE2700 Universal LCR Bodge Battery

£250

from E125

MARCONI TE2337A Auto %Parton Meter 400112109 007,,
RACAL 9915 Freq Counter 10520MHz (Crystal Oven)
MANNESMAN TALLY Pixy 3 XX Plotter RS232

PHluP5PM5131 Functon Gen 0 1 Itz-2MHz
FARNEL PSU L30-5 30V 5 amp

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

E300
E150
E400

THORN BENCH PSU 0-404. 050A. Metered

E175

£150
1100
100m 1200

OUR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER

E150

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AVO MULI1MEIERS
AEI COR[NTH 500

TRANSMISSION

151 SUPER 111A SCANNING

COSTS 0.50 - INCLUDES

C658

E90
E120

VOUCHERS TO USE

ALL METERS SUPPLIED WITH BATTERIES AND LEADS

RACAL -DANA Wideband Leve Meter 5002
TEK RONIX 577 Curve Tracer with 177 fixture
RACAL DANA iAiMi LcR Oahe:ridge 9541
WA NE KERR LCR Meter
WA NE KERR Universal RF Bridge 0602
PARNELL Synthesized OscrOtOr D5C1 .0 0001Hz -9999KHz

MARCONI TF2015 AMIFM 10-520MHz* Gen wth TF2171
MARCONI TF2015 without Synchroniser TF2171
MARCONI TF2016 AWN 10KHz-120MF-p with TF2173
MARCONI TF2016 wrthout Synchronise TF2173
the pair
MARCONI TF2356i2357 Level OsciMeter 20MHz

E10041

SOLARTRON 7045 Muttimeter I

E3000
E550
E100
E170

La ge Range of Bench Power SuP0459aPPH

E275
E400

""

254
£175
E9S0

MARCONI SANDERS Sog Sources Various models Covering

400MH2 8 5GHz
RACAL 9009 Mod Meter 10M442-1 5GHz
R CAL INSTRUMENTATION RECORDERS Store 4D and

from 1300

Store 70
K THLEY 224 Programmable Current Source

from OM

FERROGRAPH TTS2 Recorder Test Set

from 0150

.

£40

Model8 or 9 iwhats available)
Test Set Not 8X, 9SX
Mk5 with Carrying Case
8 Mk6 with Carrying Cast

ELECTRON MICROSCOPES

E300

E1000

a.

E95

Digit 30 Ranges. Auto -Man

4L 2-r,, , - ' ..-. ,,,

AGAINST FUTURE
PURCHASES. TO RECEIVE

ROM E40

from E25

MARCONI DIGITAL FREQUENCY METERS
T.6.-

.

-

--.

T',..--,- -.:..'

--

-

",

.-

£125

.-:

E150

A COPY PLEASE SEND

MARCONI UNIVERSAL COUNTER TIMERS
Type 2437 X.100MHz

E175
E225

Type 2438 DC-520MHz

YOUR REMITTANCE

11111111111111WIEMIZIAZIMI
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM1005 TrOe Trace 100MHz
Delay Timebase.
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 1-11.4604 Dual Trace 60MHz Delay Sweep

WITH THE VOUCHER BELOW.
E792
6110

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HIA203.1 Dual Trace 20MHz

component Tester

Please send me a copy of the 1990/91 OMNI catalogue.
Payment of £1 .50 enclosed

E358

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM205-3 Dual Trace 20MHz

FARNELL SSG520 Synthesized Sig. Gen 10-520MFR
ENO
FARNELL TT5520 Transmdter Test Set consisting OH RF AF

counter. RF Mod Meter RF Power Meter. AF VoVneter
1400
AF Distortion Meter. AF Synthesaer
E1000
SOLD as a Pair for ONLY

£790

TEKTRONIX 419 1 5-12 4C,Hz

HP 141T 8555A 8 IF Plug-in 10MHz.18GFP.

83000

HP 140 Series with 8554 8 IF Pkg-in 500KHz-1250MHz E1580
000
HP 140 Series 8553 8 IF Pugin 1KHz-110MHz
frOM MO
HP 180 Series 855880 1-1500MHz
ESOOS
POLARAD Pkpe641 1 tomFt-18Gez

E610

Digital Storage

NkowiwkiwakNowilawk.- di wwkiwkarwwk wows wwi
Pa.
2

a

with more functions!

ADDRESS

E222
8309
25

METEOR 100 FREQUENiasCY COUNTERtaye 100Wifiz

[1

METEOR BOO FREQUENCY COUNTER 600MFtz
METEOR 1D00 FREQUENCY COUNTER 1C,Fiz

£135
E178

JUPITOR S00 FUNCTION GEN 0 1Hz-500XFQ Sine So 1-,

Elle

ORION COLOUR BAR GENERATOR Pa TV Mee

E229

All other Black Star equipment available
OSCILLOSCOPE PROBES Switched 81 X10 PEP E3i

E11

Used Equipment - With 30 days puarentee. Manuals supplied If possible.
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK SAE or telephone for lists. Please check availability before
ordering CARRIAGE all units F16 VAT to be added to total of goods and carriage

STEWART OF READING

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1 Pl.
Tel: 0734 268041

NAME

BLACK STAR EQUIPMENT P&P all units E51

APPOLLO 10-100MHz Counter Timer RatiorPeraliTme interva
etc
OLLO 100-100MHz

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

weight of the battery may cause the tie to fly
off and strike some unsuspecting person! El

OMNI ELECTRONICS

HAND HELD MULTIMETERS 3 :digit DM105 - 14 ranges DC -2

POO
£550

fastened with strips of insulating tape, to

around either i.c. check the board carefully

THURLBY PL320T-GP Bench PSU 0-304 2 amp twice with
Only E350
CPS

UM°

battery; however, a switch could he included if preferred.
The fabric back of the tie was neatly re-

PHILIPS PM2525 Multi -Function OMM 4,5 digit with.
Only 1300
GPCIEEE-488

OSCILLOSCOPES IN THE COUNTRY

with a staple. No on/off switch was in-

Pins 2, 3, 6 = about 3.5V
Pin 7 = about 7V
Pin 4 = OV.

If any strange readings are obtained

connected to OV.

ing the tie lining around it, and fastening

L

TELEPHONE

ACC cur

Open: Mon.-Thurs. 9.15 - 6.00
Friday
9.15 - 5.00
Saturday
9.30 - 5.00

VISA

Fax: 0734 351696 Callers welcorne9am to 5 311pm MON-FRI iUNTIL8prn THURSI
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Special Series

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY"
AND THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM

R, de VAUX BALBIRNIE
THIS IS the eighth in a 12 -part series
concerning information technology,
communication systems and related
matters in the Science National Curriculum.
Readers are reminded that there is far more
material given here than is needed for any
particular scheme of study. The intention,
as always, is that sections should be drawn
on as required.
Those who have not been following the
series are advised to read Part 1 (Novem-

ber, 1991 issue) since this gives certain
background information about the National Curriculum and about this month's
topic which

is

information -transmission

ystems.

Telecommunications - that is communication at a distance - is a large and
ever-growing topic. Telecommunication
the

telephone,

radio,

television (including teletext), fax (facsimile transmission) and telex. In a given
situation, more than one of these may be

used - for example, fax signals being
passed along a telephone line or telephone messages being sent using radio
techniques as in a car telephone, cordless
telephone or ship -to -shore link. Now,
satellites form part of the picture and their

use will be discussed in detail in a later
part of the series.

Here we will consider the traditional
method of using analogue electrical signals in copper wires, analogue and digital
light signals passed along optical fibres

several hundred metres apart. You will
need the handsets from a pair of traditional telephones having carbon granule

TRADITIONAL TELEPHONE
SYSTEM

microphones.

Let us illustrate the above by consider-

Complete telephones are available in
used condition quite cheaply from mail
order suppliers. In addition to the telephones, you will need a 9V battery and

ing a traditional telephone system. The
source of information is the person speak-

ing. The device which converts the information into a suitable form is the

connector also some light -duty twin wire
such as "bell" wire and some 3 amp (light duty) screw terminal block.

microphone - this produces an analogue

electrical copy of the variations in the
human voice. The channel of communica-

You only need

tion is the copper wire which carries the
electrical signals and runs to the distant

complete

Whatever type of communication system we use, we can break it down into the

following parts: (a) a source of information (b) a device which converts the information into a suitable form for transmission (c) the means of communication
(channel of communication) itself (d) perhaps some form of processing circuit(s) at
intervals along the way (e) a destination

for the signal and its conversion into a
suitable form (which is normally that of
the original) and, finally, (f) the receiver of

handset,

so

instruments

if

have

minor dismantling to disconnect the
handset wires from the terminals inside.

When this has been done, unscrew the
microphone and earpiece covers to
identify the colours of the wires.
The two microphones and earpieces are
then connected together in series with the

way again. At the distant end, the conver-

sion from electrical signals to sound is
carried out by the earpiece and the listener
receives the information.
Such telephone systems are still widely

battery as shown in Fig. 2. The wires on

telephones are of a type to which it is
difficult to make connections but there
should be no difficulty if the pieces of

used today. A similar system could be
used where the channel of communication
is radio waves rather than electrical signals
along copper wire.

screw terminal block are used as shown.

This system may be used for two-way
conversation. Clear results are obtained
providing the distance between the two

ANALOGUE TELEPHONE
EXPERIMENT

stations is not too great. This experiment illustrates how, in practice, a simple
analogue system can provide good results
over relatively short distances.

This experiment uses a pair of old -type
telephone handsets to set up a two-way

CHANNEL OF
COMMUNICATION

{COPPER WIRE

for mass entertainment, still pictures and
printed documents, or binary data being
interchanged between computers.

the

telephone

been bought, you will need to do some

Some form of processing (amplifiers)
will be used in a long-distance system to
"boost" the signal level every so often to
make up for losses before it is sent on its

and the use of radio links. Information
may represent two-way private conversations, radio or television information

374

analogue communication link over copper
wires between two points which may be

diagram in Fig. 1.

end.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

devices include

the information. This is shown as a block

(aI

e.g. OPTICAL FIBRE

(b

RADIO WAVES

CONVERSION
SOURCE OF
INFORMATION

{SPEECH
TEXT
PICTURES
COMPUTER

(f

(eI

TO SUITABLE

CONVERSION
TO SUITABLE

FORM
FOR TRANSMISSION

FOR RECEIVING

RECEIVER OF

FORM

ELECTRICAL SIGNALS
OPTICAL SIGNALS
ULTRASONIC SIGNALS
RADIO WAVES

SOUND
TEXT

-g* PICTURES

Id I

INFORMATION

LISTENER

e.g

VIEWER
COMPUTER

COMPUTER INFORMATION

SIGNAL
PROCESSING

(7E3672

)

e.g. REPEATER

Fig. 1. Basic parts of a communication system.
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transmitted along the channel of comTELEPHONE HANDSET

TELEPHONE HANDSET

munication to the distant entl..A digital to
analogue (D -A) converter then turns the
signal back into its original form.
Using such digital techniques, although
technically difficult to do, provides better

quality with no degradation of the signal with distance or repeated amplifying. Sending such digital signals lends

0

itself well to using light along optical fibres

3A SCREW

MICROPHONE

/TERMINAL

MICROPHONE
WIRES

BLOCK

WI RES

rather than electrical signals along copper wires. This is a fairly recent advance
having many advantages over the traditional method.

EARPIECE
WIRES

EARPIECE
WI RES

OPTICAL
COMMUNICATION
In an optical system, the information to
be conveyed is converted into light signals

rather than electrical' ones. These may
be analogue or digital in nature. Let us
discuss an analogue system first. Here
the speech, music or other information

9V

makes a light source "flash" with a brightness which follows all the changes in the

(H3673131

sound pattern. The flashing light is then
picked up by a sensor at the distant end
and the information converted first into a
corresponding electrical pattern then into

Fig. 2. Analogue telephone link.

One interesting point is that signals
for both directions pass through both
microphones and both earpieces. This
makes it possible to set up a two-way
conversation using only one pair of wires.
It also means that the speaker hears his or
her own voice and this acts as a check that
the system is working. It would be a good
exercise to compare this electrical system
with the purely acoustic string telephone in
Part 1 (November, 1991 issue).

Over very long distances, the signal
in the system above would weaken and
booster amplifiers (called repeaters) would

be needed every so often along the line.
These would inevitably introduce distortion, noise and hiss and the signal would
gradually become degraded to the point
where it became unintelligible. Another
disadvantage of this type of system is that
where several copper wires carrying dif-

ferent signals lie close to one another,
current tends to be induced from one wire
to adjacent ones. Other conversations will

then be heard in the background. This
effect is called cross -talk and can be a great
nuisance and embarrassment.

a

to do, it would be illegal to make and
use the necessary apparatus. One way
out is to use very low -power "toy"
walkie-talkies, licensed CB (citizens band)
transceivers or a cordless telephone as the
basis of experiments.

The whole point of radio communications is the very versatility and freedom
associated with its use. It needs no physical medium between the two stations (socalled wireless communication). The channel of communication is radio waves which

are modulated to carry the analogue information of the voice (more will be said
about radio waves and methods of modulation in a future article).

sound using an earpiece or loudspeaker.
In practice, infra -red is often used rather
than visible light. Infra -red may be

into sound which is reproduced by the

regarded as a form of light to which the
human eye is insensitive - that is, it
cannot be seen but otherwise behaves in

loudspeaker.

practically the same way.

Since the waves are not usually channelled in any particular direction, the signal strength becomes weaker the further
the receiver is from the transmitter - in
fact, when the distance between transmitter and receiver is doubled, the signal
strength is quartered. It will be clear that
the range will be short unless a powerful
transmitter is used or the waves are di-

It is wasteful simply to flash the light
into the air and hope to pick it up some

mation firstly into electrical signals then

rected to the listener in some way.
"Beaming" the signal is possible using

certain high -frequency radio waves but
this is only useful if you know where the
receiving station happens to be. In many
applications, such directional techniques
are inappropriate. One disadvantage of
radio communication is that it is not
secure - that is, anyone with a suitable
receiver can listen in on the conversation

- users of cordless telephones beware!
which the signal

problem in the UK because, although easy
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picks them up and converts the infor-

This should be compared with systems in

ANALOGUE RADIO LINKS
Experiments using radio links are

The waves spread out through space
from the aerial (antenna) on the transmitter. An aerial on the distant receiver then

sent direct to the
receiver for example, along a copper wire.
The students could investigate the
range of radio equipment both in the open
air

is

and with various objects such as

concrete and steel structures in between.
They could investigate the performance

distance away since most of the light
spreads out in space (compare this with
radio communication) - although this

method does have its uses over very
short -distances.

An example is the remote control system used with many modern television
sets, videocassette recorders, audio systems, etc. Here, an infra -red source in the
handset sends a digital code according to
which button is pressed. These codes con-

sist of a string of binary numbers in the
form of on -off states. The infra -red signal,

carrying the digital code, is received by a
sensor in the television set, video recorder or other piece of equipment. It is
then decoded and made to change chan-

nels, turning up the volume, alter the
brightness, mute the sound, or whatever
other job is required.
The codes are unique

and

it

is

extremely unlikely that a "false" signal
could be given or received. Unfortunately, different manufacturers use
different codes so there is no com-

patibility between different systems. Note

at the limits of the range and find out

that no A -D converter is needed here

exactly what eventually makes the sound

because the data is already digital.
Some readers will be familiar with cer-

unintelligible.

ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL
CONVERSION
to

Last month we discussed analogue
digital conversion and the reverse

process. In a modern telecommunications
system, the analogue signal is converted
to digital form using an analogue to digital
(A -D) converter. The digital signal is then

tain "wireless" audio systems. These allow headphone listening while walking
around the room. The system consists of
two parts: a transmitter which is plugged
into the main audio system and a receiver
which is carried around by the person.
In the transmitter, infra -red is modulated
to carry the analogue sound information
which then fills the room. A sensor on a
375

RAY OF LIGHT EMERGING
FROM OPTICAL FIBRE
RAY OF LIGHT ENTERING

OPTICAL FIBRE

OPTICAL FIBRE

EE3675.11

Fig. 4. Path of light ray along an optical fibre.

Fig. 3. Optical fibre construction.

receiver picks this up and re -converts it
first into electrical information then into

nals, convert them into electrical signals,

sound.

convert them into optical signals every so
often along the way.

OPTICAL FIBRE
For a greater range of communication,

is more efficient to channel the light
signal along an optical fibre. This will
prevent the signal from spreading out
it

amplify them using a repeater and re-

DIGITAL

COMMUNICATION

(made from glass or clear plastic) and a

Optical communications systems can
work with advantage using digital signals
rather than analogue ones. With a digital
signal, the sound or other analogue infor-

cladding all encased in a tough protective

mation

plastic sheath. Fig. 3 shows the general
construction although optical fibres will
differ in detail according to type and the

(see Part

through space. An optical fibre has a core

precise use for which they are designed.

is not the purpose here to explain
exactly how an optical fibre works in
It

is converted into binary data
using an analogue -to -digital converter

last month). The light source is
then only required to flash on (for a 1) or
7

remain off (for a 0) and does not need
to follow every smooth change in the

terms of total internal reflection. Anyone

analogue pattern of the information. This
it can do very well.

interested in this type of detail should
consult a standard physics textbook on

The pulsing light is picked up by a
sensor at the distant end, converted into

light. However, it is good enough to say

on -off electrical signals, amplified, fed to
an digital -to -analogue converter and the
information used to operate an earpiece,

that light entering one end of the fibre
will reflect repeatedly along its length and

eventually emerge at the other end (see
Fig. 4).

In theory, the light could travel any
distance along the fibre. This, however,
assumes that the material is absolutely
transparent and no losses occur. In prac-

this cannot be so. It is therefore
necessary to pick up the optical sigtice,

loudspeaker or other output device. As
with an analogue signal, if the distance
involved is very great it will need to be
processed by a repeater every so often.
However, with an analogue signal, distortion and noise which are inevitably introduced by the repeater would be amplified

by the next one together with the signal

An example of a high capacity optical fibre cable
(courtesy British Telecom).
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itself. Thus, the signal degrades and, eventually, becomes unintelligible - that is, the
information it carries will fail to be information at all.
With a digital signal, it is very difficult
for distortion to occur since so long as a 1

remains a 1 and 0 remains a 0 the signal
will continue to carry all the information
and the data stream will be as pure at the
end as it was at the beginning. This will
be so no matter how many repeaters are

used. If for some reason the l's and 0's
become a little distorted (yet still preserving their identity) they are easily cleaned
up again by circuits in the repeater so the
pulses are perfectly re-created.

LIGHT SOURCE
In a communications system, the source
of infra -red radiation may be an infra -red
l.e.d. or a laser. For fairly short distances
I.e.d.'s are quite satisfactory. A laser is an
exceptionally bright source of light so the
light can travel much further between successive repeaters.
Note that a filament lamp is practically
useless as a light source for optical communication. This is because to convey all
the information - whether by analogue or

digital means - it must be able to flash at
great speed. The working part of a fila-

ment lamp is a metal coil which glows

Optical fibre cables being laid between the Isle of Wight
and mainland Britain (courtesy British Telecom).
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white hot. Since it takes a certain time to
reach its working temperature and cool
down again, it would not be able to follow the changes satisfactorily. By contrast, lasers and I.e.d.'s can operate at

of the circuit and simplifies the setting -up
procedure.

great speed.

achieve this or might only do so intermit-

Using optical fibres instead of copper wire has several advantages. The
material used is cheaper, lighter, thinner

tently with loud sounds. It would therefore not work satisfactorily if connected
direct to the stereo unit output. To

An I.e.d. requires 2V approximately
between its ends to make it work and the

output from the stereo would hardly

and easier to lay. Cross -talk does not
occur - the signals remain confined to

overcome this problem, the l.e.d. is placed
in the collector circuit of transistor, TR1.
A bias current is allowed to flow into the

their own channel even where many fibres
lie bundled together. It also turns out that
a single fibre can carry many signals at the
same time (more will be said about this in

base via VR1 and R1. This produces a
steady collector current which operates
the I.e.d.

Part 10). This means that a single fibre

The base current is adjustable by means

bundle can carry an enormous amount of

of potentiometer, VR1 and this will set
the steady brightness level at the end of

Fig. 5. Optical communication -

information.

Experimental cars are being developed
where the rear lights are controlled by a
digital code sent from a circuit at the front
along an optical fibre. The advantage is

that just one fibre can convey all the

transmitter.

prototype unit used a length of 5m but
you may find that a greater range can be
achieved.

on in this way so there is a saving in

It is interesting to examine the optical
fibre before using it in the communications system. If someone shines a small
torch at one end, the light may be clearly
seen to emerge from the other. You will

terms of cost and weight. Such systems

find that the experiments work best when

information to operate the correct lights.
Only one copper wire is needed to carry
the current required for any bulb switched

construction. Resistor, R2, limits the cur-

rent so that in the event of a

circuit

failure, the I.e.d. will not be destroyed by
excessive current as would otherwise be
the case. In use, VR1 will be adjusted
so that with no music playing, the I.e.d.
glows with about half its normal brightness.

The signal from the personal stereo or
radio is applied to TR1 base via capacitor,

may become commonplace in the future.

OPTICAL FIBRE
EXPERIMENTS
The following experiment illustrates
analogue communication using an optical
fibre. It does involve some careful circuit building but anyone who has been following the series and has managed up to now
will be able to build this system successfully. A personal stereo (Walkman) or,
possibly, a battery -operated radio having
a headphone socket is needed - this will
be used as the source of speech or music.
You will need two Vero Plugblocks if

using this method of construction - one
for the transmitter

and one for the

receiver. You will also need a length
of optical fibre. This is available from
mail order suppliers fairly cheaply. The

Fig. 6. Optical communications - receiver.

the ends are cut cleanly using a sharp

Cl. This modulates the steady current

blade then, if possible, polished. However, good results were obtained in the
prototype circuit without any special pre-

already flowing here. The I.e.d. therefore
flashes in sympathy with the music above

cautions.

This simple transmitter has been shown in
tests to work surprisingly well.

Optical fibre can be used to inject light
into places which would otherwise be im-

and below its steady brightness level.
The receiver circuit diagram is shown

ample to enable photographs to be taken

6. This consists of a sensitive
phototransistor, TR1, a preamplifier cen-

of the internal organs.

tred on transistor TR2 and a high -gain

possible - into a person's body for ex-

in Fig.

power amplifier IC1. The power amplifier

CIRCUITS
It

is not essential to understand the

transmitter and receiver circuits in order to build them. However, an explanation follows for those who are interested.
Readers simply wanting to get the system

working should disregard the next four
paragraphs.
The transmitter circuit is shown in Fig.
5. The working part is the l.e.d., Dl. Note
that a red l.e.d. is used rather than an infra-

A copper cable and optical fibre cable
of similar message capacity (courtesy
British Telecom).
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red one. This works well, is inexpensive
and has the advantage that the light can
be seen. This acts as a check on operation,
gives a better insight into the operation

itself is almost totally preformed on the
chip and this makes construction very
straightforward.

The phototransistor picks up the light
emitted by the I.e.d. in the transmitter
section and converts it into an analogue
electrical signal. This is amplified by transistor, TR2, and applied to the input (pin

2) of power amplifier, ICI. This in turn
operates the loudspeaker, LS1 connected
to the output pins 5 and 8.
The energy changes are as follows:
TRANSMITTER SECTION
SOUND -0 ELECTRICITY

RECEIVER SECTION

LIGHT -0 ELECTRICITY -,SOUND
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Fig.

7.

Construction of the optical

Fig.8. Construction of the optical receiver.

transmitter.

BUILDING THE
TRANSMITTER
As well as the personal stereo mentioned earlier, you will need the following

components to make the transmitter. If
you have been following the series, the
starred items will already be part of your
components kit so check before ordering.
Note the use of a hyperbright l.e.d. in a
clear package. In tests, this gave much
better results than a standard one in a red
encapsulation.

* Vero Plugblock

5mm red hyperbright light emitting
diode (l.e.d.)

* 100 resistor
* 10k resistor
* 1M potentiometer
* BC108 transistor
* PP3 battery and connector

*100µ 10V electrolytic capacitor radial leads.

5m imm optical fibre

Stereo jack plug to fit headphone
socket on stereo.

Light -duty twin wire
The Plugblock layout for the transmit-

ter is shown in Fig. 7. The 1M potentiometer should be prepared by attaching

short wires to the centre and one of
its outer terminals. This may be done
by tight twisting, using small crocodile
clips, or by soldering. Note that the 1001.1
capacitor is of the electrolytic type so must
be connected the correct way round - the

body is marked with a "-" sign and this
identifies the orientation. Make up the
jack plug lead as shown in Fig. 7. Note
that only one stereo channel is used - it
doesn't matter which.

After building the circuit check it as
follows. Turn the sliding contact of the
potentiometer to approximately mid -posi-

tion. Connect the battery. Adjust the
potentiometer so that the light is fairly

music and observe the 1.e.d. - it should be

seen to be varying in brightness gently
with the music. If it does not vary at all,
increase the volume a little. If it flashes
heavily, turn it down. If this works
correctly, all is well and attention may be
given to building the receiver. If the I.e.d.
does not light, it has probably been

inserted the wrong way round in

the

circuit - reverse its leads and try again.

BUILDING THE RECEIVER
The Plugblock layout for the receiver is
shown in Fig. 8. To build it, you will need
the following components.
* Vero Plugblock
TDA7052 i.c. amplifier
* 100µ 10V radial electrolytic capacitor
10µ 10y radial electrolytic capacitor
(2 off)
BC108 transistor
MEL12 photo -Darlington transistor
cells)

Holder and connector for above
8 ohm loudspeaker (this could be borrowed from a stereo unit)

The receiver section needs a lot of
connections so proceed carefully. Make
sure the three electrolytic capacitors are
the

correct way round

hiss should now be heard.
The transmitter
should now be
operated and the 1.e.d. held pointing

downwards approximately 10cm away
from the top of the phototransistor on the
receiver unit. Note that both the I.e.d. and
phototransistor are very directional - the
tops are the sensitive surfaces. If
necessary, use a shield to prevent stray
light from reaching the detector. The
music should be heard clearly from the

loudspeaker. This is quite exciting in itself.

If too great a volume is produced for
the i.c. to handle it shuts down automati-

cally but will come on again when correct conditions are restored. Adjustments
should be made to the Walkman volume

control and to VRI on the transmitter

4.5V or 6V battery (3 or 4 off 1.5V

connected

necessary to shield it from the light to
prevent this from happening. A gentle

as

shown. Note that the circuit works best
from 4.5V or 6V battery (three 1.5V cells
were used in a suitable holder for the
prototype unit). Note also that an 8
ohm loudspeaker is needed. The high
resistance speaker used in previous experiments would not be satisfactory. A
suitable speaker could possibly be borrowed from an audio system.

TESTING
The system may be checked without
using the optical fibre for the moment.
Connect the loudspeaker and battery. If

unit to provide the clearest results. If the
I.e.d. is over -modulated (that is, by ad-

vancing VRI too far) the sound will be
distorted. If under -modulated, there will

be a lot of background noise and weak
results. You will find that the modulation
is approximately correct when the flashing can only just be seen over the steady
glow.
Try to find the maximum range of the
device in free air. This is limited because
the light from the l.e.d. spreads out and
only a fraction of it falls on the detector.

Meanwhile the detector picks up hum
from mains lighting and clicks are likely
to occur whenever a flashing light is
detected from whatever source. This illustrates the drawbacks of an analogue
system. The range could be extended by
several meters by using a glass or plastic
lens to focus the light from the I.e.d. into a
parallel beam then back into a spot on the
sensitive area of the phototransistor using
another lens.

the phototransistor detector is picking up
mains lights - especially from a fluorescent tube - there may be a buzzing sound

ADDING THE FIBRE

weak. Insert the jack plug into the stereo
unit earphone socket and turn the volume

control to a low level. Now play some

from the loudspeaker and it would be

and the range greatly extended by channell-
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After these initial experiments have been

explored, performance may be improved
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ing the light from the I.e.d. through the

ULTRASONIC LINKS

optical fibre. One student holds an end of
the optical fibre on top of the l.e.d. in the
transmitter and another holds the distant
end on the top of the phototransistor. The
exact positions are very critical and results
depend very much on exactly where the
ends are held. When the best signal is
obtained, the optical fibre could be secured

Before finishing for this month, we shall
look at one further method of short range
communication; This involves ultrasonics.
Ultrasonic waves are sound waves but of
a higher frequency (pitch) than the human
ear can hear. They are quite unlike radio

at each end using PVC tape.

light (300 million metres per second equivalent to approximately seven circuits of the earth in one second). Such

Specially designed fibre optic infra -red
1.e.d's and matching detectors are available
from some suppliers. These are mounted in
holders which secure the optical fibre in the

optimum position. However, for reasons
previously stated these have not been used

in the present design. The performance of
the system should be investigated and an
evaluation of an analogue system made.

Unfortunately, it would not be an easy
matter to construct a home-made optical
system using digital signals so that this

technique could be compared with the
analogue one. However, if we examine
the drawbacks of the analogue system,
the advantages of using a digital one
should be clear.

waves since radio waves can travel in
empty space and move at the speed of

waves are called electromagnetic waves.

By contrast, ultrasonic waves travel
relatively slowly - 300 metres per second

approximately - and need a medium
such as air to travel through. Bats use
ultrasonics for their guidance system.
Ultrasonic signals may be used for
short-range control purposes. Unfortunately, the technique is limited because
the system is easily deceived by false
pick-up. The reason is that many

everyday sounds - such as keys being
dropped on the floor - contain ultrasonic
frequencies and these can cause spurious
operation.

TEST EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
AND TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY
Service manuals

Spare parts

Comprehensive repair

service including
complete instrument
refurbishment at highly
competitive rates for radio
amateurs
Distributors for:

WAUGH INSTRUMENTS
RAMTEST LTD
KRENZ ELECTRONICS

1 We support scientific,
commercial and industrial
equipment manufactured by
over 100 different
companies
New and second-hand
test equipment also available
at competitive prices
Components, valves and
miscellaneous items

Before
infra -red
control became
popular, ultrasonic remote control was
often used in television sets for simple

switching. A handset would
contain an ultrasonic transmitter and the
television fitted with a matching receiver.
However, for the reason stated above, the
television could be turned on if someone
on -off

broke a glass or even whistled sharply!

Ultrasonics technology is used in certain burglar alarm systems which trigger
on detecting the sound of breaking glass.
Another use is to produce pictures of
an unborn baby by reflecting ultrasonic
waves off its body. This is believed to be
harmless unlike the use of X-rays which
could be damaging.
Readers interested in

doing experi-

ments involving ultrasonics can buy the
basic matching transmitters and receivers

quite cheaply but they will need to look
up or develop the circuits needed to make
them work.
That completes the work for this
month. Next time we shall look at
bistable circuits and the use of IT devices
to monitor and control experiments.

A. C. ELECTRONICS
SURVEILLANCE?

Easy -Build Kits or Built Units.
Microtransmitter, 15mm x 25mm, received on standard VHF radio; kit

£5.99, built £9.99 (picks up whispers and transmits up to 'h mile).
Telephone transmitter, can be hidden in handset; kit £5.99, built
£9.99. -Stinger- shock circuit, can run off 9V battery, unpleasant
shock, originally for electric fences etc; kit £11.99, built £19.99.
transmitters in calculators, plug-in adaptors,
alternative technology plans, surveillance kits etc.
Send 4 x 1st class loose stamps for list - Cheque/POs to:

A.C. ELECTRONICS. Dept. E.E.
53, WOODLAND WAY, BURNTWOOD,
STAFFS WS7 8UP.

Hesing Technology

CREDIT CARD ORDERS: 0543 676477 (24 hours).
MAIL ORDER ONLY.

41 Bushmead Road, Eaton Socon, St. Neots, Cambs PE19 3BT
Telephone and Fax: (0480) 214488

Devices not licenceable or BT approved.

CRICKLEWOOD
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THE ABC OF

RI

C1 R2.75pS

R.I.A.A.

CR.3180

INPUT

W. E HARMS

Co 1 PASSIVE

DESPITE the advent of cassettes and

Finally, so as to limit the range of the

CDs the analogue record is likely to
be with us for some time yet, and in

compensation over the useful audible range

every amplifier used for playing them is an
equaliser to modify the signal derived from
the pick-up cartridge. Equaliser circuits for

this purpose are available in handbooks,
journals etc. but it is most unfortunate that
many of the designs, even those in quite
expensive equipment, are inaccurate.
These are then innocently repeated and

alas, the accurate circuits are forgotten,
and yet it costs no more to be correct. It is,

therefore, worth taking a little time and
trouble to understand how this can be attained and is the purpose of this short
article.

CONSTANT
VELOCITY

From the earliest days of electrical

recording, a constant velocity system was
used to suit the velocity sensitive moving iron cartridge normally used. If this were to
be applied unmodified, since the displace-

ment of the stylus varies inversely with
frequency, the amplitude of the waveform
cut in the disc at low frequencies would be

.

.

significant. The system is therefore changed

during reception of the treble on "top"
content to constant amplitude which
enhances the amplitude with frequency.
On replay with a correcting network, the
signal is normalised and at the same time,
the signal to noise ratio is improved.

CI

CR2 3180p5

Or GAIN AT 'kHz
(b) ACTIVE
(8836136)

Fig. 2 Replay circuits in which two
time constants are combined

des Radiocommunications) in Europe and
R.I.A.A. (Recording Industries Association of America) in America, and the latter
title generally prevails.
The R.I.A.A. specifies a "Recording
Characteristic" and recommends the

C2

CI

OUTPUT

INPUT

replay characteristic be the complement of

R2

C

2

this using a velocity sensitive cartridge,
whilst the British Standard specifies both

SPECIF'ICATIOAI

the introduction of wide frequency range
recording, surface noise became more

R2.0RC1

CCIR (Comite Consultatif International

reduced accordingly, the system is changed
to "constant amplitude" in this region.
network on replay.
Correspondingly, the higher the frequency the smaller the amplitude, and with

OUTPUT

R1.RIG-1)

Agreement

Record manufacturers formerly pleased
themselves as to the degree of attenuation
or enhancement used and in the early '50s,
an amplifier might have several switched
replay positions whilst another provided
plug-in networks to suit records and
cartridges. Ultimately, this chaos was
rationalised by agreement
British
Standard 1928 (dated 1955 and reissued 1965 unchanged) is similar to

75p5

R3C1

as a bonus.

width and since the amplitude has to be
This of course, necessitates a correcting

INPUT

to about 40dB, the system reverts to constant velocity for the lowest frequencies,
with a benefit as regards possible "rumble"

recording and replay characteristics.
Although using different wording, the end
result is identical.

very large.
There is an economic limit for the groove

OUTPUT

TR

The replay characteristic is defined by
the combination of three separate
curves, individually the plot of a
resistance/capacity combination of time
constants ti= 75p secs, h= 318µ secs and
13= 3180a secs which, when combined,
give the curve in Fig. 1. The dotted lines
are the asymptotes to the curves and the
"turn over" frequencies can be identified

R1 .6.877
R2

82 C2 .316RS

82 C1 .109,0

(b)

(a)

83

o--/W-zo
C3

C

INPUT

OUTPUT
C4

R4

R4

C4

f =2at)

as 2122Hz, 50.5.5Hz and 50.05Hz respectively.
84

.1240

84 C4 = 81. 2IpS

R4 C3= 236.8,5

(d)

(C)

R5

R7

CS

C

Cg
R6

R6

. 11.87

C6

RB

CAI .6.877
R8=R5

86 C6 = 75p5
P6 C5 = 270,,S

(e)

Re CS .95-21pS
R7 C7' 2505,uS

(I)

rEF30441

Fig. 1. R.I.A.A. replay characteristic.
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Fig. 3. R.I.A.A. replay networks.
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The slope does not exceed 6dB/oct. The
response is usually related to that at IkHz;
this is 10.103 per cent of the maximum and

COMPONENT
VALUES

Fig. 3. By their prudent use, an accurate R.I.A.A. network is assured but

not 10 per cent as might be presumed.
Realising the response can be achieved in
three separate stages but this is not recom-

of interaction, component
values cannot be determined by a simple

cuit as a whole in which it is to be used
and particularly upon the impedances

mended. A better way is to combine t, and
/3 in a passive or active form as shown in
Fig. 2.

However, the usual arrangement is to
combine the three time constants in a

the precise design depends upon the cir-

Because

"rule of thumb" and it is necessary to
equate the response in terms of impedances
with that in terms of time constants.

associated with it.

However, in a feedback circuit, if the
I kHz gain is set low, say 30, or if the

Although a little involved but not difficult
(ordinary algebra), fortunately this is not

"open loop gain" of the circuit is limited
(as opposed to very high), inaccuracies

necessary for the data was made available

can creep in beyond the usual tolerances,

single network and the alternative types are

over thirty years ago. In the

late 50's

and special consideration may then be

shown in Fig. 3, two of which are suitable

E.M.I. advertisements often included the
networks with values whilst in more detail,
they were given in 1957 by W. H. Livy of

necessary. In any event, the need to use
"preferred values" can be frustrating

E.M.I. in the Wireless World magazine.

can be kept within 0.2dB, and this should

for a passive circuit whilst the others can he

used in a feedback circuit because their
impedance overall varies in accordance
with the R.I.A.A. requirements.

The component ratios are shown in

'YELECTRONICS

but with careful adjustment, the errors
be the aim.
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Constructional Project

DIGITAL SERVO

INTERFACE
MIKE MEAKIN
From Victroiana automata to
Star Wars robots, this 8 -channel
serial port interface will allow you

to control their actions through
your home computer.

SERVO
OPERATION

MISSING LINK

Before the Digital Servo Interface is described it may be worth looking at the principles of operation of these model servos.
They are based on the classic "closed loop
feedback" system where the desired position is compared with the actual position
and if there is a difference, an error signal
is generated that drives the output closer
to the desired position. Rather than using
analogue voltages the servos operate with

between the computer and the servos. The

pulse width locked loop.

signals to drive the servos via the "user

manufacturers of the robot arm have not
advertised in the hobby electronics press

A typical servo in block diagram form
is shown in Fig. I. Input pulses trigger

port" and an interface box.

for a long time and a disadvantage of

This was ideal for those hobbyist and
experimenters who derived much fun an
pleasure from making their computers
"sing and dance" in the real world. The

their interface was that both software and
hardware were designed specifically for the

a monostable whose time period is determined by the wiper (moving contact) position of a potentiometer connected to the
output shaft of the servo.

years ago an enterprising
manufacturer of home computer
"add-ons" produced a low cost
robot arm that used standard model radio
control servos to produce the motive
power. A small machine code programme
was tucked away in the computer and when
called upon would produce the necessary
SOME

from a kit is not enormous there is a certain

satisfaction to be derived especially if a
custom built solution is required.

The only "missing link" is the interface

BBC computer.

interface was applicable not only to robot
arms but to buggies and those interested in
making "high-tech" versions of Victorian
"automata" or animated models.

OUTPUT ARM I DISC

+VE SUPPLY

those
robotics" this
and art has

days

of "home

combination

of science

early
been

given

the

name

"animatronics". A very good example of
the craft is seen in the almost human

PULSE WID H COMPARATOR
AND STRETCHER

ERROR SIGNAL

I no maim um

ANIMATROAIICS
Since

digital pulses of varying width to form a

GEARBOX

1111111111111111111

NMI
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mannequins used in the "Royal" exhibition
at Windsor. As Queen Victoria rises from

her throne to address the audience it is
hard to believe that it is not real flesh and

OV

MONOSTABLE

blood!

Whilst these professional "robots" use
penumatics, the same effect can be achieved.

on a more modest scale, with the humble
radio control servo. These very same servo
mechanisms can be found within popular
animated toys and it was whilst repairing my
daughters "Teddy Ruxpin" that the seeds of
this project were sown.
A wide range of servos are available from
almost any model shop. The smallest being

the size of a box of matches to the largest
which are capable of winching a 401b load.

In addition speed controllers capable of
driving d.c. motors are available too.

In recent years, due mainly to the vast
market for model off -road vehicles, the
price of these servos has tumbled, with a
good quality servo now costing less than
ten pounds. It is also possible to buy
both the mechanics and the electronics for

CONNECTOR

POTENTIOMETER

EE35706

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a typical servo system. Input pulses trigger the monostable

whose time period is determined by the position of the "pot" spindle coupled to the
servo output shaft.
The BBC Model B was, and probably
If this time period is greater than the instill is, one of the best equipped home
put pulse width, the motor is driven in one
computers for experimenters and "inter direction whilst if it is less than the input
facers". Sadly, manufacturers of more
pulse width, the motor is driven in the opmodern machines save themselves a few
posite direction. The comparison and genpennies and if it is "user ports" or analogue
eration of these error signals is illustrated
to digital converters that are required then
the customer must dig even more deeply
into his or her pocket!
The only interfaces that are almost

universally supplied as standard are the
parallel port and the serial port. The
parallel port is usually fully employed

model servos in kit form from specialist

driving a printer and therefore it would be
more convenient if the serial port could be

suppliers. Whilst the cost saving in building

used.
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PUSH-PULL
MOTOR DRIVER

in Fig. 2.
The motor will therefore drive the output

shaft to a position where the monostable
time period exactly matches that of the input pulse width. The input pulse width is
thus accurately translated into output shaft
position.
As the monostable time period and the
input pulse width approach each other, the
error pulse must be "stretched" to ensure
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that there is sufficient power to drive

elegance and simplicity, uses a single chip,

the motor. This continues until the pulse
widths are within about one per cent of
each other. This "deadband" prevents the
servo from "hunting" and allows for the
inevitable backlash, friction and inertia of

pre-porgrammed i.c. (see Fig. 3) to both
generate the variable pulse width signals

operation. The serial interface consists of a
RX data input and a CTS (Clear To Send)
output only.

for the servos and decode commands from
the host computer.

CIRCUIT

the gearbox and motor.
The repetition rate of the input pulses is,
up to certain limits, non -critical and
usually between 18mS and 50mS. In radio

It can drive up to eight servos and
operates from the 4.8V to 6V servo supply.

rate and determines how rapidly and
the

servo

position

can

Servo Interface is shown in Fig. 3. In order
to minimize cost and keep things simple,
the signal levels are non-standard. ICI is
protected against damage by resistor diode
networks that clamp the RS232 input and
output to the supply rails.

the author!

control parlance this is called the frame
smoothly
updated.

The full circuit diagram for the Digital

The device used is an eight bit CMOS
microcontroller in an I8 -pin plastic d.i.l.
package. It is embedded with some of the
intelligence but not necessarily the wit of

be

SERVO AMP
Fortunately all of the electronics for the
servo amplifier is usually contained within
custom designed integrated circuits and interested readers should refer to the data
sheets and application notes for the Signetics NE 544, the Plessey ZN 409 and the
Exar XR-2264 for further information.
The servo amplifier circuitry is mounted

Timing is derived from a low cost 4MHz

The RX data input is clamped to the

ceramic resonator so that no trims or

supply rails by diodes (D2, D4) to clamp

"tweaks" are required.
The most common serial port format is
RS232 and, already, the sighs and groans

the RS232 voltage levels to 5V logic levels,

can be heard as its mere mention can

mum +/-3V signal. This output is also

whilst the CTS output is a 5V logic level
swing rather than the specified RS232 mini-

+VE
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on a small printed circuit board that fits

At

AO

the user is presented with three colour

RTCC

OSC I

coded wires that terminate at a miniature
plug or socket. These wires comprise posi-

hICLR
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5
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A typical radio control system operates
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servos can understand. This is achieved
by the Digital Servo Interface which, for

3.
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Complete circuit diagram for the 8 -channel Digital Servo Interface.

bring apoplexy to even the most experienced engineer. This despair may be
deserved when whole books have to be
written on the subject of connecting two
pieces of electronic equipment together.
However, with some simplication and the
elimination of multiple choice, success can

be achieved in the majority of cases first
time around.
The interface could be classified as a
Data Communications Equipment (DCE)

and is thus similar to a serial printer in

_1

1_ J

LJL

MONOSTABLE

4MHz

CH2

Capacitor C4 should be a tantalum type.

NO ERROR

protected by clamp diodes (DI, D3) to
prevent damage should inputs and outputs
be reversed.

Most modern computers will function
perfectly well over short cable lengths at
these reduced signal levels. The interface
has been tested with the BBC RS423 port,
the Cambridge Computers Z88 and both
the Amstrad PC 1640 and PPC 512 computers.

For the purist, or long distance servo
driver the input/output levels could be
buffered by a MAX232 or similar RS232
transmitter/receiver. It should be noted

Fig 2 Comparison of input signal and monostable pu/se width.

INPUT SIGNAL I

CH6

I-4

The neutral or mid -position varies from
manufacturer to manufacturer but as the

Fig

CH7

CH 3

R2

widths of 0.75mS to 2.2mS will produce an
output shaft rotation of about 180 degrees.

CH8

CH 4
150

47k

input pulse widths and in general, pulse

converter is required to translate messages
squirted out of the port into pulses that the

S.
S.

CH5

PL1

impedance and NiCad batteries are usually
recommended for multi -servo systems.
There has been some standardisation on

In order to drive the model servos from
the serial port of a computer a protocol

r--I 'INPUT

R1

CTS

DIGITAL SERVO
INTERFACE

SKI

4

SERIAL INPUT
9600 BAUD

that the supply has a very low output

manent damage.

15

07
IC 1
PIC16C54

5

derived from either four NiCad rechargeable cells or four I .5V dry pen cells. As
each servo may consume up to IA when
driving to a new position it is important

amplifier that may eventually cause per-

16

V1

GOD

80

17

B6

from a supply voltage of 4.8V to 6V

output arm is usually attached to a splined
output shaft it can be easily adjusted. Care
must be taken when using these servos to
avoid stalling them against the end -stops as
large currents will be drawn by the servo

K

18

AI

within the case of the servo mechanics and

tive supply, OV and signal input.

""" RED

4
1R50

that most RS232 level converters are
inverting, so additional inverters should

L

buffer the input and output to restore the
correct polarity.
The pre-programmed "processor" ICI
contains all the active circuitry with a low
cost 4MHz resonator driven by an internal
oscillator providing the timing. An l.e.d.
(D5) can be optionally fitted to the board
and merely indicates that characters are
being received at the RS232 input.

-VE ERROR

IN COMMAND

The baud rate is fixed at 9600 bits per

INPUT SIGNAL SHORTER
THAN MONOSTABLE

INPUT SIGNAL SAME
AS MONOSTABLE

INPUT SIGNAL LONGER
THAN MONOSTABLE

second and the data format is one start bit,

eight data bits and one stop bit. Commands consist of a channel address and

pulse width information sent in a string
16E357161
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of printable hexadecimal ASCII characters
and terminated by a carriage return.
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The channel address must have a
numeric value between 1 and 8 with the
output pulse width being defined by the
decimal value ( x 100) of the following

F

CTS ACTIVE 4mS

two hex characters. For example, sending
"I 64 (Return)" will set channel output
I

SERIAL DATA INPUT ACTIVE 13 - 2 mS

Ims/CHARACTER

pulse width to 1.00mS. (64 Hex = 100
decimal x 10µS = 1.00mS).
Although using hex characters may seem
a little inconvenient when manually sending commands direct from the keyboard, it
gives a resolution of I part in 255 against 1
part in 100 if two decimal characters were

CH1 - I5mS
CH2 - 15mS
CH3 - 1 0 rnS

used. In order to prevent damage to the
servos, any commands that request a value

."1 CH4 -10m5

of less than 0.75mS (Hex 4B) or greater
than 2.25mS (Hex El) are ignored.
Characters must be upper case only and
whilst a space, or non -hex character, may

CHS- 2.0mS

be optionally used to separate channel

CH6 -1.5mS

address and data, no space must precede

the channel address. A message may
only consist of one command containing

12117,..-. 2.0 mS

a maximum of three valid characters
and must be terminated by a carriage

CHD-1.0mS

EE 57 26 j

return character (Hex OD). On power up, all outputs are initialized to give a
pulse width of I .5mS. A special character,

Fig. 4. Timing of the Clear- To -Send (CTS) and output pulses

The microcontroller sequentially generates the eight channel output pulses and
then raises the CTS (Clear to Send) line
high for 4.2mS during which time, data can

"Ctrl -R" (Hex 12) sent as any part of a
message will re -initialize all the outputs to
this value.

If all outputs are set top the minimum

Some example programmes written in

pulse width of 0.75mS, the frame rate will

be I 4.2mS (8 x 0.75mS + 8.2mS) whilst

BBC BASIC and GW BASIC demonstrate

be sent from the host computer. (See timing
diagram, Fig. 4). It was noted in the course
of development that some computers con-

pulse width of 2.25mS the frame rate will

both from the keyboard or automati-

be 26.2mS (8 x 2.25mS + 8.2mS). This
ideally matches the requirements of the
servos and ensures a smooth and rapid

cally under programme control. These

demonstration listings are shown in the

input was taken low.
This is not unreasonable as CTS is

response.

CONSTRUCTION

tinued to send characters after the CTS
usually used as a signal from a printer to
indicate that the input buffer of the printer
is getting nearly full. In order to cater for
this anomaly the microcontroller will continue to recognize characters for a further

4mS by which time the host computer
should have ceased sending characters.

the practical ease of sending commands

if all outputs are set to the maximum

"Programming Notes" panel.

With the chosen baud rate and data

A printed circuit board (p.c.b.) layout
and full size copper foil master pattern is
given in Fig. 5 but as the circuitry is so
simple, some constructors may choose to

format each character is approximately

I .04mS in duration. This allows one complete message command of four characters
to be sent each frame and at the minimum

build the interface on stripboard. There are
no critical layout requirements although it
is suggested that the decoupling capacitor,

frame rate allows up -dating the channel
pulse width settings some forty times every
second.
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Fig. 5. Full size copper foil master pattern and circuit board
topside component layout.
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Servo _nterf
Programming Notes and Examples
Serial data format it 9600 Baud, I start, 8 data and I stop
bit. The interface will only recognize upper case Hex characters (0 to F), carriage return (Hex OD) and Ctrl -R (Hex 12).
Commands consist of a channel number ( I to 8) followed by
the Hex value of the desired pulse width in tens of 1.1S (75 to
225) and terminated by a carriage return.
These programmes enable the servo interface board to be

tested and exercised and demonstrate a method by which
commands can be sent to the board. They are by no means
definitive and merely form the basis for experimentation.

The channel number is defined by the variable CH% and
the pulse width by PW%. This data is sent to the interface
symbol
by re -directing output to the serial port. The

converts the decimal value of PW% to Hex. In order to
maximize speed the line feed character sent during a Print
command is suppressed.

This programme can be translated into GW Basic and can
be run on any IBM PC or compatible.

The following programme, written in BBC Basic, will
ramp each channel from minimum to maximum pulse

10 REM SERVO DRIVER FOR IBM PC
20 REM SET UP SERIAL PORT

width.
10 REM SERVO DRIVER

30 OPEN "COM1:9600,N,8,1" AS #1

20 REM TRANSMIT 9600 BAUD

50 FOR PW=75 TO 225 : FOR CH=1 TO 8

40 REM

30 "FX8,7

60 REM
70 PRINT #1,HEX$(CH);HEX$(PW)
80 REM
90 NEXT CH : NEXT PW

40 REM SELECT SERIAL PORT

50 *FX5,2
60 REM SUPRESS LINE FEEDS

70 *FX6,10
80

100 GOTO 50

90 FOR PW%=75 TO 225
95 FOR CH%=1 TO 8
100

The serial output is directed to COM I and the data
format is set to 9600 baud, no parity bit, 8 data bits and
I

stop bit. The command PRINT HEX$(X) prints the

110 VDU2:REM ENABLE PORT
120 PRINT CH%;-PW%
130 VDU3: REM DISABLE PORT

numeric variable X as a string of hex characters.
The next programme requests data for both channel and

140

but can be similarly translated to GW Basic.

pulse width to be entered directly from the keyboard and
displays the last command sent. It is written in BBC Basic

155 NEXT CH%
160 NEXT PW%

170 GOTO 90
10 REM SERVO INTERFACE TESTER

20 REM TRANSMIT 9600 BAUD

30 *FX8,7

COMPONENTS
Resistors

See

150
47k
R2
10k
R3
All 0.25W 5% carbon
R1, R4

611

TALK
Page

Capacitors
Cl
C2, C3
C4

100n disc or multilayer
ceramic
33p ceramic plate

470 tantalum, I6V

Semiconductors
PIC 16C54 OTP/SERVO
(preprogrammed - see
Shoptalk)

IC1

D1, D2,

D3, D4 1N4148 signal diode (4 off)
D5

5mm red I.e.d.

Miscellaneous
X1

PL1
SK1

4MHz Ceramic Resonator
3 -way Molex plug
9 -way servo block (to suit
servos)

Printed circuit board available from EE
PCB Service, code EE791; 18 -pin d.i.l.
socket; RC servo; multistrand connecting wire; solder etc.

Approx cost
guidance only

40 REM SELECT SERIAL PORT

50 *FX5,2
60 REM SUPRESS LINE FEEDS

70 *FX6,10
80
90 CH%=0:PW%=0

100
110 CLS:PRINT"SERVO INTERFACE TESTER"
120 PRINT TAB(0,2)"CHANNEL ";CH%;" SET TO ";PW`)/0`10;" uS"

130
140 REPEAT
150 PRINT TAB(0,4)"
160 INPUT TAB(0,4)"ENTER CHANNEL NO. (1-8)
170 UNTIL CH%>0 AND CH%<9

:"CH%

180
190 REPEAT
200 PRINT TAB(0,6)"
210 INPUT TAB(0,6)"ENTER PULSE WIDTH (750-2250) :"PW%
220 UNTIL PW%>749 AND PW%<2251
230 PW°/0=PW°/0 DIV 10

240
250 VDU2:REM ENABLE PORT
260 PRINT CH%;-PW%
270 VDU3: REM DISABLE PORT

280
290 GOTO 110

£32
including RC Servo
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PC XT
CABLE WIRING

Futabase or SLM sockets or the latest 3-

BBC RS1.23
CABLE WIRING

pin headers.

Alternatively. servo extension leads can
be "cannibalised" to provide the required
plugs or sockets. These again are available from good model shops. Note that no
288
CABLE WIRING
GNO

PC AT
CABLE WIRING

universal standard exists for the servo connections and on some older servos the supply connections may be reversed.
They say that cleanliness is a virtue and
careful cleaning of the PCB after assembly
with cellulose thinners and a stiff brush will

reveal any poor solder joints and is well
worth the modest effort.

TESTING
GNO

t._,

fEE35746 I

Fig. 6. Cable wiring connections to both BBC and PC type serial ports.
Cl, be placed close to the supply pins of the

microcontroller ICI.
The microcontroller is a CMOS device
and normal anti -static handling procedures should be followed. The usual precautions of observing the polarity of the
diodes and the electrolytic capacitor will

Testing is limited to checking the correct
supply polarity and applying power to the
board. If servos are connected to the outputs, they should immediately drive to the
neutral position.
The interface should then be connected
to the serial port of the host computer and
the demo software listing loaded. When
this is run the servos should faithfully follow the input commands.

Outputs are terminated in a row of p.c.b.
pads that provide connections for the servos and the power supply. A "block" type
connector may be fitted to the board

output wires connected to a mini-

and pad spacing will suit either the older

previous photographs.

Model controlservo with the three -lead

ature plug. This plug is inserted in the

"block" connector - see inset and

bring the reward of first time success.
The board is de -coupled by a capacitor
C4. As the servos move to new positions,

large "chunks" of current are taken from
the battery supply and it is recommended
that a tantalum capacitor be used in this
position.
For this same reason, NiCad batteries
should be used in preference to dry cells

when more than two servos are being
driven by the board. If a mains power
supply is used, ensure that an additional
decoupling capacitor of several thousand
microfarads (ff) is placed across the output. Semiconductor regulators are unable
to provide the peak current requirements of

the servos and.will current limit and thus
drop out of regulation.
A Molex 3 -pin connector is used to terminate the RS232 cable and Fig. 6 shows
the connections to both BBC and PC type
serial ports.

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS BINDERS

Don't let your valuable issues of EE get
binned, burned or bitten (by the dog). Get
one of our exquisite orange hard -back
binders, slip each issue into it as you get
them and you will always know where
they are - we hope!
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are

PR OGRAMMAEILE IMO%
luta ,r.,1v rct,k1,11

INNING HE

vomtarce

10KVIlt1

available from Everyday Electronics, 6 Church
Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH for £5.95
(£6.95 to European countries and £8.00 to other
countries, surface mail) inclusive of postage and
packing. Payment in £ sterling only please.
Binders are normally sent within seven days of
receipt of your order but please allow up to 28
days for UK delivery - more overseas.
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BARGAINS GALORE
ATARI 64XE at 65K this is quite powerful, so suitable for home or business, unused and in perfect order but less PSU, only £19.50, Order Ref.

THE QUARTZ CLOCK MOVEMENT

A quality German -made movement with quartz crystal accuracy. Requires only one AA battery which will keep it going for 2 years or more. It
is self-starting and maintenance -free. An extremely reliable unit. Universally applicable and easy to mount with centre fixing. If you want to give
someone a special present of a picture. or even a 'photo, which is also
useful, this would be ideal. Complete with a set of hands. Price £3, Order
Ref. 3P111. If you don't want to use a picture, we can supply a face, with
normal figures for 50p extra, Order Ref..5/1.
BT POWER UNIT 206A intended to house and charge a 12V sealed lead acid battery but it not only charges, it also ensures that the battery will
not be over -discharged as, directly the voltage drops to 10.5V, the output
circuit is automatically disconnected. Mains operated, brand new. £16,

tended for high class equipment, this is mounted on a PCB
and, also mounted on the board but easily removed, are 2
12V relays and a Piezo sounder. £3, Order Ref. 3P80B.

£5.50, Order Ref. 5.5P/1.
100W MAINS TRANSFORMER normal primary 20-0-20 at 2.5A. 40V at
2.5A, £4, Order Ref. 4P59. 50 V at 2A, £4, Order Ref. 4P60. Or, instead of
20-0-20, this same transformer will deliver 30V at 3.5A.
PHILIPS 9" HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR black & white in metal frame

for easy mounting, brand new still in maker's packing, offered at less
than price of tube alone, only £15, Order Ref. 15P1.

16 CHARACTER 2 -LINE DISPLAY screen size 85mm x 36mm, Alphanumeric LCD dot matrix module with integral micro processor made by
Epson, their Ref. 16027AR, £8, Order Ref. 8P48.
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTI METER internally generates voltages

which enable you to read insulation directly in megohms. The multimeter
has four ranges. AC/DC volts, 3 ranges DC milliamps, 3 ranges resistance and 5 amp range. These instruments are ex British Telecom but in
very good condition, tested and guaranteed OK, probably cost at least
£50 each, yours for only £7.50, with leads, carrying case £2 extra. Order

Ref. 30P1. Power supply for this in kit form with case is
£15, Order Ref. 15P16, or in larger case to house tube as

other 40V 2A, Order Ref. 3P107, only £3 each.

PROJECT BOX size approx 8" x 4" x 4 1/2" metal, sprayed grey, louvred
ends for ventilation otherwise undrilled. Made for GPO so best quality,
only £3 each, Order Ref. 3P74.

12V SOLENOID has good 1/2" pull or could push if modified, size approx

with orders this month one year's
subscription to our bi-monthly
newsletter. You will be the first to
hear of our new lines!

12V 1.9 AMP -HOUR a sealed lead -acid battery. charged ready for use

BRUSHLESS DC 12V FAN tiny, only 60mm square, good air
mover but causes no interference, £8, Order Ref. 8P26.
MAINS 230V FAN best make "PAPST" 41/2- square, metal
blades, £8, Order Ref. 8P8.
2MW LASER Helium neon by Philips, full spec. £30, Order

80W MAINS TRANSFORMER two available, good quality, both with normal primaries and upright mounting, one is 20V 4A, Order Ref. 3P106 the

FREE

5V 2.5A POWER SUPPLY UNIT £5, Order Ref. 5P186.

Ref. 7.5P/4.

£30, you can have them at £12, each, Order Ref. 12P7.

11/2" long x 1" square, £1, Order Ref. 232.

Order Ref. 16P6B.
POWER SUPPLY WITH EXTRAS mains input is fused and

filtered and the 12V dc output is voltage regulated. In-

19.5P/5B.

9" CATHODE RAY TUBES Philips M24/306W, which is not only high
resolution but is also X Ray and implosion protected, regular price over

responds to claps and shouts and reverses or diverts should

SOLAR CHARGER holds 4 AA nicads and recharges these in 8 hours, in
very neat plastic case, £6, Order Ref. 6P3.

SOLAR CELLS with terminals for joining in series for higher volts or
parallel for extra current: 100mA, £1, Order Ref. 361, 400mA, £2, Order
Ref. 2P199. 700mA. £3.00, Order Ref. 3P42, 1A, £3.50, Order Ref. 3.5P/4.

AIR SPACED TRIMMER CAPS 2-20 pf ideal for precision tuning UHF circuits, 4 for £1, Order Ref. 818B.
FIELD TELEPHONES just right for building sites, rallies, horse shows,
etc., just join two by twin wire and you have two way calling and talking
and you can join into regular phone lines if you want to. Ex British Tele-

com in very good condition, powered by batteries (not included) complete with shoulder slung carrying case, £9.50, Order Ref. 9.5P/2.
MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMER stops you getting "to earth" shocks.
230V in and 230V out. 150watt upright mounting, £7.50, Order Ref. 7.5P/5
and a 250W version is £10, Order Ref. 10P79.
MINI MONO AMP on PCB. Size 4" x 2" with front panel holding volume

control and with spare hole for switch or tone control. Output is 4 watt
into 4 ohm speaker using 12V or 1 watt into 8 ohm using 9V. Brand new

£8.95, Order Ref. 9P9.
500V BRIDGE MEGGER developed for GPO technicians the Ohmeter 18B

is the modern equivalent of the bridge megger. 9V battery operated, it
incorporates a 500V generator for insulation testing and a null balance
bridge for very accurate resistance measurement. Ex B.T. in quite good
condition with data & tested. Yours for a fraction of original cost, £45,
Order Ref. 45P2.
EXPERIMENTING WITH VALVES don't spend a fortune on a mains trans-

former. we can supply one with standard mains input and secs. of 250-0250V at 75mA and 6.3V at 3A. £5, Order Ref. 5P167.

15W 8 OHM 8" SPEAKER & 3" TWEETER made for a discontinued high
quality music centre, gives real hi-fi, and only £4 per pair,
Order Ref. 4P57.

CLEAR THAT SMOKE according to a 'Which' report, many
ionisers available from chemists and similar have such a
poor output that they are next to useless. Our ioniser kit,
however, uses mains transformers and is so powerful you
can feel the ion output on the back of your had and it will
clear smoke in seconds. Complete, cased kit, price £16,
Order Ref.
ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTER RECEIVER with Piezo alarm, built into

preformed case, is triggered by movement disturbing reflected signal,
intended for burglar alarm, car alarm etc. has many extras. time delay,
auto rest, secret 'off' device, etc. A £40 instrument, yours for £10, Order
Ref. 10P76.

STEREO HEADPHONES extra lightweight with plug, £2 each, Order
Ref. 2P261.

ST TELEPHONE LEAD 3m long and with B.T. flat plug ideal to make
extension for phone, fax, etc. 2 for £1, Order Ref. 552.
WATER PUMP very powerful with twin outlets, an ideal shower controller,
mains operated, £10, Order Ref. 10P74.

STUDIO 100 by Amstrad, the ultimate disco control panel, has four
separately controlled and metered channels, twin cassettes, AM/FM
radio, stereo audio amplifier, phono & CD inputs, etc.. etc.. regular price

over £400, we have a few still in maker's packing, brand new and
guaranteed, yours for £99, Order Ref. 99P1.
SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLIES 135W by Aztec 230V input, 3 outputs:
+ 12V, - 12V and + 5V. Completely enclosed in plated steel case £9.50,
Order Ref. 9.5P/4. 110W mains in, 2 outputs: 38V at 2.5A and 5V at 3A,
£8.50, Order Ref. 8.5P/1.
0-1MA FULL VISION PANEL METER 23/4" square, scaled 0-100 but scale
easily removed for re -writing, £1 each, Order Ref. 756.
VU METER illuminate this from behind becomes on/off indicator as well,
11/2" square. 75p each, Order Ref. 366.

and perfect, only £1 each, Order Ref. 495.
5RPM MAINS DRIVEN This is a shaded pole motor, £5, Order Ref. 5P54
POWER SUPPLY UNIT mains in, dc out, cased 4.5V 100mA.
£1, Order Ref. 104, 6V 200mA £1, Order Ref. 103, 6V 700mA,
3 core 15A flex. Price is 10m
£1, Order Ref. 103A, 9V 500mA, £2, Order Ref. 2P134, 24V
for £2.50, Order Ref. 2.5P/3.
200mA, £2, Order Ref. 2P4, 12V 2A, £6, Order Ref. 6P23.
You can have this in longer
AMSTRAD POWER UNIT 13.5V at 1.9A encased and with
lengths, multiples of 10m up to
leads and output plug, normal mains input £6, Order Ref.
100m. Available in black or
6P23.
white, please state which. Also
AMSTRAD 3.5 FLOPPY DRIVE brand new and cased, £35,
available: 3 Core 20A flex, 10m
Order Ref. 35P4.
for £3 Order Ref. 3P109 and 2
core 20A flex, 15m for £3,
DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER.
.01
Order Ref. 3P110.
This is a hand-held instrument

c. JUST ARRIVED

\

with an LCD display allowing 8 digits of frequency to be read, has internal nicad batteries,

and a power supply which will recharge the
batteries. Ideal for field and service work as
well as general and industrial applications.
Has high and low BNC inputs and a plug-in
antenna which enables remote tests. It covers
a very wide range of frequencies: switch position 'A' covers 10Hz to 20MHz and switch position 'B' covers 20MHz to 1200MHz. Price £99,
but

it hit

anything! Kit with really detailed instructions, will make ideal present for
budding young electrician. Should be able to assemble but you may have
to help with the soldering of the components on the PCB. Complete kit

135W switch mode power
supply by Aztec 230V input, 3
outputs: + 12V, - 12V and
+ 5V. Completely enclosed in
plated steel case £9.50,
Order Ref. 9.5P4.

Ref. 15P8.

=

tanks etc., £1 each, Order Ref. 370.

HANG-UP 'PHONE won't clutter up your desk or
workbench, current model, has push button dialling, last
number recall, internal alarm etc. Ex B.T. in good
condition and fully working ready to plug in, £5, Order Ref. 5P123.
ELECTRONIC BUMP & GO SPACESHIP sound and impact controlled

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

well £18, Order Ref. 18P2. The larger unit, made up, tested
and ready to use, complete with laser tube £69, Order Ref. 69P1.
1/3 HP 12V MOTOR - THE FAMOUS SINCLAIR C5 brand new, £15, Order

18-85:=1

WATER VALVE 230V operated with hose connections,
ideal for auto plant spray or would control air or gas into

it compares very favourably with instru-

ments selling at over £500 by our competitors.

EDGE -WISE PANEL METER ideal when short of panel
space only 40 x 14mm, also have built-in led, 500[(A f.sdd,
scaled 0-5, £1 each, Order Ref. 131.
PCB DRILLS 12 assorted sizes between .75 and 1.5mm, £1
the lot, Order Ref. 128.
VERY HIGH CAPACITY ELECTROLYTICS computer grade.

ideal for low voltage, high current experiments. 10,000 of
at 15V, £1, Order Ref. 816R, or 15000td at 10y, £1, Order
Ref. 817B.

Prices include V.A.T. Send cheque/postal order or ring
and quote credit card number. Add £3 post and packing.
Orders over £25 post free.

M & B ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES LTD
12 Boundary Road, Hove, Sussex BN3 4EH

Telephone (0273) 430380
Fax (0273) 410142

Order Ref. 99P2.
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DOWN TO

is considerably in excess of the rated

switch (e.g. a cord switch on the primary

voltage. When the radio is switched on,
this voltage, stored on C1, is temporarily
let loose on the circuitry, where it could
conceivably do some damage.
After a moment, of course, the voltage
subsides to its on -load value, which is
smaller. But we all know that a moment's
overload, may wreak havoc. If there is
a large capacitance inside the receiver,
across the battery terminals, this absorbs

side of the transformer) and hope that
people will use it instead of the on -off
switch on the radio. This is a good idea
anyway, for the sake of safety. Or one

Geotge Hylton_
Battery Substitutes

Batteries seem to have become very
expensive - especially large 9V types for
the older generation of portable radios.
Sooner or later it occurs to the owner

that, for the price of two or three battery changes, it should be possible to
make a transformer -rectifier unit capable

of acting as a permanent substitute for
the battery. As usual, however, there are
problems, and help in solving them can
be had by making a few simple measurements.

Transformer Ratings
If a mains transformer has a secondary
rated at 9V, 100mA, does this refer to the
a.c. output or the d.c. after rectification?
The distinction is important because with

a typical rectifier circuit with reservoir
capacitor (Fig. 1), the d.c. output voltage
is significantly greater than the a.c. This
increased voltage means that, for the
same current, the d.c. power is typically

natives?

much of the switch -on surge and reduces
the risk.

Zener Diode

Practical Example

If a Zener diode is connected across
the d.c. output (as shown dotted in Fig.

Recently, through the advertising
pages of EE,
discovered a source of
cheap transformers rated at "9V -0V -9V,
75mA". When connected as in Fig. 1 the
off-load d.c. output voltage was a shade
I

;;/

could regulate the output voltage in some
way. There isn't enough excess voltage to
permit the use of an ordinary i.c. stabilizer
unless one of the new low -voltage -drop
kinds is available. So what are the alter-

over 15V. Even at 75mA d.c. output it

1) then the voltage can't exceed the
Zener voltage. The user must ensure

CURRENT
LIMIT
15

was still well over 9V.
At first I suspected that the local mains

voltage (nominally 240V) must be high,
but in fact it measured only 234V on an
accurate digital voltmeter. So that wasn't
the answer: the transformer output voltage really was too high. (I suspect that
the primary is wound for 220V continental mains, not 240V as indicated on the
box).
What can be done about it? Inserting
a simple voltage -dropping resistance is
useless. It

has little effect at low cur-

rents but severely reduces voltage at high
currents.
To tackle the problem needed more
detailed information about the behaviour
I

of the transformer -rectifier circuit, so
measured its d.c. output voltage at
various currents and plotted the results
on a graph (Fig. 3). This shows that the
voltage delivered at the maximum rated
current (75mA) is still more than 9V.
However, a fresh 9V battery is likely to
I

deliver something approaching 10V, so a
small over -voltage is tolerable.
It's the large over -voltage at no load
and small loads that is the problem. One
could simply risk it. Better, fit a true mains

about 1.4 times the a.c. power.

Over the years it has become usual

OUT
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Fig. 3. Voltage -current curve for Fig. 1.
A series resistance and shunt Zener can
limit voltage and current output.

that the permissible Zener dissipation is
not exceeded. The voltage -current curves
help.

If the radio is off but the mains still
connected to the transformer then the
Zener must absorb all the output current.
The nearest standard Zener diode voltage

to 9V is 9.1V. The curves show that at
9.1V the current is 100mA. This exceeds
the transformer current rating. At 75mA,
the voltages is 10.1V. The extra 1V could
be lost in a series resistance, as shown
inset in Fig. 3. The required resistance is
13.33 ohms and it must dissipate 75 x 1
= 75mW. The Zener must now dissipate
9.1V x 75mA = 683mW.
My useful Cricklewood Electronics
catalogue (supplied Free with EE) lists

to rate small transformers for this sort
of application in terms of rectified and

Zeners with power ratings of 400mW,
1.3W and 5W. In the present case

smoothed d.c. outputs, but you can't always be sure of this and caution is ad-

within ratings, even allowing for Zener

400mW is too low but 1.3W is well

tolerances and a possible mains surge of

visable.

10 per cent.

Practical Transformers

Another problem is that the output
voltage of transformers seldom correspond exactly to the rated voltage. The
main reason is that as current is drawn
the resistance of the windings absorbs

In some cases, it can happen that the
Fig. 1. Typical transformer -rectifier cir-

cuit.

must then dissipate 456mW ( -12V d.c.

The manufacturer allows for this by

at 38mA) so a 1.3W Zener would do

ON/OFF

upping the voltage. This means that the
voltage delivered at low output currents is greater than the rated voltage.
This can be worrying in a practical

SWITCH IN
TRANS FOR

2) where the output of a

nicely.

RADIO

At 75mA output the circuit delivers

/

RECTIFIER
UNIT

transformer/rectifier unit is connected to

RADIO
CIRCUIT

"at
1

the battery terminals of a radio.

The radio's on -off switch disconnects

the output of the substitute "battery".
The input of the substitute is left energised by the mains even when the radio
is switched off. The reservoir capacitor
(C1

in Fig. 1) then charges to the full

off-load voltage, which as we have seen
388

In the present case, the transformer can

safely deliver 12V d.c. at 38mA, so is
usable if a 12V supply at up to 38mA
is needed. With no load, a 12V Zener

some voltage.

case (Fig.

correct voltage is obtainable simply by
connecting a Zener across the output.

EE2645G I

Fig. 2. Usual arrangement when a battery substitute is used to power a battery radio.

10.1V, so it is possible, in theory, to
connect a 10.1 V Zener (power dissipation 10.1 x 75 = 758mW) across the
output. Of course, 10.1V is not a standard voltage. You could either buy a lot
of 10V, 5 per cent Zeners and sort out
one with the right voltage (up to 10.5V
is possible at 5 per cent tolerance), or

you could use a 9.1V Zener in

series

with two high -current silicon rectifiers,

which will drop about 0.5V each. Or
Everyday Electronics, June 1992

you could be sensible and stop trying to
squeeze the last drop of current from the
transformer!

substitute for the battery, to rewire the

Switching

if the switch is rated to handle the full

The fact that the d.c. supply may

remain on when the receiver is turned
off at its own switch (usually ganged to
the Volume control) is a worry. The
transformer unit, when Zener stabilized,
goes on dissipating full power. It's
tempting, when fitting a permanent

existing on -off switch so that it operates
on the mains supply to the transformer
primary. This can only be contemplated

mains voltage (which is unlikely).
If the rating is not marked on the
switch or volume control it isn't worth
the risk. Use a separate mains switch of
adequate rating.
A less good alternative is to connect
the Zener across the battery terminals of

the radio, on the circuit side of the on off switch (as shown dotted in Fig. 2).

The Zener then gets a kick when the
radio is turned on and capacitor Cl partially discharges through it.
To be on the safe side use a Zener of
higher power than is needed. With this

arrangement the standby power consumption (radio off) is low. Ideally, Cl
should also be connected on the radio -

circuit side of the on -off switch, but
this may be difficult mechanically.
will turn down the volume of his aid, and

EVERYDAY
READOUT

would therefore lose the amplification he had
gained from the Audio Telescope.
My suggestion is that the Audio Telescope

output (with two microphones) could be
coupled to a meter which would show by its
maximum reading the direction of the sound.
I am afraid that this does not answer G. I.
Smith's predicament. I can only suggest that
he considers Inductive Hearing with one small

microphone and an amplifier. I have an instrument like this for listening to the TV.
Dr R. G. Ticelnirst
Middleton
Dear Ed.,

DIESEL TACHO
Dear Ed..

Mr Pike has asked for details of a diesel
tacho in your April issue.

The 30HP Watermota diesel on my boat
was fitted with a pickoff from one phase of the
Lucas car alternator using nine rectifiers.

An 0-270° Cirscale meter measured frequency and was scaled to correct belt drive
step up displaying Engine RPM.

The tap was soldered very close to a rectifier and is not an easy job. It must be fused
as an insulation failure would burnout the alternator.
The elapsed time recorder (engine hours)

was mechanical, driven by diesel knock. A
possible pickoff might use a small moving
coil speaker clamped to the engine with the

A problem I have which I hope you can
solve is that I wish to build a ammeter to test
alternator outputs. I need to be able to read

outputs of a maximum of 100A (this may
seem high but in my work you come across
this sort of output).
P. M. J. Young

Hatfield

AUDIO TELESCOPE
Dear Ed.,

On reading R. Penfold's article in the April
'92 issue of Everyday Electronics, I had a
similar query in my mind to that of Mr G. I.
Smith /Everyday Readout May '92). I also
have severe loss of hearing in both ears and
wear two hearing aids.

I appreciate this difficulty with hearing in
debates, church etc and conversation among
groups of people, but my particular complaint

Dear Ed.,

using two microphones appeals to me because

In reply to Mr Pikes letter ( EE April '92)
have some information which may be of

some use. The vast majority of vehicle alternators are three phase and the 'W' terminal is

connected to one phase. This gives 7 to 8
volts pulsating cls.(i.e. half wave rectified as).
The number of pulses per second depends on

the number of pole pairs and the rotational
speed of the alternator. I found the following
equation from which you can determine the
frequency (pulses per second).

f
60

f = frequency
p = number of pole pairs
n = alternator speed (r.p.m.).
As I work as a mechanic on diesel engines I

had the opportunity of testing the output of
the 'W' terminal, and it was, as the text books
said, 7 to 8 volts. But the output started at 8

volts at about 800 r.pm. and fell to 7 volts
at 2800 r.p.m. (max r.p.m. for the engine under test). Perhaps the connection of a 'scope
would show a rise in frequency.
The other device I saw some time ago was a

timing light for diesels, this obtained its triggering pulse from a sensor clipped to no. I
injector pipe. When diesel is injected in to the
engine via the injector at about 2800 p.s.i.
there is a shock wave in the pipe, it's this
shock wave or pulse which triggers the timing
light. How the sensor transmits the pulse into

discontinued item.
Also the type of medium impedance headphone is not available for this same project.
I

have gone through all the main com-

ponent stockist catalogues, but the two items
seem to be rare.

diaphragm loaded with a small metal weight.
W. M. Colley
Havant

I

Going to Maplins shop in Bristol to purchase components to build the Audio Telescope in your April issue I am informed that
the Electret insert mic. is not available, a

is the loss of sound location out of doors
mainly, but also in the home. The idea of
it could simulate two ears. I maintain that
bilateral hearing is essential for sound location - as two eyes are for stereovision.
However the Audio Telescope is designed

to amplify low sounds for headphone listening. Headphones are not practicable for hearing aid wearers because the proximity of the
headphone causes acoustic feedback in the
aids. To reduce this the hearing aid wearer

Could you please inform me of any stockists addresses, so that I can purchase the 'mic.'
and the phones.
R. E. Whitchurch

Bristol
As Many readers have discovered the supply of the specified unidirectional microphones
Joy this project has dried up - apparently they
are no longer being made. The following item
.from Robert Pelifidd gives iolOrmation on an
alternative microphone available .from Maplin;
order code FK44A.

One or two readers have also queried the
headphones used. These are 32f1 stereo headphones but no collection is made to the common

( outer) jack socket erminal thus placing the
two phones in series in this circuit. No alteration i.s necessary to the phones or their plug
so they can he used with other equipment as
normal.
Please also note that two CI's are shown in
the components list - the second one should be
in C2. - Ed.

ALTERNATIVE MICROPHONES
The Maplin unidirectional electret microphone insert specified fin- this popular project has now
sold out, and further supplies are unlikely to he available. The Maplin dynamic undirectional
insert is suitable for use in this unit, but gives slightly lower sensitivity. It has only two terminals
which connect to "O V" and "OUT" in Fig. 4. The insert can he connected either way round. The
"V+ " terminal is left unconnected. RI and CI become super/Thus and can he omitted.
It is possible to compensate to some extent for the lower. sensitivity by reducing R2 to 470(2 in
simply increase the noise level as well as the wanted
value. Making R2 any lower in value
signal, and will probably not improve performance. The dynamic insert i.s much larger than the
electret type ( about double the diameter). It is therefore advisable o mount it closer to the lid of
the case so that there i.s sufficient .space /or the circuit hoard milt beneath it.
Complete each connection to the insert fairly swift/y, or you might desolder an internal connection (which will result in :ero output fi.om the insert). The dynamic insert might pick-up a
certain amount of "hum" and other electrical noise lithe unit is operated close to a television set.
mains wiring, etc. However, the unit is intended for use out-ol:doors when it should provide
"hungree" operation.
Optimum results seem to be produced using a separate dynamic or electret stick microphone.
In general, electret types provide significantly better sensitivity than dynamic types. The only
drawback of this method is that the price of a cheap electret stick microphone seems to he about
double the cost of the other components! If you already have a suitable microphone it is well

worth trying though. The screen of the microphone cable connects to "0 V", and the inner
conductor connects to "OUT".

a useable driver for a tacho I do not know.
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NEW VIDEOS
ON ELECTRONICS
Everyday Electronics is pleased to announce the availability of a range of videos designed to
provide instruction on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction and grounding in
a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make learning both easier and more enjoyable than
pure textbook or magazine study. They should prove particularly useful in schools, colleges,
training departments and electronics clubs as well as to general hobbyists and those following
distance learning courses etc.

The first three videos available are:

*
*
*

Electronics And You - Part 1: D.C. Series and parallel circuits and the
use of a digital multimeter. Running time approx. 53 mins.
Order code VT201
£29.95 inc. VAT
Part 2: A.C. Coils, capacitors, transformers and other a.c. devices. Running time approx 71 mins.
Order code VT202
£29.95 inc. VAT
Part 3: Semiconductors. Basic semiconductor theory plus fifteen different
semiconductor devices explained. Running time approx. 47 mins.

£29.95 inc. VAT

Order code VT203

Each video uses a mixture of animated current flow in circuits plus text, plus cartoon instruction

etc., and a very full commentary to get the points across. The tapes are imported by us and
originate from VCR Educational Products Co, an American supplier.
To order see our Direct Book Service pages - the postage for tapes is the same as for our range of
books and you can order tapes and books at the same time and pay only one lot of postage.
(All videos are to the UK PAL standard on VHS tapes)

£29.95
each
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DIRECT
BOOK
SERVICE
books listed have
been selected by Everyday
Electronics editorial staff as
The

of special interest
to everyone involved in
electronics and computing.
They are supplied by mail
being

order direct to your door. Full
ordering details are given on
the last book page. For

another selection of books
see next month's issue.

Special Everyday Electronics Books
ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No.4
INTRODUCING DIGITAL ELECTRONICS (published
by Everyday Electronics)

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No.5 GUIDE
NEW
TO BUILDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
Published by EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
Due to the demand from students, teachers and hobbyists

Although this book is primarily a City & Guilds Introductory level course (726/301), approximately 80% of the information forms a very basic introduction to electronics in
general, it therefore provides an excellent introductory text
for beginners and a course and reference book for GCSE

we have put together a range of articles from past issues of

Michael J. Cockcroft

students.
Full details on registering for C&G assessment, details of

assessment centres, components required and information
on the course in general are given.

The City & Guilds introduction to module 726/301
reads: "A candidate who satisfactorily completes this
module will have a competence to identify basic components and digital integrated circuits and connect them
together to form simple working circuits and logic units."
This provides an excellent introduction to the book.
£2.95
112 pages (A4 size) wzonmaim
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS - BOOK 1

Published by Everyday Electronics in association
with Magenta Electronics.

128 pages (A4 size)

011133ZEIHINI

for GCSEseries.

Contents: Features - First Steps in Project Building;
Building with Vero; Project Development for GCSE; Getting your Project Working; Guide to Printed Circuit Boards;
Choosing and Using Test Equipment - The Multimeter,
The Oscilloscope, P.S.U.s, Logic Probes, Digital Fre-

quency Meters, Signal Generators, etc; Data - Circuit
Symbols; Component Codes; Resistors; Identifying Components; Capacitors; Actually Doing It - Understanding
the Circuit Diagram, Component Codes. Mounting circuit
boards and controls, Understanding Capacitors; Projects
- Lie Detector; Personal Stereo Amplifier; Digital Ex perimentsr's Unit; Quizmaster; Siren Effects Unit, UV
Exposure Unit; Low-cost Capacitance Meter; Personal
Radio.

88 pages (A4 size)

Contains twenty of the best projects from previous issues
of EE each backed with a kit of components. The projects
are. Seashell Sea Synthesiser, EE Treasure Hunter, Mini
Strobe, Digital Capacitance Meter, Three Channel Sound
to Light, BBC 16K Sideways Ram, Simple Short Wave
Radio, Insulation Tester, Stepper Motor interface, Eprom
Eraser, 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter, Infra Red Alarm,
EE Equaliser Ioniser, Bat Detector, Acoustic Probe, Mains
Tester and Fuse Finder, Light Rider - (Lapel Badge, Disco
Lights, Chaser Light), Musical Doorbell, Function Generator, Tilt Alarm, 10W Audio Amplifier, EE Buccaneer Induction Balance Metal Detector, BBC Midi Interface, Variable Bench Power Supply, Pet Scare', Audio Signal Generator.

Everyday Electronics that will assist those involved with
the construction of electronic projects.
The book contains the complete Project Development

£2.45

reminwinmai

£2.95

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN 88/89 INTRODUCING MICROPROCESSORS

Mike Tooley BA (published by Everyday
Electronics)
A complete course that can lead successful readers to the
award of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory

Microprocessors (726/303). The book contains everything you need to know including full details on registering for assessment, etc. Starting with basic terminology,
integrated circuits, logic families and numbering systems
the text builds in stages, with revision and assessments
built in, up to programming, languages, flow charts, etc.
The course is ideal for the newcomer to the subject.
rennTromiworipi
£2.45
80 pages (A4 size)

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
Mike Tooley BA

(published by EE in association with PC Publishing)
This book is an invaluable source of information of

Inanom

everyday relevance in the world of electronics. It contains
not only sections which deal with the essential theory of

CitSOOK
j\______mvt; runcirm-m

electronic circuits, but also deals with a wide range of
practical electronic applications.

is ideal for the hobbyist, student, technician and engineer. The information is presented in the form of a basic
electronic recipe book with numerous examples showing
It

EXPLRING

how theory can be put into practice using a range of

N
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ELECTROONICS

commonly available "industry standard" components and
devices.

A must for everyone involved in electronics!
256 pages
11 I I MCMC;M2

oattitoasbT.,11tr:

£8.95
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ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No. 3- EXPLORING
ELECTRONICS (published by Everyday Electronics)

Owen Bishop
Another EE value for money publication aimed at students
of electronics. The course is designed to explain the work-

A Co
i&AR

INTRODUCI
DIGITAL
ELECTRON,

C+3

ings of electronic components and circuits by involving
the reader in experimenting with them. The book does not
contain masses of theory or formulae but straightforward
explanations and circuits to build and experiment with.

Exploring Electronics contains more than 25 useful

projects, assumes no previous knowledge of electronics
and is split into 28 easily digestible sections
unammoug
88 pages (A4 size)

£2.45

Computers and Computing
COMPUTERS AND MUSIC - AN INTRODUCTION
R. A. Penfold
Computers are playing an increasingly important part in
the world of music, and the days when computerised
music was strictly for the fanatical few are long gone.
Computer -based music systems in the past have tended to

be either horrendously expensive, very crude, or both!
These days, prices are much more modest and the potential of the equipment is much greater. Consequently a lot of
musicians are being tempted into the unfamiliar territory of
computer music systems.

AN INTRODUCTION TO Z80 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Takes the reader through the basics of microprocessors and machine code programming with no previous
knowledge of these being assumed. The Z80 is used in
many popular home computers and simple programming
examples are given for Z80 -based machines including the
Sinclair ZX -81 and Spectrum, Memotech and the Amstrad

CPC 464. Also applicable to the Amstrad CPC 664 and
6128.
144 pages

If you are more used to the black and white keys of a
synth keyboard than the QWERTY keyboard of a computer,

you may be understandably confused by the jargon and
terminology bandied about by computer buffs. But fear
not, setting up and using a computer -based music making
system is not as difficult as you might think.

This book will help you learn the basics of computing,
running applications programs, wiring up a MIDI system and using the system to good effect, in fact just
about everything you need to know about hardware and
the programs, with no previous knowledge of computing
needed or assumed. This book will help you to choose the
right components for a system to suit your personal needs,
and equip you to exploit that system fully.
174 pages

Temporarily out of print

A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO MS-DOS
N. Kantaris
This guide is written with the non -expert, busy person in
mind and, as such, it has an underlying structure based on
"what you need to know first, appears first". Nonetheless,
the guide is also designed to be circular, which means that
you don't have to start at the beginning and go to the end.
The more experienced user can start from any section.
The guide covers versions 3.0. 3.1 and 3.2 of both PC -

DOS and MS-DOS as implemented by IBM and other
manufacturers of "compatible" microcomputers, including
the AMSTRAD PC's. It covers both floppy disc -based
systems and hard disc -based systems.
64 pages
Order code B
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£2.75

AN INTRODUCTION TO 68000 ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Obtain a vast increase in running speed by writing programs for 6800 based micros such as the Commodore
Amiga, Atari ST range or Apple Macintosh range etc., in
assembly language. It is not as difficult as one might think
and this book covers the fundamentals
112 pages
Order code BPI :4

£2.95

THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE ZX SPECTRUM
M. James, B.Sc., M.B.C.S.
It is one thing to have learnt how to use all the Spectrum's

commands and functions, but a very different one to be
able to combine them into programs that do exactly what
you want them to. This is just what this book is all about teaching you the art of effective programming with your
Spectrum.
144 pages

Order code BP119

£2.50

as machine code and assembly language programming, or
need hardware details of a Z80 based computer

Order code BP112

(Second Edition)
Michael Tooley

An invaluable compendium of facts, figures, circuits and
data, indispensable to the designer, student, service engineer and all those interested in computer and microcomputer systems. It will appeal equally to the hardware or
software specialist and to the new band of "software engineers". This data is presented in a succinct and rapidly
accessible form so that the book can become part of an
everyday toolkit.
205 pages (hard cover)

£3.95

renrsrenrintou

£10.95

UNDERSTANDING PC SPECIFICATIONS
R. A. Penfold
If you require a microcomputer for business applications,
or a high quality home computer, an IBM PC or compatible
is often the obvious choice. They are competitively priced.
and are backed up by an enormous range of applications

programs, hardware add-ons, etc. The main difficulty for
the uninitiated iS deciding on the specification that will
best suit his or her needs. PCs range from simple systems
of limited capabilities up to complex systems that can
happily run applications that would have been considered
beyond the abilities of a microcomputer not so long ago. It
would be very easy to choose a PC system that is inadequate to run your applications efficiently, or one which
goes beyond your needs and consequently represents poor
value for money.

This book explains PC specifications in detail, and the
include the following: Differences
between types of PC (XT. AT, 80386, etc); Maths
subjects covered
co -processors;

A Z80 WORKSHOP MANUAL
E. A. Parr, B.Sc., DC.Eng., M.I.E.E.
This book is intended for people who wish to progress
beyond the stage of BASIC programming to topics such
192 pages

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKETBOOK

Input

devices

(keyboards,

mice,

and

digitisers); Memory, including both expanded (EMS) and
extended RAM: RAM disks and disk caches; Floppy disk
drive formats and compatibility; Hard disk drives (including interleave factors and access times); Display adaptors,
including all standard PC types (CGA, Hercules, Super
VGA, etc); Contains everything you need to know if you
can't tell your EMS from your EGA!
104 pages

der code BP :2

£3.95
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Audio and Music

Project Building

PRACTICAL MIDI HANDBOOK
R. A. Penfold
The Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) is sur-

crystal) Magnetic cartridge pick-up preamplifiers with
R.I.A.A equalisation. Crystal/ceramic pick-up preamplifier.

rounded by a great deal of misunderstanding, and many of

use with compact cassette systems).

the user manuals that accompany MIDI equipment are
quite incomprehensible to the reader.

The Practical MIDI Handbook is aimed primarily at
musicians, enthusiasts and technicians who want to
exploit the vast capabilities of MIDI, but who have no
previous knowledge of electronics or computing. The
majority of the book is devoted to an explanation of what
MIDI can do and how to exploit it to the full, with practical
advice on connecting up a MIDI system and getting it to
work, as well as deciphering the technical information in
those equipment manuals.
£6.95
128 pages
FAMICELINEII

PREAMPLIFIER AND FILTER CIRCUITS
NEW
R. A. Penfold
This book provides circuits and background information for a range of preamplifiers, plus tone controls,
filters, mixers, etc. The use of modern low noise operational amplifiers and a specialist high performance audio
preamplifier i.c. results in circuits that have excellent
performance, but which are still quite simple. All the
circuits featured can be built at quite low cost (just a few
pounds in most cases).

The preamplifier circuits featured include:- Microphone

(low impendance, high impedance, and

preamplifiers

Component
Identification
HOW TO IDENTIFY UNMARKED ICs
K. H. Recorr
Shows the reader how, with just a test -meter to go about
recording the particular signature of an unmarked i.c.
which should enable the 1.c. to then be identified with
reference to manufacturers' or other data. An i.c. signature

is a specially plotted chart produced by measuring the
resistances between all terminal pairs of an i.c
',del code BP101
Chart

£0.95

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COLOUR CODES AND
DATA CHART
B. B. Babani
Although this chart was first published in 1971 it provides
basic information on many colour codes in use throughout
the world, for most radio and electronic components. Includes resistors, capacitors, transformers, field coils, fuses,
battery leads, speakers, etc. It is particularly useful for finding the values of old com.onents.
ode BP7
Chart
£0.95

SYMBOLS

CTRONIC:SE1,11CONDOC1011RJOGIC

Guitar pick-up preamplifier. Tape head preamplifier (for

Other circuits include:- Audio limiter to prevent overloading of power amplifiers. Passive tone controls. Active
tone controls. PA filters (highpass and lowpass) Scratch
and rumble filters. Loudness filter. Audio mixers. Volume
and balance controls
92 pages
£3.95
Odel code B

MUSICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE ATARI ST's
R. A. Penfold
The Atari ST's are now firmly established as the com-

puters to use for electronic music applications. The
range and sophistication of these applications are much
greater than most people may realise, but there are still a
lot of misconceptions about just what can and cannot be
achieved. This book will help you sort out the fact from
the fallacy and to get the most musically from the ST's.
A wide selection of topics are covered, including the
internal sound chip; MIDI; applications programs such
as sequencing and score writing, etc; simple but useful
add-on projects and MIDI programming
90 pages
£5.95
rdet code B 4.

This book explores the various features, good points and
snags of speaker designs. It examines the whys and
wherefores so that the reader can understand the
principles involved and so make an informed choice of
design, or even design loudspeaker enclosures for him or
herself. Crossover units are also explained, the various
types, how they work. the distortions they produce and
how to avoid them. Finally there is a step-by-step

description of the construction of the Kape/lmeister
loudspeaker enclosure.
148 pages

'der code BP25.

£2.95

ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK - HOW
NEW
TO AVOID IT
Feedback is the bane of all public address systems.
While feedback cannot be completely eliminated, many
things can be done to reduce it to a level at which it is no
longer a problem.
Much of the trouble is often the hall itself, not

the equipment, but there

is a

simple and practical

way of greatly improving acoustics. Some microphones

are prone to feedback while others are not. Certain

loudspeaker systems are much better than others, and
the way the units are positioned can produce or reduce
feedback. All these matters are fully explored as well as
electronic aids such as equalizers, frequency -shifters
and notch filters.
The special requirements of live group concerts are
considered, and also the related problem of instability
that is sometimes encountered with large set-ups. We
even take a look at some unsuccessful attempts to cure
feedback so as to save readers wasted time and effort
duplicating them.
Also included is the circuit and layout of an inexpensive but highly successful twin -notch filter, and how to

=am £3.95

COMPUTERS AND MUSIC. See Computers section

Theory and Reference
ELECTRONIC HOBBYISTS HANDBOOK
R. A. Penfold

Provides an inexpensive single source of easily located information that the amateur electronics enthusiast is likely to need for the day-to-day pursuance of

this fascinating hobby. Covers common component

colour codes. Details the characteristics and pinouts of
many popular seimiconductor devices, including various
types of logic ICs, operational amplifiers, transistors,
FETs, unijunctions, diodes, rectifiers, SCRs, diacs, triacs, regulators and SMDs, etc. Illustrates many useful
types of circuits, such as timers and oscillators, audio
amplifiers and filters, as well as including a separate
section on power supplies. Also contains a multitude of
other useful data.
88 pages

rmformrara:mq

£4.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS POCKET BOOK
E. A. Parr
Newnes Electronics Pocket Book has been in print for
over twenty years and has covered the development of
electronics from valve to semiconductor technology and
from transistors to LSI integrated circuits and microprocessors. To keep up to date with the rapidly changing world of electronics, continuous revision has been
necessary. This new Fifth Edition takes account of recent
changes and includes material suggested by readers of
previous editions. New descriptions of op.amp. applications and the design of digital circuits have been added,

along with a totally new chapter on computing, plus
other revisions throughout
315 pages (hard covet)
RIMIIINIIINNIMIN

£10.95

ELECTRONIC MODULES AND SYSTEMS FOR
BEGINNERS

Owen Bishop

This book describes over 60 modular electronic circuits how they work, how to build them, and how to use them.
The modules may be wired together to make hundreds of
different electronic systems, both analogue and digital. To
show the reader how to begin building systems from modules, a selection of over 25 electronic systems are described in detail, covering such widely differing applications as timing, home security, measurement, audio (including a simple radio receiver), games and remote control.
200 pages
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rder code BP

£3.95

WORKING
R A. Penfold
We have all built projects only to find that they did not
work correctly, or at all, when first switched on. The aim
of this book is to help the reader overcome just these
problems by indicating how and where to start looking for
many of the common faults that can occur when building
up projects
96 pages

rifer code B

£2.50

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit
board designs from magazines and books and covers
aspects of simple p.c b. construction including
photographic methods and designing your own pc.b.s.
80 pages
12.50
rder code B P1 1
all

How to Get Your
Electronic Projects
Working

AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS AND
ENCLOSURE DESIGN
V. Cape!

operate it.
92 pages

_

HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS

The purpose of this book is to provide practical information

to help the reader sort out the bewildering array of components currently on offer. An advanced knowledge of the
theory of electronics is not needed, and this book is not
intended to be a course in electronic theory. The main aim
is to explain the differences between components of the
same basic type (e.g.carbon, carbon film, metal film, and
wire -wound resistors) so that the right component for a
given application can be selected. A wide range of components are included, with the emphasis firmly on those
components that are used a great deal in projects for the
home constructor
166 pages

t der code BP :5

f3.95

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BUILDING ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently
build the electronic projects the, are regularly featured in
magazines and books. Also include examples in the form
of simple projects

f1.95

112 pages

ELECTRONIC SCIENCE PROJECTS

0. Bishop

These projects range in complexity from a simple colour
temperature meter to an infra -red laser. There are novelties

such as an electronic clock regulated by a resonating
spring, and an oscilloscope with solid-state display. There
are scientific measuring instruments such as a pH meter

and an electro-cardiometer. All projects have a strong
scientific flavour. The way they work, and how to build

FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES
F. A. Wilson
Explains in crystal clear terms the absolute fundamentals
behind electricity and electronics. Really helps you to discover and understand the subject, perhaps for the first time
ever.

Have you ever: Wondered about the true link between
electricity and magnetism? Felt you could never understand the work of Einstein, Newton, Boltzmann, Planck
and other early scientists? Just accepted that an electron is

like a little black ball? Got mixed up with e.m.f. and p.d.?
Thought the idea of holes in semiconductors is a bit much?
Then help is at hand with this inexpensive book, in as
simple a way as possible and without too much complex
mathematics and formulae.
244 pages

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
R. A. Penfold

f3.50

PRACTICAL DIGITAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK

Mike Tooley (Published in association with
Everyday Electronics)

and use them are fully explained
144 pages
Temporarily out of print

ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED - CRYSTAL SET
CONSTRUCTION
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E., F.B.I.M.
Especially written for those who wish to participate in
the intricacies of electronics more through practical construction than by theoretical study. It is designed for all
ages upwards from the day one can read intelligently and
handle simple tools
80 pages

£1.75

Testing and
Test Gear

The vast majority of modern electronic systems rely heavily

on the application of digital electronics, and the Practical
Digital Electronics Handbook aims to provide readers with a

practically based introduction to this subject. The book
will prove invaluable to anyone involved with the design,
manufacture or servicing of digital circuitry, as well as to
those wishing to update their knowledge of modern digital devices and techniques. Contents: Introduction to integrated circuits; basic logic gates; monostable and bistable
devices; timers; microprocessors; memories; input and output devices; interfaces; microprocessor buses. Appendix 1:
Data. Appendix 2: Digital test gear projects; tools and text

equipment; regulated bench power supply; logic purser,
verstaile pulse generator; digital IC tester; current tracer;
audio logic tracer; RS -232C breakout box. versatile digital
counter/frequency meter. Appendix 3. The oscilloscope.

=nag

Appendix 4. Suggested reading. Appendix 5 Further study.
208 pages
£6.95

ELECTRONICS - A "MADE SIMPLE" BOOK
G. H. Olsen
This book provides excellent background reading for our
Introducing Digital Electronics Teach -1n Book and will be

of interest to everyone studying electronics. The subject
is simply explained and well illustrated and the book assumes only a very basic knowledge of electricity
330 pages
Ranclumumn

£4.95

TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-FINDING CHART
C. E. Miller
Used properly, should enable the reader to trace most
common faults reasonably quickly. Across the top of the
chart will be found four rectangles containing brief description of these faults, vis - sound weak but undistorted,
set dead, sound low or distorted and background noises.
One then selects the most appropriate of these and follow-

ing the arrows, carries out the suggested checks in sequence until the fault is cleared.
Chart
dui code

BP

I

£0.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES AND OTHER TEST
EQUIPMENT
R. A. Penfold
This book explains the basic function of an oscilloscope,
gives a detailed explanation of all the standard controls,
and provides advice on buying. A separate chapter deals
with using an oscilloscope for fault finding on linear and
logic circuits. Plenty of example waveforms help to illustrate the control functions and the effects of various
fault conditions. The function and use of various other
pieces of test equipment are also covered, including signal generators, logic probes, logic pulsers, and crystal
calibrators
104 pages

Ordei code B2 7

£3.50
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Circuits and Design
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS - BOOK 1
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS- BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
These books are designed to aid electronic enthusiasts
who like to experiment with circuits and produce their own
projects, rather than simply following published project
designs.

BOOK 1 contains: Oscillators - sinewave, triangular,
squarewave, sawtooth, and pulse waveform generators
operating at audio frequencies. Timers - simple mono stable circuits using i.c.s. the 555 and 7555 devices, etc.
Miscellaneous -noise generators, rectifiers, comparators
and triggers, etc.

BOOK 2 contains: Amplifiers - low level discrete and
op -amp circuits, voltage and buffer amplifiers including
d.c. types. Also low -noise audio and voltage controller
amplifiers. Filters - high-pass, low-pass, 6. 12. and 24dB
per octave types. Miscellaneous -- i.c. power amplifiers,
mixers, voltage and current regulators. etc.

Temporarily out of print

BOOK 1 128 pages

rder code BP11

BOOK 2 112 pages

E1 .95

DIGITAL LOGIC GATES AND FLIP-FLOPS
Ian R. Sinclair
This book, intended for enthusiasts, students and technicians, seeks to establish a firm foundation in digital
electronics by treating the topics of gates and flip-flops
thoroughly and from the beginning. This is not a constructor's book in the sense of presenting circuits to build and
use, it is for the user who wants to design and troubleshoot

passive IR detectors etc.

While many of these designs are not in the "dead

simple- category, they should be within the capabilities
of anyone with a reasonable amount of experience in
electronics construction and some of the more simple
designs are suitable for beginners.

104 pages

£2.95

Ord, code BP194

ELECTRONIC ALARM CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston

One hundred and forty useful alarm circuits, of a variety of
types, are shown in this volume. The operating principle of
each one is explained in concise but comprehensive terms,
and brief construction notes are given where necessary.
Aimed at the practical design engineer, technician and
experimenter, as well as the electronics student and
amateur.

124 pages

piammalkil

principles.
Topics such as Boolean algebra and Karnaugh mapping

are explained, demonstrated and used extensively, and
more attention is paid to the subject of synchronous
counters than to the simple but less important ripple
counters.

No background other than a basic knowledge of

electronics is assumed, and the more theoretical topics are

explained from the beginning, as also are many working
practices. The book concludes with an explanation of
microprocessor techniques as applied to digital logic.
£8.95
200 pages
106
rder code
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER
CONTROL OF ROBOTS

for the electronics hobbyist to experiment in. Today the
mechanical side of robots is not too difficult, as there
are robotics kit and a wide range of mechanical components available. The micro controller is not too much of
a problem either, since the software need not be terribly
complex and many inexpensive home computers are well
suited to the task.

The main stumbling block for most would-be robot

builders is the electronics to interface the computer to the
motors, and the sensors which provide feedback from the

robot to the computer The purpose of this book is to
explain and provide some relatively simple electronic
circuits which bridge this gap

92 pages

I rder code B 179

has attracted thousands of people since it began at the turn
of the century.

This book gives the newcomer a comprehensive and
easy to understand guide through the subject so that the
reader can gain the most from the hobby. It then remains
an essential reference volume to be used time and again.
Topics covered include the basic aspects of the hobby,
such as operating procedures, jargon and setting up a
station. Technical topics covered include propagation,
receivers, transmitters and aerials etc.

ELECTRONIC POWER SUPPLY HANDBOOK
Ian R. Sinclair
This book covers the often neglected topic of electronic
power supplies. All types of supplies that are used for
electronics purposes are covered in detail, starting with cells
and batteries and extending by way of rectified supplies and
linear stabilisers to modern switch -mode systems, IC switch mode regulators, DC- DC converters and inverters.

The devices, their operating principles and typical circuits are all dealt with in detail. The action of rectifiers
and the reservoir capacitor is emphasised, and the subject
of stabilisation is covered. The book includes some useful

formulae for assessing the likely hum level of a conven-

136 pages

£7.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES

A. Pickford

Communications and broadcast satellites are normally
inaccessible to individuals unless they are actively involved in their technicalities by working for organisations
such as British Telecom, the various space agencies or
military bodies, even those who possess a satellite television receiver system do not participate in the technical
aspects of these highly technological systems.

There are a large number of amateur communications
satellites in orbit around the world, traversing the globe

continuously and they can be tracked and their sig-

£3.50

nals received with relatively inexpensive equipment. This
equipment can be connected to a home computer such as
the BBC Micro or IBM compatible PCs, for the decoding of

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold

received signals.
This book describes several currently available systems.

150 pages

rdei code BP 57

Short wave radio is a fascinating hobby, but one that

seems to be regarded by many as an expensive pastime
these days. In fact it is possible to pursue this hobby for a
minimal monetary outlay if you are prepared to undertake a
bit of d.i.y.. and the receivers described in this book can all
be built at low cost. All the sets are easy to construct, full
wiring diagrams etc. are provided, and they are suitable
for complete beginners. The receivers only require simple
aerials, and do not need any complex alignment or other
difficult setting up procedures.

The topics covered in this book include: The broad-

cast bands and their characteristics; The amateur bands
and their characteristics; The propagation of radio signals;
Simple aerials; Making an earth connection, Short wave
crystal set: Simple t.r.f. receivers; Single sideband reception; Direct conversion receiver.
Contains everything you need to know in order to get
started in this absorbing hobby.

their connection to an appropriate computer and how they
can be operated with suitable software
£3.95
102 pages
rder code P29r

AERIAL PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
The subject of aerials is vast but in this book the author
has considered practical aerial designs, including active,
loop and ferrite aerials which give good performances and
are relatively simple and inexpensive to build The complex theory and mathematics of aerial design have been
avoided.

Also included are constructional details of a number of
aerial accessories including a pre -selector. attenuator, filters and tuning unit.
£2.50
96 pages
r (ler code BP105

numerous appendices backing up the main text with

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS GUIDE
P. Shore
Provides the casual listener, amateur radio DXer and the
professional radio monitor with an essential reference
work designed to guide him or her around the ever more
complex radio bands. This new edition has been completely revised and rewritten and incorporates much more
information which is divided into the following sections:
Listening to Short Wave Radio; Choosing a Short
Wave Radio Receiver; How to Use the IRSG: Abbreviations; Country Codes; Worldwide Short Wave Radio Stations; European, Middle Eastern and African Long Wave
Radio Stations; European, Near and Middle Eastern and
African Medium Wave Radio Stations: Canadian Medium

additional technical and scientific detail formulae, calculations, tables etc. There is also plenty for the DIY enthusiast
with practical advice on choosing and installing the most
problematic part of the system - the dish antenna
£5.95
104 pages
trier code P195

226 pages

88 pages

umminuarja
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AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE TELEVISION
F. A. Wilson

As a definitive introduction to the subject this book is
presented on two levels. For the absolute beginner or

anyone thinking about purchasing or hiring a satellite TV
system, the story is told as simply as such a complex one
can be in the main text.
For the professional engineer, electronics enthusiast.
student or others with technical backgrounds, there are

Everyday Electronics, June 1992

The approach has been made as non -mathematical as possible

160 pages

Wave Radio Stations; USA Medium Wave Radio Stations;
Broadcasts in English: Programmes for DXers and Short
Wave Listeners; UK FM Radio Stations; Time Differences
From GMT; Wavelength; Frequency Conversion.

rder co e B P255

rder code B

£2.95

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS - BOOK 1
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS - BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Both books include practical circuits together with details
of the circuit operation and useful background information. Any special constructional points are covered but
p.c b layouts and other detailed constructional information are not included.
Book 1 is mainly concerned with getting signals in and

out of the computer; Book 2 deals primarily with circuits
for practical applications.
r
rc er code
1
BOOK 1 112 pages
Order code BP131
BOOK 2 112 pages

£2.75
£2.75

Keith Brindley

There are a considerable number of transducers. Look
through any electronic components catalogue and you'll
find a wide variety of types, and each type has many
versions. It's not easy to choose a transducer correctly for a
particular function. In many specifications, terms and pro-

cedures are referred to which might deter you from using
one that is, in fact, the best for the job. Yet, opting to use a
transducer merely because it is easier to interface into the
measuring system is not the answer. A greater knowledge
of all types of transducers capable of doing the task is the
ideal, and only then can a totally satisfactory decision be

Es=aani

made to use one in particular.

179 pages

f14.95

£2.95

Radio, TV, Satellite
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO
I. D. Poole
Amateur radio is a unique and fascinating hobby which

of circuits and a reference book for design calculations.

SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS

Robert Penfold

tional rectifier reservoir supply

£12.95

This book has been written as a designer "s guide covering
many operational amplifiers, serving both as a source book

digital circuitry with considerably more understanding of

Robots and robotics offer one of the most interesting areas

MODERN OPTO DEVICE PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
In recent years, the range of opto devices available to the
home constructor has expanded and changed radically.
These devices now represent one of the more interesting
areas of modern electronics for the hobbyist to experiment
in, and many of these have useful practical applications as
well. This book provides a number of practical designs
which utilize a range of modern opto-electrical devices,
including such things as fibre optics, ultra bright I.e.d.s and

HOW TO USE OP -AMPS
E. A. Parr

£5.95

50 SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applications, covering many different branches of electronics,
using one of the most inexpensive and freely available

components - the light -emitting diode (LED) Also includes circuits for the 707 common anode display.

64 pages

Order code BP4

f1.95

BOOK 2 50 more led circuits reTRIVERTIMRIMVA £1 .95
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BABAN I BOOKS
We now supply all the books published by Bernard Banani (Publishing) Ltd. We have always supplied a selected list of Babani books and
you will find many of them described on the previous pages or in next
months issue of Everyday Electronics (the books with a BP prefix to the
order code are Babani books).

Many readers have asked us to also supply various other Babani
books, which have a reputation for value for money. Our customers tell
us they appreciate our speedy service and low postage charge and they
Code
208
214
219
225
B P28
B P37
B P39
B P44
B P45
B P48
B P49

BP56
B P58

BP62

BP63
BP64
BP68
BP69
BP74
B P76
B P78
B P84
B P86

BP90
BP94
8P95
BP97
BP99
BP106
BP109
BPI 14
BPI 20
BP122
BP125
BP126
BPI 28
B P129

BPI 32
B P133
BP1 36
BP1 37

Title

Price

Practical Stereo & Quadrophony Handbook
Audio Enthusiast's Handbook
Solid State Novelty Projects
A Practical Introduction to Digital ICs
Resistor Selection Handbook
50 Projects using Relays, SCRs and TRIACs
50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects
IC 555 Projects
Projects in Opto-Electronics
Electronic Projects for Beginners
Popular Electronic Projects
Electronic Security Devices
50 Circuits Using 7400 Series IC's
The Simple Electronic Circuits & Components
(Elements of Electronics - Book 1)
Alternating Current Theory (Elements of
Electronics Book 2)
Semiconductor Technology (Elements of
Electronics - Book 3)
Choosing and Using Your Hi- Fi
Electronic Games
Electronic Music Projects
Power Supply Projects
Practical Computer Experiments
Digital IC Projects
An Introduction to BASIC Programming
Techniques
Audio Projects
Electronic Projects for Cars and Boats
Model Railway Projects
IC Projects for Beginners
Mini -matrix Board Projects
Modern Op -amp Projects
The Art of Programming the 1K ZX81
The Art of Programming the 16K ZX81
Audio Amplifier Fault-finding Chart
Audio Amplifier Construction
25 Simple Amateur Band Aerials
BASIC & PASCAL in Parallel
20 Programs for the ZX Spectrum & 16K ZX81
An Introduction to Programming the ORIC- 1
25 Simple SW Broadcast Band Aerials
An Introduction to Programming the Dragon 32
25 Simple Indoor and Window Aerials
BASIC & FORTRAN in Parallel

10.75
£0.85
£0.85
£2.50
£0.60
12.95
£2.95
E2.95

£1.95
11.95
£2.50
£2.50
£2.50

Code
BP138
B P143

would like to be able to purchase all the books from us and thus keep

the postage charge to an absolute minimum (75p for UK p&p no
matter how many books you buy). We are pleased to be able to
respond; with the aid of Michael Babani (M.D.) we are now able to
meet all your requirements for their books. If it's Babani and in print we
can supply it. Babani presently list over 180 different technical titles
those not described in detail on the previous Direct Book Service pages
or in next months issue are listed below:

Title

Price

Code

Title

BASIC & FORTH in Parallel
An Introduction to Programming the Atari

CI .95

B P245
B P246
B P247
B P249

Digital Audio Projects
Musical Applications of the Atari STs
More Advanced MIDI Projects
More Advanced Test Equipment Construction
Programming in FORTRAN 77
Computer Hobbyists Handbook
Learning to Program in C
A Concise Introduction to UNIX
A Concise Introduction to OS/2
A Concise Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3
(Revised Edition)
A Concise Introduction to Wordperfect
(Revised Edition)
A Concise Introduction to dBASE
A Concise Advanced Users Guide to MS-DOS
An Introduction to Desktop Publishing
A Concise Introduction to Symphony
Interfacing PC's & Compatibles
Practical Electronic Sensors
A Concise Introduction to SuperCal5
Short Wave Superhat Receiver Construction
High Power Audio Amplifier Construction
A Concise Introduction to Excel
Getting the Most From Your PC's Hard Disc
A Concise Introduction to SmartWare II
Programming in Quick BASIC
A Reference Guide to Basic Electronics Terms
A Concise Introduction to Windows 3.0
A Concise Introduction to Ventura
Public Address Loudspeaker Systems
An Introduction to Radio Wave Propagation
A Concise Introduction to Microsoft Works
A Concise Introduction to the Mac System &

600/800XL
8P144
BP145
BP148
BPI 49
BP153
BP154
BP156
BP157

£3.50
BP158

£3.50

£1.95

Further Practical Electronics Calculations
& Formulae
25 Simple Tropical and MW Band Aerials
Computer Terminology Explained
A Concise Introduction to the Language
of BBC Basic
An Introduction to Programming the
Amstrad CPC 464 & 664
An Introduction to MSX BASIC
An Introduction to OL Machine Code
How to Write ZX Spectrum & Spectrum
Games Programs
An Introduction to Programming the
Commodore 16 & Plus 4

O.O.P.

BP250

£1.75
£1.95

B P251

£1.95

B P261

£2.50
E2.50

£2.50
£2.50

ft .65

How to Write Amstrad CPC464 Games
Programs

B P161

£1 .75

B P162
B P171

Into the OL Archive
£2.50
Counting on QL Abacus
£2.50
Easy Add-on Projects for Amstrad CPC 464.
664, 6128 and MSX Computers
£2.95
More Advanced Electronic Music Projects
£2.95
How to Write Word Game Programs for
the Amstrad CPC 464, 664 and 6128
12.95
MIDI Projects
E2.95
An Introduction to CPM
12.95
A Practical Reference Guide to Word Processing
on the Amstrad PCW8256 and PCW8512
£5.95
Using Your Amstrad CPC Disc Drives
£2.95
More Advanced Electronic Security Projects
£2.95
Simple Application of the Amstrad CPCs for
Writers
£2.95
More Advanced Power Supply Projects
£2.95
LOGO for Beginners
£2.95
BASIC & LOGO in Parallel
£2.95
An Introduction to the Amstrad PC's
£5.95
An Introduction to Antenna Theory
£2.95

£2.50
£2.50
£1.75
£1.95
£1.95
£2.50
£1.95
£2.95
£1.95
£2.50

f1 95
f1.95

£2.50
£0.95
£2.95
£1.95
£1.50
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95
£1.75

B P174
B P175

BP182
BP183
BP187
BPI 89
B P190
B P191

BP192
8P193
BPI 96
BP197
BP198
BP199
BP230
BP243
BP244

£1 95

£2.50

£5.95
A Concise Introduction to GEM
£2.95
BBC BASIC86 on the Amstrad PC's and IBM
Compatibles Book 1: Language
£3.95
BBC BASIC86 on the Amstrad PC's and IBM
Compatibles - Book 2: Graphics and Disk Files £3.95
An Introduction to BASIC -2 on the Amstrad PC's

6 P262

£2.50

B P159

E3.50

8 P258
B P259
B P260

B P263
8 P264

BP269
BP270
BP272
BP273
BP274
BP276
BP277
BP279
B P280
B P283
B P284
B P286
B P288
B P291

B P292
B P293
B P294

BP298
BP299
BP302

Finder
.
Practical Electronic Filters

A Concise Users Guide to Lotus 1-2-3
Release 3.1

BP303
BP304
BP307
BP309
BP312
BP313
B P314
B P318

Understanding PC Software
Projects for Radio Amateurs and S W.L.s
A Concise Introduction to OuarkXPress
Preamplifier and Filter Circuits

An Introduction to Microwaves
A Concise Introduction to Sage
A Concise Introduction to Quattro Pro
A Consise Users Guide to MS- DOS 5

Price
£2.95
£5.95
£2.95
£3.50
£4.95
£5.95
£4.95
£2.95
£2.95
£3.95
£3.95
£3.95
£2.95
£5.95
£3.95
£3.95
£4.95
£3.95

f2.95

£3.95
£3.95
£3.95
£4.95
£4.95
£5.95
£3.95
£3.95
£3.95
£3.95
£4.95
£3.95
14.95
13.95
£4.95
£3.95
E4.95

£3.95
£3.95
£3,95
£4.95
£4.95

IF NO PRICE IS SHOWN THE BOOK IS OUT OF PRINT (0.0.P.)

SEE PREVIOUS PAGE FOR FULL ORDERING DETAILS

PCB SERVICE

Printed circuit boards for certain constructional projects are available from
the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully
drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing.
Add £1 per board for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent

to The PCB Service, Everyday Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wim-

borne, Dorset BH21 1 JH. Cheques should be crossed and made payable

to Everyday Electronics (Payment in £ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are now held in stock and are dispatched
within seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery -overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail. Please check
price in the latest issue.
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

SA

LEI

All p.c.b.s on this
page reduced to

IA PRICE

(Just send ha ff the price shown, while stocks last.)
PCBS ON OPPOSITE PAGE PRICES AS SHOWN
PROJECT TITLE

200MHz Digital Frequency Meter
Automatic Car Alarm
Video Guard Alarm
Computer Buffer/Interface
Infra -Red Alarm: Sensor Head
Fridge Alarm

Min Disco Light
Fermos at

Monomixer
Super Sound Adaptor Main Board
PSU Board
Noise Gate
Burst Fire Mains Controller
BBC Sideways RAM/ROM

394

Order Code

NOV'86
DEC'86
FEB'87
MAR'87

556
560
561

MAY'87
JUNE'87
JULY'87

Cost

(Sorry sold out)
(Sorry sold out)

565
567
569

£3.80
£3.32
£4.19
f 3 00
£3.00

0.34

571

£4.75
£4.21

SEP'87

572
573
577

NOV'87

(Sorry sold out)
585
£4.10

AUG'87

£3.32
£4.41

PROJECT TITLE
Pseudo Echo Unit
Twinkling Star
Transistor Curve Tracer
Game Timer
SOS Alert
Stereo Noise Gate
Pipe & Cable Locator
Door Sentinel
Multi -Chan Remote Light Dim
Relay/Decoder
Dimmer Board
Power Supply
Headlight Reminder
Video Wiper
Tea Tune Thermostat
Time Switch
Suntan Timer
Car Alarm
Breaking Glass Alarm
Amstrad PIO
Eprom Eraser

Doorbell Delay
Micro Alarm
Infra -Red Object Counter (Set)
Reaction Timer Main Board
Display Board
Downbeat Metronome
EPROM Programmer (On Spec)

Order Code

DEC'87

JAN'88
FE B'88
M A R'88

APR'88

MAY'88
JUNE'88

Cost

586
588

£4.60
£3.00
(Sorry sold out)
583
£3.55
595
£3.00
(Sorry sold out)
598
£3.00
605
£3.00
601

602
603

£4.86
£3.07

0.00

(Sorry sold out)
JULY'88
AUG'88

SEP'88

OCT'88
NOV'88
DEC'88

Phasor

Monkey/Hunter Game
JAN'89
Continuity Tester
FEB'89
Mini PSU
Sound -to -Light Interface
MAR'89
Midi Pedal
Midi Merge
Audio Lead Tester
APR'89
Light Sentinel: Main Board
Remote Interface (4 bds)
4 -Channel Auto -Fader Interface
Electron A/D Interface
MAY'89
Spectrum EPROM Programmer
JUNE'89
Bat Detector

612
609
614
610
615

£6.75
£3.00
£4.84
£3.07
£3.12
(Sorry sold out)
618
£6.77
620
£4.07
616
£3.56
(Sorry sold out)
622/3/4
£9.28
626
£3.46
627
£3.00
629
f4.84
630
£8.29
631
£5.64
(Sorry sold out)
619
£2.67
636
£3.23
637
£6.24
639
£7.00
640
£3.00
641
£5.77
632
£9.20
633
£4.59
642
£6.80
645
£4.84
628
E7.87
647
£4.95
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PROJECT TITLE
Teach -In '91 Part 4 -

PCB SERVICE

Sinusoidal Oscillator
8038 Oscillator
Waveform Generator (Teach -In '91 Project 4)
APR'91
Humidity Tester
Model Train Controller (double -sided)
Electronic Die (Teach -In '91 Project 5)
Teach -In '91 Part 5 -Digital Counter Module
Modular Disco Lighting System
MAY'91
Switched Power Output Module
Digital LCD Thermostat -Control Board f5 for pair
-Power/Relay Board
Pulse Generator (Teach -In '91 Project 6)
Teach -In '91 Part 6- Timer Module
Digilogue Car Tachometer
JUN'91
Modular Disco Lights - Simple Chaser
Sweeper Module
Automatic Light Control - PSU Board
Logic Board
Radio Receiver (Teach -In '91 Project 7)
Teach -In '91 Part 7- R.F. Amplifier Module
Modular Disco Lights - Masterlink
JULY'91
Ultrasonic Proximity Meter
Display Unit (753) & Sensor Unit (754)
Disco Lights (Teach -In '91 Project 8)
PSU and Pre -amplifier
Low, Mid, High Filter/Triac (set of 3 boards)
Teach -In '91 Part 8 -Solid State Switch Module
AUG'91
Mod. Disco Lights- Pattern Gen
Teach -In '91 Part 8 -Light Sensitive Switch
Opto-Link (Teach -In '91 Project 9) - Transmitter.

See opposite page for ordering details.
PROJECT TITLE
Programmable Pocket Timer
Electronic Spirit Level
Distance Recorder
Xenon Beacon
Probe Pocket Treasure Finder
Power Supplies: Fixed Voltage
Variable Voltage

JULY'S'
AUG'89

Order Code
648
649
651

SEP'89

SEP'8'

Music on Hold
Power Supplies - 25V 700mA
30V 1A
EE Seismograph - Control
Detector
Lego/Logo & Spectrum

OCT'89

Wash Pro

NOV'89

650
653
654
655
646
656
657
658
659
660
643

Biofeedback Monitor - Front End

661

Processor

662
664
665
666
668
670
669

Logo/Lego & Spectrum Interface
EEG Electrode Impedance Meter
Biofeedback Signal Generator

DEC'89

JAN'90

FEB'90
Quick Cap Tester
Weather Stn: Anemom. - Freq./Volt Board
Optional Display
Wind Direction
System Power Supply

673/674

Prophet In -Car Ioniser

MAR'90
Weather Stn: Display Driver
Display and Sensor
Fermostat Mk2
Superhet Broadcast Receiver/Tuner/Amp
APR'90
Stereo Noise Generator
Digital Experimenter's Unit - Pulse Generator
Power Supply
Enlarger Timer
Weather Stn: Rainfall/Sunlight Display
Rainfall Sen and Sunlight Sen
MAY'90
Amstrad Speech Synthesiser
JUN'90
80 Metre Direct Conversion Radio
Mains Appliance Remote Control
Infra -Red Transmitter
Mains Appliance Remote Control
JUL'90
Encoder Board A
Encoder Board B
The Tester

Mains Appliance Remote Control
AUG'90
Mains ON/OFF Decoder
(5 or more 697's ordered together f3.25 each)
Simple Metronome
SEP'90
Hand Tally: Main Bd and Display Bd
Alarm Bell Time -Out
Mains Appliance Remote Control
Temperature Controller (p.c.b. only)
OCT'90
Ghost Waker
Frequency Meter
NOV'90
Freq. Meter/Tachometer
EE Musketeer (TV/Video/Audio)
DEC"0
Colour Changing Christmas Lights
Microcontroller Light Sequencer
Versatile Bench Power Supply Unit
Teach -In '91, Part 1 -L200 Module
Dual Output Module
LM723 Module
JAN'91
Spatial Power Display
Amstrad PCW Sound Generator
Teach -In '91, Part 2 -G.P. Transistor Amp
Dual Op.Amp Module
JAN"1
Intercom (Teach -In '91 Project 2)
Analogic Test Probe
FEB'91
MARC Phone -In
Teach -In '91 Part 3 - TBA820M Amplifier
High Quality Power Amp
Bench Amplifier (Teach -In '91 Project 3)
FEB'91
Gingernut 80m Receiver
R.F. section (726), Voltage Regulator (727)

Audio Amplifier (728)
Pocket Tone Dialler
Battery To Mains Inverter
Simple Basic Alarm
Car Code Lock (pair)

MAR'91
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675
676
672 & 678
671

677

679/680
681

682
683
684
685

686/687

Cost

f3.82
£3.85
£5.23
£4.13
£4.12
£4.08
£4.48
£3.85
£4.35
£4.55
£4.08
£4.22
£6.49
£3.83
£4.52
£4.56
£5.60
£3.98
£4.08
£3.92
£3.94
£3.73
£4.22
£3.59
£3.18
£4.22
£4.47
£4.28
£4.22
£4.24
£4.46

692/693

£4.75

694
695
696

£6.61

697

£4.55

698
699, 700

£3.94

702
703
704
705
706
707

708/709
710
711

712
713
714
715
717
718
719
720
721

723
724
725

Portable PEsT Scarer
Capacitance Meter

SEP'91
Modular Disco Lights - Dimmer Interface
OCT'91
Mod. Disco Lights
VU Sound Module (Double -sided)
UV Exposure Unit
PC -Scope Interface - Main Board
Expansion Plug (Double -sided)
Mod. Disco Lights
NOV'91
Superchaser (Double -sided)
Supersweep (Double -sided)
Bicycle Alarm
Darts Scorer
Knockerbox
DEC'91
Signal Generator- Main Board

£4.28
£4.27
£4.16

691

701

Receiver

f3.66

£4.68
£4.95

689

PSU

Mind Machine- Main Board
Auto Nightlight
Mind Machine - Programmer Board

£4.78
£4.15

£5.20
£4.32
£5.25
£3.98
£5.78
£4.39
£10.90
£4.24
£3.93
£4.13

733
734
735
716
736
737
738

£4.39
£4.15
£4.72
£4.97
£9.75
£4.93
£4.35

739
740

£5.91

£4.05
£3.76
£4.97
£4.62
£5.63
£5.00

741

742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
752

f5.17
£4.88
£5.17

f4.57
f4.23
£6.36

753/754

£7.06

755
756
757
760

£4.54
£11.00
£4.24
£6.79
£4.74
£4.85
£4.88
£3.77
£5.17
£8.17

761

762
763
764
751

765

770

£8.68
£4.63
£6.95
£5.96

771

£6.91

772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780

£8.26

767
768
769

Transistor Checker

781

Stepping Motor Driver/Interface

782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
792
793

Code

I

£5.01

£7.90
£5.35
£7.46
£4.73

f7.00
£5.03
£7.39
£4.63
£10.39
£5.42
£4.66
£4.63
£6.10
£11.59
£5.20
£4.79
£5.46
£5.17
£5.31

£4.73
£5.19
£6.39

791

794
795
796

£7.01

Project

Quantity

Price

01

3>1

-I

Name

£4.41

111

I Address

DI
-DI

VISA

726/7/8

£3.06
per board
£8.16
all 3 together
£4.36
729
£4.97
730
£4.50
731
£4.69
732a/b

Cost

EE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE °r°

£4.21

£3.24
£6.87
£4.05
£4.93
£4.45

JAN'92

Micro -Sense Alarm
FEB'92
Telesound
Programmable Timer
MAR'92
Auto Garage Light
Versatile BBC Computer Interface
Economy Seven Timer
APR'92
Sonic Continuity Tester
Telephone Ringer
Experimental Weighing Scale
MAY'92
12V Drill Charger/PSU (both boards)
Digital Servo Interface
JUNE'91
Tie Pulser
CCD Reverb Unit
Switch -Mode Power Supply

£10.95
£4.10

£5.33
£5.03
£3.77
£3.83

Order Code

MAR'91

(cheque/PO in E sterling only
I enclose payment of E
payable to Everyday Electron cs) Access (MasterCard) or Visa No.

ml

Minimum order for credit cards £5

>11

mu

Signature
I

Card Ex. Date

Please supply name and addess of card -holder if different from the address shown
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Tony Smith G4FAI
At the World Administrative Radio
Conference (WARC) at Torremolinos,

which ended on 3rd March, the main
amateur interest related to allocations for
the 7MHz band. In some countries,
including North America, this band

covers 7.00 to 7.30MHz (ie, 300kHz),
while in others, including the UK and
Europe, it is only 7.00 to 7.10MHz
(100kHz).

In the face of possible threats to the
full 300kHz band from broadcast expansion, European amateurs had hoped that

what might emerge was a worldwide

common 200kHz band, although the International Amateur Radio Union felt the
amateur service should not relinquish any

of its full 300kHz where currently allo-

cated.

In the event, less broadcasting expansion was agreed than was expected and

the 40m amateur allocations remained
unchanged. To ensure formal consideration on a future agenda, a recommenda-

tion by Mexico was adopted calling for
exclusive allocations for both amateur
and broadcasting services around 7MHz
which, it is hoped, could eventually result

a common worldwide amateur 40m

networks), encouraging others to become interested in amateur radio, or appropriate school projects.
The award will be made for the most
outstanding achievement between 1st

August 1991 and 31st July 1992, and
will be presented at the RSGB's annual
convention in September. In addition to a
cash prize, all entrants will receive a

copy of the RSGB's amateur radio log
book and the winner and runners-up
will be invited to visit the Agency's
radio monitoring station at Baldock in
Hertfordshire.

Further information is available from
the RSGB. Applications or nominations
for the award should be sent to: Young
Amateur of the Year Award 1992, Radio
Society of Great Britain, Lambda House,
Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, EN6 3JE,
by 31 st July, 1992.

DUTCH EU BROADCASTS SAVED
A

last

minute

decision

by

Radio

Netherlands' management has averted
the proposed close -down of their
popular shortwave transmissions to

Europe scheduled for 29th March. So

authorities stated they could not grant a
licence as the islands were South African
territory, thus indirectly providing the information required!
Even this was not sufficient however,
and before recognition was confirmed
large scale maps had to be sent to the US

to confirm that other islands, rocks, etc,
along the Namibian coast were not under
South African crntrol, possibly negating
the "separation" contention.
Now that the Penguin Islands represent a new DXCC country, Dxpeditioners
will not find it particularly easy or
pleasant to operate from them. To embark

for the islands they will need Namibian
permission to pass through a restricted
coastal diamond area, risking being shot
on sight for straying from the road! South
African permission is also required to

land on the islands which are nature
reserves. High winds and steep rocks

make landing hazardous, and the smell of
guano deposits can be significant!

With such problems and difficulties
to overcome one wonders why anyone
bothers. Certainly when they appear on
the air using exotic callsigns Dxpeditions
enable other, less adventurous, amateurs

The WARC was attended by over

many letters of protest were received from
listeners that it was decided to retain one

transmission to Europe, at 1230 UTC

perhaps one of the significant features of

1,400 delegates from 127 countries and
31 international and regional organisations. Many observers from national
radio societies were attached to official
delegations and, according to the W5)71
Report, more than 100 radio amateurs

each day on 9855kHz in the 31 m band.
For more than 25 years the only

the hobby. Whenever someone under-

Sundays has been "The Happy Station"

around the world to find out what is

show in the world which started in 1928,

happening, join in, and make some contribution themselves.

from about 40 countries were among

and this continues in the new Sunday

clearly demonstrating

slot for Europe. A new programme, "East

RADIO AT DUXFORD

and all Sunday transmissions now begin
with a five-minute news bulletin.
A full programme schedule, including

The Duxford Radio Society was
recently re -inaugurated to support an
international interest in the history of
military radio, including all armed forces,
para-military and clandestine (Resis-

in

band.

the

delegates,

how an early interest in amateur radio
can lead to success in a telecommunications career.

BROADCAST BAND EXPANSION
The WARC agreed that ten new international broadcasting bands would

become available on April 1st, 2007, as
follows:
5900-5950; 7300-7350; 9400-9500;
11600-11650; 12050-12100; 1357013600; 1 3800 -13870; 15600-15800;
17480-17550; 18900 -19020kHz, all to
use limited single-sideband transmissions.

As these allocations fell short of what

had been proposed, the USA filed

a

"reservation", expressing the view that
the conference had failed to make adequate provision for the h.f. needs of the
broadcasting service, particularly below
10MHz and reserving the right of the US
"to take the necessary steps to meet the
h.f. needs of its broadcasting service."

YOUNG AMATEUR OF THE YEAR
Once again, the Young Amateur of the

Year Award is sponsored jointly by the
DTI's Radiocommunications Agency and
the Radio Society of Great Britain. This

is open to any radio amateur
under 18 years involved in such activities as DIY amateur radio construction, operating radios, community radio

award

(for example emergency communication

396

English transmission from Holland on

programme, the longest running radio

of Edam" is also now broadcast on
Sundays to countries outside Europe,

transmissions not intended for Europe
but which can be heard in the UK, can be

obtained from Radio Netherlands, PO
Box 222, NL-1200 JG Hilversum, Holland.

ANOTHER NEW COUNTRY
I am continually amazed at the efforts
made by individuals to establish "new
country" status for remote parts of the
world. This involves formal recognition
by the American Radio Relay League
which administers the prestigious DX
Century Club awards for contacts with
over 320 "recognised" countries.

A recent addition to the list is the
Penguin Islands lying off the coast of
Namibia and owned by South Africa.
One

of

the

rules

defining

separate

country status for DXCC purposes

is

"separation by another DXCC country".
Namibia lies between South Africa and
the Penguins but it was essential for
recognition to know that Namibia had no
claim on the islands.
It was not felt appropriate to raise this
as a direct question to the authorities so

an application was made to Namibia for
an amateur radio licence for a Dxpedition
to the Penguins. In reply the Namibian

to share in their activities and that

is

takes interesting experiments or activities

on the air

it

is open to other operators

tance) groups; to assist in the provision
of an exhibition of radio equipment at the
Imperial War Museum's Duxford airfield;
and to operate an amateur radio station at
Duxford, using both modern and historic
equipment.
Specially adapted accommodation will

house a permanent exhibition of equipment later this year and an amateur
station GB2IWM (or other call as appropriate for special events) will operate

every Sunday during the main visitors
season.

The purpose of the exhibition and

station is to increase public awareness of
the role played by radio in war-tirtie
operations and, hopefully, to make con-

tact with many people, whether radio
amateurs or not, who can help in achiev-

ing the aims of the Society either from
personal experience and knowledge of
historic equipment or from a special interest in the subject.

Further information about all aspects
of the Society, including classes of
membership, which effectively range

from active to corresponding, can be
obtained from the Secretary, Mrs B.I.
Pope, 95 Northolt Avenue, Bishop's
Stortford, Herts CM23 5DS.
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APPROVED 418MHz UHF RADIO SWITCHING
A high quality ready to use radio control system consisting of a small UHF key fob
transmitter with digital encoder and a UHF receiver housed in a custom made case
with digital decoder and open collector transistor output. The codes of each transmitter and receiver are factory set, (can be changed by user) Available as a single
or dual channel system. The transmitters are DTI approved to MPT 1340 Applications include. Vehicle Security, Door Access Systems, Remote Controlled Lighting, Garage Door Opener, Security Devices, etc.
RECEIVER
TRANSMITTER
Size

Key Fob

Voltage/Batt
Circuit
Enconding
Combinations
Code Selection

SINGLE CH
DUAL CH
50 x 35 x 13rnm 55x 35x 11mm
12V Alkaline
8 Button Cells
2 Stage Saw Stabahsed
12 Bit Trmary
8 Bit Trinnary
531.441
6,561
Solder Trace

£39.99

Single Channel TX & RX

Dual Channel TX & RX_..._£45.99

VISA

Size (Case)
Size PCB

Code Selection
Voltage
Outputs
Output Drive
Sensitivity

60z 65 x 25mm
47 x 55 x 15mm

All Prices Include VAT - Please add f 1.50 P&P per order.
Credit Card Orders Tel 021 4111821 or Fax 021 4112355
Cheques/ PO's to

3 Houldey Road, West Heath, Birmingham, B31 3HL

j110 -240V Auto transfer either cased with American socket and
/ramiead or open frame type Available for immediate delivery

((10.21 inc VAT)
(17.70 inc VAT)

2300 AC. 2.800 RPM, 0.9 amp, 130mm diameter. irn-

(6.52 inc VAT)

15Ornm. long. Price C17.50* f 2 50 p&p (123 50 inc.

1(5.24 inc VAT)
1(5.24 Inc VAT)

VAT)

..

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
1750 GPM 15h head 9 amp E27.41
PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KIT

Designed for Disco. Theatrical use etc.
Anwar, 16 joules Adjustable speed f50.00 c C3.00 p&p
(62.28 Inc VAT)
Case and reflector C24.00 + £3 00 p&p

held of physics and electronics. eg supplying neon
or argon tubes etc. Price le. case £13.50+ E2 40
p&p ((12.81 inc VAT) NMS

(131 73 inc VAT)

& P&P £1 8.86.

,

RHEOSTAT
50W 2 ohm 5 amp ceramic power rheostat. price inc
VAT & p&p 110.61

MICROSWITCH
Pye 15 amp changeover lever rnrcroswttch. type 5171
B ra rid new price 5 for £7.05 inc VAT & p&p

SERVICE TRADING CO
081-995 1 560
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN. ORDER £10

Showroom open

Monday 'Pley

Incorporates Unique Model Identification and Chassis Data

£9,95 ea.

put including capacitor and transformer for 2400 AC
operation Price inc VAT & p&p £23.50.
SOLID STATE EHT UNIT
Input 230/2400 AC, Output eon,. timer
10rnm spark Braltrn 10 sec timer
Easily modified for 20 sec. 30 sec to continuous
Designed for boiler ignition Dozens of uses in the

VISA

57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHISWICK. LONDON W4 5BB

easential for the serious electriclan
FREE updating and a 10% discount voucher only 15.95

DATA REFERENCE MANUAL -

£5.95 ea

Price £23.50 Intl VAT
GEARED MOTORS
71 RPM 20Ib inch torque reversible 115V AC in -

R&T = RECONDITIONED AND TESTED

dustrial Strobe Kits.

ITV, Video, CD, Ili -FL Camcorder, Satellites, Computers, Domestic Equip', -etc

£1.50

65rnm, depth 80mm. Sin dia shah x 9/16in long

SAE for further details including Hy -Light and in- NMS ---- NEW MANUF SURPLUS

& WE ARE SOLE SUPPLIERS OF VARIOUS FAULT-FINDING GUIDES
REPAIR MANUALS & TECHNICAL MANUALS

£7.95
£2.95 ea*

kg.,..t.

leads, neon indicator, on/oH switch, safety mocroswitch and
111880 inc VAT)
circuit £14.00+12.00 p&p

SERVICE MANUALS

Ceramic Caps
Solar cell modules 0.45V 700mA
B B.C. Micro to disc drive lead
Car Burglar alarm vibration auto
entry/exit delay
Single zone alarm panel auto
entry/exit delay housed in
domestic light socket

12 RPM SHADED POLE GEARED MOTOR

HEAVY DUTY MOTOR
EPROM ERASURE KIT
Build you own EPROM ERASURE fora traction of the Crouzet 115V/230V AC heavy duty 1R PM motor. An price of a made-up unit kit of pans less case includes lieleiavvi. type 82/015 Size 68rnm, diameter x 55mm
12in 8 watt 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unit pair of hi -pin long Shah 6mm diameter x 20mm long Price inc VAT

TILE WORLDS LARGEST COLLECTION OF

1000 off mixed Multilayer

el

500 GPH 15h head 3 amp £1 6.36

Remember, not only do we hove EVERY service sheet ever produced,
but we oho have

P.C. P.S.U. 50 watt 115-230V input + 5V
4A + 12V 2.5A output with built in fan,
£9.95 ea
IEC inlet + on off
STC P.S.U. 240V input 5V 6A output
(converts to 12V 3A details
£5.95 ea
available)
240V input 5V 10A output (converts to
£5.95 ev
12V 5A no details)
£1.25 ea
6000 line output transformers
240V in 0-12V 0.75A out
£1.75.
transformer
240V in 0-28V 62VA out transformer. E2.75
Transformer + PCB gives 2x7.5V 32VA
with skt for 5 or 12V regulator, will power
£3.75 ea
floppy drive
Ultrasonic transducers (transmit +
£1.50
pair
receive)
50p.
3 to 16V Piezoelectric sounders
50p.
9VDC electromechanical sounder
24V DC electromechanical sounder. 50p
2A 250V keyswitch 3 position key
£1 .50*
removable in two positions
35p:
DIL switches PCB MT 3/4/6 way
40p.
5V SPCO SIL reed relay
60p.
5V 2PCO DIL miniature relay
12V 2PCO or 4PCO continental relay 60p
12V 1 OA PCB MT (to make contact)
95p
relay
3 to 12V electro magnetic acoustic
75p
transducer with data
2.4576/8.8329/21.10 MHz crystals

ea.

£1 .00*
Bridges 25A 200V
50p
2A 100V
£4.9§
3Ib Mixed components pack
£5.95
25 off mixed relays
f95:9955,
40 off mixed toggle switches
50 off mixed switches, toggle, rocker,
£9.95
slide, micro
Miniature axial chokes 0.1, 0.18, 0.12,
0.33, 0.39, 0.15, 1, 3.3UH

10p ea., 100 for 0.50*

250off 16/22/24/40 way IC Skts
100 off Phono plugs
(red/black/grey)

iyir7-.1.1
'

Buy direct from the importers.

Write now with an SAE for your
FREE QUOTE FREE VOUCHERS & FREE CATALOGUE

TORIN CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER

pallor outlet 63 x 37mm overall size 195 x 160 x

Powerful continuously rated, non -reversible, clockwise
roatation, supplied complete with auto transformer and
circ. for 240V AC operation Size length 140mm width

& p&p and VAT 120.86

VISA

sealed gearbox motor Fan cooled, cont rated. in line gearbox. Supplied with Transformer for 240V
AC operation. Reversible only on 240V Circuit sup pled Motor, Capac . Transformer and Carnage- £46.50
(£54.64 incl VAT)

400 WATT UV LAMP
(42 89 Inc VAT)
Only £34.00,E2 50 p&p
175 WATT SELF BALLASTED BLACK
LIGHT MERCURY LAMP
Available with BC or ES fining Puce inc VAT

Technical Information Services

Write/Phone your enquiries

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT
FLOUR ESCENT TUBES
(114.10 inc VAT)
4h 40 wan £12.00 (callers only)

230V AC BALLAST KIT

76 CHURCH STREET, LARKIIALL, LANARKSHIRE, ML9 IIIE

50 Mixed terminal blocks

WIDE RANGE OF XENON FlASHTINIES
100 7rpm 65 lbs. in TORQUE MOTOR

1E8.64 inc VAT)

f 7.95.
200 off mixed polyester caps
100 Mixed trimmer caps popular values. f4.95.
12.95°
50 off MC 78M12CT Volt Regs
11.50*
20 off WO2M Volt Regs
£4.95*
25 off asst buzzers & sounders..
Cable box UHF modulator/video
£6.95
preamp/transformer/R's + Cs/leads

warning
These are sold for the dismantling of the exceptional
quality components Regret no Circuits available
Ridiculously low price £16.00 + £4.00 p&p
(C23.50 Intl VAT).

115V AC 2.8 amp, extremely powerful, capacitor run,

For 13in tubes £6.00 + fl 35 p&p

Metal detector boards with Data has
tuner, mode, discriminate, headphone
Jack, on/off volume & push button
f7.95 ea*
facilities
Dictaphone cassette, meth/record erase
playback heads, 6V solenoid, motor, hall
£2.00 ea*
effect switch
£3.95 ea
T.V./Printer stands
Bicc-Vero Easiwire
£4.95 ea`
construction kit
£4.95*
TTL/CMOS short circuit snooper.
£3.75 ea*
Dot matrix LCD 10x2 lines
Dot matrix LCD 16 x 1 lines
£4.95.
with Data
20 characters x 2 lines dot matrix LCD
£7.95*
with data
40 characters x 1 line dot matrix LCD
V 5.00.
with data
2 digit 16 segment VF display
£2.95 ea
with data
£6.00
4 digit intelligent dot matrix display.
17 segment V.F. display with
£2.99
ea*
driver board and data
£1.75 ea*
8 digit liquid crystal display
[3.50 ea*
4 digit LCD with 7211 driver chip
£2.50
Digital clock display
11 .50 ea*
11 key membrane keypad
Keyboard 392mm x 180mm/100
keys on board + LCD +
£4.95
74HC05/80C49 easily removable
£8.95
19" 3U sub rack enclosures
12V stepper motor, 48 steps per rev,
£3.95 ea.
7.3° step angle
Stepper motor board with 2 slotted
£3.95 ea*
opto + 2 mercury tilt switches
f4.95 ea
1000 mixed % watt 1% resistors
250 electrolyic axial + radial caps.... £4.95 ea

300:1 Gear Box and optical encoder coupled to a
Precision threaded drive mechanism Mains supply
with 6 x 1 5V Ni-Cad A.A cells back -up L C D
Digital read-out 17rnrn high with legends. Audible

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION & AUTO

Fur either bin. 9in or 12in tubes C5.50+ C1.15
1E7.81 inc VAT)
P&P

FAX facility available all day on both Ones

EPROMS Escap Precision 12V DC Motor with

Buy direct from the Importers Keenest prices in the country

21120 wan 17,44 + (1.25 p&p
13in 10 wan £5.80 + 75p P&P
12in 8 wan 14.80+ 75p p&p
Sin 6 wan C3.96 + 50p p&p
Sin 4 wan £3.96- 50p p&p

QUANTEK ELECTRONICS LTD.,

Tel. (0698) 884585 Mon -Fri 8.30am - 5.00pin
Tel. (0698) 883334 Oulwith business hours

Surplus Precision Medical Unit, internally in excellent condition Designed primarily to eject a precise
controllable amount of fluid from a medical syringe
(latter not supplied) Contains the following rernov able components Dual Micro Processor Boards and

(Plus Carriage)

TX 020.99, RX £19.99
TX 027.99. FIX £22.99

Individual
Individual

(151.29 inc VAT)

£7.80
£54.00
(72.62 inc VAT)
£7.80
£71.50
(93.18 inc VAT)
£126.50

2KVA 10 amp max

5KVA 25 amp max

9-16V dc
Open Collector
500mA
- 88dBrn (typical)

UNIQUE OFFER

INPUT 220/240V AC 50/60
OUTPUT 0-260V
.,
Price
Pa"
14.65
£29.00
0.5KVA 2.5 amp max
(39.54 inc VAT)
£6.25
1 KVA 5 amp max
£37.40

3KVA 15 amp max

Solder Trace

"BOFFINS SPECIAL" -

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

£2.n

£4.95

£3.50*

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
PLEASE RING

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VA T
PLEASE ADD £2.00 p&p EXCEPT
ITEMS MARKED. WHICH ARE 50P.
SAE FOR BULK BUYING LIST
PAYMENT WITH ORDER TO,

Dept EE, COMPELEC,
14 Constable Road

St. Ives, Huntingdon,

Ample
Parking Space

EL.
IF
TRANSFORMERS FROM
I DE

r/

The UK Distributor for
Standard Toroidal Transformers
types available from stock
Sizes from 15VA to 625VA

-x- 106

STEEL DISHED
WASHER

OUTER

INSULATION
NEOPRENE
WASHERS

SECONDARY
WINDING

INSULATION
PRIMARY
WINDING

CORE

END CAPS

Write or phone for free Data Pack

Jaytee Electronic Services
143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone: (0227) 375254

Cambs PE17 6EQ
Tel/Fax: 0480 300819
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CLASSIFIED

EVERYDAY

EE reaches twice as many UK readers than any other indepen-

ELECTR i NI

dent monthly hobby electronics magazine, our audited ABC
sales figures prove it. EE has been the leading independent
monthly magazine in this market for the last seven years

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and
semi -display pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi -display space is £8 ( + VAT) per single column centimetre
(minimum 2.5cm). The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p ( + VAT) per word (minimum 12 words)

All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Electronics. VAT must be added.
Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Everyday
Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH 21 1JH. Tel: (0202) 881749.
For rates and information on display advertisements ('eth page and larger spaces) please contact our
Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew on 0255 850596.

MAURITRON TECHNICAL
PUBLICATIONS
The following is a selection from our vast
range of Technical Manuals for the TV and
Video Servicing Trade. Order some today.
Title
Price
Order Code
Video Recorder Faults- Repair Guide £1.95
MTP-5
MTP-58 VHS Video Recorder Principles
£1.95
MTP-7
Transistor Radio Repair Guide
£1.00
MTP-34 TTL Integrated Circuits Databook
C4.95
MTP-10 CMOS Integrated Circuits Databook
£4.50
VHCK
Video Head Cleaning Kit
C3.50
MTP-9
Power Supplies & Voltage Regulators C2.95
MTP-24 Transistor Equivalents and Testing
Manual
£4.50
MTP-8
Record Player Speed Disc
C0.95
MTP-19 Telephone SDT Code Location Guide C3.95

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER KIT
Tuneable 80-1 3 5MHz, 500 metre range, sensitive
electret microphone, high quality PCB.
SPECIAL OFFER complete kit ONLY £5.95

Assembled and ready to use £9.95 post free.
Access/Visa orders telephone 021 411 1821
Send 2 xl st class stamps for Catalogue Cheques/ P O s payable to

THE BRITISH AMATEUR ELECTRONICS CLUB

exists to help electronics enthusiasts by personal
contact and through a quarterly Newsletter. For
details, write to the Chairman:
Mr H. F. Howard, 41 Thingwall Park
Fishponds, Bristol BS16 2A.,1
Space don.. by Everyday ElKhomcs

AMIGA CAD SOFTWARE
Draw schematics, design PCB'swith ElectroCAD
Produce your vero-board layouts with Prototyper
Unbelievable CAD package prices
Telephone Micro image on

QUANTEK ELECTRONICS LTD
Kits Dept. (EE), 3 Houldey Road, West Heath.
Birmingham B31 3HL
SHOP NOW OPEN - CALLERS WELCOME
Quantity
AA (HP7) 500mAH

£0.99

100-499
£0.77 + VAT

AA 500mAH solder tags
AA 700mAH high capacity

£1.55

£0.95 +VAT

£1.95

E1.20 + VAT

C (HP11), 1.2AH

£2.20

£1.69 +VAT

C 2AH with solder tags

£3.60

£2.25 + VAT

D (HP2) 1.2AH

£2.60

D 4AH with solder tags

£4.95

£1.96+ VAT
£3.59 +VAT

£4.95

E3.85 + VAT

Sub C with solder tags 1.2AH £2.50
1/2 AA with solder tags
£1.55

f1.70 + VAT

AAA (HP16) 1B0mAH

E1.15 + VAT

1-99

PP3 8.4V 110mAH

SERVICE MANUALS. We can also supply Service

manuals for most equipment. Audio, TV, Video,
Test etc. etc. Please enquire.

£1.75

£1.17 + VAT

0983 826006
between 6pm-9.30pm weekdays or weekends

Special offers for unusual sizes
only while stocks last. Please
check availability before ordering.
Quantity
F cell 7AH 32 x 87mm with flat top
F cell with solder tags

1-99
£3.95
£4.30

£2.80+ VAT

Cellular telephone battery
42mm long x 16mm dia

£1.45

£0.95 +VAT

Stick of 4 171 x 16 dia with 150mm
red & black leads
4 cell battery 94 x 25mm 4.8V

£5.95
£3.50

£4.00 + VAT
E2.30 +VAT

100-499

£3.00 + VAT

All 1 to 99 prices include VAT
Please add 95p postage & packing per order

J PG Electronics

All orders plus £2.35 post and packing

Hundreds of other Repair and Data Guides
available from our Catalogue available FREE

276-278 Chatsworth Road, Chesterfield S40 2BH
Access & Visa orders tel: (0246) 211202

upon receipt of a stamped envelope and sent with
all orders.

Cooke International

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN
FULL-TIME TRAINING

Tel: (0844) 51694 Fax: (0844) 52554

FOR SALE

THOSE ELIGIBLE CAN APPLY FOR E.T.GRANT SUPPORT
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAMME

N. R. BARDWELL LTD (EE)

Scopes. Signal Generators, Power Supplies, Power
Meters, DVM's, Oscillators. Attenuators, etc. Used
Test Equipment
We can now offer a copy service for workshop
manuals for many instruments. Please ask for details.

MAURITRON PUBLICATIONS (EE2)
VIS4

8 Cherry Tree Road
Chinnor
Oxfordshire OX9 40Y

200 Signal diodes 1N4148
75
Rectifier Diodes 1N4001
75
Rectifier Diodes 1N4003
50
Rectifier Diodes 1N4007
56
Rectifier Diodes 1N5401

.£1.00
01.00
£1.00
.E1.00
£1.00

NE555 Timer 1.c s

10

741 Op Ampi.c.s
C10601 400V 6 amp thyristors
BFY51 Transistors
BC478 Transistors.
MPSA92 Transistors
Asstd. high brightness I e d s
Axial I.e.d.s (Diode package) wide angle red
Rectangular red I.e.d.s
Miniature axial I e.d.s super bright red
Miniature red I.e.d.s 3mm dia
Asstd. seven segment displays

5

8
8

30
30
25
50
50
20
24
12

__£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
E1.00
E1.00

Et 00

50

80
50

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

£1 .00

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

470UF lOy Radial electrolytics
1000UF lOy Radial electrolytics
Asstd. IF transformers
48 Asstd coil formers
100 Asstd. RF chokes

f 1. 00
£1 .00

Asstd. 0 il sockets up to 40 pin

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

Assorted socket/connsiedge-clil-sit-etc
1 inch Glass reed switches
4P 3W MBB min. rotary switches
Min SP/CO slide switches
Magnetic ear pips plus lead 8 plug
Peltier effect heat pump
10 watt Stereo amplifier. 4 controls plus data

10

20

20
I
1

t 1. 00
£1 .00

E1.95

£2.95
£0.75
£0.60

lOmm Flashing led red

I

10mrn Ultra bright I.e.d. red 300 MCD

1

G.C.S.E. ELECTRONICS KITS at pocket money
prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue. SIR -KIT
ELECTRONICS, 70 Oxford Road. Clacton 0015

£1 .00

60
40
30
30
30
20

Cl .00
£1.00
E1.00

Cl 00

POUF 50V Radial electrolytics
22UF 25V Radial electrolytics
33UF 16V Radial electrolytics
22UF 50V Radial electrolytics
47UF 50V Radial electrolytics
1000F 10V Radial eletrolytIcs
220UF 16V Radial electrolytics

60
60

£t.00

KITS, PLANS, ETC for surveillance, protection
(sonic, HV), "007- gear. Send 2 x 22p stamps for
list. ACE( EE), 53 Woodland Way, Burntwood,

E 1 .00

Prices include VAT, postage £1.00. Stamp for Lists

288 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 1FL
Phone (0742) 552886. Fax (0742) 500689
RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
to 24 volts up to 's amp 1 to 20 volts up to I amp to 16 volts up to I' ,
amps at Fully stabilised Twin panel meters for instant voltage and cur1

rent readings. Overload protection
Fully variable
1006.11.1*
Operates from
240V arc

11111111

Compact unit
Size 9.
gin-

45

Inc.lotk

+ Post and
insurance £4

NEW MODEL. Up to 38volts d.c at 6 amps 10 amps peak Fully variable
Twin panel meters. Size 145 x11 x 4Sin. ta. inc VAT. Carr E6

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
SURREY, U.K. Tel: 081-6841665
List. Large SAE. Delivery 7 days. Callers welcome Closed Wednesday

398

Next course commences
Monday 21st September 1992
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD
EARLS COURT. LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: 071-373 8721

Miscellaneous

£1.00

100 22NF 100y radial film capacitors
100 33NF 50V radial film capacitors
200 Asstd disc ceramic capacitors
80 4U7 16V Radial electrolytics
75 4U7 63V Radial electrolytics
80 1OUF 16V Radial electrolytics
50
80

Open: Mon -Fri 9am-5pm or phone

0243 545111 - Fax: 0243 542457
Wide range of items available. Send SAE for lists

£1. 00

43 Com anode seven segment displays

4

Contact: Cooke International, Unit 4,
Fording bridge Site, Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex P022 OEB

O.N.O., O.N.D. and H.N.C.

Staffs.

3TE.

PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
one offs and quantities, for details send s.a.e. to
B.M.A. Circuits. 38 Poynings Drive, Sussex
BN3 8GR, or phone Brighton 720203.
demonstrations, talks, discussions, refreshments, bargains, questions answered.
Regional meetings. Magazine by post. Electronic

INTERESTING

Organ Constructors Society. 081 902 3390. 87
Oakington Manor Drive, Wembley. Middlesex.
WANTED set of Practical Electronics 1964 to 1980.

Mr Bristow, 6 Finmere, Bracknell, Berkshire, or
0344 425638 after 9pm.

LASERS, KITS and modules, optical components
special requirements
Laserkitz, Unit 9, Norton

Grove Ind Est, Norton Malton Y017 9QH. Te
0653 698224.

Fuselodge Ltd,
267 Acton Lane

Chiswick, London W4 5DD

HELP PLEASE I would like someone to modify
and build a circuit already shown in EE. Phone
0504 367350 daytime or 0504 352259 evenings.

BARGAIN! Power supply, technical/project books,
100s of resistors, capacitors, switches 7000 and 4000
series semiconductors. All for £150. Tel: 0372
720807.

STUDY ELECTRONICS on the BBC Micro. An
interactive approach to learning. Three program
titles now available 'Introduction to Electronics
Principles'. 'Electronics Mathematics' and 'Digital
Techniques'. Programs include theory, examples,

self test questions, formulae, charts and circuit
User inputs and calculated outputs,

diagrams.

£29.95 each plus £2pp. Cheque or Postal Order to
E.P.T. Educational Software, Pump House, Lock ram Lane, Witham, Essex CM8 2BJ. Please state
BBC B/Master series and disc size.

SATELLITE CHANNEL REPORT. 32

pages

documenting transponder video, audio and data on
every satellite within your range worldwide,

updated monthly. Available as single issue or by
subscription. Call: DTL. 0491 681502. Fax: 0491
hii1944

Telephone/Fax

081-994
6275

We stock a large range of Electronic components, semiconductors, switches, resistors,
capacitors, transformers, fans, cables, leads,

boxes, tools, etc. Power supplies, test equipment. Custom made S.M. power supplies.
Mail order & Credit Cards accepted

VERY INTERESTING DESIGNS
FOR ALL REASONS AND SEASONS
Wide selection of extremely useful kits and
ready-made products for home, workshop and
outdoors, at reasonable prices.
Ring or Write for FREE literature

BECKER SYSTEMS
Dept EE26, 8 Finucane Drive, Orpington
Kent BRS 4ED. Tel: 0689 837821 (24 hrs)

Everyday Electronics, June 1992

LOW COST 418MHz UHF RADIO SWITCHING

BTEC qualifications

AS USED BY THE PROFESSIONAL SECURITY MARKET
Incorporating the latest Surface Acoustic Wave technology, the system consists of a small
"zero -power", UHF transmitter with digital encoder and a UHF receiver unit with digital decoder
and momentary output. Transmitter available either as fully assembled unit in its own key -fob
case which is fully MPT approved (codes set by cutting tracks) or tic kit form with 8 -way DIL

switch Receiver also available in two kit forms, one which uses cut tracks to set code (over

NIC's courses

13,000 codes available), the other uses an 8 -way DIL switch (256 codes).
Kit Sizes.
Kit Supplies: Tx 3-15V

To 45 x 30mm
Rx (both) 9-15V

Approved Key -fob Transmitter. TXKF.
Individual Kit Transmitter: TXKT
Individual Kit Receiver (8 -way DIL switch): RXDS
I nidiydual Kit Receiver (Cut Tracks): RXCT
1
1

x TXKF +
x TXKT +

1
1

are generally
recognised as
among the best
in Open
Learning'

Re (both) 45 x 55mm
Range Up to 100m
£25.99
£15.99
£19.99
£18.99
£39.99
£29.99

x RXCT: SYS1
x RXDS: SYS2

Quantity Discounts Available. Please allow 28 days for delivery
Cheques/POs to.

TheGuardian

BLB Electronics

Electronics

Telecommunications
Microelectronics
For further information contact.
Dept 702
National Extension College
18 Brooklands Avenue
Cambridge CB2 2HN
Tel: (0223) 316644

NEC

341 Darwen Road, Bromley Cross, Bolton BL7 9BY

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices!
Plus Tools, Watches, Fancy Goods, Toys.
Mail order UK only.
All inclusive prices -

III

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!

Over the past 100 years more than 10 million students throughout the world have found
it worth their while! An CS home -study course can help you get a better job, make more
money and have more fun out of life! ICS has over 100 years experience in home -study
courses and is the largest correspondence school in the world. YOU learn at your own
pace, when and where you want under the guidance of expert 'personal' tutors, Find out
how we can help YOU. Post or phone today for FREE INFORMATION on the course of your

choice (Tick one box only!)

I

NO post, or VAT etc to add on.
Send 34p stamped self addressed label or

1

envelope for catalogue/clearance list.
At least 2,100 offers to amaze you.

I= all

MI IN =I 111.1 MN

Electronics

TV, Video F.
HI-Fi Servicing

Basic Electronic

Rfrieration 71

Engineering (city 8. cads)

MI MI IN

Air Cognditioning

Electrical Engineering

Car mechanics

E

Computer
Electrical Contracting /
Programming
Installation
GCSE/GCE/SCE over 40 examination subjects to choose from

Brian J Reed
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell
Epsom, Surrey KT17 3E0

I Name

Tel: 081-393 9055

II

I

L

r

I

Address

ICInternational Correspondence Schools Dept ECS 62
372/314 High Street, Sutton. Surrey SM1 1PR or 041-221 7373 (24 hours)

Ell MI MN 11/0

Your Circuits Drawn

MIL.

Using one of the best available CAD

packages your circuit drawings can be
converted into highly professional
artwork. Send your drawing to
Eagle Publications with a stamped
addressed envelope for a free
quotation. Very affordable rates and
fast turn around.

:P21*rag
New for 1992

EAGLE PUBLICATIONS

* New MOSFET Amplifiers

P.O. Box IW27
Leeds LS16 6TU

COMPONENTS
For TV * Video

WE CAN SUPPLY A VAST RANGE OF SPARES for many
makes of TV. Video. Computer & Audio Equipment WRITE
(Encl s a e please) or PHONE
FOR A 'PRICE & AVAILABILITY'

Audio * Computer
VIDEO BELT KITS

AMSTRAD VCR4600/4700/5200

improved range of SMOS modules
30W, 30+30W, 60W, 120W

0452 526883

on your requirements
13.19

FVHP905/906/908.
FISHER
HR3300/3330/3660
JVC
VTC6500
SANYO
SERVICE MANUALS

E3.03

BINATONE 01/9771.
KT4/K40 Chassis..
PHILIPS

E6.99
C12.50
£3.80

£3.30
£2.23

CM8833 (Mk 1)
PHILIPS
SEMICONDUCTORS
C2.45
UPC1378H
E1.74
TBA530
00.49
TOA1001B £3.86 ZTX650
OTHER ITEMS
RGF281/4 Main belt
Cl 40
SHARP
STU2 Mains transformer
TOSHIBA
£9.99
VT11/14/33/34/61/62/63
HITACHI
C26.10
Video Head

AMSTRAD VCR4500/4600 Pinch
Roller Mod. Kit
£9.48
This is lust a small sample of stock. Please
send 3 x 18p stamps for our catalogue or
request a free copy with first order.

ATARI
CO25913 DMA (ST)

SED9420CAC
TEA2000
TMS453244L4
ULA6C001E
ULA7K010/400056
a/3302(01-1
ZX8401

C442
CNY65 (ST-PSU). ..
PC713V (STE-PSU)
£294
C1 59
2SC2331 (ST-PSU)
COMMODORE
..
C4 99
17 7344MHz Xtal
C4 39
C64C User Manual....
11 25
C64 User Manual
C1503
6510 CPU
E1111
6526 CIA
E24 98
6569 VIC
C1122
8520 Amiga
C23 96
8565 VIC.
C9 24
906114-01 PLA
£406
251641-02 PLA
MB81416-12 DRAM (C16) £4.99

Spec. 0 2 ROM.
Spec. 48K Speaker
Spec 48K Membrane
+/1280 Membrane
28 way Edge Conn
OL Membrane
EPSON
07801080031 CPU

Order by Post or Phone. We accept paym nt
by VISA. ACCESS. DELTA. SWITCH. Cheq e
or P.O.Post & Packing is 11.20. No VAT to
add on
An awns subject CO avallabday
Pricey can change without notice.

Everyday Electronics, June 199?

C14.93
E4.49
11.72
C17.61
£16.72
CIO 98
£7 94
116.69
11 74
11 73
C8.39

£356
£8 .99

130.24

a range of encapsulated transformers
4VA, 6VA, 10VA, 18VA, 24VA, 30VA

COMPUTER SPARES
AMSTRAD/SINCLAIR
PEGAIA (PC1640)
C30.85
C1886
40010 G Array
PCW 9512 Serv. Manual C14 49
E8 49
CPC464 Sery Manual
£706

.

User Manual (STEM)
PC900V/H1113 (ST)
ROM Basic (XE/L)

* 20 watt Class A Amplifier
* Low profile PCB Transformers

.

C33 24

C1000
E2 88
E4 58

THERMISTOR (ST-PSU) C137

Write or phone for data and prices...
which include details of standard range of
toroidal transformers and audio modules.

No price increase for 1992

.

MARAPET (EEF)
1 HORNBEAM MEWS

Jaytee Electronic Services
143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone: (0227) 375254. Fax: (0227) 365104

GLOUCESTER GL2 OUE

399

Carbon Film resistors '4W 5% E24 series 0.51 R to 10M0
100 off per value - 75p. even hundreds per value totalling 1000
Metal Film resistors '4W 1OR to 1 MO 5% El 2 series - 2p. 1% E24 series
Mixed metal/carbon film resistors 4W E24 series 1 RO to 10M0
1 watt mixed metal/Carbon Film 5% El 2 series 4R7 to 10 Megohms
Linear Carbon pre-sets 100mW and '''4W 100R to 4M7 E6 series

3p

l'hp

5p
7p

Miniature polyster capacitors 250V working for vertical mounting
.015, .022, .033, .047, .068-4p. 0.1 - 5p. 0.12, 0.15, 0.22 - 6p. 0.47 - 8p. 0.68 - 8p. 1.0 - 12p

Mylar (polyester) capacitors 100V working E12 series vertical mounting

1000p to 8200p -3p..01 to .068 - 4p. 0.1 - 5p. 0.12, 0.15. 0.22 - 6p. 0.47/50V - 8p

Submin ceramic plate capacitors 100V wkg vertical mountings. El 2 series
2% 1.8pf to 47pf - 3p. 2% 56pf to 330pf - 4p. 10%390p -4700p
Disc/platc ceramics 50V El 2 series 1 PO to 1000P. E6 Series 1500P to 47000P

4p
2p

Polystyrene capacitors 63V working El 2 series long axial wires
10pf to 820pf - 4p. 1000pf to 10,000pf - 5p. 12,000pf
741 Op Amp - 20p. 555 Timer
cmos 4001 - 20p. 4011 - 22p. 4017

6p
22p
40p

1/50, 2.2/50, 4.7/50, 10/25, 10/50
22/16, 22/25. 22/50. 47/16, 47/25, 47/50
100/16, 100/25 7p; 100/5012p; 100/100
220/16 8p; 220/25, 220/50 10p; 470/16.470/25
1000/25 25p; 1000/35, 2200/25 35p; 4700/25

5p
6p
14p

ALUMINIUM ELECTROLVTICS (Mfds/Volts)

llp

70p

Submin, tantalum bead electrolyics (Mfds/Volts)

0.1/35, 0.22/35, 0.47/35, 1.0/35, 3.3/16.4.7/16
14p
2.2/35, 4.7/25, 4.7/35, 6.8/16 15p; 10/16, 22/6
20p
33/10, 47/6, 22/16 30p; 47/10 35p; 47/16 60p; 47/35
80p
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
lA + or - 5V, 8V, 12V. 15V, 18V & 24V - 55p. 100mA. 5.8, 12, 15, V +
30p
DIODES (piv/amps)
75/25mA 1N4148 2p. 800/1 A N4006 4%p. 400/3A 1 N5404 14p. 115/15mA 0A91 .. 8p
100/1A 1N4002 3'hp. 1000/1A 1N4007 5p. 60/1 5A SIMI 5p. 100/1A bridge
25p
400/1A 1N4004 4p. 1250/1A BY 127 10p. 30/15A 0A47
10p
Zener diodes E24 series 3V3 to 33V 400mW - 8p. 1 watt
Battery snaps for PP3 - 6p for PP9
L.E.D.'s 3mm. & 5mm. Red, Green, Yellow - 10p. Grommets 3mm - 2p. 5mm
Red flashing L.E.D.'s require 9-12V supply only
Mains indicator neons with 220k resistor
20mm fuses 100mA to 5A. 0. blow 5p.A/surge 10p. Holders, chassis, mounting
High speed pc drill 0.8, 1.0, 1.3, 1.5, 2.0mm - 30p. Machines 12V dc
HELPING HANDS 6 ball joints and 2 croc clips to hold awkward jobs
AA/HP7 Nicad rechargeable cells 90p each. Universal charger unit
Glass reed switches with single pole make contacts - 8p. Magnets
0.1" Stripboard 2.4" x 1" 9 rows 25 holes - 25p. 3'. x 2%" 24 rows 37 holes
Jack plugs 2.5 & 3.5m
Sockets Panel Mtg. 2.5 & 3.5m

12p
12p

A.C. ELECTRONICS
379
ANTEX ELECTRONICS
345
N R. BARDWELL
398
R. BARTLETT
353
BK ELECTRONICS
Cover (iii)
BLB ELECTRONICS
399
BRIAN J. REED
399
BULL ELECTRICAL
Cover (ii)
CAMBRIDGE COMP. SCIENCE
353
CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION
345
COMPELEC
397
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
379
CR SUPPLY COMPANY
400
DATONG ELECTRONICS
381
EAGLE PUBLICATIONS
399
ELECTRONIZE DESIGN
345
ESR ELECTRONIC COMP
336
GREENWELD ELECTRONICS
333
HART ELECTRONIC KITS
349
HESING TECHNOLOGY
379
ICS
399
JAYTEE ELECTRONIC

397/399

SERVICES

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS

2p

* * * SPECIAL OFFER * * *
Choose any 2 packs FREE with every 10 £1 packs purchased.

6p

£7.00
£3.50p
£6.50p
1 2p

70p
14p
10p

BFX88 - 15p, 2N3055 - 50p, TIP31, 32 - 30p, TIP41, 42 - 40p. BU208A - C1.20, BF195, 197 - 12p
Ionisers with seven year guarantee, list price £16.95
E1 2.50

All prices are inclusive of VAT. Postage 30p (free over C5). Lists Free.

THE CR SUPPLY CO

127 Chesterfield Rd., Sheffield S8 ORN
Return posting

Typefit
PC page make-up software and typesetter output bureau

"For serious document production it
knocks other DTP software into
the proverbial cocked hat."

JPG ELECTRONICS
398
MAGENTA ELECTRONICS
. 334/335
MAPLIN ELECTRONICS
Cover (iv)
MARAPET
399
MARCO TRADING
367
MAURITRON PUBLICATIONS
398
M&B ELECT SUPPLIES
387
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF TECH
381
NATIONAL EXTENSION COLLEGE
399
NORTECH ELECTRONIC
369
NORTHERN MARKETING
CONCEPTS
353
NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS
353
OMNI ELECTRONICS
373
PICO TECHNOLOGY
400
QUANTEK ELECTRONICS
397
RADIO & TV COMPONENTS
330
SERVICE TRADING CO
397
SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS
400
STEWART OF READING
373
SUMA DESIGNS
332
TECHNICAL INFO. SERVICES
397
TYPESETTING BUREAU
400

9 Lower Birchwood, Somercotes, Derbyshire DE55 4NG

50p
10p

TRANSISTORS
BC107/8/9 - 12p. BC547/8/9 - 8p. BC557/8/9 - 8p. BC182, 182L, BC183, 183L,
8C184, 184L, BC212, 212L - 10p.
BC327, 337, 337L - 12p. BC727, 737 - 12p. BD135/6/7/8/9 - 25p. BCY70 - 18p.
BFY50/51/52 - 20p.

Tel: 0742 557771

ADVERTISERS INDEX

1p

£6.00p

SP1

SP2
SP3
SP6
SP7
SP8
SPIO
SPI 1
SP12
SP18
SP20
SP23
SP25
SP26
SP28
SP36

15 x 5mm Red Leds
15 x 5mm Green Leds
12 x 5mm Yellow Leds
15 x 3mm Red Leds
12 x 3mm Green Leds
10 a 3mm Yellow Leds
100 a 1N4148 diodes
30 a 1N4001 diodes
30 a 1N4002 diodes
20 ii BC182 transistors
20 x BC184 transistors
20 x BC549 transistors
5 x 555 timers
5 x 741 Op -amps
6 x Cmos 4011
25 x 10uf/25V radial caps.

RESISTOR PACKS - 0.25W C.Film
RP3
5 each value - total 365
RP7
10 each value - total 730
RPIO
1000 popular values

Cheques or P.O. to

SP37
SP38
SP42

20 x 100uf/35V radial caps.
25 x 47uf/25V radial caps.
200 a Mixed 0.25W C. Film re' sturs

SP44

12 x 5mm Leds-4 ea. Red, Gm., Yel

SP47
SP102
SP103
SP104
SP105
SP109

5 x Min push button switches
20 x 8 pin OIL sockets
15 x 14 pin OIL sockets
15 x 16 pin DIL sockets
6 x 74LS00
15 x BC557 transistors
6 a Cmos 4093
6 x Cmos 4072
8 a Rect. Red Leds 5 x 2mm
8 x Rect. Green Leds 5 x 2mm
5 x Rect. Yellow Lads 5 x 2mm
10 a 1000uf/16V radial caps

SPI12
SP119
SP121
SP122
SP123
SP125

£2.30
E3.95

£5.35

Catalogue - price £1
Contains £2 vouchers redeemable
against orders
Please add Cl P&P to all orders

NO VAT

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS

PICO ADC -10
8 -bit Analog to Digital Convertor

for IBM PCs & compatibles
10-25 kHz typical sampling speed
0-5 v input range

Those arc the words of Jim Tyler, an independent journalist after
reviewing Typefit for "Micro Computer Mart". His letter to us went on
to say:

"I spent two years editing a magazine, I have been involved in running
a DTP bureau and I currently make my living writing classic car restoration manuals for a division of Reed Business International. I would choose

+ VAT

Typefit for any of these roles."

(including p+p)

No we did not pay him anything - he did not even get a free copy of
our software (Typefit only costs £225 + VAT an)way). And just for the
sceptics he is not a personal friend, relative or shareholder in the company.

His sentiments are hacked up by our customers, some of which have
changed from other well-known DTP packages costing much more they tell us Typefit is more versatile and provides them with use of a
better range of quality typefaces (230 different fonts).

With Typefit you do your own Typesetting, proof and correct your
work, we provide the expensive phototypesetter and fonts to give you
top quality 2000 dot per inch bromide output.
Before investing in any other DTP package and especially before
spending a small fortune on a specialist typesetting computer or other
equipment, please investigate Typefit.

6 Church Street, Wimborne
Dorset BH21 1JH
Tel: 0202 882299

Ac

L

$s

VI A

Plugs directly into parallel printer port
Requires no external power or expansion slots

BNC input connector
Supplied with software to use as a voltmeter &
oscilloscope, plus Turbo C and Pascal drivers

Pico Technology Limited
Broadway House, 149-151 St. Neots Road,

Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 70J

-RI. 0954 211716 Fax. 0954 211880

Published on approximately the first Friday of each month by Wimborne Publishing Ltd.. 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH2I HIE Printed in England by Benham & Co. Limited,
Colchester. Essex. Distributed by Seymour. Windsor House. 1270 London Road. Norbury, London SW I6 4DH. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand -Gordon & Gotch(Asia) Ltd..
South Africa -Central News Agency Ltd. Subscriptions INLAND £18.50 and OVERSEAS E23 (E40.50 airmail) payable to "Everyday Electronics" Subscription Department, 6 Church Street.
Wimborne, Dorset BH2I IJH. EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been
given. be lent. resold. hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover,and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired out or
otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising. literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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LOUDSPEAKERS -19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS
, MP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
IGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19INCH RACK

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

* PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. * PROMPT DEUVERIES * FRIENDLY
SERVICE * LARGE1AM S.A.E 50 STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE *
SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.

These modules now enjoy a worldwi de reputation for quality. reliability and performance al a realistic price. Four
models are available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market i.e. Industry, Leisure. Instrumental and Hi-Fi
etc. When comparing prices. NOTE that all models include toroidal power supply. integral heal sink. glass fibre P C.B and
drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter. All models are open and short circuit proof.

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor

300, Slew Rate 45V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE C40.85
C3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
100W) MXF400 (200W
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W
300W) MXF900 (450W -r 450W)
MXF600 (300W
t

T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

£4.00 P&P

PRICE £64.35

ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers * Twin L.E.D. Vu meters *

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts

Level controls * Illuminated on/off switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuit

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
.0- -3dB, Damping Factor
300, Slew Rate 60V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.

proof * Latest Mos-Fets for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 & MXF900 fan cooled with D.C. loudspeaker and thermal protection.

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

SIZES:- MXF200W19"z113',." (2U)tD11"
MXF400 W19 x115%," (3U)zD12"
MXF600 W19"x115',." (3U)vD13"
MXF900 W 1 9"xH5'," (3U)z1314.."

PRICE C81.75

C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

PRICES:-MXF200 £175.00 MXF400 C233.85
MXF600 £329.00 MXF900 £449.15

T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.
PRICE 0132.85 C5.00 P&P

!el,v,IX/1:1E111.1111,-,1:11f1.1114.1:T1-1,11,4
* Manual arm * Steel chassis * Electronic speed
control 33 8 45 R.P.M. * Vari pitch control * High
torque servo driven DC motor * Transit screws *
12" die cast platter * Neon strobe * Calibrated

balance weight * Removable head shell *

-

NOTE: MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 50OrnV, BAND WIDTH 100KHz.
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) INPUT SENS
775mV, BAND WIDTH SOKHz. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC.

1,2"

cartridge fixings * Cue lever* 220/240V 50/60Hz
* 390x305mm * Supplied with mounting cut-out

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A very accurate
visual display employing 11 L.E.D.s (7 green, 4 red) plus an additional on/off
indicator. Sophisticated logic control for very fast rise and decay times. Tough
moulded plastic case. with acrylic tinted front. Size 84 x 27 x 45mm.

template.

PRICE £61.30
£3.70 P&P
STANTON AL500mkii GOLDRING G950
PRICE 016.95

SOP P&P

300. Slew Rate 75V/uS,

-3dB, Damping Factor

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. C12.50 EACH

PRICE C7.15

PRICE £8.70 - 50p P&P

50P P&P

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.

* WITH ECHO *
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 7 band
bar graph
L 8 R graphic equalisers with

(50p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

MANY OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:- including Echo with repeat &
LED Vu meters.

p- From McKenzie Professional Series
From McKenzie Studio Series

speed control, DJ Mic with tone control
&
talk -over switch, 7 Channels with
individual faders plus cross fade, Cue

I/

k

ALL McKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8' 100 WATT P C8-100GP GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID, DISCO.

Headphone Monitor. Useful combination of
the following inputs:- 3 turntables (mag), 3
mics, 5 Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.

Price £134.99

300, Slew Rate 50V/uS,

-3dB, Damping Factor

200W)

£5.00 P&P

SIZE: 482 a 240 Ki 120mm

PRICE C31.45 + £2.00 P&P
RES. FREQ. 80Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz, SENS 96dB.
10" 100WATT cl 0-1 OOGP GUITAR. VOICE. KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID.
PRICE C38.89 + £2.50 P&P
RES. FREQ. 72Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS97dB.

10" 200WATT ipC10-200GP GUITAR, KEYB'D, DISCO. EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
PRICE C53.21 - £2.50 P&P
RES. FREQ. 69Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 97dB.
12" 100WATT pC12-100GP HIGH POWER GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO.
Join the Piezo revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved
PRICE 040.35 C3.50 P&P
transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required RES.FREQ. 49Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz, SENS 98dB.
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more if two are put in series. FREE 12' 100WATT p C12-100TC (TWIN CONE) HIGH POWER, WIDE RESPONSE. P.A., VOICE. DISCO.
PRICE 041.39 C3.50 P&P
RES. FREQ 45Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 12KHz, SENS 97dB.
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.
12" 200WATTSC12-200B HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P.A.

"

TYPE 'A' (K5N1036A) 3" round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for

TYP

a bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price £4.90 50p P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 31/4" super horn for general purpose speakers,
disco and P.A. systems etc. Price C5.99 - 50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2"x5" wide dispersion horn for quality Hi-Fi sys50p P&P.
tems and quality discos etc. Price £6.99

TYPE 'B

ici3v

TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2"x6" wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency
TYPE 'C

TYPE O'

TYPE 'E

C3.50 P&P

PRICE C71.91

RES. FREQ. 45Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB.

12" 300WATTSC12-300GP HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARDS. DISCO ETC.
PRICE £95.66 - C3.50 P&P
RES. FREQ. 49Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz, SENS 100dB.
15" 100WATTP C15-100BS BASS GUITAR. LOW FREQUENCY, P.A., DISCO.
£4.00 P&P
PRICE C 59.05
RES. FREO. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 98dB.

15" 200WATTEC15-200BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.
PRICE C80.57

RES. FREO. 40Hz, FREQ. REAP. TO 3KHz. SENS 98dB.
15" 250WATTFC15-250BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.

£4.00 P&P

response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for high RES. FREQ. 39Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 4KHz. SENS 99dB.
PRICE C90.23 04.50 P&P
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price £9.99 ' 50p P&P.
1 5 " 400WATT piC15-400BS VERY HIGH POWER. LOW FREQUENCY BASS.
PRICE 0105.46 + £4.50 P&P
TYPE 'E' (KSN10384) 35," horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim. RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 4KHz, SENS 100dB.
18 500WATTsc18-500BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER. LOW FREQUENCY BASS.
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price 05.99 50p P&P.
PRICE C174.97 + £5.00 P&P
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level control RES. FREQ. 27Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 2KHz, SENS. 98dB.
and cabinet input jack socket. 85x85mm. Price 04.10 50p P&P.
ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS (Except EF18.50 & EB10-50 which are dual impedance tapped 8 4 & 8 ohm)

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8" 50watt EBB -50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI -Ft. IN -CAR.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97dB.
C2.00 P&P
PRICE £8.90
10" 50WATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI. IN -CAR.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS. 99dB.
PRICE £13.65 - C2.50 P&P

.01,111I1.1.14 1111'11PM:I 41,4 A.1. -

-

THE VERY BEST IN QUALITY AND VALUE
Made especially to suit today s need for compactness with high output

10" 100WATT EB10-100 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO.

sound levels, finished in hard wearing black vynide with protective

RES. FREQ. 35Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 96dB.

corners, grille and carrying handle. Each unit incorporates a 12" driver
plus high frequency horn for a full frequency range of 45Hz-20KHz.
Both models are 8 Ohm impedance. Size, H20" x W15" x D12".

RES. FREQ. 26Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 93dB.

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS
POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET

OMP 12-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE C163.50 PER PAIR
OMP 12-200WATTS (200dB) PRICE 0214.55 PER PAIR
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THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75 a- 75) Stereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
125) Stereo. 250W
250 WATTS (125
Bridged Mono
200) Stereo, 400W
400 WATTS (200
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS

Features:
* Stereo, bridgable mono * Choice of

high & low level inputs * L 8 R level
PRICES: 150W C49.99 250W C99.99
controls * Remote on -off * Speaker &
400W £109.95 P&P C2.00 EACH
thermal protection.
POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 MINIMUM. OFFICIAL
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BOGIES, PLCs ETC.
PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. VISA AND
ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OR FAX.

£3.50 P&P

PRICE £42.12

C3.50 P&P

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
60WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 63Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 92dB.
PRICE £9.99 - C1.50 P&P
6'v" 60WATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 38Hz, FREQ. REAR TO 20KHz, SENS 94dB.
PRICE £10.99 11.50 P&P
8" 6OWATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 18KHz, SENS 89dB.
PRICE 012.99 I £1.50 P&P
10" 6OWATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 35Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 12KHz, SENS 98dB.

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. C12.50 PER PAIR

PRICE £30.39

12 100WATT EB12-100 BASS. STUDIO, HI -Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO.

PRICE 016.49 1- C2.00 P&P

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
PROFESSIONAL
80.108MHz,
VARICAP CONTROLLED
PERFORMANCE. RANGE UP TO 3 MILES. SIZE 38 r 123mm, SUPPLY 12V a 0.5AMP.

3W TRANSMITTER

C1.00 PAP
PRICE C14.85
FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 100.108MHz, VARICAP TUNED, COMPLETE WITH
-

VERY SENS FET WC, RANGE 100-300m, SIZE 56 x 46mm, SUPPLY 9V BATTERY.

PHOTO 3W FM TRANSMITTER

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNITSI & 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
ESSEX. SS2 STR.

Tel.: 0702-527572 Fax.: 0702-420243

Simply the best!
THE VELLEMAN K4000.

GUTSY & GOOD LOOKING.
SOUNDS GREAT!

PRICE FOR PRICE, THE
BEST VALUE, BEST

SOUNDING, BEST LOOKING,
STATE-OF-THE-ART,
VALVE POWER AMPLIFIER
KIT THAT'S AVAILABLE.

VELLEMAN,

SIMPLY THE BEST!

The Velleman name stands for quality, and the K4000 valve amplifier
is supplied with everything you'll need to build it, including a `Get -You Working' back-up service.
Delivering 95 watts in class A/B1, the K4000 is, without doubt, price for
price, the best sounding, 'gutsiest', most handsome valve power amplifier
kit available anywhere.

A smooth top end, open mid range and deceptively powerful bass, give a
tangible holographic sound stage. The massive, wide dynamic swing and
overall sound quality means this amplifier loves music! -Any music!!
The full range of Velleman kits is available from Maplin Electronics,
official appointed U.K. agents, including the Velleman K4000 (VE99H
£499.95 1=1), high performance valve power amplifier, (featured above).
Prices of Velleman kits start from as low as £7.45 and all kits are
manufactured to the same high standards and quality.
See the full range of Velleman kits in the 1992 Maplin Catalogue £2.75,
or by post £2.95 (CAO9K), or visit your local Maplin store. Credit Card
Hotline 0702 554161. Mail Order to: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.

Nelleman
AVAILABLE FROM MAPLIN ELECTRONICS: OFFICIALLY APPOINTED U.K. AGENTS
THE ONLY AGENT THAT GUARANTEES TO 'GET -YOU -WORKING'

Visit our stores at: BIRMINGHAM; Sutton New Road, Erdington. BRIGHTON; 65 London Road. BRISTOL; 302 Gloucester Road. CARDIFF; 29 City Road. CHATHAM; 2 Luton Road.
GLASGOW; 264-266 Great Western Road. LEEDS; Carpet World Building. 3 Regent Street. LEICESTER; Office World Building, Burton Street. LONDON; 146-148 Burnt Oak Broadway.
Edgware. 120-122 King Street, Hammersmith. MANCHESTER; 8 Oxford Road. NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE; Unit 4, Allison Court, The Metro Centre, Gateshead. NOTTINGHAM; 86-88
Lower Parliament Street. READING; 129-131 Oxford Road. SHEFFIELD; 413 Langsett Road, Hillsborough. SOUTHAMPTON; 46-48 Bevois Valley Road. SOUTHEND-ON-SEA; 282-284
London Road, Westcliff. Plus new stores in COVENTRY and SOUTH LONDON opening soon. Ring 0702 552911 for further details. All items subject to availability. Foritems marked
add
£5.30 carriage. For all Mail Order purchases add £1.00 p&p. If buying a catalogue only on Mail Order, you do not have to pay the £1.00 p&p charge.

